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The Author's Introduction

All praise to Allah, the Almighty for His open and concealed

bounties, which He bestows at all times. May the peace and bless-

ings ofAllah be upon His final Messenger, his family and compan-
ions and all those who strive in the path of Allah until the Day of

Judgment, as well as their followers who inherited their knowle-
dge for indeed the scholars (Ulama') are the heirs of the Prophets!

May Allah, the Almighty bless them all and their followers.

This is a concise book comprising ofHadith, which are sources

of the Shartah. I have made a meticulous compilation so that the

one who memorizes it will excel among his peers. It may assist the

beginner and the learned person who is seeking more knowledge.

I have indicated at the end of every Hadith the Imam who
collected it, I used the following abbreviations:

The seven Imams refers to: Ahmad1
, Al-Bukhari2, Muslim3,

AM Dawud", At-Tfrmidhi* An-Nasa'i* and Ibn Majah7
.

The six Imams refers to: Al-Bukh&ri, Muslim, Abu Dawud, At-

Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'! and Ibn Majah.

The five Imams refers to: Ahmad, Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidhi,

An-Nas&'T and Ibn Majah. They may also be referred to as: The
four and Ahmad.

The four Imams refers to: Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidh! , An-Nasa't

and Ibn Majah,

The three Imams refers to: Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidhi, An-
Nasa'i.

1- Ahmad Ibn JJanbal, born in 164 AH and died in Baghdad in 24 1 AH.
2- Muhammad bin IsmSI] Al-BukhM was born in 194 AH and died in

Samarqand in 256 AH
3- Born in 204 AH and died in Naisabor in 161.

4- Suiaiman bin Al-Ashath As-Sagist&m. Born in 202 and died in 275 AH
in Al-Basrah.

5- Ahmad bin Shuaib, born in 216 and died 303.

6- Muhammad bin Isa died in 276b in Tirmidh.

7- Muhmammad bin Yazid Al-Qazwfnt, born in 207 and died in 275 AH.
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Agreed upon8 refers to: Al-BukhAri and Muslim.

I have called this book: "Bulugh al-Mar&m min AdiUat M-

Akkam" (Attainment of the Objective according to Evidence of the

Legal Judgments); and I ask Allah that what we have learnt may

not be a calamity against us. May He guide us to act according to

what pleases Him, the Almighty.

8- Agrecd upon means: Ah&dith accepted and agreed to by both Imams Al-

BukhM and Muslim.
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Translator's Introduction

All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the Universe. We praise

Him, seek His help, and ask His forgiveness. We seek refuge in

Allah from the evil of our souls, and the adverse consequences of

our deeds- Whosoever Allah guides, there is none that can misg-

uide him, and whosoever He misguides, none can guide him,

I bear witness and testify that there is no deity that is worthy

of worship except for Allah, who is alone having no partners, I

bear witness and testify that Muhammad ^ is His perfect slave

and Messenger.

Bidfogk al-Mardm is a book, which was written by Imam Ibn

Hajar (773 H - 852 H) with the objective of compiling many ofthe

AhddUh particularly related to the Ahkam (judgments) of Islamic

Sharl'ah, i.e, those related to worship, business transactions, laws

of marriage and divorce, legal punishments etc. This illustrates

the importance of this book for the Muslim reader, who is always

in need to know the judgments of Shart'ah related to the essential

elements ofhis life.

Due to the importance of this book, Imam As-San^ni wrote a

very good interpretation of the Akdditk in Buldgk al-Mardm in

his famous book 'Subul as-Sal&m." Needless to say that reading

the Akdditk on their own as they are organized in 'Bulugh al-

Maram\ may be confusing sometimes as the reader may find that

some of these Akdditk appear to be contradictory even though

they may be of the same grade of authenticity. Therefore, we made
use of some of the commentary ofImam As-San'ani, plus referring

to some other books, which are relevant to the interpretation of

Hadtth, in order to clarify any ambiguity that may arise. Hopeful-

ly these footnotes will make it easy for the reader to comprehend
the essence of these Ahkam in Islamic Shari'ah and how they are

deduced from the combination of these Ahadith and the relevant

Qur'&ntc verses.

A glossary has been included to clarify the meaning of some of

the terminology used throughout it. Needless to say that this ter-

minology is specifically related to Islamic concepts of which there

is no synonym in English. For this reason they were used in

Arabic Transliteration so that the non-Arabic speaking Muslim

I
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reader will become familiar with them, and hopefully such words

and expressions wilt be adopted into everyday speech. One Eng-

lish word could never convey the whole concept and depth of the

Arabic term.

Bulugh al'Mardm was previously translated, with good effort

by Ddr at-Fikr in Syria, but the language of the book required

some refining plus there is a need for explanatory footnotes to

help in the comprehension and understanding of the Ahadith as

mentioned earlier.

I am deeply grateful to Dr. al-Khushu'i Muhammad al-Khu-

shu 1

!, who is a scholar of Hadith and its sciences at Al-Azhar

University, Faculty of 'Usui ad-Din', for his great help with the

commentaries included in this edition and his valuable guidance

throughout the whole work.

I would like to express my deep gratitude and appreciation to

my editor sister Selma Cook, as she is not just a language editor,

she reads with the eye and heart of a Muslim who tries to under-

stand, analyze and comment on what she is reading. Her valuable

discussions over the content of the book are always a source of

inspiration for more valuable additions in explanatory footnotes

and in the tiaditk text itself. This is very important for editors of

such specialized books that could not be edited by someone who
does not have a good background in Islamic knowledge and the

interest and desire to understand what they are not familiar with.

Finally, I must say that this remains a human effort which can

never achieve perfection, and any comments from the reader will

be much appreciated and will be considered Insha' Allah in coming

editions. I would like to thank all who helped to publish this book
I pray that Allah, the Almighty accepts our efforts, as sincere

deeds are done solely for His sake.

Indeed, any deeds performed without sincerity in Allah's cause

are lost and have no value. May Allah guide and keep us all on

His straight path,

Translator

Dr. Nancy Eweis

s

21110/2003
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N.B. What is written between bracksets is used to clarify the mea-

nings of the words in the Hfldith and not part of the text said by

the Prophet The words of the Prophet are written in bold, as

in contrast, to what is narrated by the Companions.

Glossary

M; Peace arid blessings ofAllah be upon him,

RAA' May Allah be phased with him Iher,

'Asrprayer: Mid-afternoon prayer.

The Basmalah: The words: Bismillah-ir-Rahman-ir-Rahlm

(In the nam.e of Allah, the Most Benificient, the. Most Merciful),

which is said before reading any Surah of the Quran, including

the. Fdtihah: (the opening chapter of the Qur'an).

Bid'ah: Innovation in religion: in worship or fundamentals.

Dkikr: Words and phrases said to remember Allah, the Almighty

and His greatness.

Dhuhr prayer: Noon prayer.

Diyah: Blood money or indemnity.

Fajr prayer: Dawn or early-morning prayer before sunrise.

Ghush The full ritual, washing of tlie. body with, water alone -

after a legal impurity such as sexual intercourse, to cleanse oneself

after menses or post childbirth bleeding has finished. To purify

oneself for tlie purpose of performing prayer. It is also performed

for the dead, before they are buried,

Hadith: Prophetic tradition, pi. Ah&dith,

Haditk Hasan: It is a hadith reported by a reliable chain of

narrators but does not. reach tlie grade of the Hadith Sahih, which

is rendered thus due to tlie strong memory ofits narrators.

Hadith Mawqufi is that in which the narration of the compan-

ion does not connect to the Prophet so it is restricted to the com-

panion alone.

Hadith Marfk ': is that which is reported with a full chain of

narrators, and is connected to tlie Prophet St

13



Hadit/i Mu ctllaq: is that in which the reporter omits the whole

Isnad and quotes the Propliet <H directly.

HadUh Mursah is that in which the link between the. Successor

(TabIV and the Prophet is missing.

Hadith Sahih: is an authentic HadUh, which is related by an
unbroken chain of narrators, and its reporters are all trustworthy,

having good and strong memoiies.

Hal&l; lawful.

Hardmi unlawful

Hit dud: plural of Hadd. U refers to the prescribed penalties

(punishments) in Islamic Shari'ah.

Hukm: a judgment or a legal decision (as specified by Allah), or a

legal opinion, pi, Ahkdm,

"Id: means a. festival. There are two major festivals in Islam, one

at the end ofRamadan ('Idui Fitr) and t/ie other on the day of

sacrifice in Hajj ('Idul Ad-hik) t on the 10th ofDhul Mijjah,

Idda/i: the period oftime that a woman waits after her divorce or

the death of her husband (before remarrying).

Ihram: is the intention to perform either Hajj or 'Umrah, or both,

as well as a state in which certain practices are. prohibited such as

wearing sewn garments for men, sexual intercourse, hunting and
using perfume (for more details refer to books ofFiqh). Ihram also

refers to the white garments that men wear when making the

intention to perform hajj or 'Umrah which are called the Iz&r (the

dress worn below one's waist) and the Rida' (the cloth worn round
the shoulders).

Iqdmalu the call to peiform prayer, which is saidjust before the

prayer begins.

'Iskd'prayer: night prayer which takes place about one hour and
a halfafter the Maghrib prayer.

Isnad: chain ofnarrators.

Istihadah: a prolonged flow of blood, which is not a part of the

regular menstrual period.
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Izdr: a waist sheet, which is used to cover the lower part of the

body.

Jandbah: a state of major ritual impurity, due to sexual inter-

course or having a wet dream,

JLsyah: poll tax paid by non-Muslims citizens who are staying in

a Muslim land, in return for their protection, services provided etc

as they do not participate in fighting the enemy.

Junub: a person in a state ofmajor ritual impurity, due to coitus.

Khamr: alcoholic drinks, intoxicants, narcotics etc.

Khuffi a hind of leather footwear, which covers the foot up to the

ankles.

Khutbah: a sermon.

Maghrib prayer: sunset prayer.

Mahr&m: a male relative of a woman whom she cannot legally

marry,

Muhrim: a person in a state oflhram.

Ndfilah: optional or supererogatory worship in contrast to what
is obligatory, but it is recommended or desirable to perform it. pi.

Nawdfil

Naj&sah; an impurity, which Muslims must avoid and cleanse

themselves of should it contaminate their clothes, body etc as the

presence ofsuch impurity renders their prayer invalid. These imp-

urities include urine, feces, blood and others.

Najis: ritually impure.

Qihlah: the direction to which all Muslims turn their faces in

prayer, which is towards the Ka'bah (ai-Masjid al-Haram) in

Makkah.

Rabb: Lord of the Universe. The Creator, the Provider, the Sus-

tained

Rak'ah: pi. Rak'&t. Prayer is made up of several rak'&t, which
consists of one standing (while reciting the Qur*an)> one bowing
and two acts ofprostration.

Ribd: usury.

15



Sadaqah: whatever is given in way of charity. Sometimes the

same term is used to refer to the obligatory payment ofZakah,

Sadaqatul Fitr: sometimes referred to as Zakat-ul-fitr, which is

the obligatory Zakah paid by every Muslim before the Id prayer.

Sa'i: going between the mountains ofAs-Safa. and Marwah seven

times while performing the rituals ofHajj or Umrah,

Salam; buying in advance, which means that the sale of des-

cribed goods or items to be delivered by the seller to the buyer at a

certain time,

Sunnah: all the traditions and practices (sayings and actions) of

the Prophet *f£ The Sunnah is the second source of legislation for

the Muslims, after the Qur'dn,

Tdhir: ritually pure,

At-Taft&rah; (purification) in Islamic SharVah it refers to

lifting a state ofritual impurity(hadath)removing najasak.

A term, which refers to purifying the body (or one's clothes) from

any substance, which is considered impure (Najdsah) thatprevents

him from performing his prayer. This Tah&rah may require wash-

ing only the private parts of the body (after going to the toilet), or

washing the whole body after sexual, intercourse. It could be perfor-

med with clean water or with dust in cases where water is not

readily available,

Talbiyah: prescribed words to be said during pilgrimage. The

Prophet% made his talbiyah using these words: Lab-baika Allah-

umma Lab-baih. Lab-baika la-Sharika laka lab-baik (Here I

am at Your service, O Allah! You have no partner).

Tashahkudi the Testification offaith, which is recited in the

final sitting ofthe prayer.

Tawafi circumambidation around the Ka'bah.

'Umrah: a visit to Maftkah at any time of the year during which

one performs Tawdf around the Ka'bah and Sat between the

mountains ofAs-Safu and Marwah seven times, (Sometimes it is

called the minor or the lesser pilgrimage),

Walt: in marriage, a wait is the legal guardian of a woman who
conducts her marriage, such as her fatlier, her brother, her uncle

etc.

16



Wasilah: means through which one can get closer to Allah. It also

refers to a special status in Paradise reserved for only one servant

among the slaves of Allah, The Prophet said, "I hope to be

Himd e. that servantofAUWand whoever asks Allah to grant

me the status of *Wasatah' will be entitled to my interces

sion on the Day ofJudgment"

Zakah: a certain amount of one's property that is to be paid to

certain recipients, who are mentioned in detail in the Qur'an (9:60)

under certain conditions. It is obligatory for every free Muslim who

possesses any kind ofproperty, which is liable to Zakah.

17



Book I: Purification (at-Taharah)

Chapter 1: Wetter

O ^* ^Sj 4 Si^aJ j^1 ^ >*>>: ^f51 <j 1

L Abu Hurairah (RAA), narrated that the Prophet M said,

"Concerning the sea, its (the sea) water is pure (suitable for

performing ablution) and its dead (animals) are lawful

{Haial to eat, without any prescribed slaughtering) » It is

related by the four Imams" and Ibn Abi Shaibah (the text men-

tioned above is his). Ibn Khuzaimah and at-Tirmidrii graded it as

Sahih (authentic) [it was also reported by Malik, Sh&fi"! and

A|imad].

ila Ju & Jij ji : - & ill - tfJjbJh -w- J >j — Y

. jbLUt t 4jS^1i S*^>-t ^ j^ii f^J' jj» ; «3*

2. Abu Sa'ib al-Khudri (RAA), narrated that Allah's Messen-

ger said, "Water is Tahur (i.e. pure in itself and it purifies

other things) and nothing defiles it™." Related by the three

Im&ms, 11 and Ahmad graded it as (authentic).

9- Abu Dawud, at-Tirrnidhl, an-Nasa'i and Ibn Majah.

10- What is meant by the water in the HadUh,\s running water such as that

of a river, or spring. It is considered pure, unless its smell, color or taste

change by having had something thrown into it, as clarified in the folio-

wing Hadith.

11- AbO Dawud, at^Tirmidhi, an-Nasal.
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jJj <u>jtlsj, Li* N| <

3. Narrated Abu Umamah al-Bahili (RAA): Allah's Messen-

ger M said, "Water is not defiled by anything, except for

what changes (affects) its smell, taste or color*" Related by
Ibn Majah, but declared weak by Abu Hatim.

,f ,s ' t M ". 0 i f t •
i

» f H f tv * '
. I |. * t\ '

, * \ f m i a J[\*

^b-t-J t 4jjJ y AaAj? j\ i AAj jjZ Jl y\ jj *$k J1» :
r̂ £-fc JUj £

* * s

4. Imam al-Baihaqi reported (through his chain of narra-

tors): "Water is Tah&r except when its smell, taste or odor is

changed by a Najasah, which affects it*"

f
0 t> t

f * * f / tat* f
f

c

p» : Jaii ,ij a^JkJl (J o3* *^ ^ lM» : *s—1*

5, 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar (RAA), narrated that Allah's Mes-

senger $j§ said, "Any amount of water that is sufficient to fill

two pitchers* is not easily contaminated by impurity (Ntya-

mh)?m Another narration says: It does not become impure*"

Related by the four Imams, 13 Ibn Khuzaimah, al-H&kim and Ibn

Hibban graded it as Sahih,

* -

6, Abu Hurairah (RAA), narrated that the Prophet^ said,

"None of you should wash in stagnant water when he is

12-

13-

UoJeas this Najasak affects the color, taste or odor of the water.

This Hadtthjs considered weak by most Uadlth scholars.
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Junub (a state of major ritual impurity due to coitus). Re-

ported by Imam Muslim,

p < <sJ4 ^ jS -jJd! Ml V» : ^^li^-JJj _ v

7. In another narration by al-Bukhari (of the previous Ha-

ditk): The Prophet. said, "None of you should urinate into
stagnant (water that is not flowing), then wash in the same
water/*

8. In an another narration by Imam Muslim and Abu Da-

wud (of the same Hadith) the Prophet said, "And should not

wash in it because of being in a state of Jandbah (major
impurity due to sexual relations).

ijsiJj * j^L j( t ji^ii j^l j^j y jjt} 4*

9. A man who accompanied the Prophet 38 narrated, "The

Messenger of Allah <Hk forbade that a woman should wash
with the water left over by the man or that the man should
wash with the water left over by the woman; and they
should use the water (scoop it from the same vessel) toge-

ther {i.e. at the same time).n Reported by Abti-Dawfld and an-

Nas&'i with a sound chain of narrators.

10. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas (RAA): "The Messenger of Allah

used to wash with the water left over by Maimunah
(RAA)." Reported by Muslim,

20



* - - *

go i J d , i . •!),. Jh j h ^

11, The authors of the S\manu transmitted that one of the

wives15 of the Prophet *M washed from a bowl, and when the Pro-

phet $S came to wash from it (perform ablution or ghusl) she said,

"I wasjunub (sexually impure)*" He replied: "Water does not

become impure,** At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as

^ ^ ' - - - ' '

4 jit£-f» : If1/ «'<6j&» :
'4 Jail Jfj t ^L_U £^^__Uf ,4M>_

^

------ i ' '

a j *, / - fw ^

12, Abu Hurairah (RAA), narrated that the Prophet ^ said,

"If a dog laps the water from the utensil of anyone, purify it

1*- The authors of the Svnan are: at-Tirmidki, Abu-Dawitd, an-Nasa% and

lbn Majah.fJTvan

s

J

.

15- Imam ad-Darqutni reported her to be Mfumunah (RAA).

16- Most scholars of Fiqh, are of the opinion that it is permissible for the

men to use the water left over by a woman and vice versa whether for

mtdfi' (ablution) or ghiisl, as both at-Bukhari and Muslim reported on

the authority of 'A-'ishah: "I used to wash with the Prophet % from the

same bowl" and also for the Haditk reported above (.no. 11 >. This is also

supported by the Hadilh reported by Muslim that the Prophet M used t«

wash with the water left over by Mairnunah {no. 10). As for Hadith no. 9

forbidding this act, the scholars said that it is not as strong as the other

Ah&dUh, and even if they are equal in authenticity, it does not really

indicate a strict prohibition. Imam Khattabi said that what is meant is

forbidding men from using the water that she already used and not

what is left over (i.e. clean), and some said that it is only preferable not

to use what is left over and not actually prohibited, and Allah knows

best. (Trans.)
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(the vessel) by washing it seven times, using earth17 for the

first washing"* Reported by Muslim, with the addition:"He must

spill it18." Imam at-Tirmidhi also related it with the addition:

"The first or the last (washing),"

'^L>'3 4ii *jw J of < - & <UJi '^p'j - j— _ ^ r

.<uk& 'upfy*to ^ ^4 * ^—4* :
- *^ 4c-j - Ji—i

* * v £ . j- d j-"*f
r
. -* f

13. Abu Qatadah (RAA), narrated that Allah's Messenger

said concerning cats, "It is not impure (Najis), it is one of

those who live among you." Related by the four Imams. At-

Tirmidhi and Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as E&Mh

^ JQ ^l>( ^» : Jli - J£ & '^Tj - jjUC J ^Ji^ _ U

14, Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA), "A Bedouin came and
started to urinate in one of the corners of the mosque and the

people then rebuked him, but the Prophet ^ stopped them. When

the man had finished, the Prophet $! ordered them to pour a

(large) bucket of water over the urine 19 ." Agreed upon (Related by

al-Bukhari and Muslim).

Cii- Sill jLs 4iK Sy-*j Jli : Jli - li^I* Lr*J
~~ J** 0—*J — ^ 0

17- What is meant by earth here is mixing water with earth until it becomes

muddy, and then washing the vessel with this mud the first time* until

he is sure that there is no trace of the dog's saliva in the utensil,

18- i.e. the water in the vessel.

16- It must be noted here that the floor of the mosque was sandy, i.e. there

were no tiles, se when the water was poured over the urine, it became
soaked into the sand and did not remain inside the mosque.
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15. Ibn Umar (BAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger jB

said, "Two types of dead animals20 and two types of blood

have been made lawful for us. The two types of dead ani-

mals are seafood and locusts, and the two types of blood

are(tbe blood of) the liver and the spleen." Related by Ahmad
and Ibn Majah but with a weak chain of narrators.

jj : aljj t >tj * j^Jl fe-'^-f .«*U-$. c *6 v- 1^-

r # *

16. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet H said, "If

a housefly falls into the drink of anyone of you, he should

dip it (all) in the liquid, for one of its wings has the disease,

and the other has the cure*41" Bukharl and Abu Dawud related

it. Abu Dawud added in his narration, "It puts forward the one

containing the disease.22"

17. Narrated Abi Waqid al-Laithy (RAA): The Messenger of

Allah 18 said, "Whatever (any part) is cut off from a live

20- Dead here refers to dying from "natural causes," i.e. without the prescri-

bed Islamic slaughtering.

21- It is not meant in this Hadtth that the person must drink the liquid in

which the fly has fallen, the Prophet ££ is only guiding the Muslims to

the way in which to protect themselves from being infected by microbes,

should they want to continue drinking after throwing way the fly.

22- i.e. falls in the liquid with the wing containing the disease (the microbes)

first.
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animal is considered dead.23" Related by Abu DawM and at-

Tirmidhi who graded it as Hasan and the wording is his.

Chapter II: Containers and Utensils

18. Narrated Abu Hudhaifah Ibn al-Yaman (RAA): The Mes-

senger of Allah M said, "Do not drink from gold and silver

vessels, and do not eat from gold and silver dishes, for they

(disbelievers) have them in this world but you will have
them in the Hereafter." Agreed upon(i.e, reported by al-Bukhari

and Muslim).

19. Narrated Umm Salamah (RAA): Hie Messenger of Allah

said; "Whoever drinks from a silver vessel, is but filling

his abdomen with Hell tire." Agreed upon.

& 4JI J Jtf : Jli * - Mj£ & - j> j-^j — Y

20. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas (RAA): The Messenger of Allah M
said,

(

*lf the animal's skin is tanned, it becomes pure (Ta-

hir)" Reported by Muslim,

- * * * *

2 1 . Narrated the four Imams^Tanning any skin{nutifies it)

23- I.e. this pact is considered like an animal, which has not been properly

slaughtered, i.e. is dealt with as beingNaj&sah (impurity).
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22. Narrated Salamah bin al-Muhabbiq (RAA): The Messen-

ger of Allah 3j§ said, "Tanning the skin of a dead animal puri-

fies it," Ibn Hibban authenticated it.

^& SlB
*J>

: cii i - Siii >S - ^* — *T

23. Narrated Maimunah (RAA): The Prophet M passed by a
dead sheep being dragged along by (some people). Thereupon he
said to them, "Why d idn't you make use of its skin?" They told

him, "It is a dead animal (i.e. had died a natural death, without

being slaughtered)." He said to them "Water and the leaves

of mimosa flava purify it." Related by Abu Dawud and an-

NasaTL

* ' ' '
^ + * f 4 i * i

24. Narrated Abu Thalabah al-Khushani (RAA): I said, "0

Messenger of Allah, we are living in a land belonging to the people

of the Book, so can we eat our meals with their utensils?" He rep-

lied $6, "Do not eat from their utensils, but if you cannot
obtain utensils other than theirs, wash them and eat out of
them." Agreed upon.

aIIp & u)f» : - i£ l^>j
- J Ol^^JU *j — to

25. Narrated Imran bin Husain (RAA): "The ProphetM and
his companions performed ablution from a water-bag belonging to
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an unbelieving woman." (This is a part of a long U&dtth) Agreed
upon.

' f > V ,

t * * 0 * , 'I
26. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): "The drinking cup ofthe

Prophet IS was broken, and he mended it with a silver chain..."

Related by al Bukhari.

Chapter III: The Cleansing ofNajasah and
its nature

^ *Ui 4UI Jil : Jtf - ilJk - ^1 °> — TV

: ji5j c U-xSjhj : j^i ? 1 jliJi ^ Lj
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27. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): Allah's Messenger
was asked about the use of Khamr from which vinegar is prepa-

red. He said, "No (it is prohibited).** Related by Muslim and at-

Tirmidhi who graded it as Hasan.

28. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): "On the day ofKhaibar,

the Prophet ^| commanded Abu Xalhah2* to make an announce-

ment, so he called out saying, "Allah and His MessengerM pro-

hibit you from eating the flesh of domestic donkeys, for it is

considered as Jfps** {impure food)." Agreed upon.

24- He is Zaid Ibn Sab I al-Anfifin. who married Umm Sulaim (the mother of

Anas (RAA).), on the condition that he embraces Islam first.

25- Rijs refers to anything which is impure, filthy, abominable etc.
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29. Narrated 'Amro Ibn Kharijah (RAA): "The Messenger of

Allah ^ addressed us in Mina, while riding his camel and its sa-

liva was flowing onto my shoulder." Ahmad and at-Tirmidhi rela-

ted it, and the latter authenticated it.

jJJv ,^511* till J : oJte i - \^Ip <JJi ^Jj»j — kJJ\* v
1

•

30. Narrated A'ishah (RAA): "Allah's Messenger M used to

wash the semen (off his clothes), and then go out to prayer in the

same garment. I used to sec the mark of the washing (on his clo-

thes)." Agreed upon.

\ f * „
'

31. In another version narrated by Muslim she said: "I used

to rub it {the semen) off the garment of the Prophet |sf, and
then he would pray in it."

"js isJih CiC o^-f IzJf lui» : if Jilf _ r y

32. In another version narrated also by Muslim, she said: "I

used to scrape it with my nail from his garment, when it

had dried,"

«1£ iifi JLU oy^j JU : JU — <1p ^JJ
1

! ^Js-j - ^\ j—h'j — VT

/ * t 'A
J ,D , i jAr , *. . , D ' , D Ji

. , f , ,

X H .» i* X X
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33. Narrated Abf as-Sfimh(RAA)^: The Messenger of Allah M
said, 'The urine of a baby girl should be washed off (one's
clothes), while the urine of a baby boy needs only water to

be sprinkled over it.**" Related by Abu Dawiid and an-Nasal;

al-Hakim graded it as Sahik.

^ - *w - jZ: ^ _ r %

t" Li
** 1

-S *'? £ ' ff !h' ' h - - '1. - ' f - *
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34. Narrated Asma5

bint Abl Bakr (RAA): The Messenger of

Allah said concerning menstrual blood, when it contaminates

one's clothes, "She should scrape it, rub it with water and
sprinkle water over it, and then pray in it," Agreed upon.

* * * • f _. ******* * ' lb J * ' d J f

t Ul*°fi\ ,«#f jfjsi t Ids ±Lk:» : Jii ? fill ^ J-J

35. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA); Khawlah asked, "Allah's

Messenger, what if the blood of menses does not (completely)

disappear?" He replied,"Water would be sufficient (to wash it)

and there is no harm if a trace (of the blood) remains (on
the clothes)," Related by at-Tirmidhi, with a weak chain of nar-

rators.

Chapter TV: Ablution (Wudu9
)

im; ^ iJi^ju > Jii y v> : jii #

26- He is a lad; the servant i>f the Prophet

27- This refers only in a male baby that has not yet begun to oat. If he oats

food (besides breast milk) then the garment is to be washed."
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36. Narrated Abu Hurairah (BAA): The Messenger of Allah

jfe said, "If it were not too much of a burden on my nation, I

would have ordered them to use the Siwdk with every abl-

ution(they perform)."** Related by Ahmad, Malik and an-Nasal

Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as Sahik,

p i oi^ Ci" jUi t i^'jt i£S o\» : li- q— _ rv
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37, Narrated Humran Ibn Ibban29 (RAA): Uthman (RAA)

called for Wud.fi' (water to perform ablution). He then washed his

hands three times, rinsed his mouth and sniffed water up his
nostrils and blew it out. Then he washed his face three times, fol-

lowed by his right arm up to{and including) the elbow three times,

then his left arm up to (and including) the elbow three times. He
then wiped his head (with wet hands), and washed his right foot

up to (and including) the anklebones three times and then his left

foot in the same way. Uthman then said, "I saw the Prophet $6
make wudtV (ablution) like this way of mine." Agreed upon.

jX. j & Jfc* &Aj «y ~ ^ 'ty*j
- *J* J—*j — ™

i , &„ i , »i*
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38. Narrated AH (RAA): regarding the ablution of the Pro-

phet **He wiped his head once." Related by Abu Dawud. at-

2B- The Siusak {or the Miswak) is a root taken from a small tree or a shrub

called "al-Ar&k".

29- The slave of Uthraan Ibn Affan (RAA).
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Tirmidhi and an-Nasa*i also reported it with a sound chain of

narrators.

•J' J Is*

39, Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid bin Asim (RAA): regarding

ablution, "The ProphetM wiped his head by sliding his han-

ds back and forward again." Agreed upon.

CJt-Vj 1) 4 oUj il^j v*^* i^3" 4 ^j f
Jta"*^ ' — ^ *

40, In another narration by al-Bukhari and Muslim: "He
started with the front of his head, moved them (his hands)

to the nape of the neck, and then returned them to the pla-

ce where he started.**

: Ju - f-^'tW ajup ^ - 1*4-*- Sji -
J>
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41, Narrated 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amro (RAA): regarding the na-

ture of ablution,'*Then he wiped his head, put his little finger

in his ears30 and wiped the outside of his ears with his thu-

mbs,31" Related by Abu Dawftd and an-Nasa'L Ibn Khuzaimah

authenticated it.

& f JU : Jli - ^ if - Ir-^j - £T

30- The purpose here is to wipe the entrance of the ear canal with the little

finger.

31- In another narration by Ahmad, the Prophet wiped the inner part of

his ears with his index finger, and the outer portion with his thumb.
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42. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Messenger of Allah

% said,gtWhen one ofyou wakes up from sleep he must clear

his nose32 three times, as the devil spends the night in the

upper part of his nose.33" Agreed jupon.

. JL_~> Jail IXfcj t aJuC1 fjilM .«sJj lL-jU jjI jJj i Ajl* t Liyu

43. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Messenger of Allah

£S said* "Whoever wakes up from his sleep, should not dip

bis hand into a bowl (containing water for ablution) until

he has washed it three times, as he does not know where

his hand was (during his sleep)." Related by al-Bukhar! and

Muslim, and the wording is Muslim's.

& JL <dJl J^j : Jli - ^ ifo
Iffj
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44. Narrated Laqit bin gabirah (RAA)r The Messenger of Al-

lahM said,"Complete and perfect the ablution, let the water

run between the fingers. Use water freely while sniffing it

up your nostrils, unless you are fasting." Related by the four

Imams. Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as authentic.

j 4 ' '

45 > In another version by Abu Dawud :
" If your perform

32- With water as we perform the ablution, i.e. sniffed water up his nostrils

and blew it out. In the narration of al-Bukhari he says, "When one of

you wakes up.. and performs ablution, he should clear „H

33- This fact is part of the unseen that only Allah knows, and we can only

know it through His Prophet So we believe that the devil actually

spends the night in this part of the nose even thoiigh we can not

perceive how.(Trans.)
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ablution, then rinse your mouth*"

;, , *. j , , j / , ,? . /„* . , - >

46. Narrated XJthman (RAA): the Messenger of Allah ^
would run his fmgers through his beard, while making ablution,

Related by at-Tirmiclhi. Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as Sahih.

i jJ=
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47. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid (RAA): the Prophet M was

brought two thirds otaMudd*4 (of water to perform ablution), and

he rubbed his arms. Related by Ahmad and Ibn Khuzaimah grad-

ed it as £>a/£f&,

*LK ^ «J±V J^U (U^j 41* «A J-^^ t£*j ^—il>> : ^—*J — 1A

: Jail> lJu jJlU jlp 1 ^jifllil Ji-^Ul .«<w*3J ei s^-f (^J 3l
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48. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid (RAA): he saw the Prophet

(performing ablution and he) took new water for his ears, apart
from that which he had taken for his head. Related by al-Baihaqf.

Muslim reported it with the words: "and he wiped his head
with water other than that left over after washing his

hands (i.e. new water).*'313

34' A measure of approximately 2/3 of n kilo.

•35- It is permissible to wash the ears with the water used for the head, or to

use new water for them. This is deduced from all the relevant Ahaditk,
which were reported concerning this issue,
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49. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA); The Messenger of Allah

M said, "My nation will come on the Day of Resurrection
with bright streaks of light on their foreheads, arms and

legs due to the traces of ablution.36 So, if any of you can

lengthen his streaks of light, he should do so." Related by al-

Bukhari and Muslim and the wording is Muslim's.

'fCj *U\ JC* ^11 OLS"» : oJl* - Qj* 4lA - "jPj o .

50. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): "Allah's Messenger 38 loved to

begin with his right side while putting on his sandals, combing
his hair, purifying himself, and in all his affairs." Agreed upon.

i»jL#jj : jJJlij <JJi
{_J
LU 4JJ1 J Jii : Jli Sy*yb ^ c \

51. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Messenger of Allah

M said, *'When you perforin ablution, begin with your right
side." Related by the four Imams, Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as
Sahih^

52. Narrated al-Mughtrah Ibn Shu^ah (RAA): the Messenger

of Allah SI made ablution and wiped over his forelock, his turban
and his socks. Related by Muslim.

^jSi Jj- - iijip J>& ill - Jji jl^ J—1&- 0—c-j

.«<u &\ ilf 1j(l> : 4& & Jis - jX.) LJIi JL^
. ^Ikli JiiL ^Jl^ alt t iji^i ^j*llJi\ iir^>.f

53. Narrated Jabir Ibn Abdullah (RAA): regarding the Hajj

36- This is due to washing more than what is obligatory of the lace, arms
and legs by washing above the elbows and ankles.
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(pilgrimage) of the Prophet M, the Prophet $8 said, "Begin with
what Allah began with.'7 Related by an-Nasal and Muslim.

54. Narrated Jabir Ibn Abdullah (RAA); "Whenever the Pro

phetM performed ablution, he used to let the flow water abunda-

ntly over his elbows." Related by ad-Daraqutnl with a weak chain

of narrators.

55. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAAJ: The Messenger of AMh
^ said* "If anyone does not mention the name of Allah at

the beginning of his ablution, he will be considered as if he
did not perform Wudu' (ablution)." Related by Ahmad, Abu
Dawud and Ibn Majah with a weak chain of narrators.

56. At-Tirmidhi reported a similar narration on the authority

of Said Ibn Zaid, and Abu Sa'id, but Ahmad said that it is not

authentic.

57. Narrated Talhah bin Musrrif through his father, on the

authority of his grandfather37 (RAA): "I saw the Messenger of Al-

57- He is Ka'b bin Amro al-Hamadilni, who is proven to have had compan-

ionship of the Prophet
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lah $=5 distinguish between rinsing his mouth and sniffing water

up his nose (i.e. doing one after the other)." Related by Abu Dawud
with a weak chain of narrators.

^JCjt ^i*-ii*J jtJ» ! — i. j*k>j}\ <A*£3 ^ - 4^ 4jL5\ j - f- _j OA
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58. Narrated 'A13 (RAA): regarding the ablution of the Pro-

phet "He rinsed his mouth and sniffed water up his nostrils

and blew it out three times, rinsing his mouth and clearing the

nose with the very same palm by which he had taken water,"

Related by Abu Dawud and an-Nasal.

59. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Zaid (RAA): regarding ablution,

"Then he inserted his hand (into the bowl), rinsed his mouth
and sniffed water up his nostrils using one handful of water, doing
this three times." Agreed upon.

'tX*'} fj^f ^> \s*j '
- & *M ^ - ^ \\ j i

.

60. Narrated Anas (RAA): The Messenger of Allah M saw a

man. There was a spot, much as the size of a nail on his foot,

which had been touched by the water (of ablution). The Prophet $k

then said to him: "Go back and perform ablution properly.*'
Related by Abu Dawud and an Nasa'I.

61. Narrated Anas (RAA): The Messenger of Allah 3^ used to
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perform ablution with a Mudd, and perforin Ghusl with a Sg/-W

up to five Mudds. Agreed upon.

4^ &\ j^s ju ; jii - ili. iii ^— - — \y

"tL U *.f V*J \ d ' f* ' " * f • t - ' f

62. Narrated Umar (RAA): The Messenger of Allah M said,

'If anyone performs ablution, perfectly, then says, *I testify

that none has the right to be worshipped but Allah, the
One Who has no partner, and I testify that Muhammad is

His servant and His Messenger,' the eight gates of Paradise
will be opened for him and he may enter by whichever of

them he wishes." Reported by Muslim and at-Tirmidhi.

Chapter V: Wiping over the Socks (Khuff)®*

&\ JX* \Jk olT : J Is - ili- dJLU ^jsj - y i^Jtlji j ^ IT

63. Al-Mughlrah bin Shu'bah (RAA) said: "I was with the

Prophet %% (during an expedition.). Ho started to perform ablution

and I was about to remove his socks (the khuff), when he said,

38- One Set' = 4 Mudds, i.e. approximately kg,

39- The "Khuff" ir leather foot-weft r, which covers the ankles. They used to

walk in it, with nothing worn on Lap of it. They also used to pray in this

khuff after rubbing it in the earth (as will be mentioned in the chapter

about prayer}
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"Leave them, for I put them on while I was in a state of

purity

,

40B and he wiped oveT them." Agreed upon.

64. The four Im&ms, excluding an-Nasal, reported on the au-

thority of al-Mughirah bin Shu bah (RAA), that the Prophet $j$ wi-

ped over the top and the bottom of his socks. There is a weakness

in this chain of narrators."

fiJ ol& t^fylj Otf' y» ; Jti «S - *!p &\ - ^1* *J*\ — 1 o

65. 'Ali (RAA) observed, "If religion was based on opinion,

the bottom of the socks would take preference for being wiped to

the top of the socks (khuff), but I saw Allah's Messenger wiping

over the top of his socks " Related by Abu Dawud with a good

(Hasan) chain of narrators.

lit ljj*U Jl^j t>tf» : J d\'y^s> *j—i-j — 11

Jajii ^ y3) °y vi < ^yrfj ft? *Bvf ail- j-jS Si oi ; ^ ^L_r
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66. Narrated Safwan bin Assal: The Messenger of Allah M
used to command us, when we were travelling, not to take off our

socks for three days and nights. We did not remove them unless

we were in a state of post-sex impurity (Janabah). We did not re-

move them on account of relieving ourselves (defecation), passing

'10- I.e. I have already performed ablution and nothing had nullified it, when
I put on the Khuff,

41- This narration was by the writer of al-MughJrnh, who is considered by

the scholars us a weak narrator,
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urine or sleeping * Related by an-Nas&l and at-Tirmidhl, and the

wording is his. 42

67. Narrated All (RAA): The Messenger of Allah M had
appointed three days and nights for the traveler, and one day and
one night for the resident -i.e. as the period set for the duration of

wiping over the khuff* Related by Muslim.

68. Warrated Thawban (RAA): Allah's Messenger sent out

an expedition. He ordered them to wipe over their turbans and
their socks (Khuff). Related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud and pro-

nounced authentic by al-Hakim.

69. Narrated Umar (RAA): (in a HadUh Mawq&f)43, and An-

as (HadUh Marfu") Si
, "When any of you performs ablution

and puts his socks or khuff on, he may wipe over them,
offer prayer while wearing them and not take them off, if

42- Al-Bukh&n said, "There is nothing more authentic than this Hartith,

concerning the duration ofwiping over the khuff.*
43- HadUh Matf>Q&f is that which the companion does not connect to the

Prophet so the narration is restricted to the companion alono.

44' Haitith Marfft' in that which is reported with a lull chain of narrators,

connected to the Prophet $fe.
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he so wishes, except in the case of (Jan&bak)," Related by

ad-Darqutni and al-Hakim graded it as Sahlh .

iS» : jij ilft
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70, Narrated AbO Bakrali (RAA): That 4 the Messenger of Al-

lah 28 gave permission for the traveler to wipe over the khufffot

three days and nights, and for one day and one night for the

resident, as long as he was in a state of purity when he put them

on/ Related by ad-Darqutnt and Ibn Khuzatmah graded it as

Sakih

'Jk^ A J^L':Jli^-^ & '^j - S^Ip J *J j - V \
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71, Narrated Abu bin Imarah (RAA): that he asked Allah's

Messenger ^S,
40 Messenger of Allah, may we wipe over our socks

(hhuff)T He replied, "Yes." He asked, 'For one day?' He replied%
"Yes." He again asked, Tor two days?' He replied, Yes,' He again

asked, Tor three days?' He replied, "Yes and as long as you

wish.* Abu Dawud narrated it saying that it is not a strong

Hadith.

ftJ PjJl j?T *lj—S i-^L—

;

Chapter VI: Nullification ofAblution

ill J^j OlT» : jli - ^ & '^j - J>^ ^—^ — VT

72, Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): 'The companions of the
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Prophet^ in his lifetime, used to wait for the Isha (night) prayer

until their heads began to nod (from drowsiness).They would then

pray without performing ablution. 15 Related by Abu Dawud. Ad-

Darqutni authenticated it and its original narration is found in

gahih Muslim.'16

73. Narrated 'A'ishah {RAA}: Fatimah bint Abi Hubciish came

to the Messenger of Allah and said, "I am a woman who has a

prolonged flow of blood (htikadah), and I am never purified from

this bloody shall I abandon prayer?' He replied 'No, that is

only a vein and not menstrual blood. If it is your menstru-

ation, then leave the prayer, and if it is other than that

then wash yourself from the blood, and pray."18 Agreed

45- I.ft. They would not repeat ablution, due to cloning off, as they were fir-

mly seated on the floor.

4G- The narration or Muslim is, "(The people) stood up for the 'Isftft ', when a

man came saying: 1 am in need of something. The Prophet M started to

speak with him privately , in a low voice till people dozed off, or some of

them (dozed off), and then they got up for prayer." In the narration of al-

Baihaqi, "They had to he woken up for prayer, as they had slept, to the

extent that one could hear some of them snoring." Jn the narration off at-

TirmidhT, "1 saw the coinpanions of the Prophet^ sleeping to the extent

that one could hear some of thorn snoring. But they would stand for

prayer without a new ablution."

47- I.e. The blood never stops flowing.

48- in another narration by Abu DawOd, an-Nasa
1

! and Ibn Jjibban, the

Prophet % said to her, "If it is the blood of menstruation it will be

dark (almost black) and recognizable (by women). If it is that

then leave the prayer. If it is other than that, then make ablu-

tion and pray, for it is only due to a vein,"

upon.
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74. In another narration by al-Bukh§rS, the Prophet S said

to her, "Make ablution for every prayer."

^ : jui 1 Sjfciij & J*
S

J>\
"$4 of SvlLJi

75. Ali bin AM Talib (RAA) said: 1 used to pass madht49, so 1

asked al-Miqdad to ask the Prophet 31, about it. He asked him,

then he replied, "One must perform ablution (due to its excre-

tion Related by al-Bukhari and Muslim and the wordings are

al-Bukhari's.

jS ^Lj 4^ «I* ^ y» :
- li£ A - *-Jlfli — vl

76, Narrated A'ishah (RAA): "The Messenger of Allah kissed

one of his wives, and then went out to prayer without performing

ablution." Ahmad related it, but al-Bukhari reported it to be a

weak Hadith,

& Jill Jji J L\ Jli : JU - ^ &^ - - vv

77, Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): Allah's Messenger %
said, "If one of you felt some disturbance in his stomach

and was not certain if he had released any wind or not, he

should not leave the mosque unless he hears a sound or

smells something. " Related by Muslim.

49- A white sticky fluid that flows from the sexual organs because of thin-

king about sexual intercourse or foreplay, etc.
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78. Narrated Talq bin 'All (RAA): "A man said,
f
I touched my

penis,' or the narrator said: 'If a man touches his penis during the
prayer, does he have to perform ablution (in this case)?" The Pro-

phet 3§ said, "No, for it is just a part of you." Reported by the

five Imams50 and Ibn Hibban who graded it as Sahlh.

79. Busrah bint Safwan (RAA) said: The Messenger of Allah

S said,'4Whoever touches his penis must perform ablution."
Related by the five Imams and was it declared authentic by at-

Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban. Al-Bukhari said: It is the most authen-

tic tradition on this topic51 ,

*i ii]i Jt* ill JjLj J - L-h\ ^

—

'*

}
- _ A •

50- Ahmad, AM DawM, afc-Tirmidhf, an-NasST and Ibn Majah.
51- The consensus of the scholars is that touching the private parts without

a barrier (clothes ate.,) requires performing ablution The Hanaft school
is of the opinion that it docs not require ablution according to the Ha-
dith of lalq. But the Hadhk of Busrah is stronger as it was authen-
ticated by many Imams and was narrated through different chains of
narrators. So the opinion of the majority of scholars is the preferred one,
as they said that the RadUk of Busrah was narrated later than the first

one in Madmah and is known by a greater number of the Companions.
The touching which nullifies ablution is that which is done with the
palm of the hand or with the fingers, not that which is done with a nail,

the back of a hand or art arm.
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80. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): Allah's Messenger M said, "If

anyone suffers from vomiting, nose bleeding, regurgitation

or madhi (during the prayer) he must perform ablution,

then resume his prayer, (provided) that he did not talk (in

the interval between leaving the prayer and resuming it>*

Related by Ibn Majah, but Ahmad and others declared it to be a

weak HadithW

& & ^Si jt- y^j y - ^ - l
r

J^ J^ *J^j

81. Narrated Jabir bin Saumrab (RAA): "A man asked the

Prophet sB, 'Should we perform ablution after eating mutton?' He

said, *If you wish(make ablution)/ The man then asked 'Should

we make ablution after eating camel meat?' He said,
4Yes/ Rela-

ted by Muslim.

4* & y» jo : Jtt - - yrJ - AT
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82. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet % said,

"Anyone who washed a dead person (made ghusl for him)

must bathe himself, and he who carries him must perform

ablution." Related by Ahmad, an-NasaT and at-Tirmidhi, but

52- This Hadltk is not actually connected to the Prophet but was nar-

rated on the authority oflbn Juraij on the authority ofhis father (one of

the Successors 'TabiV). Therefore the scholars said that it is Hadtth

mursal (that in which the link between the Successor (Tdbi'i) and

the Prophet M is missing), and that it is a mistake to link the chain

to 'A'ishah (RAA) as she did not narrate it. The scholars are of the

opinion that in this case he should re-perforni his Wudft' and repeat hie

prayer.
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Ahmad said that none of the traditions related in this topic are

authentic.53

£r g;i5 ^i&i ^ of : - 4* A ^3 -
^; ^1 j A r
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83. Narrated 'Abdullah bin Abu Bakr (RAA): In the letter

which was written by Allah's Messenger to 'Amro bin Haam,
"None should touch the Qur'an except one who is (ritually)
pure <i,e. T&hirh" Narrated by Malik as a Hadith mursal.

4* *W JO* ill 3^0 01ST» : citf - |J£ ill^ - ^3 _ a 1

84. Narrated 'Alshah (RAA): Allah's Messenger M used to

mention Allah's Name and (make dhikr) under all circumstances.

Related by Muslim.

(iLj 4^ iiSl ^ J1» : - i£ Sill^ - iUU J ^jf 'j-Jcj

85. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): Allah's Messenger $g
had himself cupped and then prayed without (renewing) his ablu-
tion. Narrated by ad-Darqutni, who declared it to be weak.

: & Jji J_^3 Jli : Jli LjjliU _ ai

86. Narrated Mu'awiyah: Allah's Messenger said, "The
eye is the leather strap of the anus, and when the eyes sle-

ep the leather strap is loosened." Related by Ahmad and ai-

Tabarani,

53- The consensus of the scholars is that washing a dead person, does not
require ablution as the Ahadfth mentioned here are weak.
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87. He added (i.e. at-Tabaranl)/*So whoever sleeps should

perforin ablution." This addition was declared weak by Abu Da-

wud on the authority of 'All, but without his saying, *The leather

strap is loosened." The chain of narrators for both this HadUh
and the previous one, is weak.

: - Ui^ «JJi "^'j - Ji L_^f */> ^— — aa

88, Abu Dawud transmitted on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas

(RAA): "Ablution is obligatory for the one who sleeps lying

down," This Hadith also has a weak chain of narrators.

89. Narrated Ibn 'Abb£s (RAA): Allah's Messenger S said,

"The devil comes to one of you while he is praying, and

blows in his posterior, so he doubts that he has broken his

ablution (due to releasing wind ) but actually he has not. So

if anyone experiences this feeling, he should not leave his

prayer unless he hears a sound or smells something." Rela-

ted by al-Bazzar.

90, The previous S&dtth is supported by a narration origi-

nally mentioned in al-BukharT and Muslim on the authority of

Abdullah Ibn Zaid."

Narrated 'AbbAd Ibn TamJm: "My uncle ('Abdullah Ibn Zaid) asked Al-

lah's Messenger ^ about a person who imagined that he had passed
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91. Muslim transmitted something to the same effect on the
authority ofAbu Hurairah (HadUh no. 77).

92. Al-Hakim transmitted on the authority of Abu Said al~

Khudri fRAA): that the Messenger of Allah M said, "If the devil
whispered to any one of you and said: You have broken
your ablution {you have passed wind), you must say: You
told a lie," Ibn Hibban related the HadUh with the wordings,
"He must say to himself: This is a He."

Chapter VII; Etiquettes ofRelieving oneself
(going to the bathroom)

. }*j i »«^^ J^-S ftl jX*) -ufe

93. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): "When Allah's Messen-

ger 'M went to the privy, he used to take off his ring.ss" Reported

by the four Imams, but it has a defect (in its chain of narrators).56

wind during the prayer. Allah's Messenger Sfe replied; "He should not
leave his prayer unless he hears a sound or smells something"

55- The ring was engraved with Muhammad RasM-ull&h (Muhammad is the

Messenger of Allah), so he used to remove it fh as it is not proper to car-
ry something that has Allah's name upon it while using to the bathroom.

53- It was narrated by Hammam Ibn Juraij on the authority ofAz-Zuhari on
the authority of Anas, and its chair of narrators is trustworthy, but Ibn
Juraij did not actually hear this Hadith from az-Zuharl, but heard it

from Zaid bin Sad who heard it from az-Zuhari.
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94. Narrated Anas; Ibn Malik (RAA): "Whenever Allah's Mes-

senger $1 entered the privy, he used to say, "O Allah, I seek

refuge in You from male and female devils." Related by the

seven Imams.'3 '

95. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): "Whenever Allah's Mes-

senger 38 entered the privy, I along with another boy used to

bring him a tumbler full of water and a spear-headed stick. He
would cleanse himself with water." Agreed upon.

96. Narrated al-Mughirah Ibn Shu'bah (RAA); The Messen-

ger of Allah ^ said to me, "Take the tumbler of water away."

He went off where I could not see him, and he would then relieve

himself.** Agreed upon.

& JL 4iii JjLj Jy : Ju - & & - s7> ^3 — v/

97. Narrated Abti Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet M said,

"Beware of the two acts which cause others to curses relie-

ving yourself in the people's walkways or in their shade."

Related by Muslim.

57- Ahmad, al-Bukhari, Muslim, AbO Dawud, at-Tirmidhi, an-Nasa'i and lbn

Majah.
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98. Abu Dawud added to the above narration, on the autho-

rity of Mu'adb (RAA), "And the waterways*" Its wordings are:

"Beware of the three acts which cause others to curse: reli-

eving oneself in the waterways, in the middle of the road

and in the places of shade."

* >- .* '

99. Ahmad transmitted on the authority of Ibn Abbas, "Or

in a swamp of water." Both this narration and the previous one

are declared as weak,

j * ' * ' ' «

100. At-Tabarani also narrated on the authority of Ibn 'Umar

(with a weak chain of narrators), the prohibition of relieving one-

self under fruit trees and beside the bank of a flowing river.

VjSJ W» : iLj 4t A J* -dll J^j > : J^i jr-^j — \ \

101. Narrated Jabir (RAA): The Messenger of Allah M said,

"When two men go to relieve themselvcs(in the same place)

everyone should hide himself from his companion and not

converse together, for Allah detests this*" Related by Ahmad,

Ibn as-Sakan and Ibn al-Qat£an authenticated it, but it has a

defect in its chain of narrators.

<Qp 4lSh JL& *JJl Jj^'j : - «p *dJ\ - ^1 j—*j _ \ ' Y

, jX-jLl iiillLj t tlii «tl^'l ^ [j-i^'

102. Narrated Abu Qatadah (RAA): Allah's MessengerM said,
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"None of you should touch his penis with his right hand
when passing urine, or wipe himselfwith his right hand af-

ter relieving himself, and he must not breathe into the ves-

sel (while drinking)." Related by al-Bukhar! and Muslim, and

the wording is Muslim's.

103, Narrated Salman (RAA): The Messenger of Allah -M for-

bade us from facing the Qiblah (direction of the prayer towards

the Ka'bah) while relieving ourselves or passing urine, from clean-

ing ourselves with our right hand, and from cleaning ourselves

with less than three stones. We also should not use an impure

substance (such as dung) or bones to clean ourselves,™ Related by

Muslim.

104. The seven Imams reported on the authority of Abu Aiyub

al-Ansarl (RAA):"When one ofyon relieves himself, he should

neither face the Qiblah nor turn his back on it, but turn

towards the East or the West."

105, Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): Allah's Messenger M said, "If

anyone goes to relieve himself, he should hide himself from
others." Transmitted by Abu Dawud.

106. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): When Allah's Messenger M
came out from the privy, he used to say, **0 Allah I seek Your

t ajtali
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forgiveness." Related by the five Imams. Abu Hatim and al-Ha-
kim graded it as Sahih.

4* &1 J\ : Jii - il# il\ ^3 - ^
J>
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107, Narrated Ibn Mas'ud; The Prophet M went to relieve

himself and commanded me to bring three stones; I found two sto-

nes but could not find a third, so I brought a piece of dried dung.
He took the stones and threw away the dung, and said, "This is

Rys (anything which is impure, filthy, abominable) " Related by
al-Bukhari. Ahmad and ad-Darqutm added

t
"Bring me another

one (instead of the dung),"

& Ju f oi» : jii - & fa - ^J^j - \ a

108 Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet M prohibi-

ted that one cleans his private parts with bones or dung and said,

"Neither ofthem purify." Related by ad-Darqutm who graded it

as Sahtk.

109. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet $g said,

"Keep yourselves clean from (any traces) of urine, for it is

the cause of most of the punishment of the grave." Related

by ad-Darqutm.

110. Al-Hakim transmitted with a sound chain of narrators:

"Most of the punishment of the grave is bacause of urine/'
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111. Narrated Suraqah bin Malik (RAA): Allah's Messenger

S taught us, when in the privy, to sit on the left (foot while squat-

ting) while propping up the right one." Related by al-Baihaqi with

a weak chain of narrators.

Jji/j Jii : Jii — Sin^ - yj'J? &i Jt j*j — \ ^

112. Narrated Isa bin Yazdad on the authority of his father

(RAA). The Prophet H said, "When any of you passes urine,

he must pull his penis three times." Related by Ibn Majah

with a weak chain of narrators.
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113. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas (RAA): 'The Messenger of Allah ft

asked the people of Qiba, "Allah is praising you!" They replied,

'We use water to cleanse ourselves after using stones.' Al-Bazzar

related it with a weak chain of narrators.

jjju - Ait «Ji ~ 3 ^ j—0 *****— j— * * *

D

114. Ibn Khuzaimah declared the aforementioned Hadith au-

thentic, through the narration of Abu Hurairah, but without men-

tioning the stones.
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Chapter VIII: The full ritual ablution (al-Ghusl)

and the Hukm (ordinance) ofthe person in
a state ofmajor ritual impurity (Junub)

115. Narrated Abu Said al-Khudri (RAA); Allah's Messenger

$i said, "Water (washing ) is (obligatory) after (ejaculation

of) sperm." Related by Muslim, The full narration of this Hadith
is found in al-Bukhari.

116. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet M said,

"When anyone sits between the four parts of her body
(arms and legs, of his wife) and exerts himself (has inter-

course with her), bathing (Gkml) becomes obligatory (for

both)*" Agreed upon,

117. Muslim added (to the above narration),"Even if he does
not emit fluid *

118. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): Allah's Messenger M
said -concerning a woman who has a wet dream as the man has,

"She must perform GhusL5*" Agreed upon.

58- The Prophet^ said this as an answer to Umm Sulaim, who asked, 'Does

a woman have to perform ghusl if she has a wet dream?' He said Mf

"Yes, if she sees the liquid (sexual fluid) "
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119. Muslim added (to the above narration), Umm Salamah

then said/Does a woman have sexual dreams? He replied jR/Tea

she does, how does her child resemble her?"

120. Narrated A'ishah (RAA); 'Allah's MessengerM used per-

form gkusl due to four things: janabah (a state of major ritual sex-

ual impurity), on a Friday, after being cupped and after washing

the dead.* Related by Abu Dawud and Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as

Sakik

t jcf J ^CJ &3 ^ - i£ ill' - 3j5j* L5—i' ^— — \

121. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): concerning the story of

Thumamah Ibn TJth&l69 when he embraced Islam/The Prophet %
commanded him to perform^u&V Related by 'Abdur Razzaq, and

the original full narration related to this issue is agreed upon.

122. Narrated Abu Sa id al-Khudri (RAA) : Allah's Messenger

59- Thumamah Ibn Uthal al-HanafT was captured and the companions tied

him to a pillar of the mosque. He eventually embraced Isl&m and the

Prophet 3& untied him and ordered him to go to the garden of Abu

Jalhah and perform ghusL He then performed ghusl and prayed two

Rak'ak. The Prophet % said, Indeed your brother has become a fine

Muslim ' (Related by Ahmad).
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-38 said, "Performing Gkusl is obligatory on every adult."

Related by the seven Imams.

-^^p**! J-**JU ^p-^l j^j t ca«'j l^j 5a*^Ji f ji Lj>jj : jU-'j A £

123. Narrated Samurah bin Jundub (RAA): Allah's Messenger

M said, "If you perform ablution on a Friday it is sufficient,

but if you perform Ghusl it is more superior*" Related by the
five Imams.

4j& £h JlU <A JJ*j : J15 - - _ \ Y t

1.24. Narrated A]i (RAA): The Messenger of Allah M used to

recite the Qur an to us unless he was Junub fin a state of major ri-

tual impurity).* Related by the five, and these are the wordings of
at-Tirmidhi who authenticated it. Ibn Hibban graded it as Hasan.

125. Narrated Abu Sa'id al-Khudri (RAA): Allah's Messenger

M said, "When one of you has intercourse with his wife, and

wishes to repeat it, he should perform ablution**3 between

the two acts," Related by Muslim.

126, Al-Hakim added (to the above narration), "For it makes
the return more vivacious."

60- It is a recommended act in this ca&e.
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127. The four Imams reported on the authority of 'A'ishah

(RAA): who said, "Allah's Messenger j8 used to sleep while he is

juaub without touching water." This Hadlth has a defect.

-tlli- ^jts jJU\ J^-j : LJt» - llJl ^Jjj - slJli VTA
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128. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): 'When the Messenger of Allah

performed Ghu.sl after sexual intercourse, he first washed his ha-

nds, then he poured water over his left hand with his right hand
and washed his private parts. He would then perform ablution for

prayer, take some water and wash his hair thoroughly down to the

roots then he poured water over his head three times and then

poured water over the rest of his body, then washed his feet." Ag-

reed upon, and the wording is Muslim's.

p ( 4jii^ 4L^ *> J* t$ : t ^— — \ t n

129. Al-Bukhara and Muslim transmitted on the authority of

Maimunah (RAA): Then he 3% poured water over his private parts

and washed it with his left hand, then rubbed his hand on the

ground.'

130. In another narration, she said, 'And he wiped it with ea-

rth.' This version concludes,
(

I handed him a piece of cloth, but he
did not take it...,' 'He started shaking the water off with his hand.'
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131. Narrated Umm Salamah (RAA):, *I said, *0 Messenger of

Allah, I am a woman who keeps her hair closely plaited. Do 1 have

to undo them for Glutsi after sexual intercourse?' In another nar-

ration, 'and after the end of menses?' He replied $3, "No, it is

enough for you to throw three handfuls of water over your

head.*' Related by Muslim.

ii «fo ju :cJii- Ir^ - Lj^ip^j- ^
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132. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): 'Allah's MessengerM said,
w
It

is not permitted for a menstruating woman or one who is

junub (sexually impure) to stay in the mosque," Related by

Abu Dawud and Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as Sahtfi

«I» d j-if cir» : ^iu - *p in^ -^ - ^rr

133. Narrated 'A'ishah {RAA): 'Allah's Messenger and I used

to wash(perform Ghusl) from the same bowl after sexual impurity,

and our hands were alternating (in taking the water); Agreed

upon. Ibn Hibban added, 'and our hands were crossing over each

other:

iih Jn Jj!/, JU : Jti - & j - V> yr-J lr-^J - it*

134. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA) : 'Allah's Messenger $f
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said "There is Janabahdrace of sexual impurity) under ev-

ery hair, so wash your hair and cleanse the skin." Abu Daw-

fid and at-Tirmidhi transmitted it but they declared it to be weak.

. J^ /j vj t VjS - l# il» -^ ^> - \

135. Ahmad transmitted a similar narration to the above, on

the authority of 'A'ishah (RAA), but this version has an unknown

transmitter.

Chapter IX: Dry Ablution (at-Tayammum)

136. Narrated Jabir (RAAh The Messenger of Allah M said,

"I have been given five things, which were not given to any

one else before me: I have been made victorious due to the

fear <of my enemy), for a distance of one month's journey;

the earth has been made tor me (and for my followers) a

place for prayer and somethingwith which to perform Tay-

ammum (to purify oneself for prayer). Therefore anyone of

my followers can pray (anywhere) and at any time that the

prayer is due.01"

1 37. In another narration by Hudhaifah (RAA): "And the soil

of the earth had been made for us as a means with which to

Gi- The rest of the HadUh is, "The war booty has been made Hatal

(lawful) for me, and this was not Lawful for anyone else before

mej I have been give the right of intercession (on the day of

Judgment); and every Prophet used to only be sent to his nation,

but 1 have been sent to all mankind." Agreed upon.
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purify ourselves (for prayer), when we cannot find water,"
Related by Muslim.

J L>^\ J*^> : JU^f 111*^ — \ TA

138. Ahmad transmitted on the authority of 'All (RAA): "The
earth (dust) has been made for me as a means for purifi-

cation."
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139. Narrated 'Ammar bin Yasir (RAA): 'The Messenger of

Allah M sent me on some errands and 1 became junub (sexually

impure), and could not find water. I rolled myself in the dirt just

as an animal does. I then came to the Prophet and mentioned

that to him, He said, "This would have been enough for you,"

and he struck the earth with his hands once, then he wiped the

right hand with the left one, the outside of the palms of his hands

and his face. "Agreed upon, and the wording is Muslim's.

140. In a version by al-BukhaTi 'Ammar said, 'He struck

the earth with the palms of his hands, blew in them and wiped his

face and hands with them,'

, *USJ iftjfyl I J 1^

141. Narrated Ibn 'Umar (RAA): Allah's Messenger |§~ said,
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"Tayammum is two strikes: one for the face and the other
for the hands up to the elbows*" Related by ad-Daraqutni.

142. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): Allah's Messenger M
said, "The soil is a purifier for a Muslim, even if he does not
find water for ten years, but if he finds water, he must Fear

Allah and let it touch his skin.Wfi2

143. Narrated Abu Dharr (RAA): a similar Hadtth transmit-

ted by at-Tirmidhi.

^ o^vi-j ^ jf-
: Jli - Zfi iili - ^j'^1 -V^- ^— j—*j — \ 1 £
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144. Narrated Abu Said al-Khudri (RAA)r 'Two men went out

on a journey, and when it was time for prayer, and having no
water with them, they performed tayammum and prayed. Then
they found some water during the time of the same prayer. One of

them repeated his prayer with ablution and the other did not.

When they saw the Messenger of Allah M, they asked him about

the proper procedure in such a case. He said to the one who did

£32- He must perform Qhusl as soon as he finds water, if ho was originally
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not repeat his prayer, *You have acted according to the Sun-
nak and your prayer is sufficient for you.' He said to the

other, *You will got a double reward.' Related by Abu Dawud
and an-Nasal*
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145. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas (RAA): concerning the verse, "And
ifyou are ill or on ajourney" (an-Nisa*: 43- he said, 'If a man
has a wound, which he suffered during Jihad (in the cause of

Allah) ot ulcers, then he became junub (sexually impure) and is

afraid that if he bathes he would die; he may perform ablution

with clean earth (Tayammum). Related by ad-Dlraqutni. And al-

Bazzar (who traced it back to the Prophet Ibn Khuzaimah and

al-Hakim graded it as Sahth

Isjj'j fjJ^l : Jli - ilp & ^— - Ap V,

—

&\ _ ^ £ *\

146. Narrated 'Ali {RAA)- 'When one ofmy forearms was frac-

tured I consulted Allah's Messenger so he commanded me to

wipe over the bandages or cast.
1

Related by Ibn Majah with a very

weak chain of narrators.

: oUi JlJ^li 4 (jJJl ji-^Jt J*
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147. Narrated Jabir (RAA)xoncerning the man who had a

head injury, then he made Ghusl and died- The Messenger of Al-

lah lf| said, "It would have been enough for him to perform
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tayammum and wrap it with something and wipe over the

wrapping and wash the rest of his body.** Related by Abu
Dawud, but there is a weakness in its chain of narrators.

148, Narrated Ibn Abbas (BAA): It is from the Sunnah of the

Prophet j| for the man to pray only one prayer with each tayam-

mum, and then perform tayammum for the next prayer.' Related

by ad-Daraqutnl but with a very weak chain of narrators.

Chapter X; Menstruation

cjSf Lbi of - iji* ilii ^—*3 - «— *j_^ — u ^
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149, Narrated A'ishah (RAA): Tatmah bintAM Hubaish used

to have a prolonged flow of blood (Istihda\ah)
t
so the Messenger of

Allah M said, "If it is the blood of menstruation it will be

dark {almost black) and recognizable (by women)* If it is

that then leave the prayer. If it is other than that, then
make ablution and pray*" Related by Abu Dawud> an-Nasa't

and Ibn Hibban and al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.

° * ^ ,v ^ , * » ' *y** * * ' ^ » 6 * * j » * *
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150, In the narration ofAsma' bint Umais, Abu Dawud trans-
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mitted, *She should sit in a tub, and if she sees yellowness

appearing (on top of the water) she should wash (three

times), once for the noon (Dhuhr) and afternoon (A§r)

prayer and once for the sunset (Maghrib) and late night

('Iskd 3

) prayer and once for the dawn (Fajr) prayer and she

should then perform ablution in between those times."

t OUaljJl CaS'j ^* : jUi t -uu^l ^JLl*j aIL*- 4JQI
L5
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151. Narrated Hamnah bint Jahsh,
£

I had a very strong pro-

longed flow of blood. I went to the Prophet >M to ask him about it.

He said to her, "This is a strike from Satan. So observe your
menses for six or seven days, and then perform Ghusl until

you see that you are clean. Pray for twenty-four or twenty-

three nights and days and fast, and that will be sufficient

for you. Do that every month as the other women become
pure and menstruate. But ifyou are strong enough to delay

the Dhuhr (noon) prayer and hasten the 'Asr (afternoon)

prayer, then make Ghusl when you are purified and pray
theDhuhr and Asr prayers together; to delay the Maghrib
(sunset) and hasten the IsHa* prayer, and perform Ghusl

and combine the Maghrib and the IshaY prayer together-

Do so, and then wash at dawn and pray the Fajr. This is

how you may pray and fast if you have the ability to do so.

And he said, "That is the more preferable way to me." Rela-

ted by the five Imams except an-Nasa'I, and was authenticated by

at-Tirmidhi.
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152. Narrated A'ishah (RAA): Tfm Habibah bint Jahsh com-

plained to the ProphetM about a prolonged flow of blood. He said
to her, "Keep away (from prayer) as long as your normal per-
iod used to prevent you (from praying), and afterwards she
should perform Ghusl (and pray),

w
(She used to wash for every

prayer). Related by Muslim.

153. In another version by al-Bukhirf he <jff said, "And per-
form ablution for every prayer." Abu Dawtid and others trans-
mitted a similar narration.

5ji^j oj'jksi iiJ V : cJte - \+£ ill - i!ki £ I _ \ a i

154, Narrated Umm Aiiyah (RAA): 'After we were pure, we
did not consider the yellow or muddy discharge to be anything (i.e.

of the menses blood) " Related by al-Bukhari and Abu Dawtid and
the wording is his.

il -, P i _ UD

155. Narrated Anas (RAA): 'When a Jewish woman was men-

struating, they would not eat with her. The Prophet 'M then said,

"Do everything except sexual intercourse." Related by Mus-
lim.
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156. Narrated A'ishah (RAA): 'When I was menstruating, the

Prophet would order me to wrap myself up (with an Izd7\ which

is a dress worn below the waist) and would start fondling me."

Agreed upon.
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157. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas (RAA): that the Messenger ofAllah

said, concerning the man who has intercourse with his wife du-

ring her menses, "He must pay a Dinar or half a Dinar in way
of charity*" Related by the five Imams, and al-Hakim authenti-

cated it.

JL> *Ih J_j^j J IS : Jli - i£ 4JJ1 - !jj'v^ii OjC* — \ 0 A

158. Narrated Abu Sa'id al-Khutlri (RAA): Allah's Messenger

•ft said, "Is it not the case that when a woman menstruates

she neither prays nor fasts?" Agreed upon, and this is an ext-

ract from a long Hadith.

i oJLas- lj j** lit** UJ ; cJli — ^ -c- Jljci 4JJ1 _J?j — ^uIp- \ o ^

159. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): *When we reached Sarif, I men-

struated. The Prophet Jj&* said, Tou should perform all that a

pilgrim would do, except circumambulation until you are
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pure (i.e> performed Gkitsl)" Agreed upon, and this is an extract

from a long Hctdith .

- -v *f v -

160. Narrated Mu'adh Ibn Jabal (RAA): that he asked the

Prophet 'What is lawful for a man with his wife when she is

menstruating? He replied, "What is above the waist wrapper."

Related by Abu Dawtid and declared it to be a weak Hadith

.

161. Narrated Umm Salamah (RAA): 'During the lifetime of

the Prophet 3=£t the post-childbirth woman would refrain (from

prayer) for forty days after delivery/ Related by the five Imams
except an-Nasal* and the wording is Abu Dawud's.

ftC* tCa^ jU^»j «C£ ^JL5^ J^i» : ^ ^=—^ *J — ^ *

. ^liJt 'teJlr-Se'j .^^Col

162. In a version by Abfl Dawud, the Prophet <j£| would not

command her to compensate for the prayers missed during her

post-childbirth period

-
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Book II: Prayer

Chapter I: The times ofprayer

sSc* cj£ c Jai^i jiii m± J\ 1 H *;

163. Narrated 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amro (RAA): The Messenger of

Allah ft said, "The time of the Dhuhr prayer is when the
sun passes the meridian and a man's shadow is the same
length as his height. It lasts until the time of the *Agr (afte-

rnoon) prayer. The time of the 'Mr prayer is until the yel-

lowing of the sun (during its setting)* The time of the Ma-
ghrib prayer is the duration of the twilight. The time of the

Jshd' prayer is up to the middle of the nighty and the time

of the Fajr prayer is from the appearance of the dawn until
the time of sunrise/' Related by Muslim,

63- This is the chosen time or the preferable time for the 'hk&' prayer, but it

is permissible to pray it -for the one who missed it- until the time of the
next prayer, i.e, the Fajr prayer in this case. The evidence for this is the

Kudith reported on the authority of Abu Qatadah that the Prophet 3|
said, "Missing the prayer due to sleep is not an act of negligence,
the real act of negligence occurs when one (is awake and) does
not pray until the time of the next prayer is due*" Part of a long

Badtth related by Muslim,
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164. Muslim transmitted on the authority of Buraidah -con-

cerning the time of the 'Asr (afternoon) prayer, 'While the sun
was white and clear."

- » ft p-

165. Muslim transmitted on the authority of Abu Mus£: con-

cerning the 'Asr (afternoon) prayer, "When the sun was high."

-dil J_^j OtT» : jli - «uJl - ^1 "^j — Ml
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166. Narrated Abu Barzah (RAA): 'The Messenger ofAllah

used to pray the -Agr prayer at a time, after which a man could go

to his dwelling in the outskirts ofMadinah (and arrive) while the

sun was still hot and bright. The Prophet $8 liked to delay the

'Isha' prayer, and he disliked sleeping before it and talking after

it. The Prophet used to leave {the mosque, or turn to those pra-

ying behind him) after Fajr prayer, when a man could recognize

the person sitting beside him (i.e. because the morning light had
broken), and he used to recite between 60 to 100 verses.' Agreed

upon.

* t * * * - -~

167. Al-Bukhari and Muslim transmitted on the authority of

Jabir (RAAji'Sometimes he would hasten64 the Ishfi* and some-

G4- I.e. pray it earlier, at the beginning of the time of 'lsk&*
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times he would delay it. He would hasten the Ishd' if he found

people gathered (in the mosque), and if he noticed that they were

lingering he would delay it. As for the Fajr prayer, the Prophet $8
would pray it while it was still dark,**

l*.
*'**'•', * f t ,

*
•
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168. Muslim transmitted on the authority of Aba Mus£: The

Prophet ordered for the Iq&mah {the call for the performance of

the prayer) of the Fq/r prayer to be pronounced, when the day

broke and people could hardly recognize each another.'
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169. Narrated Ran' bin Khadij (RAA); 'We prayed the Magh-

rib prayer with the Messenger of Allah and one of us would

leave (afterwards) and would still be able to see where he had shot

his arrow (because there was still light in the sky).

j ±& <JJi ^l
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170. Narrated A'ishah (RAA): 'One night, Allah's Messenger

•fH delayed the 'Ishd
1
prayer, till a good part of the night had gone

(almost one third), then he came out and prayed and said, "This

would be the proper time for it,® if it was not too much of a

hardship on my nation/*6" Related by Muslim.

65- This is the chosen time and the !>est for it.

66- I.e. I would have delayed it until that time.
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171. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The ProphetM said, "If

the heat becomes extreme, delay the prayer (le. Dhuhr)
until it becomes cool, as extreme heat is from the fragrance

of HelL" Agreed upon.
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172. Narrated Rati' bin Khadlj (RAA): The Prophet M said,

"Observe the morning prayer till daybreak (i.e. prolong the

recital of Qur'an in prayer, so that you remain in prayer until day-

break), as your reward will be greater*" Related by the five

Imams,

173. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet K said,

"Whoever catches one rak'ak of the Fq/r prayer before su-

nrise, he has caught the Fctfr prayer, and whoever catches
one rah 'ah of the 'Asr prayer before sunset, he has caught
the 'Asr prayer." Agreed upon.

174. Muslim transmitted on the authority of 'A'ishah (RAA):

a similar narration where the Prophet -M said,"One prostration"

instead of "rak 'ah" and then said, 'a prostration means a rah-
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175. Narrated Abu Said al-Khudri (RAA): 1 heard the Mes-

senger ofAllah say, "There is no prayer after the Fajr pra-

yer until the sun rises and there is no prayer after the Asr
prayer until the sun sets." Agreed upon. Muslim reported in

his narration, "No prayer is to be performed after the Fajr
prayer,"

176. Narrated Uqbah bin 'Amir: "There are three times dur-

ing which the Prophet St prohibited us from praying or burying

our deceased: from sunrise until the sun has risen{a spear's length

above the horizon), when the sun is at its meridian, and when the

sun is setting until it has completely set." Related by Muslim,

177. Ash-Shan's transmitted the second case (prohibition of

prayer when the sun is at its meridian), in a narration by Abu
Hurairah, but through a weak chain of narrators. He added, 'with

the exception of Friday,"

. J^nj SjiS UTj — i va

178. Abu Dawud transmitted a similar narration on the auth-

ority ofAbu Qatadah.
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179, Narrated Jubair bin Mut'im (RAA): The Prophet said,

"O tribe of 'Abd Manaf, do not prevent anyone from circu-

mambulating this house (the Ka'bah) or from praying the-

rein at any time they wish." Related by the five Imams. At-

TirmidhS and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahik.
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180. Narrated Ibn Umar (RAA): The Prophet $g said, "The

evening twilight is its redness (on the horizon)." Related by ad-

Darqutni and declared authentic by Ibn Khuzaimah.

iiil jUiii J Jli : JU - & j - j-J *r^J — ^

181. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas (RAA); The Prophet M said, "The

dawn time, is in reality* two dawns (Le. two times), one in

which eating is Haram (unlawful)07 and prayer is permis-

siblees t and the other is when prayer (i.e. the Fajr prayer) is

Hardm (prohibited) and eating is permissible." Related by
Ibn Khuzaimah and al-Hakim and graded it as Sahib

67- I.e. for the person intending to fast, that he should stop eating.

68- I.e. The time Tor praying Fajr is due.
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182. Al-H&kim transmitted a similar narration on the auth-
ority of J&bir, and added that in which eating is prohibited,*It (the

streaks of light of the true dawn) widely spreads on the hori-

zon/ and the other, *It is like the wolfs tail.00
"
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183. Narrated Ibn Mas ud (HAA): The Prophet $g said, "The
best of deeds, is to offer prayers at the beginning of their

appointed times." Related by at-Tirmidhi and al-H&kim, who an
authenticated it.

184. Narrated Abu Mahdhfirah (RAA): The Prophet $!§ said,

"Praying at the earliest time for prayer (after the Adkan) is

the act, which pleases Allah, ifyou pray at the middle time
yon will be granted Allah's mercy, and if you pray at the
latest time (just before the next prayer) Allah will grant you
His forgiveness." Related by ad-Darqutni with an extremely we-
ak chain of narrators.

185. At-Tirmidhi transmitted on the authority of Ibn 'Umar a

similar narration, but without the middle time, and it is also a

69- i.e. the light that spreads vertically up into the sky, and is followed by
darkness, because it is not really the dawn light. Between both dawns,
there is almost an hour's time.
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very weak Hadtth.70

186. Narrated Ibn Umar (RAA): The Messenger of Allah $1

said, *No prayer is to be said after (the beginning of) Fqjr

(time), except two prostrations (rakat), 71 " Related by the five

Imams. In the narration of 'Abdur-RaM&q, "No prayer is to be

said after the true dawn has begun, except the two rak'at

of aA'Ftyr prayer."

187. Ad-D3rqu£nf transmitted a similar narration on the au-

thority of 'Amro bin al-As (RAA).
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188. Narrated Umm Salamah (RAA): The Messenger of Allah

jig prayed the 'Asr prayer, and then came into my house, and pra-

yed two rak'at. Thereupon I asked him (about what he had just

prayed), and he replied, "I was busy (doing something) to pray

the two rah 'df after Dhuhr (until it was Asr time) so I prayed

them now." Then I asked him, 'Shall we observe them if we mis-

sed them (at their due time)? He repliedT *No,' Related by Ahmad.

70- As they are both narrated by Ya'qflb bin al-Walid al-Madan", Imam

Ahmad reported him to be one of the big liars in ££adi.th, and Ibn Hibban

said that he used to fabricate Hadttk.

71- The two rah'ah here refer to voluntary prayer to be prayed at dawn time,

i.e. before the Fajr prayer,
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189 Abu Dawiid transmitted on the authority of 'A'ishah
(RAA) a narration to the same effect.

Chapter II: The Call to Prayer (Adh&n)

4 jjb y; t il^4>Js Lfljjj : Ju*
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190. Narrated Abdullah bin Zaid bin 'Abd Rabbih, 'While I

was sleeping, a man came to me and said, 'Say Allaku Akbar! Al-
lahu Akbar! (Allah is the Greatest) and he mentioned the word-
ing of the call to prayer, repeating the Takbir four times without
Tarji (repeating the rest of the phrases of the Adhdn twice), and

the Iq&mah onceT
72 except for the phrase, qad Qdmatussal&h™

(which is said twice). When the morning came, I went to the Mes-
senger of Allah (to tell him what I had seen). He said, "Your dre-
am is true..." Eelated by Ahmad and Abu Dawud, At Tirmidhi

and Abu Khuzaimah authenticated it74 .

72- i.e. saying each phrase of the Adhan once, apart from the Takbir which
is said twice.

13- The time for performing the prayer has arrived.

74- When the Prophet & emigrated to Madtnah and built his mosque, the
number of Muslims increased, and they were no longer afraid to assem-
ble to perform prayers in public. The Prophet ££ consulted his Compan-
ions about the best way to announce the prayer. Some mentioned rais-
ing a banner that everybody could see, others suggested lighting a fire,

but the Prophet ££ rejected the idea as this act is limited to the Magians
who worshipped fire. Some also suggested using a bell or a tru-mpet like
thg Christians and the Jews, but this was also rejected by the Prophet
*sg as they would be imitating them. But the Messenger of Allah M
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191. Ahmad added to the call to prayer (AdhanJ, what Bilal

used to say in the Fajr prayer, "Prayer is better than sleep."

192. Ibn Khuzaimah transmitted on the authority of Anas

(RAA): It is part of the Sunnah that when the one who calls to

prayer says in the Fajr prayer, 'Hayya 'akU-Fal&k (come to suc-

cess), he must then say, 'Prayer is better than sleep.'

193. Narrated Abu Mahdhurah (RAA): that the Messenger of

Allah M taught him the Adkcm, and he mentioned TarjV (repea-

ting the rest of the phrases of the Adkdn twice) in the Adhan. Rel-

thought for a while and said, 'Aren't the Christians the nearest in

love to the believers (the Muslims)?' (sitrah al'M&*idah)t /sn't it

less dangerous to do like the Christians than the Jews? Why
don't we use a bell until Allah tells us about the best thing to do,'

He ordered a bell to be made, but 'Umar suggested that a man should

stand at the door of the mosque or a high plate to call to the prayer in a

loud voice. The Prophet agreed and ordered Bilal to call for the pray

saying, 'Come to congregational prayer." People returned home thinking

about this issue, and "Abdullah bin Zaid saw a dream as be narrates, "I

saw a man carrying a bell in his hand, 1 asked him: 'Would you sell me
this bell?" The man asked, 'What do you need the bell for?' I answered,

"I would call the people to prayer." The man then said, 'Shall 1 tell you

something better?' I said, "Certainly.." He said, 'Say All&hu Akbar....'

When he told the Prophet ^ about the dream, he ordered him to go to

Bilal and tell him to make the call for the prayer (Adh&n), for he has the

best voice- When 'Umar (RAA) heard the Adhan, he came out with his

cloak, saying, 'By the One who has sent you with the truth, 1 saw some-

thing similar to what he saw in my dream.' The Prophet % then said,

"All Praise be to Allah."
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ated by Muslim, but he mentioned the Takblr "Allah is the Grea-
test," twice only at its beginning, while the five Imams related the
Hadtth but mentioned that the Takblr is said four times at the
beginning,

i iM^i ^jj^ $ yi» : Ju - i!i 4Jl - ^Jl ^—*j \ ^ i
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194. Narrated Anas (RAA): 'Bilal was ordered to repeat the
phrases of the call to prayer (Ad/tan) twice, and the phrases of the

Iq&mak once, except for the phrase 'qad Qamatussaldh' (the time
for performing the prayer has come). Agreed upon.

4^ ilk Jfc* : ^CJUj

195. In another narration by an-Nasa'i, The ProphetM orde-

red Bilal.
1
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196. Narrated Abu Juhaifah (RAA),
£

I saw Bi!M calling for the
prayer, and I saw the movement of his mouth from this side to

that side,75 and his fingers were in his ears.' Related by Ahmad

and At-Tirmidhi.

197. In a version by Ibn M&jah he said, 'He put his fingers in

his ears.'

t Vt*-ij t ?>dj\ ^Jii llj i is'£y> '• H'y \°IA

75- He means that Bilal was turning his head, to the right upon saying

'fiftya 'alas-salah' (Come to the prayer) and to the left upon saying
'Haya 'alal-Fald/j^ (Come to success).
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198. In the narration of Abu Dawud, 'When Bilal reached the

phrase, 'Jfaya 'alaz-salah {Come to the prayer), he turned his neck

to the right and the left, but did not turn himself.' The original full

narration of this Hadith is found in Al-Bukharf and Muslim.

199. Narrated Abu Mahdhurah (RAA): that the Messenger of

Allah l§ liked his voice, so he taught him the call to prayer.' Rela-

ted by Ibn Khuzaimah.

200. Narrated Jabir bin Samurah, 'I prayed along with the

Prophet M the two id (feast) festival prayers, not only once or

twice, without Adhaa or Iq&mah.* Related by Muslim.

201. Al-BukMri and Muslim transmitted something to the

same effect on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas (RAA).

# * " * £

202. Narrated Abu Qatadah (RAA): in a long tradition when
they missed the prayer because of sleeping, 'and then Bilal said

the Adh&n, and the ProphetM prayed as he used to do every day.'

Related by Muslim,

J\ lLj 4^ & oh : - <I* *W ^3 - ^ *^ i_Jj — X * rv> - .- f

203. Muslim related on the authority ofJabir (RAA) : that the
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Prophet •££ came to al-Muzdalifah and prayed the Maghrib and
7sM prayers with one Adhan and two Iq&mas.

204, In another narration by Muslim on the authority of Ibn

Umar, The ProphetM combined the Maghrib and Isha' prayers
with one Iqdmak.' Abu Dawud added, 'Each prayer with an Iqa-

mah,' In another version by Abu Dawud, £He did not (order the
caller to) call for the prayer in any of them.'

«<p&* fly j£- i jSj i ji Ssjj^ ^» : ,JLj 4* iln

205, Narrated Ibn 'Umar and A'ishah CRAA): "Allah's Mess-

enger ^ said, "Bilal says the Adh&n (for the FeyVj during the
night, so eat and drink until you hear the Adhan of Ibn
Umm Maktum.* The narrator added that Ibn Umm Maktum was
a blind man who did not call for the prayer, till someone told him,
'The day has dawned, the day has dawned.

1

Agreed upon.

206, Narrated Ibn XTmar (RAA): that Bilal called for the pra-

yer before the breaking of dawn, and the Prophet 'M therefore ord-
ered him to go back and say, 4

Lo! The servant of Allah has slept.*

Related by Abu Dawud, who declared it to be weak.
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207. Narrated Abu Sa'id al-Khudrt (BAA); Allah's Messenger

$6 said,
4tWhen you hear the Adhan repeat what the caller

is saying," Agreed upon.

208. Al-Bukhari related a similar narration on the authority

ofMu'awiyah.

209. Muslim transmitted on the authority of 'Umar (RAA):

the virtue of repeating what the caller is saying, word for word,

except when the caller says t 'Hayya 'alat'Fal&k? (come to success),

'Haya 'ala.SrS.aldh' (Come to the prayer), he then says, wa la haw-

ala wa la Quwa.ta Hid billdh-Aliyyd-Adheem.' (There is no power

or might except by Allah's leave).

aii jjij u : jii - & & - ^liii ^_; oiiLi _ y \*

. ^Ikjl ikk^J t J$x/,3l 4Hi-j 4 iLlkjl lir^f ,«^*-f Aj\b\
tj*

210. Narrated Uthman bin Abul 'As (RAA): that he said, '0

Messenger of Allah, appoint me as the Imam of my people.
1 He

replied SI, "You are their Imam. Be careful about the weak

amongst them,7 '3 and appoint a caller to the prayer, who

does not accept payment for his Adh&n, " Related by the five

Imams and At-Tirmidhi authenticated it.

76- i.e. take into consideration —when you pray, the weakest among them

(whether sick or old), so as not to lengthen the prayer beyond their ability
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211. Narrated Malik Ibn Al-Huwairith (RAA): The Messenger

of Allah M said, *When the time for prayer is due, let one of
you call the Adhdn." Related by the seven Imams.

Jli 'fL>\ «Ul Jla <d!l J^-j jt - ili ill! V^j -
jfc. — Y \ Y

. -u*^j ^:jl>jDi j_, ^o^ji .««irj ^> j^vi p. 34

£

212. Narrated Jabir (RAA): The Messenger of Allah M said to

Bilal, "When you call the Adhdn, you should pause between
each phrase, but when you say the Iqdmah, be quick, and
leave enough time between the Adhdn and the Iqdmah for
one who is eating to finish his food." Related by At-Tirmidhi
who declared it to be weak,

213. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet said,

'None should call for the prayer unless he has ablution."
Related by At-Tirmidhi who declared it to be weak.

*1 JjAi J* : J« - ^ ^ >j - ^jV^Il ^ > SJj - Y\ i

214. Narrated Ziad bin al-Harith (RAA); The Prophet •$£ said,

'Whoever calls the Adhdn should also call for the Iqdmah,"
Related by At-Tirmidhi and he also declared it to be weak,

^ii' - d : Jtf iif jjj J,
-dll e—fJb- j—* SjG ^ _ Y \ o

* ' ' ' ' ' ^

215. Abu Dawud related on the authority of 'Abdullah bin
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Zaid, 'I saw it (i.e. the Adhan in a dream) and I wished to call it.

The Prophet "Then you call the Iqamah." It is also weak,

216 Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet <j& said, The

call maker is the one who is responsible for the Adh&n77
,

and the Imam is the one responsible for the Iqdmah,**78 Re-

lated by Ibn 'Ad! who declared it to be weak,

217. Al-Baihaqi transmitted something similar on the autho-

rity of 'All.

k& iLH JL Jit j Jll : Jli - i£ Jil j - 0—J? — Y \ A

218. Narrated Anas (RAA): The Prophet $S said, 'A suppli-

cation made between the Adhan and the tqantah is never

rejected Related by an-Nasa'i, Ibn Khuzaimah, who authcntic-

cated it.

: Jli C£ Jll Jl^» Jjl J^j 01 - ^ J)i '^j - jfU- - Y n

t o^taJlj i Clxll Sj*Sjl *JU t/j : J^* lr**

219. Narrated Jabir (RAA): The Prophet Wk said, "Whoever

says, when he hears theAdham 'Oh Allah, Lord of this per-

77- He is entrusted him with the time of the Adh&n, and it is his respon-

sibility to decide the time for prayer.

78- No one should tall the Iqamah except when the Imom asks him to do so,
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feet call70 and the established prayers,™ grant Muhammad

the status of Wasilak*1 and the most virtuous place,82 and

raise him to a praised position,*3 You have promised him,'

will be entitled to my intercession on the Day of Judgm-
ent." Related by the four Imams,

—tail lejj—^ i-J^—

!

Chapter III: The Prerequisites of prayer

^ ilA JC* 4» J^j JL* : jtf - & iXIl^ - jJL ^^ jp _ TT

', > i , O - ? J - H

220, Narrated 'AH bin Talq (BAA): Allah's MessengerM said,

"When any of you passes wind during prayer, he must
leave the prayer, perform ablution and repeat the prayer,"
Related by the five Imams and was graded as authentic by Ibn
Hibban.

: Jli 'fLj 4^ & ^& li- l# At - L-^ _ YT \

221. Narrated A'ishah CRAA): Allah's Messenger % said,

''Allah docs not accept the prayer of an adult woman unless

79- This most probably refers to of"MorirHheism,',

(which is part of the Adh&n

)

and it is perfect as it antagonizes atheism and associating others with
Allah in worship (polytheism), and it is also perfect as it is preserved
from being changed or altered, (Jbn Hajar in Fathat-Ban).

80- The established prayer may refer to its being performed constantly (as it

is always called for) or may also refer to the prayer about to be perfor-

med, (see Fathal-R&ri).

S3- See the glossary for an explanation of its meaning.
82- This refers to a status, which is higher than that of all Allah's servants.
S3- It refers to Intercession on behalf of his followers on the Day of Judg-

ment.
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she is wearing a head covering (Kkimar, hijab)" Related by
the five Imams and was declared as authentic by Ibn Khuzaimah.

Sj Jii 4*&\ J^> if - ili iir^j - jfi* — TYY

. 4j1p ji> ,«4^ jjjtf Dl^ 01j i v^is

222. Narrated Jabir (RAA): Allah's Messenger m said, *If

the garment is large enough, wrap it round your body84

(when you pray).*
1 And in the narration of Muslim, *you should

have its ends crossed with each other (i.e. if the garment is

large) and if it is tight then use it as Iz&r (tie it round your

waist)." Agreed upon,

223. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): Allah's Messenger M
said, "None of you must pray in a single garment, with no
part of it covering his shoulders. 1

* Agreed upon,

<& ill cJt- 4jp A ^—j>j - YU

224. Narrated Umm Salamah (RAA): that she asked the Mes-

senger of Allah 'Can a woman pray in a long shirt (like a night

dress) and head covering without Iz&r (loincloth)?* He said, "If the

shirt is long and flowing and covers the top of her feet,"

Related by Abu DawuxL

<UJ1 ^-3 ^» Is : JU - <p <Ul '^jsj - ikgj J> j& — Y Y ©

li\ ^JL^J* i^jtlls» ills t UlLU* t *ilaJl CniS^li t *i!) 1-j

84- Covering the shoulders.
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225, Narrated 'Amir bin RabTah (BAA): We were with the

Prophet $S (traveling), on a dark night, and the direction of the

Qiblah was difficult to determine, so we prayed (without knowing
the exact direction of the Qiblah). When the sun rose we were sur-

prised that we had prayed facing a direction other than the Qib-

lah. Thereupon the verse was revealed, "And to Allah belongs
the east and the west. Wherever you turn yourselves or
your faces there is the Face of Allah." Related by At-Tirraidhi,

who declared it to be weak.

«i <LK aJJ^ ^jLj Jli : Jli - i!£ iiJ^ '^/j - X \\\

226. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA>: Allah's Messenger %
said, "The area (falling between) between the east and the

west is considered to be the Qi6/aA. '^Related by At-Tirmidhi.

! ^jlilJ^ ilj (. «Iip ^^ill .«*J 0_p7 jj 4xij^j LjCflJ (U*-J ^
* -- y • j * y j-

, ^ AjZjti pJj - ft^ji

227, Narrated 'Amir bin Rabi'ah (RAA): T saw the Messenger

ofAMh H, perform (optional prayer) while riding on his mount

(camel), facing whichever direction it (the mount) turned.86 * Agre-

85- Ibn 'Ulnar said, 'If you put the west on your right and the east on your
left, then the area between them is a Qiblah. This HadUh is a proof that

what is required is lo face the direction of the Qiblah -i.e. the Ka 'bah-

and not the actual building or structure, for those who find it difficult to

determine its actual position. But this Hadith refers to the people of

Madinak and whoever has a position similar to them fi.e, those in Syria,

the Arabian Peninsula and Iraq). For the people of Egypt, the Qiblah is

between the East and the South (Piqh us-Sunnah, as-Sayyid SSbiq,

Chapter of'prerequisites of prayer').

86- I.o. he was not facing the Qiblah, as he was traveling.
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ed upon. In the narration of al-Bukhari, *he nodded his head sligh-

tly,^ and he would not do this in the obligatory prayer.'

.s^ir, Zrj oir Jb» p ^& t ifc _aJi «_Jil JUi y

228. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA); "When the Messenger of

Allah H was on a journey and he wanted to pray voluntary pra-
yers, he turned his mount towards the Qiblah, said the takblr
(Alldku Akhar) and then prayed towards whichever direction his
mount turned to." Related by Abu Dawud, with a good chain of
narrators.

* A J^yii of - & ft ^3 - Us&Sl J*C* v-J'^j - YH

229. Narrated Abu Said al-Khudrf (RAA): Allah's Messenger

M aaid, "The whole earth is a mosque (i.e. suitable place for

performing prayer}, with the exception of graveyards and th
public baths." Related by At-Tirmidhi, but it has a defect in its

chain of narrators.9*

230. Narrated 'Abdullah Ibn OJmar (RAA): 'Allah's Messenger

narrated 'Abdullah Ibn TJmar (RAA): Allah's MessengerM said in
seven places: dunghills, slaughterhouses, graveyards, in the mid-
dle of the road, bathhouses, places where camels kneel to drink,
and on the top of Allah's house (Le. the Ka bah). Related by At-Tir-
midhi who declared it to be weak.

87- i.e. forRuku ' (bowlng} and Suj&d (prostration)

.

SB- There was a difference of opinion over which is connected to the Prophet

IS or if the Radith was Mursal (see Hadith no. 80).
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231, Narrated Abu Marthad al-Ghanawi, *I heard the Messe-

nger of Allah $g say, "Do not pray facing graveyards and do
not sit on them." Related by Muslim.

232. Narrated Abu Said al-KhudrS (RAA): Allah's Messenger

^ said, "When one of you comes to the mosque, he should
turn his shoes (sandals or khuff) over, and examine them. If

ooe finds any dirt (Naj&sak) on them, he should rub them
against the ground and pray in them." Related by Abu Dawud
and Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as Hadith SaW±.

233. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet ft said,

"When any of you treads with his Khuff on something wh-
ich is unclean (Najis), he should purify them with dust."
Related by Abu Dawud, and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

234. Narrated Mu'awiyah bin al-Hakam (RAA): The Prophet

$i said j "Talking to others is not appropriate during prayer,

for prayer is for glorifying Allah (saying Tasbth), exalting
His greatness (sayingAlUhuAkbar) and reciting the Qur*an«"
Related by Muslim.



U>6 t [xr* : 5>5i] {^oii di ii^j

235. Narrated Zaid bin Arqam (RAA): "We used to talk while

we were in prayer, in the lifetime of Allah's Messenger A per-

son would speak to the person next to him until the verse was rev-

ealed, "Guard strictly the (five obligatory) prayers especially

the middle prayer, and stand before Allah with devout obe-

dience (do not speak with one another)'7
(2:238), And we were

then commanded to observe silence during prayer, and were for-

bidden to talk." Agreed upon, and the wording is Muslim's.

: jtl^-i 4 4^ uJ*** j-j—LaiJ^j t Jl^*—li ^—«5h> : |J—- _*

236. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet $£g said,

"Saying subhanallah is for men, and clapping is for wom-

en."89 Agreed upon, Muslim has the extra phrase in his narration,

'in prayer/

237, Narrated 'Abdullah Ibn ash-Shikhkhir, 'I saw the Mess-

enger of Allah i$| praying while his chest was 'buzzing' like the

rumbling of a boiler, due to crying,' Related by the five Imams exc-

ept for Ibn Majah, and Ibn Hibban authenticated it.

89- ft is allowed, if tharo is a need such as alerting the Jmam to a mistake,

warning a blind person etc..
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^
238. Narrated 'Ali (RAA): 'I used to visit the Messenger of

Allah $8 twice (every day, at certain times). Whenever I entered to

where he was while he was praying, he would clear his throat (as

a sign that I may enter). Related by an-Nasa'i and Ibn Ma] ah.

cJr, JjlS* : J*AJ : Jli — £J£* ^ ~ 'J** J>\ *j — tf S

, j . , ,j „ jf ^ ,„ f i*' ' , „ * i,„ ' *,
^xSIj ijij ^ Ajt-^1 ,«4i5 J*-yj c lJO\^> JjjL

239. Narrated Ibn TJmar (RAA), 1 asked Bilal: "How did you

see the Messenger of Allah $f respond when people greeted him
while he was He said, "He would signal to them with his hand."
Belated by Abu Dawud and at-Tirmidhi who graded it as Sakik.

240. Narrated Abu Qatadah (RAA): Allah's MessengerM pra-

yed while carrying Umamah90 the daughter of Zainab. the daugh-

ter of Allah's Messenger M when he prostratedt he put her down
and when he got up from his sujud (prostration), he carried on her
back (on his neck). Agreed upon. Muslim added in his narration,

'While leading the people in prayer in the mosque.'

<Qa <Ul M JyJj Jli : J IS - Zs- 4lfl \je>'j - I'^jA J
'J*'}

_ t I \

,i J . r, A , ^

90- She was the daughter ofAbul Aag Ibn ar-Rabi'ah,
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241, Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet H said,

**KiIl the two black (things): the snake and the scorpion
during prayer." Related by the four Imams, and Ibn Hibban gra-
ded it as authentic,

J- 'Ti - * * .
-

Chapter IV: The Sutrah (or Partition)
In Front ofOne> Wfco is Praying

J^> Jii 3^ : Jii - Si) ^0 - ^jUJi J _ 1 1 t

of iistf^ ;> jLii^£
'nil^> : ^3 jlJr

242, Narrated Aba Juhaim bin al-£[arith (RAA): The Prophet

M said, "If the person who passed in front of another per-
son in prayer knew the the magnitude of his sin he would
rather wait for 40 (days, months or years) rather than pass
in front of him," Agreed upon, and the wording is al-Bukhari's.
Al-Bazzar narrated with a different chain of narrators, 'Tourty
autumns."

iUi J^> ^31 j£ : tdu - ^ '^^j - LjusIp ^_J>j _ y £r

^
i' ' - f

243, Narrated A'ishah (RAA): "Allah's Messenger IS was
asked during the expedition ofTabfik about the sutrah of the one
who is praying. He said, "Something such as the back of the

saddle* 1 (to be put in front of him)." Related by Muslim,

91- The stick which is put at the back of the saddle, for the rider to lean on.
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244. Narrated Sabrah bin Ma'bad al-Juhani, The ProphetM
said, "When one of you prays, he should put a sutrah (par-

tition) in front of him, even if it is only an arrow." Related

by al-Hakim.

245, Narrated Abu Dharr al-Ghifari (RAA): Allah's Messenger

?M said, "When any one of you stands for prayer and there is

nothing in front of him (at least) equal to the back of the

saddle, as a sutrah, his prayer would be cut off by (the pas-

sing of a) woman, an ass, and a black Dog/' This narration also

has, "The black dog is a deviL" Belated by Muslim,

246. Narrated Abu Kurairah a similar narration, but without

mentioning the dog.

247. Abu Dawud and an-Nasa'i related on the authority of

Ibn 'Abbas (RAA): a similar narration without the last sentence,

and he mentioned The woman having her menses.'
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248. Narrated Aba Said al-Khudrf (RAA): Allah's Messenger

^ said, *If any one of you prays toward a sutrah (a barrier)

and someone tries to pass in front of him, then push him
away. If he refuses, then fight him, for he is a devil." Agreed

upon. In another narration, *For he has his evil companion
(Qareen) with him."

«J* -UH J o' - «up -Uft ^j - »3— <^—

?
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249. Narrated Aba Hurairah (RAA): The Messenger of Allah

$ said, 'When one of you prays, he should place something
in front of him. If he cannot find anything, he should set

up a stick [in front of him]. If he does not have a stick, he
should draw a line [on the ground in front of him] then no-

thing that passes in front of him will harm him." Related by
Ahmad and Ibn Majah,

250. Narrated Abu Sa'id al-Khudn (RAA): Allah*s Messenger

M said, "Prayer is not invalidated by anything, but push
away [the person who is trying to pass in front of you] to the best
ofyour ability." Related by Abu Dawud, but there is a weakness
in its chain ofnarrators.
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Chapter V: Encouraging Incitin (the Muslim)
to be Humble during prayer

251. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA)- The Messenger of Allah

^ prohibited that one puts his hands on his waist during prayer."

Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim.

252. Al-Bukharf added in his narration on the authority of

'A'ishah (RAA): "This is what the Jews do in their prayer."

: jis jJL; 4t Sit Jiu in Jf- & A - ^Jf ^3 _ t°r

253. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): Allah's Messenger $g
said, "If supper is served, then start with it before praying
Maghrib. * Agreed upon.

*l£ >dil ljJlI^ mJJI Jj*.j J\i ; Jtf - <dH - ji ^—jl j— — Y o i

254. Narrated Abu Dharr (RAA): Allah's Messenger $t said*

"When one ofyou stands for prayer, he must not wipe away
the pebbles (from his forehead or from the place of his prostra-

tion) as mercy is facing him." Related by the five Imams with a

sound chain of narrators. Ahmad added in his narration, "wipe it

only once, or not at all.*
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255. Al-Bukhari and Muslim narrated a similar narration on

the authority of Mu'aiqib without giving an explanation.92

5">U£» i?Ua."Ul ^y&l y>y> : JUi. ? o^taa^ olisJ^ J* P ~*J

256. Narrated 'A'ishah {RAA): T asked Allah's Messenger ij§

about looking (turning) here and there in prayer. He replied, "It is

a kind of theft by which Satan takes away (a portion) of the
person's prayer." Related by Al-Bukhari and At-Tirmidhi who
rendered it authentic. The latter's wordings are, "Avoid turning
while yon are engaged in prayer, for it leads to the destruc-

tion (of your religion). If you have to do it, then do it in the

voluntary prayer.'*9*

Lri&4 jir bi» : li-j 4^ &\ Jii j£j Jo : Jii^ _ toy

1i'
4 "* * i*'!' * * H vt' •H * * * *' ^ i ' i'' '^i' -li' u•UU^ ^ l

^SJj t A^a; ^ ^Jj ^ >» ( »>LaJ1
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257. Narrated Anas (RAA): Allah's Messenger |g said, "Wh-
enever any of you is engaged in prayer, he must realize

that he is having an intimate conversation with His Lord.
So, he should not spit in front of him nor toward his right
side. But(he may spit, if needs) to his left, and under his foot."

Agreed upon. In a different version, "or under his foot."

L~iW <j - t^Ii- ilJl
lf*>j

- ^jI*J j^y CiSS' ; Jl i *1 X c>A

92- The narration of AI-BukMri says, "Do not wipe away the pebbles
while you are praying, but if you have to then do it only once in
order to level them.11

33- This is related to unnecessary movements.
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258. Narrated Anas (RAA) (and "A'ishah (EAA)), had a cur-

tain with which she covered the doorway of her house. Allah's

Messenger 38 said to her, "Remove this curtain (of yours) from
us, for its pictures keep me distracted during my prayer."

Related by Al-Bukh&ri,

^sjjf lJiU» : «Jj t plf*? ^ iJla«Jl Cai ^* fe-b- ^ 1— — V o ^

259. Bukh&ri and Mulsim agreed upon the narration of A'ish-

ah (RAA): concerning the story of the- Inbij&niyah of Abu Jahm,

which has the phrase, *'It has distracted me in my prayer."M

4U1 JU> 4jQl J j-^j J 15 : - 4J< ~ ^ Cr*0 — Y 1

260. Narrated Jabir bin Samurah (RAA): 'The Messenger of

Allah ;8t said, "Those who raise their sight toward the sky

during the prayer, should stop doing so, otherwise their

sight will not return to them,"05 Related by Muslim,

&\ JjLj : cJli - li^ ill
'ij+j

- ^ «!} — \

261. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): 'I heard the Messenger ofAllah

$1 say, "No one should pray when the the food is served nor

94- AUBukMrf reported on the authority or 'A'ishah (BAA), The ProphetM
prayed in a Khamisah (a woolen cloak, which had some designs on it,

and it was given to him as a present from Abu Jahm). He said, Take it

(the cloak) back to Abu Jahm and bring me his Inbijdniyah (a wo-

olen plain cloak brought from Inbyan) as ibis khaminak has distrac-

ted me in my prayer/'

05- In the narration of al-Bukhan, "or their sight may be taken away.'*
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when one needs to answer the call of nature."98

262, Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet |S said,

'Yawning is caused by the devil, so if any of you yawns
(during prayer) he should stop it as much as he can," Related
by Muslim and At-Tirmidhi who added in his narration, "During
prayer."

263. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): 'The Messenger of Allah -ft

ordered that mosques be buitt in residential areas and that they
should be kept clean and be perfumed.' Related by Ahmad and
Abu DawOd and At-Tirmidhi.

264. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet M said,

"Allah cursed the Jews (because) they took the graves of
their Prophets as mosques." Agreed upon. In the narration of

Muslim, "and the Christians."

96- Holding himself back from urinating or defeating, That is why it is bet-

ter to Telieve oneself first before praying.

Chapter VI: Mosques
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265. Al-Bukhari and Muslim narrated on the authority of

'A'ishah (RAAj'**If any pious (religious) man dies among them,

they would build a mosquef place or worship) over his grave*"

Also in this narration, "They are the worst of creatures

(people)*"
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266, Narrated Abu Hurairah (BAA): The ProphetM sent so-

me horses (i.e. horsemen), who brought back a man97 (they had

captured). They tied him to one of the pillars of the Mosque/ Agre-

ed upon.98

267. Narrated Abu Hurairah (BAA): "Ulnar (RAA) passed by

Hassan39 when he was reciting poetry in the mosque, so he looked

at him(.in a disapproving manner). Thereupon Hassan said,
£

I used

to recite (poetry ) in this mosque, in the presence of someone better

than you (i.e. the Prophet ^)." Agreed upon.

&7- Thumamah Ibn Uthal al-Harmf?, see Hndith no. 121.

98- Imam ag-fjJan'ani says (in his book Subul etS'Satc'tin; the interpretation af

Bulitgk ttl-Mur&m) that this HtulUh is a proof thai, it is permissible to tie

a captive in the mosque even if he was a disbeliever.

99- The poet of the Prophet



26S. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): Tlie Prophet M said, "If

you hear a man announcing in the mosque, about some-
thing which he has lost, he should say to him; *May Allah
not return it to you, for mosques are not built for that rea-
son." Related by Muslim.

269. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet g§ said, "If

you see someone buying or selling in the mosque, say to

him: 'May Allah not give you any profit in your trading."100

Related by an-Nasa'i and At-Tirmidlii.

A 4lii J^: Jli : Jli - ^ A^ -
f
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270. Narrated Hakim bin Hizdm (RAA): The Prophet S said,

''Prescribed legal punishment (Hudud) are not to be carried
out in a mosques, nor should retaliation be taken in them'*
Related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud with a weak chain of narrators.

j *z— *-rj
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271. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): 'Sa'd bin Mu adh was injured
on the Day (battle) of al-Khandaq (Battle of the Trench) and the

Messenger of Allah M pitched a tent in the mosque to be able to

100- Le. may Allah make this trading unsuccessful.
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visit him (easily)- 101 Agreed upon.

272. Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): i saw the Messenger of Allah
screening me while I was looking at the Abyssinians playing in

the mosque (with their spears). (part of a Haditk), Agreed upon.

. ^jiL* . lL_>UO^ .«,JJLP ^Jo^

273. Narrated A'ishah (RAA): 'A black slave girl had a tent in

the mosque (she used to sloop in the mosque}, and she used to

come to me, and we would talk.' Agreed upon.

274. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): Allah's Messenger M
said, "Spitting in the mosque is considered a sin, which is

expiated by burying it (the spit ) " Agreed upon.

: ^X-) 4JJ1 Jup dli : Jte - *W ^} - 4L_^) yv»
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275. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): Allah's Messenger $|
said, "The Hour will not be established before people vie

with one another about (building) mosques." Related by the

five Imams except for At-Tirmidhi. Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as

Sakik.

10 J- As the Messenger of AllfiK wanted Sa'd to be in a plate close to his

house, so it would be easy to visit liim and look aiter him.
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276. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas (RAA): Allah's Messenger m said,
ie
l was not commanded to build high and lofty mosques."
Related by Abu Dawfid, and it was rendered authentic by Ibn

Hibban.

277. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik (RAA): Allah's Messenger

said, "The rewards of my followers were presented to mc,
so much so that even the reward for removing a speck of

dust by a person from the mosque (was presented bo me).*'

Related by Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidhi, and it was graded as auth-

entic by Ibn Khuzaimah.

iB\ J£* 4ih '^jLj Jli : Jti - Sll - SiB — XVA

278. Narrated Abu Qatadah (RAA): The Messenger ofAllahM
said, "When one of you enters the mosque, he should pray
two Rak'dt before he sits down." Agreed upon.

Chapter VII: The Description ofhow Prayer

is to be performed
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279. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): The Prophet M said,

"When you get up for prayer, perform ablution properly

and then face the Qiblah and say Takbir (AU&hu Akbar) and
then recite whatever you can from the (verses of the) Qur'an,

and then bow until you repose therein lft2{in your rukti '). After

that come up again until you are standing upright, and then

prostrate until you repose therein, (in your prostration), then

raise your head and sit and repose (remain motionless for a

while), then prostrate (again) and repose in your pros-

tration. Do that in all of your prayers." Related by the seven

Imams, and the wording is Al-Bukhari's. Ibn Majah transmitted

the following through the chain of narrators ofMuslim "and then

come up again(from rukft )until you repose in your standing"

J^-» : J>\j £*0 j> «— c
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280. Ahmad and Ibn Hibban reported on the authority of

Rifa'ah bin Rafi' a similar narration which also says, 'and then

come up again(from ruku luntil you repose in your standing"

281. Ahmad has in one of his narrations, "Straighten your

back until the bones in your spine return to their places

(the spine must be upright)."

102- Which means that one should not be hasty to lift his head,rather remain

motionless for a moment and say the supplications slowly while concen-

trating on what one is doing.
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282. An-NasaT and Abu Dawud reported on the authority of

Rifa'ah bin Rafi >
*tTbe prayer of anyone of you is not perfect

unless he performs ablution perfectly, as Allah Glorified be
He ordered him to do. Then he should utter the Takbir and
praise Allah, the Exalted.4* This narration also says, "If you
know some verses from the Qur*an then recite them, or else

praise Allah (say Alhanidu-UMh), say the Takbir (AU&hu Ak-

bar) and the Tahiti (id ilafia illaUdk)."^

283. In the narration of Abu Dawud, "Then recite the "Mo-
ther of the Book" (al-FatihcLh) (i.e. the first stlrah or the open-

ing chapter of the Qu'an) and then as much as Allah makes
easy for you (to read from the Quran)."

.«o±i iL. ^» : d£>- ^"Vj — Y A i

284. In the narration of Ibn Hibban, 'Then (recite) as much
as you wish."
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103- Basically, prayer is not valid unless the Fdtikak is read (in Arabic) in

each Rak'ah, which is the consensus of the Scholars. But if the person

finds difficulty in reciting it in Arabic or is dumb or illiterate, or any
other acceptable excuse, then he should try to say any other verse from
the Qur'&n, or say it behind someone who can recite- Tf he still can't,

then it is permissible for him to say Tasblh, Takbtrand Tahiti.
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285. Narrated Abu Humaid as-Sa'idi, 'I saw the Messenger of

Allah (in his prayer), when he says the opening Takbir {of the pra-

yer) he would raise his hands up to his shoulder level. When he

bows for Ruku* he would place his hands on both knees 10* and his

back would be bent straight.105 When he lifted his head (from

rukul he would straighten his back until all the vertebrate took

their normal positions. When he prostrated, he placed both his

hands on the ground and his fingers would neither be spread nor
clasped together, while his toes would be directed toward the

Qiblah. When he sat in the second rak'ah (after two rak'at) he sat

on his left foot and kept his right foot upright. 106 When he sat in

the last rak 'ah, he would put his left foot (over the right) and put

his right foot upright (over the left 107
) and sit upon his posterior,

neither inclining to the right or the left." Related by al-BukharL

i* P jS ** & <
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286 Narrated Alf bin Abf lalib {RAA}: When Allah's Messen-

ger 31 stood up for prayer he said, he would say (as on opening

104- The hands should be placed firmly on the knees.

105- It is the Sitnnah in Ruktt ' to make the height of the head the same level

as that of the hips. The back should be straight as A'ishah {RAA) said,

J
lf he bowed his head would be neither risen nor lowered, but rather

between the two positions. "AH (RAA) said, "Ifyou put a cup of water on

the back of the Prophet, ££ while he was bowing. Us contents would not

spill." His head would be neither..,

106- He would place his left foot on ite side while sitting on it. The right foot

would be resting on the bottom of its toes with the heel upright.

107- The left foot in this case would emerge from under the right one, which
is in fin upright position.
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supplicationws), "I have turned ray face towards the One Who

created the heavens and the earth109
*„* Until he says, 'and I

am of those who have submitted (i.e. the Muslims). O Allah,

You are the Sovereign, there is none worthy ofworship but

You. You are my Lord and I am Your slave.,,etc110" Related

by Muslim.

287. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA); 'When the Prophet

made his opening Takbir, he would be quiet for a little while

before he started his recitation (of the Qur'an). I asked him, (about

what he says between Takbir and recitation),' He said, "I say: Oh
Allah, make the distance between me and my sins as far as

105 . This is called Du a' al-htiftCiL (opening supplication).

]00- The rest of this supplication says, "and the earth as a true monoth-

eist and Muslim, and I am not of those who associate partners

with Allah (polytheists). Verily my prayers, my sacrifice, my life

and my death, are dedicated for the sake of Allah, the Lord of

the worlds, Who has no partner. Thus I have been commanded
and 1 am among those who have submitted {the Muslims).

1'

uo- The rest of the supplication says, "Oh Allah, You are the Sovereign,

there is none worthy of worship but You. You are my Lord and 1

am Your slave. I have done injustice to myself and I admit my
sin. Forgive all of my sins, surely no one can forgive sins but

You, Guide me to the most perfect of morals (Akhlaq), for none
guides to its perfection but You, Divert the worst of it (evil mor-

als) away from me, as no one can divert the worst of it but You, I

am here at Your beck and call (present and ready to obey all Your

commands}. All good is in Your Hands, and evil is not attributed

to You. I am (created) by You, and 1 am 1 returning back) unto You,

You are the Most Blessed, the Most Exalted. I seek Your forgive-

ness and unto You I repent."Related by Muslim, Ahmad, at-TirmidhS

and others.
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You have made the distance between the East from the
West. Oh Allah, purify me from my sins as a white garment
is cleansed of dirt. Oh Allah, wash off my sins with snow,
rain and hail." Agreed upon.

i i ,

288. Narrated 'Uraar (BAA): that he used to say "Glory
be to You Oh Allah and praise. Blessed is Your Name and
Exalted is Your majesty. There is none worthy of worship
but You." Related by Muslim with a disconnected chain ofnarra-
tors. But ad-Darqutn! related it and connected it to 'Umar (BAA).

289. The five Imams reported on the authority of Abu Said

al-Khudri that the Messenger of Allah used to say after the

opening Takbir, "I seek refuge in Allah from Satan. From his
prickling (whispering), spittle and puffing."
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290. Narrated 'A'ishah CRAA) Allah's Messenger ^| used to

start the prayer with Takbir and the recitation of 'All praise be to
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Allah, the Lord of the Worlds, [Alhamdu lill&hi rabbit 'Alamtft).

When he bowed (for ruku') his head would be neither risen nor

lowered , but would be between those two positions. When he rose

his head from ruku \ he would not prostrate until he stood up with

his back in an erect position. When he lifted his head from pros-

tration, he sat up (for a moment) before prostrating a second time.

At the end of each two rah'&t, he would recite the Tahiyah (Tasha-

hhud)111 and he used to sit on his left foot with his right foot upri-

ght. He prohibited us from sitting in the way of the devil 112,or that

a man stretches his forearms (on the ground in his prostration)

like a wild beast He would then complete his prayer with the

Taslim (saying to the right and to the left 'Peace be upon you and

the Mercy of Allah * Related by Muslim.

291. Narrated Ibn 'Umar (RAA): 'The Messenger of Allah

used to raise his hands to his shoulder level when he started his

prayer, when he said Tahbir (for making ruku ') and also when he

lifted his head from ruku'" Agreed upon.

^ [f^H *K £*J:
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292. In the narration ofAbu Humaid, reported by Abu Dawud,
"He raised his hands up to his shoulder level, and then would say

Tahbir."

111- Tasfuihhud means the Testimony or faith (see HadUh no. 334).

112- This way of sitting is tailed Iq'&\ Intd-m afi-Qan'&ni in 'Subui as-Sala-

&nt, mentioned two typos of Iq'a
1

: one in which one sits with the buttocks

on the heels, and with the top of the toes and knees on the ground (as

mentioned above), and this was accepted by some scholars. The second

type is where one sits with his buttocks on the ground, with his palms

down and his knees drawn up and thighs erect (like the sitting of a dog)

which is totally prohibited.
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293. Muslim reported on the authority of Malik bin al-Huwai-

rith, a narration similar to that of Ibn Umar, but he said, "...he

raised his hands until theytthe fingertips) were level with the tops

of his ears (i.e. when saying Takbir).

294. Narrated Wa'il bin Hujr: "I prayed with the Prophet M
and he placed his right hand over his left hand (and placed them)
on his chest." Related by Ibn Khuzaimah.

295. Narrated Ubadah bin as-Samit; 'The Messenger ofAllah

ill said, "No prayer (is accepted) for one who does not recite

the Fdtihah (the opening chapter ofthe Qur'fin)." Agreed upon.

V» : ^JaijUft'j 01^ Mi> v-iS -*Vl

296. In a version by Ibn Hibban and ad-Darqutni
?
"A prayer

in which the Fatifyah was net recited, is not valid."

297. In another narration by Ubadah Ibn As-Samit, "Maybe
you recite (Qur'an) behind your Imam (when you are praying

Jama'ak}? We said, *Yes.' The Messenger of AlL&h then said,

"Read only the Fdtihah, as the prayer of the one who does
not read it, is not valid."
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298. Narrated Anas Ibn Malik: The Messenger of Allah M,
Abu Bakr and 'Umar, used to start the prayer with, 'Alhamdu
lillahi Rabil Alamtn' (All praise be to Allah, Lord of the Wo-

rlds). 113 Agreed upon.

W> Jj' J irrjl J*} M A} ^» • P ^ ^3 - *M

299. Anas added in the narration reported by Muslim, Taut I

never heard any of them reciting Bismillahi -ir-Rahman -ir-

Rahim (In the name of Allah, the Most Benificient, the Moat

Merciful ) at the beginning of recitation or at its end." 114

-• - - * ~ * * * - *

300. Anas also narrated, 'They would not recite reciting 'Bis-

millahi -ir-Rahman -ir-Rahitnf
(ln the name of Allah, the Most

Benificient, the Most the Merciful) loudly." Related by Ahmad, an-

Nasa'i and Ibn Khuzairnah,

301. In another version by Ibn Khuzaimah, Arias said, They
used to recite it silently." This explains the negation in the version

of Muslim 'but I never heard any of them reciting Bismillahi -ir-

Rahman -ir-Rahim Qadlth no, 299.

113- He means they do not say the Basmalah aloud, but read it silently

before they read the F&ti&ak, as is mentioned in the following Ahadith
(no. 300, 301).

114- He may be referring to the end of the FCttifiah, as they would start rea-

ding other sfims or verses from the Qur'fin, but again they would not

recite the Basmalah aloud.
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302. Narrated Nu'aim al-Mujmir, 'I prayed behind Abu Hura-
irah and he recited 'Bismillahi -ir-Rahman -ir-Rahim,' and
then he recited the Fdtihah until he recited, 'Nor of those who
went astray, *(i.e. the last words of al-Fcttihah) then he said, *Amtn\

us Whenever he prostrated or got up from his sitting (after the

two prostrations), lie would say 'Allahu Akbar' When he concluded

his prayer by saying the Tasltm (saying to the right and to the left

'Peace be upon you and the Mercy of Allah'), he would say (to us)T

'By the One in Whose Hand is my soul, my prayer is the most sim-

ilar to that of the Prophet $$, among all of you,
11

Related by An-
Nasa'i and Ibn Khuzaimah.
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303. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): 'The Messenger of Allah

^ said, "When you recite al-Fdtihah recite 'Bismillahi -ir-

Rahman -ir-Raftim' as it is one of its verses.'* Related by ad-

Daraqutnf, and said that it is only traced back to a Companion

and not to the Prophet

304. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): *Whenenver The Messen-

115- The word Amin is not part of the Fdtihfth, but it is a supplication mea-
ning "O Allah respond or answer what we have just said " It is always
said at the conclusion of stirat af-F&tiliah.
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ger of Allah i|! finished reciting the Mother of the Book 'al-Fa-

tikafi' (in prayer), he used to raise his voice saying Amin.* Related

by ad-Daraqutni and al-H&kim.
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305, Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi related a similar Hadith on

the authority of Wa'il Ibn Hujr
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306, Narrated 'Abdullah bin Abi Awfa {RAA): *A man came to

the Messenger of Allah M and said, *I cannot memorise anything

from the Qur'an, so teach me something which is sufficient for me

(to say in prayer). The Messenger of Allah M said to him, "say,

'Subhanallah, wal-hamdu UUaah, wa Id ildha illallak, wa-

llahu akbar, wa la hawala wa Id Quwata Hid bill&h-'Aliy-

vil-'Adheem. (Glory be to Allah, and Praise be to All&h!

There is none worthy of worship but Allah, Allah is the

Greatest, and there is no power nor might except by Allah's

leave, the Exalted, the Mighty," Part of the Hadith is related

by Ahmad, Abu Dawud, an-Nasat and was rendered authentic by

Ibn Hibban, ad-Daraqutni and al-Hakim,
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307, Narrated Abu Qatadah (RAA): 'Allah's Messenger M
used to lead us in prayer, and he would recite td-F&tihah followed
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by two other Suras (i.e. a surah in each rak'ah) -in the first two
Rak'at - of the Dhuhr and 'A$_r prayers. Sometimes we were able

to hear a verse or so (ofwhat he was reading). He used to §1, pro-

long the first rak 'ah more than the second, and he would recite al-

Fdtihah in the last two rak at (the third and the fourth). Agreed
upon.
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308, Narrated Abu Said al-Khudrl (RAA); 'We used to estim-

ate how long Allah's Messenger SI stood (while reciting verses
from the Qur'an after the F&tihah) in the Dhuhr and 'Asr prayers.

We estimated that he stood in the first two rak'at of the Dhuhr
prayer as long as it takes to recite "AlifLdm Mint, The revela-
tion ofthe BookUhe Qur,

an)„»(i,e. Siirak as-Sajdah, no, 32).

He stood half that time in the last two rak'at, of the Dhuhr pra-
yer. In the first two rak at of the 'Asr prayer, he stood as long as
he did in the last two rak at of the Dhuhr prayer, and in the last

two (of the 'A^r prayer), he stood about half that time." Related
by Muslim.
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309. Narrated Sulaiman bin Yasar (RAA): 'A man 115 used to

prolong the first two rak at of the Dhuhr prayer, shorten the Asr

116- Imarn al-Baghwt in bis book 'Shark as-Sunnah' said that this man was
'Amro bin SaJamah, who was the governor of Madmah at that time.
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prayer and recite short suras of the mufa§m-$al117 of the Qur'an

in the Maghrib prayer. In the Isha' prayer, he would recite from

the medium suras 1ia
y and in the Fajr prayer he would read from

at-Tiwdl 119 Abu Hurairah(RAA) then said, 'I have not prayed

behind a man whose prayer is more similar to that of the Prophet

*ji than that man" Rendered by an-Nasa*i with a sound chain

of narrators.
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310. Narrated Jubair bin Mui'im (EAA):
4

I heard the Messen-

ger of Allah ig reciting Sural at Tftr (no. 52) in the Maghrib pra-

yer.' Agreed upon.
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311. Narrated Abu Hurairah (RAA): 'Allah's Messenger j|

used to recite in the Fajr prayer on Friday, "AlifL&m Mini. The

revelation ofthe Book (the Qur'an).," (i.e. Surah as-Sajdah,

no. 32), and "Has there not been over man a period of time...
n

(Le. Surah al-Ins&n, no. 76). Agreed upon

312. At-Tabaram related on the authority of Ibn Mas'ud: He
used to do this continuously,"

117- The Suras starting from (according to the strongest opinion.) Qdfino. 50)

to the end of the Holy Qur'an,

118- This includes the miln (Sums of around and over 100 verses), and the

matlha.nl (come after the mi'in up to Qaf).

119- The first seven long Suras in the Qur'an, and some scholars add Suras

no. 8 and 9 (as there is no BasnutUih between al-Anf&l and at-Tawbak).

They have bean called at-JTiwal (the long) as they are the longest Suras

in the Qur'an,
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313. Narrated Hudhaifah (RAA):'I prayed with the Prophet

M, whenever lie came to a verse that mentioned mercy, he would
stop and ask Allah for His blessings, and whenever he came to a

verse that mentioned punishment, he would seek refuge in Allah
from the Hell-fire;' Related by the five Imams. At-Tirmidhi rende-
red it Hasan (good),

J* " ' > - ' ' ' ' tot* *

lJr>j & « cue °y i^-ij jT>i f>! if^ J13 vf» : 4l_i

314. Narrated Ibn 'Abbas (RAA): "The Messenger ofAllah M
said, "I was forbidden from reciting the Qur'an whether in
a state of ruku ' or in sujud(prostration)* When you perform
ruhft Glorify Allah (say Glory to my Lord the most Great), and
in prostration, strive your best in making supplication, as

you are then entitled to have your supplication answered
(Allah willing). Related by Muslim.

«J& JlU -till JyJj 01T r cJl> - Ijl* <Ul - ^3 — r \ c

r aIp Jjil* «^ ^APl

315- Narrated 'A'ishah (RAA): "Allah's Messenger St, used to

say in his ruku ' and sujud (prostration), "Glory and praise is to

You, O Allah, our Lord. O Allah forgive me." Agreed upon.
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316. Narrated Abu Hurairah CRAA): 'When Allah's Messenger

^ got up to pray, he would say the Takbtr while standing, then

say the Takbtr when he bowed (for ruku '). When he rose from

ruhfo' he would say, "SamVal Lu.hu limun hamidah (Allah

hears those who send praises to Him)", and while standing

with his back straight (after ruku ') he would say, "Rabbana iva

lakal-hamd (O Allah, our Lord! All praise is for You)." He
would then say the Takbir when going down to proatration, and

when he raised his head, then when he prostrated for the second

time he would say the Takbir one more time when he raised his

head from the second prostration. He would do this for all his pra-

yers, in each rak'ah and he would also say the Takbir when he got

up from his sitting after praying two rak at. Agreed upon.

t ilkJi U>j ^» : JI3 ^ -u-lj £j bl 'fX>j 4_U\

. juu iij^

«

j t̂J| ^* ^ ^3

3 17. Narrated Abu Sa'id al-Khudri (RAA): when 'Allah's Mes-

senger raised his head from ruku ' he would say, "Our Lord!

All praise is Yours* (A praise that) fills the heavens and the

earth, and fill what lies between them, and fills whatever
else, You wish, to be filled after that. You alone are deser-

ving of praise and majesty. This is the most truthful state-

ment that a servant has ever said, and we are all Your sla-

ves. O Allah, there is no one who may withhold what You
give, and there is no one, who may give what You have wit-

hheld. No fortune or prosperitjKwhether it be money, children,
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power etc) will save or benefit its owner with You (it is only

Your mercy and virtue that benefits anyone). Related by Muslim,

4* & J^> <W j : Jti - ^3 -^ Jl\ ^} _v \ a

318, Narrated Ibn 'Abbas (RAA): The Messenger of Allah M
said, "I was commanded to prostrate on seven bones (bodily

parts): the forehead" -and he pointed to his nose,120 hands, knees

and the ends of the feet (the toes)/ Agreed upon.

ill i& j&i 4^ & A J^-j & : u-^J — r) *

319, Narrated Ibn Buhainah (RAA), 'Whenever the Messen-

ger of Allah used to pray, he would keep his arms away from his

sides (when he prostrated), so that the whiteness of his armpits
was visible " Agreed upon.

«U Jk Jjt J : Jii - & Sill^ - ^> J^^_ r t .

a^j .«illii^ ( OJ^i^Z- : ^Ju-J

320, Narrated al-Bara* bin Azib (RAA); 'The Messenger of

Allah -M said, "Whenever you prostrate, place the palms of

your hands (on the ground), and raise your elbows.*' Related

by Muslim,

120- Imam nl-Qur£bf said, "This shows that the forehead is the main part 011

which the face prostrates, and the nose is associated with it." Ibn Daqiq

a.l*'Abd said, 'This means that the Prophet "Jk considered the forehead

and the nose as one part, otherwise, the parts of the body on which pros-

tration is performed would have been eight.' This Bpditk is further expl-

ained by the narration of an-Nasal, Ibn Tawus said, 'And he put his

hand on his forehead and he passed it over his nose and said, "This
is one (part)."
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321. Wa'il bin Hujr (RAA) narrated,
1Whenever the Messen-

ger of Allah g§ used to bow, he would separate his fingers (with

his hands pla-ced on his knees). When he prostrated, he would

keep his fingers toge-ther.' Related by Al-Hakim.

Slii 4&1 J jL>j cJfj» : cii - Sift - iiilfr j—s-j

'v*-* 1 . I, A - x J v 4. / <*. >J * j , f, ,

322. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, T saw the Messenger of Allah

3§ praying while sitting cross-legged,

'

121Related by An-Nasa'i and

Ibn Kh-uzaimah graded it as £[a2j$hr

o ad ft

323. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, "Between the two prostrati-

ons, the Messenger of Allah JB used to say, **0 Allah, forgive me,
have mercy on me, guide me, grant me well-being, and pro-

vide for me." Related by the four Imams except for An-Nasa'i,

and the wording is from Abu Dawud. Al-Hakim graded it as Qahih.

Siil ^ JCj iff* J dU£ ^) _ ru

324. Malik bin al-Huwairith (RAA) narrated that he saw the

Messenger of AllSh ^ praying. If he was praying the odd rak at

(the first or the third), he used to sit for a moment (a quick sitting

after the second prostration) before he got up." Related by Al-

Bukhari.

121- This was when the Prophet ^ fell off his horse aad his ankle was dis-

located (Imam as-San ana in Subul as-Sctl&m.)
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325, Anas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of A116h M stood

in humble supplication reciting the Qunut122 for a whole month

asking All&h to punish some of the Arab tribes, and then he stop-

ped (making this supplication).

"

I2rJ Agreed upon.

.<<ljjj( J J5

326. Ahmad and Ad-Daraqutni related a similar Hadtth (on

the authority of Anas) but with a different chain of narrators. The

narration says, 'The Messenger of Allah «St kept on making Qunut

during the Fajr prayer until he left this world*124

122- QunCti is a special supplication made in certain, prayers while standing

after raising one's head from bowing. It is usually done in the Witr pra-

yer, or in the second rak'ah of the Fajr prayer.

123- They are the tribes of Ra'l and Dhakwan. The Messenger of Allah

sent almost 70 of his Companions (who had memorized the Qur'an), to

those tribes to teach them Islam. There waB a peace treaty between

them and the Messenger of Allah M, but they killed the seventy men.

He was very sad for the loss of his Companions and spent a whole

month reciting this supplication. This is proof that it is permissible to

make Q until, reciting the supplication aloud (in any of the five prayers}

when Muslims are faced with calamities.

124- What, the Messenger stopped (as mentioned in the first Haditk) is his

supplication asking Allah to punish the people who killed his Compan-
ions, As for what he kept doing, most scholars are of the opinion that

what Anas meant by Qumit in this Hadiih is that the Prophets would

stand (after raising his head from mkft 1 for some time making supplica-

tion and dhiht (remembering Allih), in the Fajr prayer, until he died.

Anas himself and the four Khidafa", did not observe this QunUl in the

Fajr prayer after the death of the Prophet which supports the opinion

of the scholars, as they would not abandon something that the Messen-

ger of Allah ^ contintied doing all his life, so that it becomes part ofMs
Sunnak.
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327. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah M would
not stand for the Qunut (in prayer) unless he was supplicating for

or against certain people." Ibn Khuzaimah graded it to be Sahlk.

i ^ cii» : J(i - & &\^j - ^ify JjUp ^ Jul- ^«J>j r T A

328. Sa'd bin Tariq Al-Ashja't (RAA) narrated, 'I said to my

father^Father, you have prayed behind Allah's Messenger yf$ t Abu
Bakr, 'Uraar, Uthman and All, Did they observe making Qunut
in Fajr prayer?" He said, *No son, it is something that has been
innovated (i.e. a Bid'ah)." Related by the five Imams except for

Abu Dawud

ill J s&
; Jli 2f- lljfc A -

*Jp J J^S JTj _ T^
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329. Al-Hasan bin 'All (RAA) narrated, (

I said to Allah's Mes-

senger Sjgj, "Teach me some words to say when making Q«^,iit in

the Witr prayer. He taught me, "Ob Allah, guide me with those
whom You have guided, and strengthen me with those wh-
om You have given strength. Take me into Your care. Bless
me in what You have given me. Protect me from the evil

You have ordained. Surely You have commanded and are
not commanded, and none whom You have committed to
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Your care shall be humiliated You ate Blessed, Our Lord
and Exalted/' Related by the five Imfims. At-Tabarani and Al-

iiailiaqi added, "and none whom You have taken as an
enemy shall be honored." An-Nasal added thr ough another
chain of narrators, "May the Peace and Blessings of Allah,
the Almighty be upon His Prophet."

'X>') 4* A 411 Jj^j : Jli jA j_J^ ^JilJIj _ rr .

* . » *. . ' *^ 11 -1| * r, . Ji , ' . J
. sJ-W ,«7t—iJI S>-^> ^> t^J yJt)\ 4J _jAJL) #Vf"J LLc_Uj

330. Ibn 'Abbas narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah used to

teach us a supplication to recite in the Qunut of the Fajr prayer."

Related by Al-Baihaqi, but with a weak chain of narrators.

4* ^ & S^'j JU ; Jli - i!*- iljl ^3 - i^y. ^-j _ rr ^

« ij^j i i*3 ^ ^Tjb-f ikl. li\ » :

331. Aba Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Prophet M said,

"When one of you prostrates, he should not kneel down in
his prayer as a camel does (i.e. put his knees down before his

hands). He must put his hands first (on the ground) before he
puts his knees down." Related by the three Imams, It is stro-

nger than the Hadttk narrated by Wa T

il Ibn Hujr.

j5 j^l, w» : jjbj 4* *M ytt C:

—

fj _tty

332. Wa'il Ibn Hujr (RAA) narrated,
4

I saw the Prophet M
place his knees down when he prostrated before he put his hands.*
Related by the four Imams The reason behind the strength of the
previous narration (of Abu Hurairah) is that it is supported by
another narration on the authority of Ibn Umar (RAA) which was
graded as Sahifj, by Ibn Khuzaimah. It was also related by Al
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Bukh&rf but the chain of narrators is only connected to Nafi'

(RAA) and does not reach the ProphetM 125

^ JC? aJJ\ J :
- *M '^pj - J** j—?i j—i-j —VTT

333, Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, *Whenever the Messenger of

Allah sat for Tashahhud, 126 he would place his left hand on his

left knee and his right hand on his right knee and he would form a

ring like (fifty-three) and point with his index finger (the right

hand is held closed in this case, with the thumb touching the side

of the index finger, which alone is extended to point with it.) Rel-

ated by Muslim, In another version by Muslim, *And he M would

close his hand (clench his fingers) and point with his index finger/

<dh J tCJi : Jii - £* S& - i^ls *I» A 'JcTj _rri

y i^f; * ii iL> ^ 2^-3 5jji ^\ tfi v M ii^f ( ^Ji_!aj\ *_&

f*1 !! « f ,
— J T. — *-t -"f

--- *-* "i*. ' ' '

# f 1 ** *

125- The consensus of the scholars supports the Hadith of Ibn Hujr. Imam
Tbnul Qatyim is also of the opinion that one should put his knees down

first Imam An-Nawawi said though that it seems that no opinion is

more prefe-rable than the other, i,e. both Ah&dlth are accepted, and one

can go down in any way described.

12G- The Testification of faith f which is recited in the final sitting of the

prayer.
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334. 'Abdullah Ibn Mas ud (RAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messen-

ger turned around to us and said, "When any of you prays
(and sits for the final Tashakhud) then he should say, *A11 gre-
etings of humility arcs for Allah, and all prayers (or more
generally all acts of worship) and good deeds (all good things,

sayings, praising Allah, dhikr of Allah etc..) are all for Allah,
Peace be upon you, O Prophet, and the mercy of Allah and
His blessings be upon you. Peace be upon us and upon the
righteous slaves of Allah, I bear witness that none is wor-
thy of worship but Allah, and I bear witness that Muham-
mad is His slave and His Messenger.' Then you may choose
whatever supplication you like best and recite it." Agreed
upon, and the wording is from Al-BukharT,

In the narration of An-Nasal on the authority of Ibn Mas'ud, 'We
used to say (so and so) before the recitation ofthe Tashakhud was
made obligatory upon us {as mentioned above)/

In the narration of Ahmad, Ibn Mas'ud says that the Prophet ^
taught him the recitation of the Tashakhud and ordered him to

teach it to other people,

335. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah M
used to teach us to say in the Tashahhudt 'Blessed greetings,
prayers and good deeds are all for Allah etc...(the rest is the
same as the one mentioned in Hadlth 334.) Related by Muslim,

*^ J^* .J^ J*3* fJjJ « ^l
i "tftC? <j* ^Jb !>^rj jUZ*^

Hj p jXj ofc in Jfc, Jii- JtW « *fe ^tSij
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336. Fadalahbin 'Ubaid(RAA) narrated, "Allah's Messenger
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3i$ heard a man supplicating during his prayer, 127 but he did not

praise Allah and did not send prayers upon the Prophet There-

upon the Messenger of Allah^ said, "This one has been hasty
(i,e. in making his supplication before praising Allah and praying
for His Prophet). He then called him and said, "When one of you
prays, begin by praising Allah* Then say prayers upon the
Prophet, and then supplicate what you wish from Allah,"
Related by A^mad and the three Imams: At-Tirmidhi, Ibn HibbSn
and Al-Hakim graded it as S.afith,,

^'
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337. Ibn Mas'ad (BAA) narrated that 'Bashtr bin Sa'd said,

'0 Messenger of Allah, we have been ordered to send prayers upon

you. How do we do it?' The Prophet was quiet for a moment
and then said, "Say 'O Allah, Bless Muhammad and the fa-

mily of Muhammad as You blessed Ibrahim (in another nar-
ration: as You blessed the family of Ibrahim). Grant favors to
Muhammad and to the family ofMuhammad as You gran-
ted favors to Ibrahim in this world (in another narration to

the family of Ibrahim), You are indeed Praiseworthy and Glo-

rious.'And make TtislimJ2S(salutation) as I have taught you"

Related by Muslim. Ibn Khuzaimah added, 'How do we do it (i.e.

what do wo say), whenever we send prayers upon you in our
prayer?

11

127- The man was most probably sitting for at-Taatmhhnd, arid that is why
the author mentioned this Haditk in this section.

128- Rofer to Hadith no. 290.
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338. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Prophet^ said,

"When any of you finishes reciting the Ta&hahkud, he
should then seek refuge in Allah from the following four

(trials) , and should say, "O Allah! I seek refuge in You from
the torment of the Hell-fire, and from the torment of the

grave, from the trials of life and death, and from the (evil)

trial of the False Messiah (ad-DajjalK" Agreed upon. In the

narration of Muslim, "When one of you finishes reciting the
final Tashahhud,"

4^ - £fr ill* ^j/, - JflCab j£> ^ J-Sj — XT\
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339. Abu Bakr (RAA) narrated that he said to the Messenger

of Allah $g Teach me a supplication that I may say in my prayer.'

He said to him, ** Say, *0 Allah! I have done great injustice to

myselfand no one forgives sins but You, So forgive me with

Your forgiveness, and have mercy upon me. You are the

Most Merciful, Oft-Forgiving.*' Agreed upon.

Jt* Jjjfo IJfl : Jii - & l^-j
- J Jjij — r £ *

^i-j < <JJ^ w-jj : .u-aj pJLlj ot£* 4
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"
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340. Wa'il bin Hujr (RAA) narrated, 'I prayed with the Pro-

phet $iy and he would make the Salam (salutation at the end of
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prayer) to his right side (saying), "Peace be upon you and the
Mercy of Allah," and to his left side (saying), "Peace be upon
you and the Mercy of Allah*" Related by Abu Dawud with a
Sahih (sound) chain of narrators.

* ' - ' ' '
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341. Al-Mugbirah bin Shu bah (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of AllahM would say at the end of every obligatory prayer,

"There is no god except Allah, the One, Who has no partn-
er. His is the dominion and His is the praise. He has power
over all things. O Allah! There is no one who may withhold
what You give, and there is no one, who may give what You
have withheld. No fortune or prosperity(whether it be money,
children, power etc) will save or benefit its owner with You (it

is only Your mercy and virtue that benefits anyone). Agreed upon.

ilH Jl? <dil JjLj - Sic- 4L1 - <jS J> J*I* V £ \

342. Sa'd bin Abi Waqq&s (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah §S would seek refuge in Allah at the end of every obliga-

tory prayer, saying, "I seek refuge in You from miserliness, I

seek refuge in You from cowardice, I seek refuge in You
from senility, I seek refuge in You from the trials of this
world, and I seek refuge in You from the torment of the
grave." Related by Al-BukharL

4* iii JL an iir : ji - & ft - ^3 _ r * r



343. Thauban (RAA) narrated, 'When the Prophet ^ would
finish his prayer, he would seek Allah's forgiveness three times
and then say, **0 Allah, You are the Peace, and from You
comes peace. Blessed are You, Owner of Majesty and Gene-
rosity." Related by Muslim.

j$) 4 ijy^j ^ 1 lA^j W« ^^v* ji> *H\ s**y< : J I*

v iiw alj ^ : «uli ;nf jiSj c aj^-j ILj ii5 1 yih& an

( iCUai- c^^ii- 4 ^ JL* JS* ^ ys} t jJUhJI <Ij t iliill «J i *J il*^

344. Abu Hurairah (RAA), narrated the Prophet M said,

"Whoever glorifies Allah (i.e. say Siibhanai-ldh) after every

(obligatory) prayer, thirty three times, and praises Allah (i.e.

say Aihamdu-lillah) thirty three times, and says the Takbir
(say Alldhu Akbar), this makes 99 times in all, and to comp-
lete the hundred, he then says, There is no god except
Allah, the One Who has no partner. His is the dominion and
His is the praise. He has power over all things. 4 His sins are
forgiven, even if his sins are as abundant as the foam of the
sea." Related by Muslim. In another narration, the Takbir was
mentioned to be said thirty four times.

: 2 Jli jJL} 4* ilk JU 4ifl Jjlj 'dUj^tj-l iLJ^ ^_J;^ — Xia

345. Mu'adh bin Jabal (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah St said to him, "I advise you, O Mu'adh, never neglect

to say at the end of every (obligatory) prayer, *0 Allah, help
me in Your dhikr (remembrance), Your thanks, and in wor-
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shipping You in the most perfect way." Related by Ahmad,
Abu Dawtid and An-Nasal with a strong chain of narrators.

& <Jdl J^ JU - & &\ - Lj^f _ rin
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346. Abu Umamah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah JjSS; said, MWhoever recites the verse of the Throne(Ayat
aLKursi. 2:244) at the end of every prayer, nothing will pre-

vent him from entering Paradise except that he must die
(first),™ Related by An-Nasal and rendered Sahlh by ibn Hibban.

At-Tabar&nf added in his narration, 'and recites **Say} He. is

All&h (the) One * (surah no, 112V

Jt*. -till jjlj Jti : Jli - 1£ iill - £>jjS J dJJU _ T t V

347 . Millik bin Al-Huwairith (RAA ) narrated , "The Messenger

of Allah said, "Pray as you have seen me praying/* Related

byAl-Bukhari.

jX-j iJJi
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34$, 'Imran bin al-I£usain (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah 38 saio\ "Pray standing, if you are not able to; pray
sitting; if you are not able to; pray while lying on your
side, otherwise pray by nodding your head/' Related by Al-

Bukhari.

J* J^* ju of - i£ ilil
' —*j - ^-rUr _ r i 1
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349, Jabir bin 'Abdullah narrated, The Messenger of Allah

3§ saw a sick man praying while sitting on a cushion. The Prophet

^ pushed it aside and said to him, "Pray while sitting on the

ground if you can, otherwise, pray by nodding your head,

and make a lower nodding for prostration than that for

bowing iruk&")* Related by Al-Baihaqi with a strong chain of

narrators.

j Vjpk~j$\ jj^w tj*?} ) y»ii jj

Chapter VIII: Sujfid as-Soh it (Prostration due to

forgetfkilness duringprayer) Other forms ofSujud
(prostration): Prostration ofQur'anic Recital, and

Prostration ofThankfulness

*JJl ^^U- ^jBl 0b> : — *Ie -till - illkj jJ -dLii —£- ^—i-— To .

J 5. It t t I • « J ,. ' . .« J"

350, 'Abdullah bin Buhainah (RAA) narrated, *Once the Mes-

senger of Allah ^ ted us in Dhukr prayer and stood up after two

mk'at and did not sit down (for the middle Tashahhud). The peo-

ple stood up with him. When the prayer was about to end, the

people waited for him 3ft to say the Tasltm. He said the Takhtr

while sitting down, and prostrated twice before he finally said the

TaBlim." Related by the seven Imams and the wording is from Al-

BukharL

In the narration by Muslim, 'and ho £5 said the TakhZr in each

prostration while he was sitting down and would then prostrate.
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The people prostrated with him to compensate for the middle sit-

ting {after two rah 'at) that he forgot (during the prayer),"

351. AM Hurairah (RAAJ narrated, 'The Prophet $| prayed

either Dkuhr or 'Asr prayer with us and he prayed only two m/i 'at

and then (finished the prayer) by making the Taslim. He got up
and leaned against a piece of wood in the front part of the mosque.
Abu Bakr and 'Umar (RAA) were present among the people on

that day, but they did not dare to speak to the Prophet gjg (about

the two remaining rah at). Some people left the mosque m a hurry
and wondered, 'Has the prayer been shortened?* Among the people

there was a man called Dhul Yadain159 who said, *0 Messenger of

Allah, have you forgotten or has the prayer been shortened?* The
Messenger of Allah said, "I have not forgotten and the prayer
has not been shortened." Dhul Yadain then said, 'Surely you

have forgotten, O Allah's Messenger." So the Prophet M got up
and prayed two (more) raft 'at and finished the prayer with Taslinu
After that he said Takbtr and prostrated the way he usually pros-

trated or perhaps a little longer. Next he raised his head and said

the Takbtr. Then he said the Tahbir again and performed another
prostration, the way he usually prostrated or perhaps a little lon-

129' The Messenger of Allah ^ tailed him Dhul Yadain (the man with the
two hands) because his hands were long.
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ger. Finally he raised his head and said the Takbtr, (The Prophet

j^s performed the two prostrations of forgetfulness (Sujud as-

Saku) after praying the two missed rak'&t" Agreed upon. In the
narra tion of Muslim , "In the 'Asr_prayer

"
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352. In the narration ofAbu Dawud, The Prophet jj| said (to

the people in the mosque), "Is it 'true* as Dhul Yadain has just
said?" The people nodded their heads confirming what he said.

This narration is also in Al-Bukhari and Muslim but with the wor-
ding, They said "Yes" instead of "nodded their heads,"

.«ilJi - - <U1 km^ p> r
'4
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353. In another nanaticn by Abu Dawud on the authority of

Abu Hurairah, 'and he 'M did not prostrate until Allah, the Exal-

ted, made him absolutely sure about it (that he had only prayed
two rak&t).

<i jLe ji» : - J£ ill - JJUi- 0— — f* I
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354. Imran bin al-Husain (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M led them in prayer and forgot (to do something), so he
made two prostrations and recited the Tashahhud and then said

the Tasltm." Related by Abu DawOd and At-Tirmidhi, who graded
it as Hasan (good).

J^> J^j : Jlj ~ ilp illl - JUtLr ^{ Too
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355. Abu Sa id al-Khudrt (RAA) narrated that Allah's Mes-

senger $g said, "Ifone of you is uncertain during his prayer,
and he does not remember for sure (the number of rak at) he
has prayed, three or four rah at, then he should put an end
to his doubts and proceed in his prayer based on the num-

ber (of rak 'at) that he is certain he had performed130 and

then make two prostrations before the Taslim. If he had
prayed five rak'dt, the two prostrations would make his
prayer even (i.e. with an even number of rak'dt as the two pros-

trations are considered as one rah 'ah). If he had prayed four
complete rak 'at (when he had finished), they would be in def-

iance of Satan." Related by Muslim.
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356. 'Abdullah Ibn Mas ud (RAA) narrated, 'Once Allah's

Messenger "M was praying, and when he said the Taslim, he was
asked, 'O Messenger of Allah , has something new happened in the

prayer? He replied,"What is that?" They said, 'You prayed so and
so many rak'dt' The Messenger ofAllah then changed the position

of his feet, faced the Qiblah and made two prostrations. After he

130- He must always assume that he certainly prayed the lesser number of

rak'at). For example if he is in doubt whether he prayed three or four

rttk'ai, he assumes that he certainly prayed three, if he is uncertain
whether he prayed two or one rak 'ah < he assumes that he prayed only

one and so on.
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said the Taslini, he turned his Face to the people and said,"If any-

thing new happened in the prayer, I would have informed
you about it. But I am only a human being and I forget just

as you do, so when I forget, remind me, and when any of

you is uncertain about his prayer, he should try his best to

remember exactly what he did, and then proceed with his

prayer taking this into consideration (whether concerning a

rah 'ah or an integral part of the prayer)* Then he should make
two prostrations,*' Agreed upon.

357. In the narration of al-Bukhari, ** He must finish his

prayer, say the Tasltm and then make the two prostrations

afterwards."

Jim j^lil (jA*^ *a**-^ -4^ *Ui <Jl— ^—3i 0' : |Ji—l~*Jj — \"oa

358. In the narration of Muslim, "The Messenger of Allah i§

made the two prostrations of Sahtdforgetfulness) after making the

Tasltm and talking (the dialogue that took place between him and

the Companions about what happened in the prayer)."

f , „ , , , - ,

359. 'Abdullah bin Ja 'far (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah 3g said, "Whoever is uncertain about his prayer, he

should make two prostrations after the Ta$ltttu" xzx Related

by Ahmad and Abu Dawtid, and graded Safuh by Ibn Khu?,airnah,

131* There is a difference of opinion whether to make the prostrations before

or after the Taslini as both cases are mentioned in the Ah/idlth, but

Imam Ahmad said that it ia better to apply each f£udiih in similar cases,

and if it is not mentioned in any of the aforementioned AfcddUh, then it

is better to prostrate before Tast.im, or he has the choice to do either.
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360. Al-Mughtrah bin Shu 'bah (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger ofAMh said, "If one of you is in doubt (about which

rak ah he is praying) and he stood up after praying two rak-

'&t, and he has already stood straight (when he remembered

that he forgot to sit), he should proceed (with his prayer) and
must not sit back again, but he should perform two pros-

trations (of forgetfulness). If he (remembers when he) has not

completely stood up straight, then he should sit down (for

the middle Tashahhud) and he does not have to make the two
prostrations of Sahu (forgetfulness)." Related by Abu Dawud t

Ibn Majah and Ad-Ddraqutni with a weak chain of narrators. The
wording is from ad-Ddraqiitni.

if±*Jl\ ibjj J^j ^JLii ^ i ji^- fU^fl
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361. Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah §S

said, "The one who is led in prayer does not have to make
the two prostrations of forgetfulness. But if the Imam him-

self forgets, both the Imam and those praying behind him
must make the two prostrations." Related by at-Tirmidhi and

Al-Baihaqi with a weak chain of narrators.

0L£0*^ jil* j£f» : JlS iff JJlj 4* & J* oCy — T"IT

362. ThaubSn (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah <£H

said, "One must prostrate twice (Styud as-Sahu) every time

he forgetsl32any of the actions of the prayer." Related by Abu

Dawud and Ibn Majah with a weak chain of narrators.

132' What is meant here is that he performs only two prostrations at the end
of Hits prayer, for any number of actions, which he forgot in one prayer.
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363. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, We performed prostra-

tion along with the Messenger of Allah when he recited,
lcWhen

the heaven split asunder/* (surah no.84) and when, he recited,

"Read! in the Name ofyour Lords Wk*> has created. " (Sftrah

no. 96)w Belated by Muslim.

*y h ' ^\{ tj?} ' - ^ Iffj
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364. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA.) narrated, 'The prostration in surak

Sad, is not a compulsory one, but I saw the Messenger of Allah jl*

prostrating when he recited it," Related by Al-Bukh&rl.

^px^^ & J^ih : 4li} _ r n *

365. Ibn Abb^s (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

prostrated when he recited (surak) "an-Najm" (surah no. 531
Related by Al-Bukhari.

& ^^ of>> : J« - ilt illl ^* - J jjj ^3 _ n t

366. Zaid bin Thabit narrated,
£

T recited {surah) "an-Najm"

to the Prophet^ but he did not prostrate. Agreed upon.

133- I.e. The Prophet M prostrated when he recited the verse (Ayah) of prost-

rwtion in each of these Suras.

134- This kind of prostration is Sttnnak (i.e. not obligatory) for the one reci-

ting or listening, but it is preferable to do it.
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367. Khalid bin Ma'dan (RAA) narrated, iSurah"al*Hajjn(nQ.

22) is more excellent than the other Suras by having two prost-

rations (he, two verses of prostration,T Related by Abfl Dawud,

368, Ahmad and At-Tirmidhi related the above Hadtlh on the

Tirniidhi added, *The one who does not make the two pros-

trations (when reciting the surah), should not recite them."
The chain of narrators of this Hadith is weak,

369. 'Umar (RAA) narrated, people, we came across verses

of prostration, 335 whoever prostrates has done the right thing, yet

there is no sin upon the one who does not do so." Related by Al-

BukharL This Hadith has the addition ,
'Allah, Glorified be He,

has not made it compulsory for us to make the prostration (of

Quranic recitation), but whoever wishes can make it.This Hadith
is also in al-Muwat£a\

4* ^J3i dv?» : jti - llilp ill) - *JS Jl\ — W *
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135- 'Umar (RAA) said this in the Friday Kkuibah (sermon), because one

Friday he recited surah an-Nahl and he came down from the pulpit and
prostrated along with the people, The next Friday he recited the same
surah but did not prostrate, hence he said what is in the Hadith.

authority of Uqbah bin Amir, linked up to the Prophet 33s. At-
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370. Tbn XJmar fRAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah M
would recite the Qur'an to us, and when he came to a verse of

Sajdah (prostration) he would say the Takbir and prostrate, and

we would make the Sajdah with him."Related by Abu Dawud with

a weak chain of narrators.

371. Abu Bakrah fRAA) narrated, 'Whenever the Prophet 'M

received something which pleased him (e.g. good news), he would

make the Sajdah (prostration) in gratitude to Allah." Related by

the five Imams except An-Nasal

372. 'Abdur Rahman bin 'Auf(RAA) narrated, 'The messenger

of Allah prostrated, but it was so long (that 'Abdur Rahman was
worried about him). When he raised his head, he said (to him)*

"Jibril came to me and told me some glad tidings, so I pros-

trated out of thanks to Allah." 1 '"1 Related by Ahmad and aU

Hakim graded it as SaMh-

136 The Messenger of Allah said to 'Abdur Rahman (who was watching

him at the time), "Jibril came to mc and said, 'Shall I not give you

glad tidings?
4 Allah soys to you, *'Whoever prays upon you, f pray

upon him. Whoever salutes you (says Asttalamu 'Alaikum) 1 sal-

ute him.'* Therefore I prostrated to Allah in Thanks." In another

narration, "Whoever prays upon you once, Allah will pray upon
him 10 times."
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373. Al-Bara' bin Azib (BAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah $a sent All to Yemen - and Al-Bara* mentioned the rest of

the Hadith. He continued, "'AH then sent a letter telling (the Pro-

Chapter IX: Supererogatory (voluntary) Prayer

374, Rabi'ah bin Ka'b AI-Aslam? (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah once said to mo, "Ask (me about whatever

you want)**' I said, *I ask your company in Paradise.* He then said

Sjj, "Or anything else (that you want to ask for)?" I said, That is

it.' He said, "Then help me to achieve this (wish) for you, by

prostrating137 as much as you can." Related by Muslim.

375, Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, "I learnt and observed from

the Messenger ofAllah SI, ten rakdt (ofSuntmk or non-obligatory

137- The Prophet M- was referring to prostrating in prayer. The kind of pra-

yer he is guiding Rabi'ah to perform , is the voluntary prayer, as every

Muslim must perform the obligatory prayer anyway. {Imam A§-§aij'«nf

in Subul As-Sal&m).

it .1 J t.H *
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prayers) 138
: two before Dhukr prayer, and two after it, two after

Maghrib in his house, two after hka' in his house and two rak at

before Fajr."Agreed upon. In another narration by Al-Bukhari and
Muslim, 'and two rak'&t after the Friday prayer in his house."

376. Muslim reported on the authority of Ibn TJmar, 'The

Messenger of Allah -M used to pray only two short rak'at (i,c,

would recite short verses of the Qur'an) when it was time for Fajr
prayer."

377. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah $g
used to always pray four mk'&t before Dhuhr and two rak'at be-
fore Fajr under all circumstances.*' Related by Al-Bukh&ri.

4* ££h ^> ; Liu - iui^ - _ rvA

378. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger ofAllahH was
never so regular and keen on observing any supererogatory pra-
yer, as he was in observing the two rak at before Fajr prayer.' Ag-
reed upon,

379. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said, 'The two rak 'at of Fajr arcs better than this world and
all that it contains." Related by Muslim.

Jjlj cJ^- : cJU - lili- ill! - f f J( j—K> — ^A

J38- Ibn Umar here is referring to the non-obligatory prayers that are offer-

ed before and after the pr escribed ones.
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380. Umm Habibah, Mother of believers (RAA) narrated, 'I

heard the Messenger of Allah $g say, "Whoever prays twelve

rak'at during the day and night will have a house built for

him in paradise.** Related by Muslim. In another narrations,

"twelve voluntary rah at"

381. At-Tirmidhi related a similar narration with the addi-

tion, "four rah 'at before Dhuhr and two after it, two rak'at

afterMaghrib, two rak at after 'Iska* and two rah at before

Fajr."
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382. Umm Habibah, Mother of believers (RAA) narrated, 'I

heard the Messenger of Allah say, "Whoever prays four

rak 'at before Dhuhr and four after it, Allah will prohibit

that his flesh be in the Hell Fire (i.e. will protect him from

entering the Fire)." Related by the five Imams,

«l£ ilil Jy/j Jli : Jli - CJ£& 4i\ [^'j - J** j*} — TAf

383. 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that Allah's Mes-

senger ^ said t "May Allah have mercy on a person who
prays four rak at before Asr.

w Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud,
At-Tirmidhi (who rendered it. Hasan) and Ibn Khuzaimah.

J Jli : > - ^ & >j - jp\ S^JfX^^ - FA i
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384. Abdullah bin Mughaffal Al-Muzani (RAA) narrated that

Allah's Messenger said, "Pray before Maghrib(pT&yer)\ Pray
before Maghrib (prayer)!" And after saying it a third time, he
said: "For whoever wishes to do so," not wanting the people to

take it as a Sunnah. 1

Related by Al-Bukhari.

385. In another version related by Ibn Hibban on the autho-

rity of Ibn Mughaffal, "The Prophet M prayed two rah at before

Maghrib prayer."
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386. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, *We used to pray two rak '&t

after sunset {before the Maghrib prayer), and the Prophet lH wo-
uld see us, but he did not order us to do so, nor did he prohibit us.

1

Related by Muslim.

387. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah ^ft

used to make the two rak at before Fctfr so short that I used to say
(to myself), "Has he recited the F&tihak (in each rak ah) or not?"
Agreed upon.

388. Abu ' Hurairah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah
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H recited the following (Sftras) in the two rak at before Fajr pra-

yer: "Say: O disbelievers" (S&rah no. 109) and "Say, He is Ah
lah (the) One ..." (stirah no. US).* Related by Muslim.

389. Mshah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger ofAllahM us-

ed to he down on his right side after he had prayed the two rak 'at

before the Fajr prayer* Related by Al-Bukhari.

if tf - i - « siirf ' * i' -f' ' * ' f *\ r - - Vn

390. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Prophet % said,

" After any of you prays the two rak'at before Fajr prayer,

he should lie down on his right side." Related by Ahmad, Abu
Dawud and At-Tirmidhi who graded it as Sakik.
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391. 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that Allah's Mes-

senger M said, "The night prayer is (performed) in sets of two

rak'at If one fears the breaking of dawn, he should per-

form one (more) rah ah, thereby making all of them (into an)

odd (number of rak 'at) (witr)" Agreed upon.

392. The five Imams related on the authority of Abu' Hurai-

rah, "The prayer of the night prayer and the day is (perfor-
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med) in sets of two rak'&t." Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih, but

An-Nasat said that this was wrong, 139

393. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the ProphetM said,

"The best prayer ( that you may perform) next to the obliga-
tory prayer, is the night prayer." Related by Muslim,

394. Abu Aiyub Al-Ansari (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah -M said,"WYfr is a duty upon every Muslim. If anyone
wishes to observe it by performing five rsxh'dt^ he may do
so, and if anyone wishes to observe it with three rak'&t, he
may do so, and if he wishes to observe it with one rak ah,

he may do so."Related by the four Imams except for At-Tirmidhi.

Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih,

1f4» : - & Lr^'j - J* J. Lr-^ j-^j _ r <\ o

395. 'AK bin Abi Talib (RAA) narrated, The Witr Prayer is

not as obligatory as the prescribed prayers, but it is a Sunttah of

the Prophet !lf„
B
Related by At-Tirmidhi who said that it was

13JJ- The extra wording 'and day/ has been reported on the authority of 'All

bin 'Abdullah al-Azdi, who was reported to be a weak narrator by Ibn
Mam. The narration about the night prayer is also mentioned in A1-

Bukharf and Muslim but without the phrase*and day'. Imam Ag-gen'Sitf

says that it could be that both are permissible, i.e. to pray (voluntary

prayer) during the day sets of two or four rah dt

4* «& Jil J/
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Hasan. An-Nasn'i and Al-Hakim also related it, and the latter dec-

lared it Sahih,

396, Jabir bin 'Abdullah (BAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger

3§ prayed the late night prayer (Tahajjud) in Ramadan one night.

The following night, people waited for him to come for the night

prayer (to join him), but he did not come out. He said to them, "I

was afraid that witr might become compulsory for you."

Kelated by Ibn Hibban."*

397, Kharijah bin Hudhafah (RAA) narrated that 'Allah's

Messenger £&5j said,"Allah, the Exalted has given you an extra

prayer which is better for you than red camels (i.e. the best

breed of camels)/' We then said, 'Which prayer is that 0 Messen-

ger of Allah?* He said, "The Witr prayer. You may perform it

(any time) between the Isha* and Fajr prayer,** Related by the

five Imams except An-Nasa'i. Al-Hakim graded it as Qa}±if±.

398. Ahmad related a similar narration on the authority of

'Amro bin Shu'aib on the authority of his father who narrated it

on the authority of his grandfather.

140- The narration of Al-Bukhari has the wording, The following night, peo-

ple waited for the Prophet ^ to come out for the night prayer, but he

didn't. In the morning, the people asked him about it. He replied, that



399. 'Abdullah bin Buraidah (RAA) narrated on the authority

of his father, 'Allah's Messenger said "Praying lirafr is a duty,
so he who does not observe it is not one of us." Related by

Abu Dawud with a weak chain of narrators 1-11 but Al-Hakim grad-

ed it as SahihJ^

400. Imam Ahmad reported a similar narration on the auth-

ority ofAbu Hurairah but with an interrupted chain of narrators.
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401. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, "Allah's Messenger never
exceeded praying eleven mk'at (that was his voluntary night, pra-

yer) whether during Ramadan or otherwise. He would pray four

rak'at, and don't ask how perfect or how lengthy they wrere. Then
he would pray four other rak'at and do not ask how perfect they

were or how lengthy they were. Then he would pray three rak'at.

Ml- The chain of narrators has Abdullah bin 'Abdullah Al-'AtakI, who was
reported lo be a weak narrator by At-Bukhan and Muslim.

142- Scholars said that praying witr is only a confirmed Sunnah {i.e. the

Sumwih which the Prophet 3fe did no I leave performing whether trave-

ling or at home) and is not obligatory as the Messenger of Allah ;gr said

to Mu'ftdh when he sent him to Yemen, Tell them that five prayers
during the day and night have been prescribed by Allah upon
them.1* Related by Al-Bukhaai and Muslim.
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I asked, 'O Messenger of" Allah E Do you sleep before praying witrT

He replied, "O A'ishah, my eyes sleep but my heart remains
awake*1* Agreed upon,
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402. In another version by Al-Bukhari and Muslim, "He used

to pray ten rah'(it during the night} and then observe the witr with

a single rak'ak before praying the two {voluntary) rak'at before

Fajr. This would make them thirteen rak'at in all
"

JjU^ ja JLoi jiX-j 0£ ^ *^ Jj-*j ^» : <^—5^ ^—*j — t*Y
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403. In another narration by Muslim, 'A'ishah (RAA): said,

"Allah's Messenger would perform thirteen rak'at during the

night, and would make the witr with five of them. He would not

sit (during those five rak'at) except in the last one."

404. In another narration 'A'ishah (RAA) said, "Allah's Mes-

senger $S prayed the witr prayer at all hours of the night, (exten-

ding from after the I$ha' prayer) up to the Sahar time1'13 (mean-

ing up to the last hour of the night up to the Fajr prayer).' Agreed

upon.

405. Abdullah bin Amro bin al-'Aas (RAA) narrated, 'The

143- The S'a&ar time refers to the final third of the night. The Prophet f&

prayed witr at all limes of the night to show that it is permissible.
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Messenger of Allah 'M said to me, "O Abdullah, don't be like

so and so who used to observe the night prayer and then
he stopped it," Agreed upon,
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406. 'Ali (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger M said,
wO

you people [followers] of the Qur'an, perform the Witt* pra-
yer for Allah is Witr (i.e. One) and fie loves all that is witr
(i.e. odd in number)." Kelated by the five Imams and Ibn Khuz&i-
mah graded it as Sahih.

. Alii- ji£l jlLSl ^J*)Cp \jj£rl»

407. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger %
said, "Perform the Witr prayer, as the last of your night
prayers," Agreed upon.
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408. Talq bin All, narrated, *I heard the Messenger of Allah

M say, "There are no two witr prayers to be performed in

one night." Related by Ahmad and the three Imams and it was
graded as Sahih by Ibn Hibban,

A J_^j : Ju - & illl - ^Sr J "J^

409. Ubay bin Ka'b (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M used to recite, "Glorify the Name of Your Lord."
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(surah al-A Id no. 87), "Say: O disbelievers" (surah al-Kafi-
run no. 109) and "Say, He is Allah (the) One...'* (surah al-

Ikhlds. no. 112) 14\" in the Witr prayer.' Related by Ahmad, Abu

Dawud and An-Nasa'L An-Nasal added in his narration/He would
say the Tasllm at the end of the three rah'at (i.e. he would recite

one Tashahkud in the final rah ah)'

JS" : v} t - 14I* iUt - ^ ^kJ tj-i/^ SjVS (jf'Vj _ I \*

410. Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhf related a similar narration

on the authority of 'A'ishah (RAA), who said, 'He would recite

each surah in a rak'ah. In the last one he would recite, "Say, He
is Allah (the) One "

t al-Falaq and an-Nds (i.e. the last three
Suras in the Qur'an).'

«lfe «ii ^-3i o\ - <Ip iui ^3 - ^jlikj^ ^i—

411. Aba Sa id al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that Allah's Mes-

senger^ said, "Observe the IFifr prayer before the breaking
of dawn." Related by Muslim.

412. Ibn gibbon related on the authority of Abu Said al-

Khudri (RAA), "If any of you misses praying witr until the
break of dawn, then he should not pray it."

413. Abu Said AI-Khudri (RAA) narrated that Allah's Mes-

senger M said, "If any of you sleeps and misses the witr, or
if he forgets to pray it, then he should pray it when he

U4- He would H recite al-A'ld in the first rak'ah t al-Kafirfm in the second
rak'ah and cd-Ikklas in the last rak'ah.
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wakes up or when he remembers/' 115 Related by the five Ima-

ms except for An-Nasal

" * JJ sjJLbJ 4 Olf*^" J|P ^1

414. J&bir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah £
said, "Whoever of you fears that he will not be able to wake
up during the latter part of the night, he should pray the
utitr during the early part of the night. And whoever of yon
believes that he will be able to wake during the latter part
of the night, he should then delay the witr to the latter part
of the night, as the prayer at that time is attended by the
angels (i.e. attended by the angels of the night and the angels of
the day), and that is better." Related by Muslim.

<& 4}) JU ^3! ^ - iU\ -
i
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415. Ibn Dinar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

3§ said, "When the dawn breaks, all the time (permissible) for
the night prayer and the witr prayer has gone by then. So
pray witr before the breaking of dawn." Related by At-Tir-

midht

' - , ,

416. AT
ishah (RAA) narrated, "Allah's Messenger $g would

pray four rak'at for agrHuhA*'16 and he added to it(t.e, more roA at)

whatever Allah willed." Related by Muslim*

145* The majority of scholars are of the 0pinion that if one misses the witr
prayer for any reason, it is recommend eel that he makes up for it,

146- The mid-morning voluntary prayer, Its time starts after the sun is well
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417. A'ishah (RAA) was asked whether the Messenger of Al-

lah used to pray ad-Duha, she replied, 'No, unless he was retu-

rning from a journey,' Related by Muslim.

A JjLj c^fj U» : - ill ^>j - ^LJ- LJ} _ HA
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418. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, "I have never seen the Messen-

ger ofAllah^ offer the (voluntary) Quha prayer, but I prayed it"117

419. Zaid bin Arqam (RAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger §S

prayed the prayer of penitence when the young weaned camels

feel the heat of the sun (i.e. feci that the desert sand is too hot)."

Related by At-TirmidhL

«i iili JLt-dh JijL-j Jli : Jli - Sift - u—if
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420. Anas Ibn Malik (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger

IS said, "Whoever prays twelve rak'at for Duhd prayer,

up in the sky until just before

147- It was proven in al~Bukhari and Muslim, through SaMkfsound) AhadU

h

that the messenger of Allah sj§ prayed ad-Ditha prayer, but did not

perform it in front of the companions, arid ho also may not have perfor-

med it every day for fear that his companions would follow his example.

As for what 'Airhah (RAA) said, it was very rare that the Prophet

would bo present at her house at the time of «s£-£2uA(i, so it is true that

she has not seen him pray it, or maybe she meant that he did not pray it

regularly. (.Ibn Hajar in fativjti-BarV.)
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Allah, the Almighty will build for him a palace in Para-
dise,*' Related by At-Tirmidhi but with a weak chain of narrators.

421. A'ishah {EAA} narrated
f
'The Messenger ofAllah^ came

into my house and prayed eight rak'&t for ad-Daha.' Related by
Ibn Hibban in his Sahth,

Chapter X: Congregational Prayer
and The Position ofImam

&\ <ii - &^ - ^ J A jlp ^ _ n \
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422. Abdullah bin Umar (EAA) narrated that Allah's Mes-

sengerM said, "The prayer offered in congregation is twen-
ty seven times more superior (in reward) to the prayer per-
formed individually " Agreed upon.

o*>*} o^i* : ** & & ~ •£*
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423. Al-Bukhari and Muslim related on the authority of Abu
Hurairah, "twenty five parts,"

424. Al-Bukhari transmitted on the authority of Abu Sa id,

"twenty five degrees."
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425. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger

said, "By the One in Whose Hand my soul is, I was about to

give orders for the collection of fire-wood (fuel) and then
order someone to announce the Adh&n for prayer to be
called, and then ask someone to lead the prayer. Then I

wanted to go from behind and bum the houses of the men,
who do not attend the (obligatory congregational) prayer. By
the One in Whose Hand my soul is, if any of them had
known that he would get a bone covered with good meat or

twTo (small) pieces of meat in between two ribs, he would
have turned up for the 'Isha* prayer.* Agreed upon, and this

narration is from Al-Bukhari.

: jX» j 4^ *Ul
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426. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger j£
said, "No prayer is harder for the hypocrites than the Fajr

and the 'Ish&* prayers, and if they knew the reward (for

observing these two prayers in congregation), they would certai-

nly come to the mosque, even if they had to crawl." Agreed

upon.

Jjl>: : Ju± |JL} A J : «S-*j— i TV
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427. Abu Hurairab (RAA) narrated that a blind man came to

the Prophet $6 and said to him, *0 Messenger of Allah, I have no
one to guide me to the mosque/ (He was asking for the permission

of the Prophet $it to pray in his house). Hie Prophet $8 gave him
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permission to pray at home, but when he turned to go back, the

Prophet SI called him and said, "Do you hear the AdhanT* The

blind man said, Tes,' The Prophet M then said, "Then respond

to it (by coming to the mosque)." Related by Muslim.

jj5 : Jli jX*j ilW Jt*»^1 — 1 T A

oL;

428. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

jjfig said,
<r
If anyone hears the Adh&n, but does not come to

the (congregational) prayer (at the mosque), the prayer he of-

fers will not be accepted unless he has an excuse." Related

by Ibn Majah, Ad-Daraqutm, Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim.

jjt-j 4* till Jfc* 4i\ ^ J^> '<1>S — *Y 1
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429. Yazid bin Al-Aswad narrated that he prayed the Fajr

prayer with the Prophet When the Messenger of Allah fini-

shed the prayer, he discovered that two men had not prayed with

them, so he ordered for them to be brought to him, and they came

shaking with fear. The Messenger ofAllah M said to them, "What
prevented you from praying with us?" They said,

[We prayed

in our resting places.' The Messenger of Allah $J then said to

them, 'If you pray in your resting places and then come
upon an Imam who has not yet prayed, then pray with him
and it will be considered as a voluntary prayer (n&fUah)

for you." Related by Ahmad and the wording is his. It was also

transmitted by the three Imams and It was graded as §ahth by

Ibn Hibban and At-Tirmidhi.
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430, Abfi Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah said, "The Imam is only appointed (to lead the prayer)

to be followed* So, when he says the Takbir (Allahu Akbar\
then say the Takbir, and do not say the Takbir until he
says (All&hu Ahbar). When he goes into mku, ' then make
ruku ' (after him), and do not go into ruliu ' until he goes into

rukft'. When he says "SamVal Lafiu liman hamidah (Allah

hears those who send praises to Him),w say "Rabbanft wa
lakal-hamd (O Allah, our Lord! All praises are for You)."

When he goes into sujud (prostration) make sujfid (after

him), and do not go into sujud until he goes into sttjfid.

When he prays standing, pray standing, and when he prays
sitting, then all of you should pray sitting," Related by Abu
Dawud and the wording is his. This narration is also related by

Al-Bukhari and Muslim.
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431, Abu Sa'td Al-Khu<lri (RAA) narrated that Allah's Mes-

senger ^ saw a tendency among some of his companions to pray

in the back rows. Thereupon he said to them, "Come forward
and follow me (in prayer) and let those behind (in the back

rows) follow you (as they will know my actions through your

actions even ifthey cannot see me directly)."1-18

I4S- This means that those who cannot see or hear the Imam, for being a few
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432. Zaid bin Thabit (RAA) narrated, The Messenger ofAllah

$i made a small room with matting and prayed there (for a few
nights during the month of Ramadan). Some of his companions

came and started to pray behind him...(the HadUh,.).'149 This nar-

ration has, "the best prayer that a person performs is the
one he prays in his house, except for the obligatory one."
Agreed upon,

433 Jabir Ibn 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated, 'Mu'adh bin Jabal

lead some of his companions in the IshS? prayer, but he made it

too lengthy (recited long Suras). The Prophet |J!g then said to him,

"Do yon want to draw people into fitnah (tribulation, affli-

ction)Mu'Mh? When yon lead people in prayer, recite "And
by the sun and its brightness* (surah ash-Shams no. 91)*, and
(
*Glorify the name ofyour Lord" (surah al-A'la no. $7), and
"Read! in the Name ofyour Lord, Who has created**" (surah
ah 'Alaq no. 96) and "By the night as it spi-eads" (surah ah
Lail no. 92). Agreed upon, and the wording is from Muslim,

rows behind, can follow those in front of them, those in the third row
follow the ones in the second and so on.

149- The rest of this Hadith is, "he prayed there for a few nights, and so some
of his companions came and prayed behind him, When he came to know
about it, he stopped coming out (to pray in that room). In the morning,
he went out to them and said, "I know what you have been doing,
but you should pray in your houses, as the best prayer that a

person performs is the one he prays in his house, except for the
obligatory one/* Related by Al-Bukhart.
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434. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated concerning the story when Al-

lah's Messenger $| lead the people in prayer when he was sick,

she said, 'He came out and sat on the left ofAbu Bakr (RAA), and
led the people in prayer while he was sitting down and Aba Bakr
was standing up. Abu Bakr was following the prayer of the Pro-

phet % and people were following the prayer of Abu Bakr."
Agreed upon.
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435. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "If any of you leads the people in prayert he
should shorten it [i.e. keep his recital of the Qur'an brief), for
amongst them are the young, the aged, the weak, and the
ones who have other needs to attend to (after prayer). If one
prays by himself, one may prolong (the prayer) as much as
he wishes." Agreed upon,

A1 p-A? ' r^^ 1 w» : jui , jjL-^j

436. 'Amro bin Salamah (RAA) narrated, *My father said: I

have come to you from the one who is truly the Messenger of

Allah.' The Messenger of AllahM said to them, "When it is time
for prayer, then one of you should say the Adhdn for pra-
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yer, and let the one amongst you who is the most versed, in

the Qur'an lead you in the prayer." Amro said, 'So, they look-

ed for such a person and found none who was more versed in the

Qur'an than me, therefore they made me their Imam in prayer

and at that time I was only six or seven years old/ Related by Al-

Bukhari, Abu Daw(id and An-Nasal.
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437. Ibn Mas'ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

H said, "The one who should lead the people in prayer {who

has the most right) is the one who is most versed in the Book
of Allah. If they are equal in their recital, then the one who
is most knowledgeable in the Sunnah. If they are equal in

the Sunnah, then it is the one who migrated first. If they

are equal in that (i.e. they all migrated at the same time), then

the earliest to embrace Islam -in another narration- the eld-

est. No man should be an Imam for another man in prayer
if the other holds authority (i.e. in a place where this latter has

authority in any capacity over the other), or occupy his place of

honor in his house without his permission," Related by

Muslim

jlj? V> :
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438. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah 5§

said, "A woman should never lead a man in prayer, neither

a desert Arab should lead an emigrant nor an immoral man
should lead a pious man." Related by Tbn Majah, but with an

extremely weak chain of narrators.
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439. Anas (BAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah |§ said

"Line up close together in rows for prayer, and bring your
rows near one another and stand neck to neck," Rela-ted by

Abfi Dawtid and An-Nasal, and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

440. AbCi Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah |i said, **The best rows for the men are the first rows
and the worst rows for them are the last rows. The best

rows for the women are the last rows and the worst for

them are the front rows." Related by Muslim.

441. Ibn 'Abbas {RAA) narrated, 'One night 1 prayed with the

Messenger of Allah and I stood on his left side. He caught my
head from behind and drew me to his right side." Agreed upon.

442. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'One night an orphan and I prayed

behind the Prophet $8, and Urn Sulaim (his mother) was standing

behind us (forming a row by herself).' Agreed upon. The wording is

from AhBukharl
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443. Abii Bakrah (RAA) narrated that he reached the Prophet

$t in the mosque while he was performing ruku' (bowing) in pra-

yer, so AbO Bakrah bowed too before he joined the row. He men-

tioned this to the Prophet M and he said to him, "May Allah
increase your love for goodness. But do not repeat that act

again (bowing before joining the row)."iso Related by Al-Bukharl

Abo Dawud added to this narration, 'He bowed before he reached
the row and then walked (bowing) to the row.'

JL? 4Ji J_jlj oi» - aB '^j>'j - jui 4—Ujt} j *\ —til
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444. Wabisah bin Ma'bad (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

ofAllah 38 saw a man praying alone behind the row, so he ordered
him to repeat the prayer. Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud, At-
Tirmidhi and it was rendered Sakik by Ibn Hibban.
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445. lalq bin 'AIT (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

M said, "Nobody should pray alone behind the row." Related
by Ibn Hibban. At-Tabarani added in the Hadith of Wabisah,
*'Couldn't you have joined them or pulled a man to be with
you and form a row?

150- One should notjoin the prayer until he reaches the row.
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446. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Prophet 38 said,

"When you hear the Iqamak, proceed to the prayer with

calmness and dignity and do not rush. Pray what you can
(with the congregation) and complete what you miss.* Agre-

ed upon and the wording is from Al-Bukhari.
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447. Ubay bin Kal> (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said,"A man's prayer performed along with another

man (i.e. in congregation) is better than his prayer on his

own, and his prayer with two men is better than his prayer

along with (just) another man. But if there are more people

it would be more pleasing to Allah, the Almighty." Related

by Abu Dawud and An-Nasal and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

t 1. t - i , f ff t.* - . ' \ ft* *
f

448. Umm Waraqah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah IS instructed her to lead the women of her household (in the

obligatory prayer. Related by Abu Dawud and Tbn Khuzaimah
graded it as Qafajtlk-

449. Anas (RAA): The Messenger of Allah 3^ appointed Ibn
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Umm Maktum to lead the people in prayer and he was blind/

Related by Ahmad and Aba Daw fid.

450. Ibn Hibban narrated a similar narration on the authority

of 'A'ishah (RAA).
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451. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

H said, "Offer the funeral prayer for the one who says (i.e.

believes ) "There is none worthy of worship but Allah," and

pray behind (take him as your Imam) the one who says (belie-

ves), "There is none worthy ofworship but Allah." Related by

Ad-Daraqutm with a weak chain of narrators.
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452. 'All (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah H said,

"When any of you comes to the prayer and the Imam is in a

certain position (in prayer) he must do what the Imam is

doing." Related by At-Tirmidhi with a weak chain of narrators,

(its chain of transmitters is also disconnected).

Jp. j j_9CJJl 3^
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Chapter XI: The Prayer ofa Traveler and
the Prayer ofthe ill.
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453. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'When prayer was first enjoined
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by Allah, the Almighty, it was only two rak at (in every prayer,

whether in residence or on journeys). The prayer of the traveler

was later confirmed as being two mk'at while two more rak'&t

were added to (the original prayer) for the one who is resident

(except for the Maghrib and the Fajr prayers).' Agreed upon.

454. In the narration ofAl-Bukhar!, *Then ho emigrated so

prayer was then prescribed as four rak'at, while the prayer of the

traveler was left as it was originally prescribed (i.e. two rak '&t).'

455. Imam Ahmad added in his narration, 'except for the Ma-
ghrib prayer as it is the witr of the daytime and the dawn prayer

due to its lengthy Qur'anic recital/

456. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allih M us-

ed to shorten the prayer in his travels and also used to offer the

full prayer. He also used to fast or not fast during his journeys,"

Related by Imam Ad-Daraqutni. J51 This HadUh has a defect, as it

is known that it is 'A'ishah (RAA), who used to do this, and she

151- The narrators of this Hadtth are trustworthy,bu I it has a defect L<,h<idh),

as it is only attributed to 'A'ishah (RAA) and not to the Prophet as

she is describing what she used to do, and not what the Prophet -M used

to do. There is a consensus among the scholars titat the Prophet

never offered more than two rak'&t on a journey, and all the trustworthy

narrators agreed on this (see for example 'SdhihAt.-Bukhd.ri'),
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said, 'It is not difficult for me (i,e. to pray the full prayer and fast

during journeys). Related by Al-Baihaqi.

j\ lis" a^-j Jjf u)l - Jlil - «—L)l : lj ^ l£

457. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "Allah, the Almighty likes people to make use of His
concessions as much as He dislikes people to commit an
act of disobedience to Allah." Related by Ahmad. Ibn Khuzai-
mah and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih. In another narration, "as
much as He likes people to observe the duties He has made
obligatory."

* * *

458. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger ofAllah ^
traveled for a distance of three miles or (Far$akhasiS2) he would

pray two rak at (i.e. shorten the prayer which was originally four

rak 'at).
1
Related by Muslim,

4l
(59. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'We traveled with the Prophet M

from Madinah to Makkah and he used to pray two rak 'at (for

every prayer) until we returned to Madinah." Agreed upon, and
the wording is from Al-Bukhari.

152- A Farsakk is a Persian measure, which is equal to three miles. The nar-

rator was in doubt whether he said miles or Faraakhs.
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460. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

once stayed for nineteen days shortening the prayer/ In another
narration, '(stayed) at Makkah for nineteen days.' Related by Al-

Bukhari. In a narration by Abu Dawud, 'seventeen', and in ano-

ther narration, 'fifteen.
1
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461. Abu Dawud also related, on the authority of Imran bin

Husain (RAA), 'for eighteen days.'

" ** i** * * *. 'J ^ 'i-f *** 'ill * ' D c J h"

462. Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah M stayed at Tabuk for twenty days, he shortened the prayer

(during his stay),' Related by Abu Dawud.
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463. Anas (RAA) narrated, Whenever the Messenger of Allah

SI started on a journey before the sun had passed its meridian

(before noon), he would delay the Dhuhr prayer till the time of

'Asr and then combine them together, and ifthe sun declined (pas-

sed the meridian) before he traveled, he used to pray the Dhuhr
prayer and then ride (for the journey).' Agreed upon. In a narra-
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tion by Al-Hakim with a sound chain of narrators , *He prayed
Dhukr and 'Agr (combined) and then rode (for his journey)/ Abu

Nu'aim related, *Whenever he was on a journey, and the sun
had declined, he would pray Dhu.hr and Asr combined and then
proceed on his journey,*

CU- aUI Jiff ^1 ^ : Jli - ilp ajjl - ilii ^ pj i^i
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464. Mu 'adh (BAA) narrated, 'We set out with the Prophet%
on the expedition of Tabuk, and he combined Dhukr and Asr toge-

ther, and combined the Maghrib and hha' prayers.
1
Related by

Muslim.
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465. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah said,

"Do not shorten the prayer (while traveling) for a distance
less than four Buruds (each Burd equals 16 Farsakh), from
Makkah to TTsafan." Related by Ad-Daraqutni, but its chain of

narrators has 'Abdul Wahab bin Mujahid who was accused of

lying in Hadttk, by Imam Ath-Thawry.
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466. Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah <H said, 'The best ones in my nation are those who
seek Allah's forgiveness when they do wrong, and when on
a journey they shorten the prayer and break their fast-"Rel-

ated by At-Tabaram in his 'Awsat,' with a weak chain of narrators.
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4(57. Imran bin Husain (RAA) narrated, 'I had hemorrhoids,

so I asked the Prophet M about the prayer and he said, "Pray
while standing and if you cannot do so, pray while sitting,

and if you can not do that, then pray while lying on your
side." Related by AI-BukhSn.

<Qa <Ih Jiff J^JSl Si* : Jli - £1* *Ufl - j-^X*r j— _ £1A
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468. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M visited a sick person and found him praying while

sitting on a cushion. The Prophet pushed it aside and said to him:

"Pray while sitting on the ground ifyou can, and if you can
not, then pray by nodding your head, and make a lower
nodding for prostration than that for bowing (rwfew').

w

Related by Al-BaihaqL

4* ^ : - ^ Jin '^'j -
a

j—*j —. n ^

469. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, *I saw the Messenger of Allah

5£§ praying while he was sitting cross-!egged

.

T
Related by An-

Nasal, and al-H&kim graded it as Sahih.
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Chapter XII; The Friday (Jum 'ah) Prayer
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470. Abdullah Ibn Umar and Abu Hurairah (RAAj narrated

that they heard the Messenger of Allall $| say, while standing on

his pulpit, "Those who are not attending the Jum'ah (Fri-

day) prayer should stop doing so, otherwise, Allah the Exa-
lted, will seal their hearts and they will be reckoned among
the heedless." Related by Muslim,

jjLj ^ JLj dr» : ju - ilp ilii - J ci- — t v i
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471 . Salamah bin Al-Akwa (RAA) narrated, *We used to offer

the Jum 'ah prayer with the Prophet and by the time we retur-

ned from the prayer, the walls would have no shade (enough to

shelter us from the heat).5 153 Agreed upon. The wording is from Al-

Bukhan.

In the version of Muslim, 'Wo would pray the Friday prayer with

the Prophet when the sun had passed the meridian, and when

we returned (from prayer) we would be following the shade (i.e.

153- What he means is that the shade of the walls is not enough to sit in few

protection from the heat of the sun, not that the walls had no shade at

all. This means that the Prophet used to finish theJum'ah prayer at

an early time, not long after the sun had passed the meridian.
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searching for any shade- that we could walk in- to protect our-

selves from the heat of the sun).'

V; l£ L» : Jli - & jtf & - Jul ^ J£, ^} _ tvx

>' J* * p
I

472. Sahl bin Sa'd (RAA) narrated, We never had an after-

noon nap or lunch till after offering the Jum'ak prayer.* Agreed

upon and the wording is from Muslim, In another narration, 'In

the lifetime of the Prophet $2£.*

pi-} 4I& 4U1
<_S
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473. Jabir (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah M was
standing (on his pulpit) delivering the Khutbah (sermon) on Fri-

day, when a caravan arrived from Syria. The people slipped out

(from the mosque) towards the caravan, until only twelve men

were left (with the Prophet s$| to pray Jum'ah).™ Related by

Muslim.

aij c cf^ 1 tjwaJLi La^j ^ilstJl e^Cs jJjSl
Jj

i» t 1J 1*j

474. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah $S
said, "Whoever catches only one rah 'ah of the Jum'ah pra-

yer, or any other prayer, he should then add to it another

154- It was on this occasion that this verse with regard to Jum'ah was revea-

led " And when they see merchandise or some amusement they dis-

perse headlong U\ it, and leave you standing."
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one^and his prayer will be complete." Related by An-NasSf,

[bn Majah, Ad-Daraqutm and the wording is his, with a sound
chain ofnarrators.

* . * j f ^ • i* I, ' •* ^ -

475, Jabir bin Samurah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah $t would deliver the Khutbah (sermon) on Friday while

standing, and then would sit, and then he would stand and speak

again. So, whoever says that he gave the Khutbah (sermon) while

sitting, he would be lying.* Related by Muslim.

All - -- .- - ft p
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476. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated* 'When Allah's Mes-

senger j$| delivered the Khutbah (sermon), his eyes would become
red, his voice would (gradually) rise, and he would become filled

with fervor, like one who is giving a warning to an army (against

an expected enemy) saying: 156 The enemy has made a morning at-

L55- Or mare rati 'at -if not in the Jum'ah - to complete the number of rak 'at,

which is lef t, whether one or niuro,

156- Who is meant here is the one giving the warning to the army, not that

the Prophet $5 is saying this.
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tack on you (or an evening attack)/ The Messenger of Allah then

says, "The best of speech (ever said) are those of the Book of

Allah, and the best of guidance is that given by Muhammad

38, and the most evil of matters are those which are inno-

vated,157 and each Bid'ah (an innovation in religion, whether in

worship or fundamentals) is considered as a form of misgui-

dance." Related by Muslim. In another narration by Muslim, Ja-

bir said, The Friday Khutbah (sermon) of the Messenger of Allah

H would be that he praises Allah, the Exalted and then would say

while his voice is rising/ In another narration, (he would say),

"Whomever Allah guides no one can lead him astray, and

whomever Allah leaves astray, will have no one to guide

him."

In a narration by An-Nasal, "and every misguidance {i.e. Bid-

'ah} is in Hell."

477, Ammar bin YSsir CRAA) narrated, 'I heard the Messen-

ger of Allah say, "Prolonging the prayer and shortening

one's Khutbah is a sign of one's comprehension of his reli-

gion," Related by Muslim.

478. Umm Hisham bint Harithah bin an-Nu'man (RAA) nar-

rated, 'I learnt stirah "Qafi By the Glorious Qur'an" (no, 50:1),

from the Prophet <H for he recited it upon the pulpit every Friday,

when he addressed the people in the Friday Khutbah' Related by

157- Innovated in religion and not innovated in worldly matters if they do not

contradict the funds mentals of lslSm,

Muslim.
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479. Ibn Abbas {RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said: "Whoever speaks in the Jum'ah while the Imam is

delivering the Khutbah is like a donkey who is carrying bo-

oks, and for he who tells him to be quiet, there will be no
(reward) for his Jum'ah prayer." Related by Ahmad with an
acceptable chain of narrators. This Hadlth explains the following

Haditk narrated by Abu Hurairah.

A<c/yS li> LJakJ fl^VO ^»^JI
fjrf iL^CJ cJs Ul» — £ A •

480. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, "If during the Jum'ah
prayer while the Imam is delivering the Khutbah) you tell

your companion to be quiet, then you have spoken needles-
sly (spoken evil talk or vain talk)," Agreed upon.

Jjlj t *il*Jl Jjt j J*-* : Jli - ile ilil - jfUr *^— — iA\
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481. Jabir Ibn Abdullah (RAA) narrated, *A man entered the

mosque while the Prophet ^ was delivering the Khutbah on Fri-

day. The Prophet ?H said to him, "Have you prayed?" The man

replied in the negative. The Prophet 3lf said, "Get up and pray
two rait at " Agreed upon,

jJLj 4p iW Jfc *^S\ Js» : - LLJIp ill - Cr-^J — £AT

482. Tbn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated. The Messenger of Allah

used to recite in theJum'ah prayer, Surah al-Jum'ah (no, 62) and
Surah al-Mutiafiqun (no. £>,?,).

J

Related by Muslim.
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483. Numan bin Al-Bashir (RAA) narrated, The Messenger

of Allah ;if used to recite in the two tds and the Jum'ah prayer,

surah al-A'ld (no, 87), "Glorify the Name ofYour Lord", and
surah al-Ghdshiyah (no, 88), "Has there come to you the

narration of the overwhelming (the Day of Resurrection}.*

Related by Muslim.

*^ : - *us - jUji J* -Li3 j—*-j — £ A *

484. Zaid bin Arqam (RAA) narrated, 'The Prophet prayed

the id prayer and then gave an exemption concerning the Jum'ah
prayer, and said. "Whoever wishes to pray it may pray it (i.e.

the Jum'ah):9 Related by the five Imams except for At-Tirmidhi,

and Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as Sahih.

. r«^uj\ JCrg.t^ ^J^-l ^jlld bl» : jtJu-j

485. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah 3& said: "Whoever prays the Jum'ah, should pray four

rak'at after it." Related by Muslim.
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486. As-Sa'ib bin Yazid (RAA) narrated that 'Mu'awiyah
(RAA) said to him, 'Whenever you have prayed the Jum'ah, you
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should not follow it (immediately) with another prayer, unless you
have talked or gone out (of the mosque), as the Messenger of Allah

$8 has ordered us to do so, and that we do not follow it with ano-

ther prayer unless we talk or go out.* Related by Muslim.

487, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah 3g$ said, "Whoever performs Ghusl (full ritual washing),

then comes to the •Jum'ah Prayer, and prays as many (ra/e-

as much as(Allah has) written for him, and then remains
silent and listens until the Imam finishes his Khutbah, and
then prays with him, his sins - between this present Friday
and the next one- would be forgiven, and even(sins of) three
days more," Related by Muslim.

* ' 7*, ' ' '
'

488. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lahH said mentioning the (virtues of) Friday, "On Friday, there
is an *hour.T in which no Muslim, who matches (this hour)
praying and asking Allah for something, except that Allah
will grant him whatever he asked for/' The Messenger of
Allah pointed with his hand indicating how short that hour is*

Agreed upon. In the version of Muslim, ic
lt is a short period of

time."

A Jjlj : J 13 - HJIp & - aJ a>J ^ — £A^
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489. Abu Burdah1^ narrated on the authority of his father,
r
I

heard the Messenger of Allah say: "It is (i.e. this hour), between
the time when the Imam sits (i.e. upon the pulpit) and the
time that the prayer is completed." Related by Muslim, but
Imam Ad-Daraqutni says that it is the saying ofAbu Burdah and

not the narration of the Prophet £8.15"

IsJ^-^ C J^jl £f ^^ OJu^ JJj

490, 491. Ibn Majah narrated on the authority of 'Abdullah bin

Salam, while Imams Abu Dawud and An-NasaT narrated on the

authority of Jabir bin Abdullah: "It is between the time of al

'Agr prayer and sunset." Scholars differed as to the exact time
of this hour, up to almost forty different sayings. I mentioned all of

them in 'Fath-ul-Bdndhc interpretation of
,

Sahi}±ai'Bukhart'
,Jm

492. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (EAA) narrated, 'It is from the Sun-

nah of the Prophet $4 that the Jum'ah prayer can only be held,

when forty people or more congregate for it.'^i Related by Ad-Dar-

158- He is 'Amir bin 'Abdullah bin Qais and his father is AM Musa" al-

Ash'art (the famous companion of the Prophet $£).

159- Scholars have different opinions as to the time of this hour, but most say
that it is probably after Asr

t
i.e. towards the end of the day and not

during the Friday prayer.

160- This final comment is by Imam ibn Hajar, the author of 'BulUgk al-

Maram.

'

161- Im&m ag-gan'Snl in 'Subul as-Sal&m,* says that the Jum'ah could be
held with at least three people, as they form a congregation (and this is

the opinion of the HanafT), and some scholars are of the opinion that two
could also hold a Jam&'ah, There is no evidence from the i£adith of the
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aqutm with a weak chain of narrators. 168

- .-

493. Samurah bin Jundub (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah Sjfe used to seek Allah's forgiveness for the believers (males
and females) every Friday (in the Khutbak oiJum'ah)* Related by
Al-Bazzar with a weak chain of narrators,

494. Jabir bin Saumrah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M would recite some verses from the Qur'an during the

Friday Khutl>ah
f and would remind people (about Allah).' Related

by Abu Dawud.

U*aJ^» : Jli ^il-j Alii- *ih ^J^? *ljl J jl l-jL^a JjjUs V^j £ ^ a

495. Tariq bin Shihab (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah -M said, "AhtJum'ah is a compulsory duty upon every
Muslim in a community (of Muslims), save four: a slave, a
woman, a child, or a person who is ill."Related by Abu Dawud
who commented that Tariq did not hear the Haditk from the Pro-

phet Al-Hakim related the Hadith on the authority of Tariq
who transmitted it on the authority of Abu Musa.

Prophet stating an exact number as a condition for th&Jum'ah to be
held, and that is why most scholars say that any number which is

suitable for a Jama 'ah prayer is vaiid for the Jam 'ah.

162- The chain of narrators has Abdul 'Aziz bin "Abdur Rahman who is con-

sidered a liar, and a fabricator of Hadith.
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496. Ibn Vm&T (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

38 said, "Al-Jum'ah prayer is not obligatory for the trave-

ler Related by At-Tabarani with a weak chain of narrators.
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497. 'Abdullah Ibn Mas ad (RAA) narrated, **When the Mes-

senger of All^h mounted the pulpit, he would turn his face to

us.* Related by At-Tirmidhi with a weak chain ofnarrators.

498. The above Hadith is supported by another narration on

the authority of Al-Bara bin 'Azib, related by Ibn Khuzaimah.

rjij; iiUJi ifj^fc : jri - & & '^j - l)> ^ fSiJ m

499. Al-H&kam bin Hazn (RAA) narrated, *We attended the

Jum'ak with the ProphetM and he stood leaning on a stick or on

a bow.,JG3 Related by Abu Dawud.

163- Imam Ibnul Qaiyim says that the Prophet used to lean on a stick or a

bow before the pulpit was made for him, and none of the Companions

mentioned that he leaned on anything after the pulpit was made.
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Chapter XIII: Prayer During Times of
Fear orDanger (Salatul Khauf)

-111 Jl* 4,1^*1 ^ aifU, ai» : ^>^kJi
*y?J\ oti jUlj *i

500. Salih bin Khawwat (RAA) 011 the authority of those who
prayed §ctlatul Khauf (prayer during time of danger) with the Pro-

phet $| at the battle of Dhdt at -Riga, 'A group lined up with the

ProphetM and prayed along with him- while another group faced
the enemy. He prayed one rak'ah with the group that was with
him and remained standing while they finished the prayer (by
praying another rak'ah) and then left and faced the enemy. The
second group came and prayed the remaining rak 'ah with him,
then he remained sitting until they had completed their prayers
themselves, after which he led them in making the Taslim,'Agreed
upon, and the wording is from Muslim.

f- * > - - , * . - ' - *
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501, Ibn 'Umar (RAA), narrated, 'I took part in a battle with

the Prophet $f, in Najd. We faced the enemy and arranged ourse-
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Ives in rows. Then the Messenger of Allah *$| stood up to lead the

prayer. A group lined up to pray with him while the other faced

the enemy. The Prophet bowed in ruku ' and the first group

bowed with him and then he performed two prostrations. The first

group then left (after praying one rak'ah) and took place of those

who had not yet prayed. The second group came to pray with the

Prophet $0$ and be prayed one rak'ah and performed two prostra-

tions and then said the Tasltm. Then the latter group stood up

and prayed another rak'ah and performed two prostrations on

their own/ Agreed upon, and the wording is from Al-Bukhari. 164
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502. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated, T prayed Salatut

Khauf (prayer when one is afraid) with the Prophet and he

arranged us in two rows behind him. The enemy was between us

and the Qiblah (i.e. the enemy in this case was in the direction of

the Qiblah). The Prophet M made the Takblr and we all followed

164- Im&m as-San'Sni in 'Subtil as-Salftm' says that it is apparent that the

second group completed their prayer, and prayed a second rak'ah, after

the Imam made the Tasltm without disconnecting their prayer. The first

group did not complete their prayer until the second group had comp-

leted theirs and returned to face the enemy and guard the rest of the

army, and then they would pray their second rak'ah. This is another

way of performing the prayer when one is afraid, (the fear prayer)
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him. Then he made ruku' and wc all performed ruku' after him.
Then be raised his head from the rukCi and we all raised our

heads from the ruku ' Next, the Prophet went down for Sujud
(prostration) as well as the row closest to him (i.e. the front row),

while the back row stood facing the enemy until the Prophet M
and the first row had completed their prostration, a tier which the

back row performed Sujud and then stood. Following this, those in

the back row moved to the front, while those in the front row

moved to the back. The Prophet performed the ruku' and we all

performed ruku '. Then, he raised his head and we raised our heads
from ruku '. Afterward, he made the Sujud and the row that was
previously in the back during the first rak 'ah prostrated with him
while the [new] back row stood facing the enemy. When the Pro-

phet and the (new) front row had completed their Sujud, the [new]

back row performed Sujud. Finally, the Prophet made the Taslim
and we followed him in this/ Related by Ahmad, Muslim and An-
Nasal.

In another narration, \ . .then he prostrated and the first row pros-
trated with him. When they stood, the second row performed
Sujud. ./ and mentioned the same as the rest of the first Hadith!

Finally, 'Then the Prophet made the Taslim and we all made
the Taditn with him.' Related by Muslim.

.s^ULi cits" ti?!» : SljJ c ^jJi jfe 'J*
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503, Abu Dawud related on the authority of Abu 'Aiyash az-

Zuraqi, a similar i£adtth with the following addition, Tt was per-

formed (i.e. the fear prayer) at Usfan.'

504. An-Nasal narrated on the authority ofJabir (RAA), with

a different chain of narrators that the Messenger of Allah $j| pra-

yed two rah at with one group of his companions and then made
the Taslim. Then he prayed another two rak'at with another
group, and then made the Taslim.
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505, Abu Dawud transmitted a similar narration on the auth-

ority ofAbu Bakrah.

506, Hudhaifah (RAA), narrated, The Messenger of Allah
prayed the fear prayer with his companions. He led one group in

one rak'ak, and then the other group in one rak'ah, and they did
not pray a second rak'ah (to complete two rak'at as they had in

the previous cases). Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud, an-Nasa'i and
was graded as Saklh by Ibn Hibban.

507. Ibn Khuzaimah transmitted a similar Hadith on the au-
thority of Ibn 'Abbas,

& A Jji J^j Jli : Jii - C4I^ &\ '^j - ^ ^ j— * * A

508. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, The Prophet M said, "Sal-

dtul Khaufjthe fear prayer) is one rak'ah and is to be per-

formed in any way." Related by Al-Bazzar with a weak chain of

narrators,

ii-^l .<<^*» "-j^Jl obC? j ]» : _js* i iL_tj a > A,

509. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Prophet M said,

'There is no Sujud as-Sahu (prostration due to forgetfulness

during prayer), to be performed in Saldtul Khauf," Related by
Ad-Daraqutni with a weak chain of narrators.
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Chapter XIV: The Prayer ofthe Two Id Festivals

510. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah^
said, 'Breaking the fast at the end of Ramadan is (determ-
ined) when people break their fast, and tdul Ad-hit (the Id
of sacrifice), is (determined) when people offer their sacri-

fices n« Related by at-Tirmidhi.

ji ijiL* it ij^f &\'
3 c ij>i' y *jL^ ^—Eft J-^.

511. Abu Urnair bin Anas ibn Malik (EAA) narrated on the
authority ofsome of his uncles from among the Companions ofthe

Prophet that some riders came and testified that they had seen
the crescent (of the new moon) the previous night. Thereupon, the

Messenger of Allah M ordered the people to break their fast, and
to go out to their praying place (where they pray the Id prayer)

the next morning (to perform the Id prayer in congregation).'^

Related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud, and the wording is his, with a
sound chain ofnarrators.

165- Some scholars said that this Radltk refers to the fact that one should
start fasting and break his fast with the Muslim community,, and do as
they do. The same applies for the day of sacrifice.

1GG- In the Hadith there lies evidence that it is possible to pray the 'id pra-

yer on the second day of 7c/, if people did not know that the crescent had
already been seen, except after the time of prayer has passed , as in this

Hadith. It is also evidence that if one misses the 'Id prayer for any rea-
son, ho may go out and pray it the following day.
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512. Anas CRAA) narrated, 'The messenger of Allah M would
not go out on the Day of Idul Fitr (Festival of breaking the fast)

until he had eaten some dates,' Related by Ai-BukharL In another
narration by Ahmad, there is the additional phrase, 'He would eat

M an odd number of dates.*

' ( " * «V ' 3 ' f V ' - ?* '

513, Abu Buraidah narrated on the authority of his father

CRAA), 'The Messenger of Allah <H would not go out on the Day of
idul Fitr, until he had eaten (something), and on the Day of 'Idul
Ad-hp he would not eat until he had returned from the prayer/
Related by Ahmad, At-TirmidM and SahjhaUd by Ibn Hibbfin,

» : ci* - ill^ - £U ^-j _ a u

514. Umm 'Atiyah (RAA) related, 'We were ordered to come
to the prayer of the two ids and (even.) bring out with us the
young (virgin) girls (who had not yet reached puberty) and the

menstruating women, so they might witness the good(seen)i*7 and

the Takbir and supplications of the Muslims. However, the mens-
truating women would keep away from the praying place (i.e. sta-

nd to the side and watch).' Agreed upon

167- Of performing the "Id prayer in congregation, that everybody joins in
including children, and women, except for the menstruating women.
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515. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah $8,

Abu Bakr and 'Umar used to offer the two Ids prayer before the
Khutbah.

1

Agreed upon,
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516. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah M,
went out to the 7a prayer and prayed the two nzAs at (of the '/cf )

and did not offer any other prayer before or after it/ Related by
the seven Imams.
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517. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah M>
offered the 'Id prayer without calling for the Adhan or Iqamah,'
Related by Abu Dawud.
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518. Abu Sa'id (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah M
never used to observe any prayer before the 'Id prayer, but when
he returned home, he would pray two rak'at* Related by Ibn
Majah with a good chain of narrators,

• 4^fL J^* «|*-*^L|j p <

519. Abu Satd (RAA) narrated, 'On the Days of '/cfo/ Fifr and
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'tdul Aa\-ha, the Messenger of Allah ^ would go out to the pray-

ing place, and the first thing that he started with was the Id pra-

Oyer, and when he had finished he would stand facing the people,

while the people were sitting in rows, and he would admonish
them and advise them.' Agreed upon.

J\i ; J IS - *Jfc> ill I^pj
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520. 'Amro bin Shu'aib (RAA) on the authority of his father

on the authority of his grandfather 1GB (May Allah be pleased with

all of them), narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah j(| would make
seven Takbirat in the first rak'ah of the id prayer, and five Tak-

btr&t in the second, and then he would start reciting the Qur'Hn,

after the Takbirat in each rak ofr.' Related by Abu Dawud,

jJl
J>
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1

52 1 . Abu Waqid Al-Laithi (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah ^ used to recite in the prayer of 'tdul Ad-ha,
<c
Qaf. By the

Glorious Qur'an" (surah no. 50:1) and i(The Hour has drawn
near, and the moon has been cleft asunder, "(surah no. 54:1).

Related by Muslim.

4* Si ji* Jjij j Jli - 1& ill! - ^ — o YY

522. Jabir (RAA) narrated, 'On the days of Id, the Messenger

ofAllah ^ would take different routes (i.e. would go to the prayer

in one way, and return home in another.' Related by Al-Bukhari.

168- Me is 'Amro bin Shu'aib bin Muhammad bin 'Abdullah bin 'Amro bin

Al 'As.
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523. Abu Dawud narrated a similar narration on the autho-

rity of Ibn Umar,

*J* iS3\
(_s
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524. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger of Allah

came to Madinah, they had two days of sport and amusement. The

Prophet 56 said, "Allah, the Exalted has exchanged these
days for two days better than them; the day of sacrifice

( tditl A& £<S,tend the day ofbreaking the fastrfdul Fifr)" Rela-
ted by Abu Dawud and an-Nasa'i with a sound chain of narrators.

525. 'Ail (KAA) narrated, 'It is an act of the Sunnah of the

Prophet |§ to go out to the 'Id prayer walking.
1

Related by At-

Tirmidhi, who graded it as Hasan (good),
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526. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'It was raining on the day

of so the Prophet led them in the td prayer inside the

mosque/369

169- It is preferable to pray the '/rf prayer in a place outside the city, in an
open area, unless there is an excuse such as rain, in which case it could

be prayed in the mosque. The Prophet prayed the two id prayers in

the outskirts of Maduiah.
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Chapter XV: The Prayer During a Solar Eclipse

527. Al-Mughirah bin Shu'bah (RAA) narrated, 'The sun ecli-

psed during the lifetime of the Messenger of Allah on the day

when (his son) IbrahSm died. So, the people said that the sun had

eclipsed because of the death of Ibrahim, Allah's Messenger

said, "The sun and the moon are two miracles created by
Allah. They do not eclipse for the death or life (i.e. birth) of

anyone. Should you witness an eclipse of the sun or the
moon, pray and invoke Allah until it is over." Agreed upon.

In the narration of Al-Bukhari, "Until the eclipse is clear."

528. Abu Bakrah (RAA) narrated, "pray and invoke Allah

until the eclipse (that you are witnessing) is over." Related by

al^Bukhari.

529. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated/The Messenger of Allah $g reci-
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ted the Qur'an aloud during the eclipse prayer. He performed four

bowings in a total of two rak'&t (i.e. he performed the ruk&' twice

in each rak'ah), and prostrated four times (i.e. he made Suj-ud tw-

ice in each rak 'ah) 'Agreed upon, and the wording is from Muslim.

In another narration, he sent a man calling, 'prayer (is to be per-

formed) in congregation/

530, lbn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The sun eclipsed during the

lifetime of the Prophet ^ and he prayed the eclipse prayer. He
made a lengthy standing, similar to (the time that it takes to) re-

cite S&rah al-Eaqarah (Surah no. 2). Then he made a long rukU \

after which he stood and made another long recital* but shorter

than the first one. Again he went into a long ruku', but for a shor-

ter time than the first one. Following this, he prostrated (twice).

Next he made another long standing with a long recital, but not as

long as the first one. After that, he made another lengthy ruku'

but it was not as long as the first one. Then he made another

lengthy rtikft' but it was not as long as the first one. After which

he made another long recital but it was not as long as the first

one. Again, he made another lengthy ruku' but itwas shorter than

the previous one. Following this, he went into sujud (prostration,

twice). By the time he finished, the sun had appeared, and he star-

ted to address the people.
1 Agreed upon, and the wording is from

Al-Bukharf.
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In a narration by Muslim,
rWhen the sun eclipsed, he made S

eight bowings in two rak 'at (i.e. he performed rakd' four times in

each rak ah), and prostrated four times (i,e, he made sujud twice

in each rak'ah).™

531. Imam Muslim transmitted a similar narration on the

authority of 'All (RAA).

# r *• 0 y

'

532. Muslim also transmitted the following on the authority

of Jabir (RAA), 'The Messenger of Allah M performed six bowings

and four prostrations (in two rah at)'

* * . t

533. Ubay bin Ka'b (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

;fe performed the eclipse prayer, and he made five bowings and

two prostrations (in the first rak'ah), and did the same in the

second.' Related by Abu Dawud.

li- VI J*sy^ ^ : - Sii Iprj -^ $ ^—f-j — art
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534. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'No wind has ever blown,

except that the Prophet £1 would go down on his knees and say,

"O Allah, make it a mercy for us and do not make it as a

punishment," Related by Ash-Shafi i and At-TabaranL

170- Some scholars are of the opinion that Ihc eclipse prayer is performed in

this way.
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535. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Prophet ^8 made six

bowings and four prostrations (in two rah 'at), when an earthq-

uake occurred and said, "This is the prayer (to be performed)

when one of the signs of Allah (such as an eclipse, an earthq-

uake etc..) occurs.'* Related by Al-Baihaqi.

Imam Ash-Shafi 'f transmitted a similar narration, excluding the

last part, on the authority of Ali (RAA).

Chapter XVI; The Istisqa* Prayer
(invoking Allah for rain during drought)

l
f
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536. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah $|
went out. (to make the Istisqa prayer) wearing old clothes, in a

humble and submissive manner, walking slowly, invoking Allah

(in humility) and prayed two rak'at, as he prayed the 'Id prayer,

but he did not give a similar Khu£bah (like the one he delivers on

the 'Id day),' Related by the five Imams. At-Tirmidhi, Abu Awa-
nah and Ibn Hibban graded it as £a&&.
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537. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, The people complained to the

Messenger ofAMh about the lack of rain, so he gave orders for

a pulpit to be set up for him in the place of prayer. He then ap-

pointed a day for the people to gather and he came out on that day

when the sun had just appeared. The Messenger of Allah sat

down on the pulpit, said Takbtr and praised Allah, Then he said,

"You have complained of drought in your areas, but you
have been ordered by Allah to supplicate Him and He has
promised that He would answer your prayers," Then he
said: "All praise is for Allah, the Compassionate, the Merc-
iful, the Only Owner of the Day of Judgment. There is no
God but Allah Who does what He wishes. O Allah, there is

no God except You! You are the Self-sufficient and we are
the needy. Send down rain upon us and make it a source of

strength for us and satisfaction/ He then raised his hands and
kept raising them until the whiteness of his armpits could be seen.

After that he turned his back to the people and turned his cloak

around171
, keeping his hands raised, then he faced the people, des-

cended from the pulpit and prayed two rak 'at. Allah, the Almighty
then sent a cloud which produced thunder and lightening, and by
All&h's permission, it rained " Related by Abu Dawud, who said

that its chain of narrators is good.

171- In a narration by Al-Bukhari, on the authority of 'Abdullah Ibn Zaid,

'The Prophet $t turned his outer garments around, placing its left side

on his right side and vice versa/ Scholars say that the wisdom here is

the favorable omen of a change of state. It seems that the Prophet
was optimistic, that by turning round his cloak, the state of drought
would turn itito that of rain and prosperity.
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538. The story of turning the garment is mentioned in Sahih

Al-Bufchirf on the authority of Abdullah lbn Zaid, who said, The

Messenger of Allah St turned towards the Qiblak and started inv-

oking Allah, then he prayed two rak'&t reciting the Qur'an aloud.'

539. Abu Ja'far al-Baqir (RAA) narrated, 'and he turned his

garment ^ for the drought to turn away.' Related by Ad-D&raq-

utnlr and it was reported to be HadUk Mursal (that in which the

link between the Successor (Tabi'l) and the Prophet i.e. the

companion is missing).

540. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'A man entered the mosque on Fri-

day while the Prophet §| was standing delivering the Khutbah.

The man said,
1,0 Messenger of Allah, our wealth has been destro-

yed and we no longer have any transport. 172 Supplicate Allah for

us to have rain. The Prophet 3^ raised his hands and said, "O
Allah, give us rain. O Allah, give us rain. O Allah, give us
rain." Anas said, 'By Allah, at that time there were no clouds in

the sky and there was no house or building between the mountain
and us. From behind the mountain came a cloud that looked like a

shield. By the time it reached the middle of the sky it started to

pour with rain. By Allah we did not see the sun for a week. On the

following Friday, a man entered the mosque from that (same) door

172- Tn another narration 'livestock arc dying
1

, which may account for the

lack of transport.
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while the Prophet $!$ was standing delivering the Rhutbak and
said, 'Our livestock are dead and the roads are cut off (due to tor-

rential rain). Ask Allah to make it stop.' The Prophet^ raised his

hands and said, "O Allah, around us and not upon us. O
Allah, make it upon the hills, small mountains, bottom of

the valleys, and plantations." The rain stopped and wc walked

out in the sunshine,' Agreed upon.

541. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'Whenever drought threatened th-

em, TTmar Ibnul Khattab used to ask Al- Abbas ibn 'Abdul Mu1>

talib to invoke Allah for rain. He used to say, 'O Allah! We used to

ask our Prophet Jjfe to invoke You for rain, and You would bless us

with rain, and now we ask his uncle to invoke You for rain, 0
Allah! Bless us with rain.' And so it would rain. Related by Al-

Bukhlrf.
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542. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'A shower of rain fell when we

were with the Prophet He lifted up his clothestuncovering part

of his body to the rain), until the rain fell on him. We said, 'Mes-

senger of Allah, why did you do this?' He said, "Because it has
just come from Allah, the Exalted/' Related by Muslim.

543. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'Whenever the Prophet saw
the rain, he used to say, "O Allah! Make it beneficial." Agreed

upon.
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544, Sad (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of Allah ijjgg would
supplicate for Istisqd' saying, wO Allah, let us be covered with
thick clouds that have abundant and beneficial rain, that is

accompanied by a strong sound of thunder (which is a sign of

strong rain), frequently making light rain fall upon us and
surrounding us with lightning. O Allah, You are full of maj-
esty, bounty and Honor," Related by Abu 'Awanah in his Sahih.
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545, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

rain. He saw an ant lying on its back raising its legs up to

the sky saying, *G Allah! We are creatures amongst Your
creatures. We can not live without Your rain.' Prophet Sul-

aiman then said, 'Go back, for it has rained in response to

the invocation of others (than you).' Related by Ahmad,

546. Anas (RAAJ narrated that the Messenger of Allah

sup-plicated Allah for rain and he pointed with the back of his

hand to the sky/ Related by Muslim,

said
f
"Prophet Sulaiman "h went out invoking Allah for
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Chapter XVII: Clothing

547. Abu 'Amir al-Ash'an (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah said, "There will be among my followers, some people
who will make Halal (lawful) a woman's vagina (i.e. adult-

ery) and silk (which is forbidden for men)," Related by Abu Daw-
fid and Al-Bukhari.
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548. Abu Hudhaifah Ibn Al-Yaman (RAA) narrated, The

Messenger of Allah prohibited us from eating and drinking

from gold and silver vessels. He also forbade us from wearing clo-

thes made of silk or brocade (i.e. the men but it is lawful for

women) or to sit on them.' Related by Al-Bukhari and Muslim).

a!1p *Ui J£s> aJJi Jj~>j ijjlx : Jt» - illi ~ j j *j Qi\

549. 'Umar (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of Allah |g pro-

hibited (men) from wearing silk, except for the size of two, three or

four fingers; 173 Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim.

173- It is only permissible for men to wear a garment embroidered with silk

thread, the maximum size of such a design should not exceed the size of
four fingers, or that the whole garment could include a piece of silk not

exceeding that size.
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550. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah gave

permission to 'Abdur Rahman bin 'Auf and Az-Zubair to sear silk

clothing on a journey, as they were suffering from a skin irrita-

tion.' Agreed upon.

551. 'All (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah ;$f sent me
a garment striped with silk (or mads of pure silk, which is more

likely) so I went out wearing it. I saw the Prophet $8 and he look-

ed very angry (when seeing me wearing it), so I cut it up (and divi-

ded it) among my female (relatives)/17 '
1 Agreed upon and the wor-

ding is from Muslim.

552. Abu Musa (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "Gold and silk are Ha131 (lawful) for the females

among my nation, but prohibited for the males." Related by

Ahmad, An-Nasa'f and At-Tirmidht.

lo thu three Fatimas (i.e. His wife Fatimah tlic daughter of the Prophet

his mother Fatimah bint Asact and Fatimah bint Hamzah. his cousin.
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553. Imran bin Husain (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah S^g said, "When Allah bestows one of His favors upon a

slave, He likes to see its effect on him/*175 Related by Al-

Baihaqi.

554. 'Ali (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah prohi-

bited (men from) wearing Qassei (a kind of fabric made of silk or

striped with silk, 176 which is brought from Egypt and Syria) or any

clothing dyed with saffron.' Related by Muslim.
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555. 'Abdullah bin Amro (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of

AllahM saw me wearing two garments dyed with saffron. Thereu-

pon he said to me "Has your mother ordered you to do so?" 177

Related by Muslim.

176- This means that one should eat and wear clothes, which reflects liis ave-

rage income, as this is a way of acknowledging the grace of Allah upon

him and also if a poor person sees him looking respectable, he would be

encouraged to ask him for help. (Imam as-gan'ani in Subul as-Salam;

the interpretation ofBulugh al-Mar&m)

.

176- Jt is definitely prohibited if the percentage of silk is very high, other'

wise it is disliked to wear it if there is a small amount.

177- This comment from the Prophet indicates that dying clothes with

saffron is absolutely prohibited for men, and he mentioned the mother

because it is usual for women to use it to decorate their clothing. This is

also supported by the rest of the narration in Muslim, in which the Pro-

phet j= commanded him to burn the two garments when 'Amro asked

him if he should wash them.
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556. Asma1

bint Abi Bakr (RAA) reported that she brought out

the cloak of the Prophet and it had a brocade fringe on the

collar, sleeves, and the front and back openings. Related by Abu
DawOd, and Muslim who added, "A'ishah (RAA) had it until she

died, then I took it. The Prophet gS used to wear it, and now we
wash it and use it (or the washing) for the sick, seeking a cure (by

virtue of its blessing as it touched the body of the Prophet J6),' Al-

Bukhari added to the above narration in his book 'M-Adab al-

Mufrad\ 'He s§ used to wear it for (meeting with) delegations and
for the Friday prayer.

5
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Book III: Funerals

557. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "Remember, as much as you can, the one thing

(fact or reality) which (always) brings an end to all worldly
joys and pleasures, (meaning death)." Related by At-Tirmidhi,

An-Nasal and Ibn Ilibban.

558. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah $j
said, "None of you should wish for death due to any afflic-

tion, which might have affected him. But if he feels compel-
led to wish for it (due to extreme distress that he feels he cannot

bear), he should say: "O Allah! Grant me life as long as life is

better for me, and let me die when death is better for me."
Agreed upon.

559. Buraidah (RAA) narrated that the messenger ofAllah^
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said, "The believer dies while his forehead is sweating," 1™

Related by the three Imams.

560, Abu Sa id and Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the

messenger of Allah ^ said, "Remind those who are on their

death bed of the Shahddah "La Ildha iilat-dh." (for them to

say it, hoping it will be their last words) "179
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561. Ma'qi) bin Yasar (RAA) narrated that the messenger of

Allah said, "Recite Yasin (Surah no. 36), over those who
are dying." Related by Abu Dawud, An-Nasal and Ibn Hibban
graded it as Sahih,
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178- Imam as-San'ani in 'Siibul as-Saltim', says that this refers to one oftwo
things; one is that when the believer is on his death bed, he would be
sweating due to his suffering in the last moments when his soul is about
to leave his body; this suffering is the last thing that will expiate what

is left of his sins. The other thing, the Prophet ^ could be referring to is

the life of the believer in which he is always working hard to gain his

halat earnings, fasting, praying to prepare for the Hereafter, and so he
meets Allah, the Almighty when he is still sweating.

179- Scholars say that it is recommended to remind those who are on their

death bed of the Shahddah, for him to say it, but they disliked insisting

or telling him, 'Say,.,.', lest the dying person becomes irritated or gets

more upset due to what he is going through and then utters something

which he should not say.
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562. Umm Salamah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

$1 came to see Abu Salamah when his sight had become fixed

(with his eyes open, as he had already passed awayJ. So the Pro-

phet closed his eyes and said, "When the soul is seized and
leaves the body, the sight follows it** Some of Abu Salamah's

family wept and wailed, whereupon the Messenger of Allah i$g

said to them, *Do not supplicate to Allah anything except
that which is good for you (i.e. do not say anything which goes
against you at that momentJ, because the angels (who are pres-

ent at the time of death), say "Amin" (asking Allah to accept your
invocation) to whatever you say*" Then he said, "O Allah! For-
give Abu Salamah, raise his status among (Your) rightly
guided servants, make his grave spacious, and fill it with
light for him, and be his successor in taking good care of
his descendants whom he has left behind, (and make them
pious)." Related by Muslim.

563. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, "When the Messenger of Allah

SI died, he was covered with a Yemeni mantle that had some desi-

gns on it.* Agreed upon.
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564. A'ishah (RAA) reported that Abu Bakr kissed the Pro-

phetH after he had died,' Related by Al-Bukhart
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565. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of
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Allah M said, "A believer's soul remains suspended accor-
ding to his debt until it is settled or paid off on his behalf."
Related by Ahmad and At-Tirmidhi.
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566. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

^ said concerning the man who fell off his mount and died during
Hajj, "Wash him with water and Sidr (lotus leaves) and shr-
oud him in his two garments (that he was wearing for Ihram)."
Agreed upon,
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567. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger of Allah

M died and they wanted to make Ghusl {full ritual washing of the
body), they said/By Allah we do not know whether we should take

off the clothes of Allah's Messenger 0£ as we do for our dead or

not?' Related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud. 150
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180- The rest of the Hadtth as reported by Abu Dawtid, 'When they disputed
among themselves, Allah cast slumber over Lhom until the chin of each
of them fell on his chest. Then someone said to them from a side of the

house, and they did not know who he was, 'Wash the Prophet -h while
his clothes are on him.' So, they washed him while he was wearing his

shirt. They poured water over his shirt and rubbed him with his shirt

and not with their hands.
1
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568. Umm 'Atiyah (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of Allah

3$! came to us when we were washing his daughter (Zainab) after

she had died and said, "Wash her three times, five times or

more if necessary, with water and lotus leaves (Sidr) and
apply some camphor to the last washing.** When we finished

making Ghusf. for her, we informed the Messenger ofAllah jj| and

he threw his fear (a cloth, which he wore round his waist) to us

and told us to wrap her in it as the first sheet of the shroud (next

to her body},' Agreed upon. In another narration, ^tart by wash-
ing the organs on the right and those parts that are wash-
ed in ablution." In the narration of Al-Bukhari, "We braided her

hair in three braids and made them Fall at her back

'

*
'
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569. "A'ishah (RAA) narrated , The Messeager ofAllahM was

shrouded in three pieces of white Yemenite cotton sheets. They
did not include either a shirt or a turban.' Agreed upon.

*J'j Jji 'x* IfJ : Jli - ll^ iLl '^j - ^li ^— — *Y.
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570. Abdullah bin Umar (RAA) narrated, TVhen Abdullah

bin Ubay (the head of the hypocrites) died, his son came to the

Prophet ^ and said, '0 Messenger of Allah! Please give me your

shirt to shroud him (his father} in it.* So, Allah's Messenger gave it

to him. Agreed upon.
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57 1. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

s§ said, "Wear white clothes, for they are (considered as) your
best clothes, and enshroud your dead in them," Related by
the five Imams, except for An-Nasal, and At-TirmidhS reported it

to be sound.

572. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah *H
said, "When one of you is in charge of shrouding his bro-
ther, he should give him the best shroud he can (i.e. clean,

covering the whole body, but not necessarily expensive as this is

disliked.)" Related by Muslim.

J& jsk 1̂ <*^*y ^11 dl^ : J\i iLji} _ o\T
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573. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of AU&h $|
had each two martyrs ofthe battle ofUhud wrapped in one shroud,

and then would ask, "Which one of them knew more of the
Qur'an?" He would put that one (that was pointed out) first in the

grave. They were not washed and the Messenger of Allah S did

not offer a funeral prayer for them ' Related by Al-Bukhari.

fX*') tip iUl
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574. 'Ali (RAA) narrated, 'I heard the Messenger of Allah jj&

say, "Do uot be extravagant in shrouding (i.e. do not spend
too much money on them) for it will decay quickly." Related by
Abu Dawud.
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575. A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said to her,*1fyou die before me, I will wash you myself.** Re-

lated by Ahmad, Ibn Majah and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih-

A - iLLli jf : - & - ^^ j-Vj - *vn

576. Asma bint 'Umais (RAA) narrated that Fatimah (RAA)

(the daughter of the prophet made a will that 'Ali (RAA) was

to wash her when she dies/ Related by Ad-Daraqutni.

jXj 4* & jk> >f y^l ^ - ^—*j _ £>VV

577. Buraidah (RAA) reported concerning the story of the

Ghamidi woman, who was to be stoned by the order of the Prophet

38 (due to committing adultery), 'Then the Messenger of Allah

gave his command concerning her (after her death), so he offered

the funeral prayer for her, and she was then buried.' Related by

Muslim,

ft fJl ~J» : Jtt - S S» >0 - A J*J - oVA
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578. Jabir bin Saumrah (RAA) narrated, 'A man who killed

himself with a broad-headed arrow, was brought to the Prophet

JS, but he did not offer the funeral prayer for him/wi Related by

Muslim.

181- The Messenger of Allah m did not offer prayer for him, as a punishment

for what he did by committing suicide, and to dissuade others from

doing the same.
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579, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated regarding the story of the
black woman who used to clean the mosque. The Messenger of

Allah M asked about her, and he was told that she had died. He
said to themT "Why didn't you inform me of her death?" It

seems that they regarded her as an insignificant person. The Mes-

senger of Allah $j said, "Show me her grave,*' They showed him
her grave and he offered the funeral prayer for her/ Agreed upon.
Muslim added in his narration, Verily, those graves are full of
darkness for those buried in them. Allah, the Almighty, will
illuminate them for their dwellers by my prayer over them"

580. Hudhaifah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M used to prohibit the announcement of anyone's death. 132* Rela-

ted by Ahmad and At-Tirmidhi, who rendered it Hasan.

581. AbO Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

382- The prohibition in this &adUh docs not refer to telling people about the
death of a relative, a friend etc for people to console his family and offer

funeral prayer for him. The Prophet i% is prohibiting what they used to

do before Islam, like calling nut the news of the death of a groat man
showing pride over others or wailing and crying aloud for people to know
that someone has died in that house.
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Allah <|f informed the people about the death ofNegus the day he

died. He took them out to the place of prayer, to offer the funeral

prayer for him. He arranged them in rows, and made Takbtr four

times.' Agreed upon.

^ i farj dyqy «JjL*- ^Ip fjJL* c *J-~* J*-j ^ U» , JjA» —^j

582. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'I heard the Messenger of

Allah ^ say, "If a Muslim man dies and a group of forty peo-

ple, who do not associate any one with Allah, pray for him,

Allah will accept their intercession for him (by way of their

Du "d* for him.'* Related by Muslim,

** ' ' p

583 . Samurah bin Jundub (RAA) narrated , 'I offered the fune-

ral prayer behind the Prophet H for a woman who had died dur-

ing child-birth and he (prayed) standing opposite the middle ofher

body/ Agreed upon.

h j^ JL 'j3 Jit> : cJii - J&^ - L_in# ^-ij - a t

584. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, *By Allah the Messenger of Al-

lah U offered funeral prayer in the mosque for the sons of Baida'

(Sahl and Suhail)/183 Related by Muslim.

till ;>S - jJ'J y jjj JtfV : Jtt JQ ^ J ^> ^ cr-^j - *ao
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183^ This Haditk is evidence that it is permissible to pray the funeral prayer

in the mosque.
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585. 'Abdur Rahman bin Abi Lai]a (RAA) and 'ZaM bin Arqam
(RAAJ used to recite four Takhirdt when praying over the dead,
but once he said it five times, so I asked him about it. He said to

me, The Messenger ofAllah |£ used to do so.
1
Related by Muslim

and the four Imams. 184

Ji J<H ^ ^» : " & Jti i& - ^_J>j _ qa\

586. 'Air bin AM Talib (RAA) narrated that he said six Tak-
birdt when he prayed over Sahl bin Hunaif, and he said (explai-
ning his action), He is one of the Companions, who fought in the
Battle of Baclr.' Related by Said bin Mansur.

*" * * > , " '
,
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587. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah <SS

used to say four Takbtr&t over the dead, and would recite al-

Fatihah in (after saying) the first (opening) Takbir&t: Related by
Ash-Shafi'f with a weak chain of narrators.

oX»> : Jli - 5£ ill - <J*> ill jLp J V_£j _ oAA
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588. Talhah bin 'Abdullah bin Auf(RAA) narrated, <I offered
a funeral prayer led by Ibn Abbas. He recited al-F&tihah and
said, Tou should know that it (reciting al-Fdtihah) is a Sunnah of

the Prophet jfr Related by Al-Bukharf.

184^ Moat scholars are of the opinion that they are only four Takbir&t.
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589. 'Auf bin Malik (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M offered the funeral prayer, and I memorized this suppli-

cation (that he said for the deceased), "'O Allah! Forgive him
and have mercy on him (on her)* Grant him ease and res-

pite* Make his resting place a noble one, and facilitate his

entry. Wash him with the most pure and clean water, snow
and hail. Purify him from sins as a white garment is clean-

sed of dirt. Give him in exchange a home better than his

home (on earth) and a family better than his family. Grant
him entrance to Paradise and protect him from the trials

of the grave and the torture of Hell Fire," Related by Muslim.

4lh at** : J« - «£P jUi -dJi '^j - Sjj> j—*j — 0 *\ •
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590. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger of

Allah 3§ prayed a funeral prayer, he would say, "O Allah! For*

give those of us who are alive* and those who are dead,

those present and those absent, those who are young and
those who are male and those who are female. O Allah! Let

those of us to whom You have given life, live in Islam, and
let those of us You take back die in a state of faith. O Allah!

Do not deprive us of our reward for (supplicating for) him,

and cause us not to go astray after him/' Related by Muslim

and the four Imams,
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591. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllahH said, "Ifyou offer the funeral prayer for a deceased
person, supplicate Allah sincerely for him*" Related by Abu
Dawud.

592. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "Hurry up when you carry the dead body {the

janazah), for if the deceased is righteous, you would be
taking it to something better, and if he or she is an evil
person, then you will be getting him or her off your necks/
Agreed upon.

: *iUi ^1* «dJ\ J Ji3
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593. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah jSt said, "Whoever accompanies the funeral (the dead
body) until ho performs the funeral prayer will have a
reward equal to (one Qir&t), and whoever accompanies the
burial procession, will be doubly awarded (two Qirat).'*

They then asked, 'What is meant by the two Qirat? He replied

"Like two huge mountains." Agreed upon. Muslim added the
statement, 'until it is buried.'

^» . - 4^ <Ul - 9^ ^\ 1 ^jUwJJj _ O ^ t

594. Al-Bukhari related on the authority of Abti Hurairah,
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"Whoever accompanies the funeral of a Muslim, seeking
the reward only from Allah, the Almighty, and he stays

with it until he offers the funeral prayer and the burial is

completed, will return back with two Qir&£ each Qirdt is

equal to the mount of Uhud.'

<Ui ^fli
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595- Salim narrated on the authority of his father (RAA) that

he saw the Messenger of Allah Abu Bakr and 'Umar walking

in front of a Funeral,' Related by the five Imams, and Ibn Hibban

rendered it ga^EA.

jjj c ^iSsJl jMjS \L&% : cJlS - Lf£ ill ^jsj - ajai »' ^} — o^i
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596. Umm 'Atiyah (RAA) narrated, 'We were forbidden to ac-

company funeral processions, but this prohibition was not manda-
tory for us.

1 Agreed upon.

- ' - * ' '

597. Abu Sa'id (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

^ said, "Stand up when you see a funeral procession, and
he who accompanies it should not sit down until the coffin

is placed on the ground.** Agreed upon.

' * *" i l

598. Abu Ishaq narrated that 'Abdullah bin Yazid placed a

dead body in the grave from the side near the foot of the grave (i.e.

the end which will accommodate the feet when the body is placed
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in it), 1*"5 He then said, 'This is the Sunnah of the Prophet Rel-

ated by Abu Dawud.
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599. Ibn TJmar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

18 said, "When you place your deceased in the grave, say,
'In the Name ofAllah, and in accordance with the tradition

of Allah's Messenger S-* Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud and
An-Nasal.

600. 'Alshah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said,"Breaking a deceased body's bones is exactly like brea-
king them when he is alive," Related by Abu Dawud in accor-
dance with the conditions ofMuslim.

601. Ibn Majah added, on the authority of Umm Salamah
(RAA), "with regards to it being a sinJ

> (X*> « (Xj -dUi «Ui J ^» lis' t

602. Sa d bin AM Wqqas (RAA) said (during his death illness)

'Make a toAd for me and cover it with un-burnt bricks, as you did

with the grave or the Prophet St,
1

Related by Muslim.

185- It is the Sunnah that the head of the deceased is placed first from the
side of the foot of the grave, but if it is not easy to do so, then the body
could be placed in the grave from any side.
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603. Al-Baihaqi transmitted on the authority ofJabir (RAA) a

similar narration and added, *and his grave was raised one span

from the ground,ias' Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahib

604. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah St.

prohibited whitening a grave with plaster, to sit on it or to build

over it (such as a dome),' Related by Muslim.

605. 'Amir bin Rabi'ah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah ^| prayed over TJthman bin Madhffln. then went to the

grave and sprinkled three handfuls of soil while he was standing/

Related by Ad-Daraqutni.

5Ui JUtf 4JJ1 J_jlj JIT : Jtf - ili ijW - j pj _

606. Uthman Ibn Affan (RAA) narrated, 'Whenever the Mes-

senger ofAllah finished the burial of the dead, he would stand

by the grave and say, "Seek forgiveness for your brother and
pray for him to be steadfast, because he is now being ques-
tioned." Related by Abu Dawud, Al-Hakim graded it as QahiJj..

IBS- The surface of the grave is raised one span above the ground so that its

location can be known.
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607. gamrah bin Habib (one of the Tabi'm or the followers of

the Companions) narrated, They (the Companions that he met)

recommended that after the grave is leveled and the people leave,

that one should stand by the grave and say three times to the dec-

eased, 'O so-and-so, say: "There is no god but Allah", 'O so-and-so,

say: "Allah is my Lord, Islam is my din (religion), and Muhammad
is my prophet." Related by Sa'id bin Mangur,

. v^L- u *v .J "j^ ^Q^j —^ 1

A

60S, At-Tabaram related a similar Hadith on the authority of

Abu Urnamah on the authority of the Prophet ^, ia7

609. Buraidali bin Al-Husaib al-Aslarm (BAA) narrated that

the Messenger of Allah ^ said, "I had forbidden you to visit

graves, but now you may visit them." Related by Muslim, At-

TirmidhT added the following, "It will remind you of the Here-
after.**

.«Liaft j ^> : jj*-^ ^1 i±>j.*.t- a^L. ^1 jlj — n V

610. Ibn Majah added on the authority of Bin Mas'ud, "And
they make you (i.e. the graves) renounce this worldly life."

187- Imam as-San'ani in 'Subul as-Sttlam* says that none of the scholars of

Hadith doubt that this Hadith is Fabricated (i.e. prompting the deceased

after the burial), so it could not bo traced back to the prophet Im&m
Ibnul Qaiyim said that the companions did not do this, as we see people do-

ing nowaday!*, as standing by the side of the grave and talking to the dead-
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611. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah M cursed the women who frequently visit the graves. Related

At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sakih

612. Abu Said Al-Khudrl (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of All&h 3=5 cursed the wailing women and those who listen to

them. Related by Abu Dawud.
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613. Urara 'Atiyah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah H made us pledge that we will not wail. Agreed upon.

614. Ibn 'Uinar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

58 said, "A dead person is tormented in his grave by the

wailing for him." Agreed upon,

615. Al-Bukhari and Muslim transmitted a similar narration

on the authority of Al-Mughirah bin Shu bah.

616. Anas (RAA) narrated, *I attended the burial ofone of the
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daughters of the Prophet M- He was sitting by the side of the
grave and his eyes were shedding tears/ Related by Al-Bukhari.

617, Jibir bin Abdullah (BAA) narrated that the Messenger

ofAllahM said, "Do not bury your dead during the night un-
less you have to do so," Related by Ibn Majah, Muslim reported
a similar narration, but Jabir said in his narration, The Prophet

$1 disapproved that someone is buried at night, unless the funeral
prayer has been offered for him/

» ^ - * * * * *
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618, Abdullah Ibn Ja'far (RAA) narrated, 'When we received
the news of Ja'far's death; when he was killed (in the Battle of

Mu'tah), the Prophet M said, "Prepare some food for the fam-
ily of Ja'far, for what has befallen them is keeping them
preoccupied.** Related by the five Imams except for An-Nasa'i.

619, Sulaiman bin Buraidah narrated on the authority of his

father (RAA) that the Prophet H taught us that when we visit

graves we should say, "Peace be upon you, O believing men
and women, O dwellers of this place. Certainly, Allah wil-
ling, we will join you. We supplicate to Allah to grant us
and you well being." Related by Muslim.
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620. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated/Once the Messenger of Allah

M passed by some graves in Madinah. He turned his face toward
them saying, "Peace be upon you, O dwellers of these gra-
ves. May Allah forgive you and us. You have preceded us,
and we are following your trail/' Related by At-Tirmidhi, who
graded it as Hasan.

621. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah j|
said, "Do not speak badly of the dead, they have already se-

en the result of (the deeds) that they sent on before them."
Related by Al-Bukhan.

622. At-Tirmidhi related a similar narration on the authority
of Al-Mughirah bin ShuT>ah, and he added, "Thus you will be
offending the living (i.e. ifyou curse their dead)."
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Book IV: Zakah

Chapter I
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623. Ibn 'Abbas (BAA) narrated that when the Prophet M
sent Mu'adh ibn Jabal to Yemen (as governor), he said to him:
MYou are going to a people who are People of the Scripture,
Invite them to testify that none has the right to be worsh-
ipped but Allah and that I am His Messenger, If they obey
you in this, then teach them that Allah, the Glorious One,
has enjoined five prayers upon them in every day and
night (in twenty-four hours), and if they obey you in this,

then tell them that Allah has made it obligatory for them to
pay Zakah upon their assets and it is to be taken from the
wealthy among them and given to the poor among them.*'

Related by Al-BukharL
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624. Anas (RAA) narrated that Abfi Baler As-Siddfq (BAA)
wrote him this Letter, "This is the obligatory Zak&h, which the

Messenger of Allah ^ made obligatory for every Muslim, and

which Allah, the Almighty had commanded him to observe. 'For

each twenty-four camels, or less, their Zakah is to be paid as

sheep; for every five camels, their Zakah is one sheep. When the

amount of camels is between twenty -five to thirty- five, the due

Zakah is one she-camel 'bint makhdd' (a camel which is one year

old and just starting the second year) or a male camel *ibn labun'

(a young male camel which is two years old and already starting

the third year). However, when the amount of camels reaches thi-

rty-six, the due Zakah is a young she-camel 'bint labun' (a young
female camel, which is two years old and already starting the

third year). When they reach forty six to sixty camels, their due
Zakah is a she camel 'hiqqah' (which is three years old and star-

ting the fourth). When they reach sixty-one to seventy-flve, one
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'Jaz'ah' (a four year old camel already starting its fifth year).

When their number is between seventy-six to ninety camels, their

due Zakah is two young she camels 'bint labun'. When they are in

the range between ninety-one to one hundred and twenty camels,

the Zakah is two young she camels 'hj.qqah\ If they are over a

hundred and twenty camels, on every forty camels, one 'bint lab-

un' is due. And for every fifty camels (over one hundred and twe-

nty) a young she-camel 'iiiqqati is due. And anyone, who has got

only four camels, does not have to pay Zakah unless he (the owner
ofthe camels) wants to give sometiling voluntarily.

Regarding the Zakah of grazing sheep, if they are between forty

and one hundred and twenty, one sheep is due as Zakah. If they
are between 120 and 200, two sheep are due. If they are between

200 and 300, three sheep are due. If they exceed three hundred
sheepT then one sheep is due for every extra hundred grazing hea-

ds. If the grazing sheep are less than forty, (even if they are 39)

then no Zakah is due on them, unless he (the owner ofthe camels)

wants to give something voluntarily.

One should not combine (i.e. gather young animals together) or

separate them for fear of paying Zakah. 188 When there is a mixt-

ure of cattle shared between two partners, and Zakah is paid join-

tly between them, then they have to calculate it equally among
them (depending on the share of each). Neither an old or a defec-

tive animal nor a male goat (a ram used for breeding) may be

taken as Zakah, unless the Zakah collector wishes 159 to do so.

Concerning silver, the Zakah paid is a quarter of a tenth for each

200 Dirhams. If the amount of silver is less than two hundred

188- One way of doing this is when three people , each of them has forty she-

ep (i.e. one sheep is due on each). So, when the Zak&h collector comes,
they put them together, which comes to 120 sheep., and they the due
Zak&k is only one sheep. Or if two partners have 201 sheep t which mea-
ns that 3 sheep are due. then they divide them hetween them, for each

to give only one sheep.

189- The Zakah collector should not take this last type, (the breeding ram) as

this will harm the owner, but he may take any of these three if he has
no other choice, as the old and the defective animal is not to be taken as

Zakah anyway. The same Arabic word used in the Hadlth could be read
as 'ai-Mugsftddiq

1

, which is the owner or the one who pays Zakah. In

this case the meaning would be 'the male -goat' may not be taken unless

the owner permits it to be taken as Zakah, as it is from his best animals,
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Dirhams (even if it is 190) then no Zakah is to be paid for it,

unless the owner wishes to do so.

If the number of camels reaches the number on which a jaz 'ah {a

four year old camel already starting its fifth year) is due as Zakah,
but he only has a 'hiqqah* (a she camel which is three years old

and starting the fourth),it should be accepted from him along with

two sheep if they were available (to compensate for the difference)

or twenty Dirhams, If on the other hand he has to offer a 'kiqqah'

as Zakah, but he only has a jaz'ah, it is accepted from him, and

the Zakah collector will then pay him the difference, which is twe-

nty Dirhams or two female sheep.' Related by Al-Bukhari.
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625- Mu'adh bin Jabal (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger

of Allah !|f sent him to Yemen, he commanded him to take a 'tabl

"

(young bull) or 'tabVah' (young cow, which is one year old), as

Zakah for every 30 cows, And for every forty cows, a musinnah
(two year old cow) is due. Every non-Muslim who attained the age

of puberty should pay one Dinar or the equivalent from the Mu'a-

firi clothes (made in a town in Yemen called Ma'afir)™ Related

by the Five Imams and the wording is from Ahmad,

: Jli - [g&j - oj^r
'J*

*J
*J* & js** 0*3 —

626. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fath-

er, who reported on the authority of his grand father (RAA) that

the Messenger of Allah 38 said, "The Zakah of the Muslims
should be collected by their water trough." Related by Ah^

190- This is paid by the people of the Scripture {Christians and Jews) as

Jizyah or tax, as they are under the protection of a Muslim government.
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mad. AbC Dawud also has the narration, "Their Zakdh should

only be collected in their dwellings."191

,«
jP
kJl VI -C^ ^ ^4l» : (X—Jj

627. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "No Zakdh is to be paid on one's horse (that he

rides) or one's slave." Related by Al-Bukhari. Muslim also has

the narration, "There is no Zakdh to be paid on one's slave,

except for Zakai-uLFitr (which is paid at the end of Ramadan,
and a Muslim must pay it on behalf of all of those he is respon-

sible for).*

J.IS : Jti -^ Jill '^j -
yj 'J* J & ^— — WK

628. Bahz bin Hakam narrated on the authority of his father,

who reported on the authority of his grandfather (RAA) that the

Messenger of Allah M said, "For every forty camels, one 'bint

labun* (a young female camel which is two years old and already

starting the third year), is due as Zakdh, No camel is to be
separated from the rest of the camels (i.e. the jointly owned

live stock as mentioned above). Whoever gives it willingly, see-

king his reward from Allah, will be rewarded. (However) if

someone refrains from paying it, it will be taken from him

191- The point here is that the Zakah collector goes to the payer in his dwel-

ling to make it easier for him, or as some scholars said, that this is not

to make the people bring their animals a long way from their water

troughs or dwellings,
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(by force) along with part of his property (as punishment), for

it is a right of Allah. None of it is lawful for the family of

Muhammad -jS;." Related by Ahmad, An-Nasal, Abu Dawud and
Al-Hakim rendered it Sakik,

629. 'Ali (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah m said,

"When you possess two hundred Dirhams at the end of the

year (if you still have all of them), five Dirhams are levied on
them as Zakah. There is nothing upon you (to be paid) in

gold, until it reaches (the value of) twenty Dinars. When you
possess twenty Dinars, at the end of the year, then there is

half a Dinar levied on it (as Zakah). Any additional amount
will he calculated in the same manner. No Zakah is to be

paid on monetary holdings, until they have been owned for

one year. Related by Abu Dawud, who rendered it Hasan.

630. Ibn Ulnar (RAA) narrated, 'Whoever earns any money,

he is not liable to pay Zakah, until the period of a year has passed

(while still possessing the same amount of money).* Related by At-

Tirmidhi.

631. AH (RAA) narrated that, There is no Zakah to be paid

on working cattle/ Related by Abu Dawud and Ad-Daraqutni.
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632. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his father

who reported on the authority of his grand father, on the authority

of 'Abdullah bin 'Amro (BAA) that the Messenger ofAllahH said,

"One who becomes the guardian of an orphan, who owns
property> must trade on his behalf and not leave it (saved

and unused) until it is all eaten up by Zaktih (which is paid

yearly).** Related by At-Tirmidhl and Ad-Daraqutni with a weak,

chain of narrators.

633. Abdullah bin Abi Aufa (RAA) narrated, 'Whenever a per-

son came to the Messenger ofAllah $| with their Zakah, he would

say, "O Allah! Send your blessings upon them." Agreed upon.

A jL ^» - & S_Jui - ^Ji^ _ \ri

634. All (RAA) narrated that al-'Abbas (RAA) asked the Mes-

senger of Allah 3j| to allow him to pay his Zakah before its due
date, and he gave him permission to do so.' Related by At-Tirmidhi

and Al-Hakim.

635. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah 3^
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said, "There is no Zahah to be paid on less than five ounces

of silver, less than five camels or less titan five Awsuq192 of

dates." Related by Muslim.

636. AbO Sa id Al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah ^ said, "There is no Zakdh to be paid on any amo-
unt of dates or grain less than five Awsuq. * Agreed upon.

in J^> ^ - nj^ &\ '^Tj - *J -diUL> J jjc- '^j _ nrv

* jlfcJJI lij£ j> o^«*^j t^llJl cJiIm CLi» : JU ^X-j ^ £

t ^iill "^J jl?" bl» ; SjlS IfjUJ^ *£j <«^l*Jl g^o%\j

.«j-^aJ^ ^a*aJ £t*ia5\ jf ^jl ^^-^

637. Salim bin 'Abdullah narrated on the authority of his

father (RAA) that the Messenger of Allah said, "A tithe is due
as Zakdh, on every plant watered by heaven (rain water),

springs, or underground water (i.e. watered without effort).

While half a tithe is paid on what is watered by irrigation

(i.e. machines are used)." Related by Al-Bukhari. Abu Dawud ad-

ded in his narration, "When it is watered by underground
water (close to the surface and keeping the land wet), a tithe is

paid, but half a tithe is paid when the land is watered by
wheels or animals."

638. Abu Musa AI-Ash'arf and Mu'adh (RAA) narrated that

192- A wasaq is equivalent to sixty s&'as (a cubit measure of varying magni-
tude). Five Awsuq is equivalent to 50 Egyptian haylah (one Kaylak is a

dry measure for grain, 50 Kaylah is equivalent to 653 pi of wheat.
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the Messenger ofAllah SI said to them "Do not take any Zak&h
except on these four crops: barley, wheat, raisins and da-

tes." Related by At-Tabarani and Al-Hakim.

* . ', I"

639. Imam Ad-Daraqutnt related on the authority of Mu'adh
(RAA), 'As for cucumbers, watermelons, pomegranates, and sugar-

cane, the Messenger of Allah •£! has exempted them from Zak&h.'

It is transmitted with a weak chain of narrators,

JL? *dJl J_j^j Uy\ : Ji* - 4^, 41\ - alti- ^ _ M *

iyui ^Ji "jli < ^J&l £}» : j£j 4& i_Jui

640. Sah] bin Abi Hathmah (RAA) narrated, *We were com-
manded by the Messenger of Allah, *Whenever you assess the
amount of something, estimate the [Zakdk] and ignore one-
third. Ifyou do not, then leave! at least) one fourth*" Related
by the five Imams, except for Ibn Majah.

641. Attab bin Usaid (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah j|£ commanded us, "Grapevines are to be estimated exa-

ctly as palm trees* and its Zakah is taken in raisins,*'193 Rel-

ated by the five Imams.

103- The point in ignoring a third or a fourth of the produce is a reprieve for

property owners since thoy, their guests, and their neighbors need to eat
from it. Also, the produce is exposed to birds feeding, passers-by taking
some, and being blown away by the wind. An estimation of the u>tal
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642, 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fath-

er, who reported on the authority of his grand father (RAA) that a

woman came to the Messenger of Allah -|i accompanied by her
daughter, who wore two heavy gold bangles. He said to her, "Do
you pay Zakdh on them?" She said,

4

No,' He then said, "Are
you pleased that Allah may put two bangles of fire on your
wrist on the Day of Judgment?" She then threw them away.
Related by the three Imams with a strong chain of narrators.

^-L^y *0> - l^Ii- iLSi isj - j«L,s» j n tr

ill?) c^Sl W» : Jli ? j!rf t 4i5l J^ u; : lJ\J*
# ** * .* y ^

643, Umm Salamah (RAA) narrated that she was wearing

golden ornaments and asked the Messenger ofAllah 'Is it cons-

idered as a treasure?' He said, "Ifyou pay the due Zakdh , then
it is not considered as a treasure." Related by Abu Dawud and
Ad-DaraqutnL

t y .«j^J (^ij^ ^ 45^uJl tf^C jJL) 4_Ji-

644, Samurah bin Jundub (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah used to command us to pay Zakdh from (the goods)

we had prepared for sale. Related by Abu Dawud with a weak
chain of narrators.

amount of Zak&h on all the produce xvilhout excluding a third or a
fourth of it, would affect the interests of the owners.
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645. AM Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "One fifth is compulsory to be paid (as Zahah)

on buried treasure." Agreed upon.

J_^j j( - LlJI* Sift ^0 -
Ir*- jl jA^ c^j — 1 *
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l
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646. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fath-

er, who reported on the authority of his grand father (RAA) that

the Messenger of Allah ^ was asked about a treasure that was

found by a man in some ruined land, and he said to him, "If you
found it in an inhabited village, then you must advertise its

having been found. However, if be found it in an uninhabi-

ted village, then on it and the rest of the discovered trea-

sure one fifth is payable as Zahah. "Related by Ibn Majah with

a reliable chain of narrators.

647. Bilal bin Al-H&rith (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M took Zahah from the mines of Qab&liyah.J*

11M- Qubal is a location on the shores of the Red Sea, five days traveling from

Madtnah,
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Chapter II; Saduqatul Fitr (Zakdh paid at
the end ofRamadan)

t j>J(j j-SJl ^^ii- : ju-j* ^* LaC? j( jlf ^> jLaM li— Lf-

648. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah J§

enjoined the payment of one m '
1SB of dates or one sd' of barley as

Zakat-ul-fitr on every Muslim, slave or free, male or female, young
or old, and he ordered that it be paid before the people went out to

offer the Id prayer.* Agreed upon.

# X

649. Ibn 'Adi and Ad-Daraqutni also related on the authority
of Ibn Umar but with a weak chain of narrators, "Save them (i.e.

the poor) wondering around (in the markets and the streets asking
for food) on that day,"

^yj i^* h±^*'> ^» : Jls - lie. flih "^'j - j^jjiiJi junl. V^j — *\o ,

' - % '
.

J 13 .«JaW ^* jl» : S^ljj . aIIp jis i .<<< jj *j * 1*1 la V

650. Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri (RAA) narrated, "We used to offer

it iZak&t-ul-fitr) during the lifetime ofthe ProphetM as one s&' of

195- One SA ' = approximately 3 kilograms.
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food or one s&' of dates, or one ad' of barley or one sd' of raisins,"

Agreed upon.

In another narration, "or one sd' of dried cottage cheese* Abu
Sa'id then added, "As for myself, T would continue to give it as I

used to give during the time of the Prophet SS*"l9e

Abu Dawud also transmitted on the authority of Abu Said, "I

would never give but a sdV

1 j\5"CJJJ sJ^aIpj 4
' ^ ^-sdU 1

i**^""*'

^yi 45j1* S!)C*ll 1*1*1 "j^'j ( *J_^i* iK'j ^* s^Ull Jj Lalil j—li

651. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah M
enjoined Zak&t-ul-fitr on the one who fasts (i.e. fasted during the

month ofRamadan) to purify him from any indecent act or speech

and for the purpose of providing food for the needy. It is accepted

as Zakak for the person who pays it before the 'Id prayer and it is

Sadaqah (i.e. voluntary charity) for the person who pays it after

the 'Id prayer.* Related by Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah and Al-

Hakim graded it as §ahik.

.

Chapter III: Sadaqat at-Tatawu ' or
Voluntary Charity

19G- The rest of this narration goes, "continued to do so until Mu'awiyah

came to us to perform pilgrimage; hajj or 'umrak. He then addressed th«

people from the pulpit and said Jo them: "1 see that two mttdds of wheat
from Syria equals one $6' of dates, The peopte accepted that" AbO Said
then contended, "As for myself,.."Two mudda are equivalent to half a

gfi ', that is why Abu Said insisted on giving one full sd' as he used to do

during the lifetime of the Prophet -Ife
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652. Abu Hurairaii (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $g said, "Seven people will be shaded by Allah under
His shade on the day when there will be no shade except
His...." He mentioned the rest of the hadfth, which says* "and a
man who gives charity so secretly that his left hand does
not know what his right hand has given**' (i.e, nobody knows
how much he has given in charity). Agreed upon.

of Allah M say, "Everybody will be shaded by his Sadaqah
(on the Day of Judgment) until it has been judged between
the people." Related by Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim,

654, Abu Sa'id Al-Khudrf (RAA) narrated that the Prophet

M said* "Any Muslim who clothes another Muslim who is

naked, Allah will clothe him from the green garments of
Paradise. Any Muslim who feeds a Muslim who is hungry,
Allah will feed him from the fruit of Paradise, and any Mu-
slim who gives drink to a Muslim who is thirsty, Allah will

give him a drink from the Sealed Nectar."^ Related by Abu

Dawud with a weak chain of narrators.

197- This is the pure and clear white wine, which the believers will drink in

Paradise, but it will not make them intoxicated as the wine of this worl-
dly life. It is kept in scaled containers that will only be undone by their
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655. Hakim bin Hizam (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah -18 said,"The upper hand is better than the lower hand
(i.e. he who gives in charity is better than he who takes it).

One should begin by giving to his dependents. And the best
Sadaqah (charity) is that, which is given by a wealthy per-

son (from the money which is left over after his expenses).
And whoever abstains from asking others for some finan-
cial help, Allah will provide for him and save him from ask-
ing others; Allah will make him self-sufficient.w Agreed upon
and this version is of al-Bukhari.

liiiLaJl ^1 c Jjl JjLj C
J-* : Jli - 4ji lJJ\

If^J
~

<J^ l£j a i

SjlS jjIj c il^l **>t'}a .«Jji? "j*t 1x1} t JaLJi j>—*^r>> : J I—* ¥ J Ja*S

656. Abu Hurairah (~RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AMh H was asked, 'Which kind ofSadaqah is better? He replied,

"That which is given by one who does not have much pro-
perty. And begin by giving to your dependents." Related by
Ahmad, and Abu Dawud. Ibn Khuzaimah, Ibn £[ibban and AI-Ha-
kim graded it as Sahih,

: '*£<*j vp «Ui *dii Jy^'j Ji> : Jtf - -up aJLS\ ^sjj - Z. V$ \ oy

J* *j : jli ? jlii (£jl* c Jj : J*-j laJ»

t

J
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c t i^iS ^ji aljj, (t*, ^UjI Jli t j^-T cJJklp : Jli t «j_Lo&-
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657. Abu Hlirairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

IBh Ifl said, "Give Sadaqah.'" A man then said, 'Allah's Messen-

ger, I have a Dinar.' He then said to him, "Give it to yourself as

Sadaqah" The man again said, *I have another one/ The Messe-

nger of Allah ijH said, "Give it to your children as Sadaqah"
He said, 'I have another one,' He stud, "Give it to your wife as

Sadaqah.'9 The man again said, *I have another one/ The Messe-

nger of Allah M said, "Give it to your servant as Sadaqah."

He said,
£

I have another one.' The Messenger of Allah ^ said,

"You know better to whom you should give it." Related by

Abu Dawud and An-Nasa i. Ibn Hibban and Al-H&kim regarded it

as Qahih.

4^ iiii J^> 3^ : oii - ii5i
l?-^f
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658, 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah ^
said, "When a woman gives some of the foodstuff (which she

has in her house) in charity without being extravagant

(without being wasteful), she will receive the reward for what
she has spent, and her husband will receive the reward
because of his earning, and the keeper (if any) will be simil-

arly rewarded. The reward of one will not decrease the
reward of the others." Agreed upon.

- f t y
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659. Abu Sa id (RAA) narrated/Zainab the wife of Ibn Mas '(id

came along and said to the Prophet $8,
M0 Messenger of Allah!
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You have commanded us today to give §qdaqah (charity). I have

some jewelry of mine and I wanted to give it as Sadaqah, but Ibn

Mas'ud claims that he and his children are the most entitled to

my Sadaqah. (deserve it more than anyone else,)' The Messenger

of Allah fM sakl/'Ibn Mas'ud is right. Your husband and your

children are more deserving," Related by Al-Bukhari.

£ -JSi ' V& \* $> 'J* iU» JI3-H V» : jX^

660. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "A man who persists in begging people to give him
charity, will come on the Day of Judgment and there will

not be a piece of flesh on his face.'* 1^ Agreed upon.

_j\ t I < \ji^j ^J^l —N j(— — ^
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661. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah -It said, "He who asks others to give to him in order to

increase his own wealth, is akin to one who asks for live

coals. He who wishes to have more, let him have it and he

who wishes to have less, let him have it." Related by Muslim,

'^j^ 4^ ^ ^ J* ~ ^ \sfj
~ s> j—*j— ^ ^ T
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662. Az-Zubair bin AI-'Awwam (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

198- This hadfth means bo show thy ugliness oT begging where there is no real

necessity, which makes the person loose his pride so that he comes on

the Day of Judgment without any flesh on his face, The Qur'an praised

those whom one thinks they lire rich because of their modesty, as they

do not beg people in spite of their need. (2:274-275)
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senger of Allah said, "It is better for any of you to take a
rope and cut some wood (from the forest) and carry it over
his back and sell it, to preserve his dignity (as he is earning
his own living), rather than ask a person for something and
that person may give him or not." Related by Al-BukharL

jf i tfiLL jL> jL; M < 4& ^ aJt-Ji» : 1L3 4&
J to * * '

, »f

663, Samurah bin Jundub (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah M said, "Begging is like a scratch with which a
man scratches his face; unless one is asking the ruler or in
the case of dire necessity

»

w Related by at-Tirmidhi, who regar-

ded it as SaMh.

Chapter IV: Division of Zakdh (Zakdh recipients)

Jfc* 411 j j ju : Jis - iii iin - ^jj^J\ jl-^
g
j( _ nnt
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664. Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H said, "Zoh&h is not allowed for the well-off person
except for one of the following five: an administrator of
Zakdh, a man who buys Zak&h holdings with his money, a
person who is in debt, a tighter in the cause of Allah, or a
rich person who is given a present by a needy (mwkin)
person which the latter had been given as Zak&h." Related

by Ahmad, Abu Dawud, Ibn Majah, and Al-Hakim regarded it as
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665. Ubaidullah bin Adi bin Al-Khiyar (RAA) narrated that

two men told him that they had gone to the Messenger of Allah ^
asking him to give them something from the Zakak money (as he

was distributing it at that time). The Messenger of Allah $6 then

looked them up and down and found them to be sturdy and strong.

He then said to them, "Ifyou desire, I shall give it to you, but
this Zak&h is not for one who is rich, neither for the one
who is strong and able to earn," Related by Ahmad, Abu Daw-
ud and An-Nasa'i. .

*W Jj^j JlS : J13 - ilp &\ [^pj - *J^J1 Jjlki Jl Ca-i
*J*j — 111
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666. Qabisah bin Mukhariq Al-Hilalt (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger ofAllah M said, ''Asking for (the money oO Zakak, is

justified only for the following three: first, a man who is in

debt: it is then permissible for him to receive [Zakdk] until

his difficulty is resolved; second, a man who was struck by
calamity, which destroyed his holdings, which also makes
it permissible for him to receive [Zak&h] until he is in a

position to earn his own living; and third, a man who has
been reduced to poverty and three persons of caliber from
among his people testify to his desperate circumstances.
Such will receive until he finds a means of support for him-
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self. Other than these cases, O Qabisah, it is considered as
taking suht (unlawful or har&m earnings), and the person rec-

eiving it {this Zak&h) will be consuming forbidden (unlawful)

holdings." Related by Muslim, Abu DawOd, Ibn Khuzaimah and
Ibn Hibban,

667. Abdul Muttalib bin Rabi'ah bin Al-Haritb narrated that

the Messenger of Allah ^ said
s
"Indeedt Zak&h ought not to be

them from the impurities of people," 10* In another narration,

"It is not lawful for Muhammad or the family of Muham-

mad fM" Related by Muslim.

668. Jubair bin Mut'am (RAA) narrated, "Uthman Ibn AfEan

and I went to the Messenger of Allah and said to him, *0 Mes-
senger of Allah! You have given the family of Banu Al-Muttalib

from the fifth of the war booty of Khaibar and left us out, while we
and they are of the same status.* The Messenger of Allah replied,

"Banu Al-Muttalib and Banu Hashim are one," Related by al-

ios- The Qur'firt described Zak&h in Surah at-Taubah (9:103) by saying:

"Take Zakdh from their wealth in order to purify them." Zak&h is

regarded as the act, which purifies the money of the people, as they give

out the part, which if they had kept it, would be hjir&m for them to keep
since All&h ordered them to give it.

given to the family of Muhammad it will be like giving

Bukh&ri,
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669, Abu Rafi' (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

, appointed a man from Bani Makhzum to collect the Zak&h.
The man said to Abu Raft", 'Accompany me so that you may get a

share of it.' Abu Rafi' replied,
l

No! Not until I go to the Prophet $8

and ask him/ He went to the Messenger of Allah and asked

him, and the Prophet SI replied* "The client (slave) of a cert-

ain tribe are like(the members of the tribe) themselves and

Zak&h is not lawful for us."2™ Related by Ahmad , the three

Imams, Ibn Khuzaimah and Ibn Hibban.

J wj of - lljli- *U1 ^Jjj - *J\ j> ^li ^* ill! JL* ^ jJC- ^Pj — IV

.

670, Salim bin 'Abdullah bin Umar narrated on the authority

of his father (RAA) that the Messenger of Allah <H used to give

'Umar bin Al-Khattab something {some money), but he would say
to him, 'Would you give it lo a person, who is more needy than

me?' The Messenger of Allah jfe would then say to him, Take it.

If you are given something from this property, without
your having asked for it or being eager to receive it, and if

you are not given, do not go and ask for it." Related by
Muslim,

200- Abu Rafi' was a slave of Al-'Abbfls the uncle of the Prophet and he
freed him at the time of the Caliphate of 'Alt (RAA),
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BookV: Tasting

Chapter J
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671, Abu Hurairah (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah H said, "None of you should fast a day or two before the

{beginning of the) month of Ramadan, unless it is a day on

which one is in the habit of fasting (i.e. voluntary fasting that

coincides with that clay)." Agreed upon,

l$JJI £J }0> ^» : Jli - ili ilil
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672, Ammar bin Yasir (RAA) narrated, ^Whoever fasts the

day of doubt2*11 he has then disobeyed Abu al-Qasim (the Prophet

SI),
1 Related by the five Imams, and Ibn Khuzaimah and Ibn Hit>

b&n graded it as §akih.

&i J- f J ^ : Jtt - H# & - ji? c>J -^

201- It is the day that precedes Ratnadan and people are not. sure if it is the

last day ofSha'b&n or the beginning ofRama&An.
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673, Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'I heard the Messenger of

AllahH say, "Start fasting after you have seen it (i.e. the new
crescent) and end the fast (at the end of the month) when you
see it. If it is overcast and cannot he seen, then estimate its

sighting (i.e, presume that Sha 'ban lasted for thirty days)." Agre-
ed upon.

Muslim narrated, "If it is too overcast to be seen then pres-

ume that it (Sha'bdn) lasted for thirty days,**

In another narration by al-Bukharf, "wait until thirty days of it

(Sha 'ban.) have passed."
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674. Al-Bukhan reported on the authority of Abu Hurairah,
"Complete the days ofSha'bdn as thirty days."

675, Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, The people were trying to

sight the new moon (ofRamadan) and when I reported to the Mes-

senger of Allah H that I had seen it, he fasted and commanded
people to fast.

1

Related by Abu Dawud, and Al-Hakim and Ibn

Hibban graded it as Safctfi.

.
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676. Ibn Abb^s (RAA) narrated, *A Bedouin came to the Pro-
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phet 5$ and said, *I have sighted the crescent (of Ramadan). He
then said to him, "Do you testify that there is none worthy of

worship but Allah?" The Bedouin said, Tes.' He asked him
again, 'Da you testify that Muhammad is the Messenger of

Allah?" The man replied, Tes/ The Messenger of Allah M there-

upon said, "O Bilal! Announce to the people to (start) fasting

tomorrow." Related by the five Imfims. Ibn Khuzaimah and Ibn

Hibban graded it as §ahih. An-Nas&f said that it is most probably

Mursal (a Hadith in which the link between the Successor (TabiV

and the Prophet^ is missing.

677. The mother of the believers, Hafsah (RAA) narrated that

the Messenger of Allah U said, "Whoever does not form his

intention to fast before Fajry his fasting will not be accep-

ted*" Related by the five Imams, but At-Tirmidhi and An-Nasa'i

consider it to be related by Hafsah and not connected to the Pro-

phet m<
Tmam Ad-Daraqutni transmitted, "No fasting is accepted for

one who does not form the intention (to fast) the night

before." 2*2

678, A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'One day the Messenger of Al-

202- Some scholars are of the opinion that one can form his intention once at

the bejfinning of the month to fast For the whole month, instead of mak-

ing this intention every night
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lah *H entered my house and said, wIs there anything here (to

eat)?'* I said, *No/ He said, "I shall then be fasting (today),"
Then he came to us another day and we said to him, 'Someone has

offered us some hais203 as a gift,' He then said, "Show it to me, I

had been fasting since this morning/' and he ate from it (as it

was a voluntary fast and not during the obligatory fasting ofRam-
adan). Related by Muslim,

- 4* .<<>aJi IjlS-i C ^\ Jlj£ V» : Jli *Lj

679. Sahl bin Sa'd (EAA) narraled that the Messenger of Al-

lah $g said, "People will always be fine (on the right path, or

following the Sunnah) as long as they hasten to break their

fast (in Ratnad&n).1™* Agreed upon.

J^3 if ~ &
l?fj
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680, Abu Hurairah (EAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

said, "Allah, the Most Exalted said: 'Those among My
servants, who hasten to break their fast, are the most belo-

ved (or dearest) to Me." Related by at-Tirmidhi

*r J ' * i, - 1 , -
,
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681. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "Eat the suhur (pre-dawn meal), for there are blessings
in this meal." Agreed upon,

203- A kind of food made ofdates, fat and dried cheese.

204- Abu Dawud added the following in a similar narration,',... because the
Jews and the Christians delay doing so* (i.e. breaking their fast)/
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682. Sulaiman bin 'Amir Ad-Dabbi (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah ;g said, "When one of you is breaking his

fast, he should eat some dates. If dates are not available,
then break it with some water, for water is purifying."
Belated by the five Imams. Ibn Khuzaimah, Ibn Hibban and al-

Hakim graded it as Sahih.

? ill (J J^y^ ; j*Jlii ^ 4 JC*jIl <y> 4£

683. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

forbade us from practicing wisdl in fasting (i.e. fasting continu-

ously without breaking one's fast in the evening or eating before

the following dawn). So a man said to him, 'But you practice wi§al

O Messenger ofAllah!
1 The Prophet Allah $k replied, "Which one

ofyou is like me? I am given food and drink during my sle-

ep by Allah." So when people refused to stop uti§al, the Prophet

M fasted day and night continuously along with them for a day
and then another day and then they saw the crescent (of the new

month of Shawutal). The Prophet. M said to them, "If the cresc-

ent had not appeared, I would have made you fast for a
longer period," That was a punishment for them because they
refused to stop (practicing Wisdl). Agreed upon,

684. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $| said, *Whoever does not give up forged speech and
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evil actions and does not abandon foolishness, Allah is not
in need of his leaving food and drink (i.e. Allah will not ac-

cept his fasting)." Related by Al-Bukhari and Aba Dawud, and
the wording is from the latter,

iji- ij&a
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685. 'A'ishah (EAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
would kiss and embrace (his wives) while fasting, for he had the
most control of all of you over his desires

1

Agreed upon and the
wording is from Muslim, who added in a narration,

f
In Ramadan/

686. Ibn Abbas (EAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

had himself cupped while he was in a state of Ihrdm, and had
himself cupped while he was fasting.*' Related by Al-Bukhari,

^>~*k^ .«^j*pwJIj jUrU^ft ^kib> : Ju* t OdV, ^ ^ *j
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687. Shaddad bin Aus (EAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $8 came across a man in Al-Baqi' (in Madman) who was
having himself cupped in Ramadan, and said to him, "The one
who cups and the one who is being cupped have both bro-
ken their fast." Related by the five Imams except for At-Tirmi-
dhi. Ahmad, Ibn Khuzaimah and Ibn Hibban regarded it as au-

thentic.s»s

205- The majority of scholars are of the opinion that cupping is allowed while
fasting, as proved by the hadith of Ibn 'Abbas that is narrated at a per-

iod of time later than that of Shaddad, as Ibn 'Abbas accompanied the

Prophet M on his farewell pilgrimage. So, it was probably prohibited at
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688. Anas (RAA) narrated, 'The first time cupping was dis-

liked for the one who is fasting was when Ja'far bin Abi Talib had

himself cupped while fasting and the Messenger of AllahM came

across him and said, "Those two have broken their fast (mea-

ning Ja'far and the man who was cupping him).** But later on the

Prophet HI allowed cupping for the one who is fasting. Anas used

to have himself cupped while he was fasting. Related by Ad-Dara-

utni, who regarded it as a strong hadtth.
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689. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah ^ ap

plied kohl to his eyes while he was fasting.' Related by Ibn Majah

with a weak chain of narrators, According to At-Tirmidhi, nothing

authentic has been related from the Prophet M concerning this

issue, i.e. applying kohl, eye drops etc.to the eye while fasting,

«fr $Xl jb> -dJ! J^j JU : - & &
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690. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah ?t said, 'Whoever forgets that he is fasting, and eats or

drinks is to complete his fast, as it was Allah who fed him

and gave him something to drink/' Agreed upon.

the beginning during fasting, but later it was allowed, and it is only

disliked if the person becomes weak due to cupping while fasting.
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691, Al-Hakim transmitted on the authority ofAbii Hurairah,
"Whoever breaks his fast during Ramadan due to forgetfill-
ness is not to make up for the day later or perforin any
expiation." It is a sound hadith.

692. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $t said, "Whoever is overcome and vomits is not to
make up for the day, but whoever vomits intentionally
must make up the day,*1 Related by the five Imams,

693. Jabir (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah 'M left for

Makkah during the year ofthe conquest (of Makkah) in Ramadan
and he and the people with him fasted until he reached the valley
ofKara 'Al*Ghamtm . He then called for a cup of water, which he
elevated so that the people could see it, and then he drank. After-
wards, he was told that some people had continued to fast, and he
then said t "Those are the disobedient ones! Those are the
disobedient ones!"

U-i o/J£l UJJj i fLjaJl Jj 01» :
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694. In another narration,*Ho was told that people are finding
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it difficult to fast (during the journey) and they are waiting to see

what the Prophet 2^ will do. So lie called for a cup of water after

the 'Aar (afternoon) prayer and drank it.' Related by Muslim.

L^-l j^j < j^~>^* ^ t>** 1 *^ <> : 4^* ^ ls*
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695, Hamzah bin 'Amro Al-Aslami (EAA) narrated, 'I said to

the Messenger ofAllah Mi
£0 Messenger of Allah! I find within me

the strength to fast while traveling. Would there be any blame

upon me if I were to do so?* The Messenger of Allah said to him,

"It is a concession from Allah. Whoever takes it has done
well. Whoever likes to fast, there is no blame upon him."
Related by Muslim.

j^S piu e Jvi - c& Jcs ft - $ _ n vi
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696. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, *An elderly man is permitted

to break his fast, but he must feed a poor person daily, and he

does not have to make up for IV Related by Ad-Daraqutni and Al-

Hakim, who rendered it to be Saklk..

u J> 'fL.'s ^ ^ t Ir^ p c V : Jli c<V llC~>
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697. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that a man came to the

Messenger of Allah -H and said, "J am ruined O Messenger ofAl-

lah!" The Messenger of Allah $| asked him, 4*What has ruined
you?" The man replied,! had intercourse with my wife during the

day in Ramaddniwhile fasting)." The Prophet «U said to him, "Are

you able to free a slave?" The man said, 'No.' The Prophet $S
said, "Can you fast for two consecutive months?" He said,

'No.' The Prophet then asked him, "Can you provide food for
sixty poor people?" He said, *No,

T Then the man sat down. A
basket of dates was brought to the Prophet ^ and he said to the

man, "Give this as Sadaqah (voluntary charity) The man said,

'To someone who is poorer than us? There is no one in this city (Al-

Madinah)who is in need of these dates more than us!* The Prophet

?k laughed until his molar teeth could be seen and said to the

man, "Go and feed your family with these dates." Related by
the seven Imams and the wording is from Muslim.
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698, A'ishah and Umm Salamah (RAA) narrated, The Mes-

senger of Allah 8| would rise in the morning (when it is already

Fajr time) while he was Junuh (in a state of major ritual impurity
due to intercourse) on a day in Ramad&n. He would then perform
Ghusl and fast,' Agreed upon. In the narration of Muslim on the

authority of Umm Salamah, 'And he would not make up for it

(that day)/

. aas- .jaia <^ f»Utfr *uLpj : ji£
* - ^
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699. A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAMh M
said, "Whoever dies while he still has some fasts to make up
(of the days of Ramadan), then his heir (any of them) should

fast on his behalf." Agreed upon.

Chapter II; Voluntary Fasting and Forbidden
Days to Fast

700. Abu Qatadah Al-Ansari (RAA) narrated* 'The Messenger

of Allah was asked about fasting on the day of 'Arafak (the 9Lh

of the month otDhul Hijjah). He replied, "Fasting on the day of

Arafah is an expiation for the preceding year and the fol-

lowing year." He was also asked about fasting on the day of 'As-

kitra' (the 10Lh of the month of Muharram). He replied, "Fasting

on the day of 'Ashtird' is an expiation for the preceding

year.* The Messenger of Allah was also asked about fasting on

Monday, and he replied, "This is the day on which I was born
and the day on which I was sent (with the Message of Islam)

and the day on which I received revelation.** Related by

Muslim.
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701 . Abu Aiyub Al-Aagart (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah 'M said t "Whoever fasts during the month of Rama*
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d&n and then follows it with six days of Shawwdl will be
(rewarded) as if he had fasted the entire year." Related by

Muslim,

-dit JjLj Jli : Jli - JU; ill - l^jjJOi ^jf _ v . t
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702. Abu Sa id Al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah j!§ said, "No servant (of Allah) fasts on a day (merely)

for the sake of Allah except that Allah pushes the Hellfire

seventy years further away from his face, due to fasting on
this day." Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim.

Jl* «Ui J : Lit; - J>& *M [pi*j - cr-*J v " r

703. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of AllahM us-

ed to fast until one would say, he never breaks his fast (i.e. he ne-

ver stops fasting), and he would abandon fasting (at other times)

until one would say that he never fasts. And I never saw the Mes-

senger of Allah sl§ fast for a complete month except for the month
ofRamadan, and I never saw him fast in a month more than he
did in the month of Sha 'ban." Agreed upon and the wording is

from Muslim.
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704. Abu Dharr (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

•jfji commanded us to fast for three days of every month; that is on

the days of the full moon; the 13lt\ 14ll
S and 15lh (of the lunar
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month).' Related by An-Nasa'i and At-Tirmidhi and rendered au-

thentic by Ibn Jiibban.
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705. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lahM said, "A woman is not to fast (even) for one day while

her husband is present except with his permission." Agreed
upon and the wording is from Al-Bukhari'. Abu Dawud's version

states, "unless it is during Ramadan (then she does not need

his permission as it is obligatory fasting)."
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706, Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri (RAA) narrated. The Messenger of

Allah has prohibited fasting on two days; the day of Fitr (brea-

king the fast of Ratna^dn) and on the day of sacrifice (fdul Ad-
hd),' Agreed upon.

707, Nubaishah Al-Hudhall (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger ofAllah H said, "The days of Tashriq (the three days follo-

wing 'tdul A£-£d> i-e H Ll\ 12th and 13th of Dhid Hijjah) are days

of eating, drinking and remembering (dhikr) of Allah, the Most
Great and Glorious-** Related by Muslim,

$ J> U^'jl fJ» : ^ - «W L?^J " — V • A

708. A'ishah and Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated , 'Nobody was
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allowed to fast on the days of TashrSq except for those, who could

not afford the Hadi (sacrifice).* Related by Al-BukharL
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709. Abu Hurairah fRAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "Do not single out Friday night (i.e. the night
preceding Friday) among all the other nights for perform-
ing the night prayer. AJso, do not single out Friday among
other days for fasting, unless it coincides with the days one
regularly fasts." Related by Muslim.

710. Abu Hurairah, narrated that the Messenger of Allah H
said, "None of you should fast on Friday, unless he fasts
together with the day before or the day after." Agreed upon.

: JU jX»j> aJa *dJl J^e till J^ oi - J£ ^* - l^Jj _vn

711. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "When it is the middle of Sha'ban do not fast

(until it is Raniad&ii)" Related by the five Imams, but Imam
Ahmad declared it to be a weak narration.

712. As-Sarama' bint Busr (RAA) narrated that the Messen-
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ger of All&h <M said, "Do not fast on Saturday unless it is an
obligatory fast. {Do not fast) even if you do not find anything
(to eat) except for some grape peelings or the branch of a
tree, in that case he should chew on it." Related by the five

Imams and its narrators are reliable. Imam Malik disapproved

this narration, and Abu Dawud said that this narration is abro-

gated, 205

713. Umm Salamah {RAA) narrated. The Messenger of Allah

'M- used to fast more often on Saturdays and Sundays than on the

other days. He would say, "They are the Ids of the polythe-

ists, and I love to act contrary to what they do.** Related by

An-Nas&l and was rendered authentic by Ibn Khuzaimah, and the

wording is his.
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714. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H forbade fasting on the clay of 'AmfoJi for the one who is

actually at 'Arafah (i.e. performing Hajj). Related by the five Im-

?.[)(,. Imam As-San ana in'Subul As-Salam,' says that probably Abu Dawud
says that it is abrogated, because he is referring to the lot Iowing nana-

lion of Umm Salamah, who narrated that the Messenger of Allah ^
used to often fast on Saturdays and Sundays. Im&m At-Tirmidhi said

that what is disli-ked here is for a person to exclusively choose Saturday

as a day of fasting, as it is the day that the Jews honor. Anyway; most
scholars said that it is disliked to last on Saturday by itself due to the

above mentioned Ahadith, except for Imam Malik, who said that it is

permissible to fast on Saturday by itself, but the hadith of As-Samma' is

evidence against his opinion.
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ams except for At-TirmidhL Ibn Khuzaimah and al-Hakim graded
it as Sahih.

715. Abdullah Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah said, "May he, who perpetually fasts (without a

break) never fast."207 Agreed upon.

t <l'Jai\ Vj fC* V» : Jail. rj'l *y «il«*Jj — V N 1

716. Muslim narrated on the authority ofAbu Qatadah "May
he not fast or break his fast."

Chapter III : I'Hk&f** and Nightprayer
(Takajjud) in Ramadan

jX»j -Op *Ul <Ul JjLj df - & ill - ?J~Jk ^| _ V \ V

717. Abu Hurairah narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "Whoever prays during the night in Ramadan out of

207- The Prophet is probably rebuking the one who fasts continuously by

making this du'&' (supplication) against him t meaning to stop him from
doing so. Or it could probably mean that this person will not be rewar-

ded for this fast, as he is acting contrary to the Sunnctk of the Prophet^
who prohibited fasting on Id days and the other days mentioned above.

2d$- I'tik&fiti this context means remaining in a mosque {preferably a cong-

regational mosque) for a certain period of time with the intention of

remaining in seclusion from worldly matters, and keeping oneself busy
with acts of worship such as praying, fasting, reciting Qurf

an, dhihr etc.

In other words one devotes himself purely to the worship of Allah for

that period of time, with the intention of getting closer to Allah, the Al-

mighty. It could be performed in Ramadan (which is recommended dur-

ing the last ten days of the month) or at other times.
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sincere faith and seeking its reward from Allah, will have
all of his previous sins forgiven." Agreed upon.
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71 8. 'A'ishah (BAA) narrated, 'With the start of the last ten

days of Ramadan., the Messenger of Allah $1 used to tighten his

waist belt (i.e. keep away from his wives) and used to stay up pra-

ying all night, and he would also wake his wivcsfto pray and recite

Quran etc. J." Agreed upon.

^j&ju dilS* jJlLj 4^- ^jJl : — *ift — V \ ^

719. 'A'ishah (BAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah Si us-

ed to perform I'tikdfduring the last ten days ofRamadan until he
died. Then his wives used to perforin I'tikdf after his death,' Agre-

ed upon,
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720. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, "Whenever the Messenger of

Allah ^£ intended to make I'tikaf, he would pray the morning pra-

yer and then he would enter the place of his I'tikaf (i.e. the place,

which he had prepared for his J'tik&f inside the mosque}." Agreed

upon,

4k & ju* -111 J^0^ :^ - l*£ & - _ VY \

721. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated,The Messenger of Allah $S used
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to put his head into (the window of my house) while he was in the

mosque {performing I'tikaf) and I would comb his hair. When he
was in I'tikaf he would not enter the house except for some need"
Agreed upon and the wording is from Al-BukharF,

i ^ of ,Ji££lJt J* *£jl» ; c—Hi 1*1— — YV V

722, 'A'ishah (BAA) narrated, It is Surtnak for the one perfo-

rming I'tikaf not to visit the sick, attend a funeral, or touch his

wife (with sexual desire), nor have sexual intercourse with her. He
should also not go out (of the mosque) except for an extreme neces-

sity, and no I'tikaf is accepted without fasting,209 or without being

in a congregational mosque (where Friday prayer is performed).1

Related by Abu Dawud with an acceptable chain of narrators, but

scholars say that the last part (starting: 'no I'tikaf is accepted...)

is most probably the saying of 'A'ishah (BAA), i.e. Haditk Mauquf

( Le. that which the companion does not connect to the Prophet <Jj§)

and it is not the saying of the ProphetM himself.

723. Ibn 'Abbas (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

is| said, "The one who is performing I 'tik&fdoes not have to

fast unless he obliges himself to do so.'* Eclated by ad-Daraq-

utni and al-Hakim, and most probably it is also the saying of Ibn

'Abbas, i.e. Mawqufand not of the sayings of the Prophet ;§§.

209- According to most scholars it is preferable for one to fast while perfor-

ming ['tih&fbut he is not obliged to do so.
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724, Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, 'Some of the companions of

the Prophet were shown in their dreams that the night of

Qadt210 was in the last seven nights ofRamadan. The Messenger

of Allah $8 said to them, "It seems that all of your dreams
agree that (the Night ofQadr) is in the last seven nights, and
whoever wants to seek that night should do so in the last

seven nights (ofRamadan), " Agreed upon.

iUi
iJl* ^iSl ^ t - Jl£ iiJi - jell. ^ *^>£i ^i-} — VYo

725. Mu'awiyah bin Ahi Sufian (RAA) narrated, 'The Mes-
senger of All&h said regarding the night ofal-Qadr, "It is the 27th

night211 (of Ramadan)" Related by AM Dawud. But it is most

probably the saying of Mu'awiyah and not the Prophet

210- The night ofQadr is the most virtuous night of the year, as Allah says in

the Qur'&nr "Verily! We have sent it in the night of al-Qadr. And what
will make you know what the night of al-Qadr is? The night of Al-Qadr

is better than a thousand months..." (Surah 97). Any action done on that

night for example, reciting the Qur'Sn, making dhikr of Allah, and so on,

is better than acting for one thousand months, which do not contain the

night of Qadr. H is to be expected in the last ten days of Ramadan.
211- Scholars hold different opinions as to when the night of al-Qadr occurs.

Some are of the opinion that it is the 2Pl
, some say the 23™L others say

the 25lh and yet others say that it is the 29th
. Some are of the opinion

that it varies from year to year, but most scholars believe that it is most
probably the 27lh of Ramadan due to the hadith related by Ahmad on

the atithority of Ibn 'Umar, that the Messenger of Allah 3^ said, "He
who likes to seek that night should do so on the 27th
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726, 'A'ishah (RAAl narrated,
£

I asked the Messenger of AllAh

*0 Messenger of Allah, if I know what night the night ofQadr
is, what should I say during it?' He said, "Say: O Allah, You are
the Pardoner and You love to pardon, so pardon me. 1

' Rela-

ted by the five Imams except for Abu Dawud. At-Tirmidhi and Al-

Hakim reported it as Sahih.

727, AbO Sa Id Al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah HI said, "One should not undertake journeys except
to three mosques: al-Maqjid al-Hardin (in MaJikah), the Aqs&

mosque, or this mosque (in Madinah)"'2Vi Agreed upon.

212- Scholars say that if one makes a vow to perform I'tik&f in one of these

three mosques in particular, then lie should fulfill his vow, due to this

hadith, which indicates that those mosques have special preference over

any other mosque. But if someone vows to perform I'tikaf in another

mosque, it is not obligatory on him to fulfill it and he may perform it in

any place.
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Book VI: Pilgrimage

728. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H said T "The performance of 'Umraft is an expiation
for all the sins committed (between this 'Ummk and the previ-

ous one), and the reward for Hajj ftfabr&r 213 (the one accepted

by Allah or the one which was performed without doing any
wrong) is nothing save Paradise." Agreed upon,

4 *Ui J^-j ^ ', c-ti
i : cJU - t^i *JLSl

[fjpj
- *^—*'
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729. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, *I once asked the Messenger of

Allah M> 'O Messenger of Allah! Is Jihad incumbent upon women?
He replied,"Yes. They have to take part in Jihad in which no
fighting takes place, which is: &cyj and Umrah. w Related by
Ahmad and Ibn Majah and the wording is his. It is reported with a
sound chain of narrators.

213- It is the Hajj accepted by Allah »r the one, which is performed pure of

any sins or evil actions.
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730, Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated, 'A Bedouin came to

the Prophet ^ and said,
lO Messenger of Allah! Tell me about

Umrah! Is it compulsory? He replied "No (it is not compuls-

ory), but it is better for you to perform it." Related by Ahmad
and at-Tirmidhi. Scholars are ofthe opinion that it is Mawquf.
Ibn 'Adi narrated with a weak chain of narrators on the authority

of Jabir (RAA) in a Hadith Marfii' (connected to the Prophet M\
"Hajj and 'Umrah are compulsory.*314

731. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllahM was

asked, "What is as-Sabtl? sis' The Messenger of Allah $S replied,

"Provision of food and means to make the journey/* Related

by Ad-Daraqutni and rendered authentic by Al-Hakim,

732. At-Tirmidhi reported the same hadith on the authority
of Ibn Umar but with a weak chain of narrators.

214- Most scholars hold the opinion that 'Umrah is Sunnah and not a comp-
ulsory duty.

215- The man is asking about what is meant by being able to perform Hajj a$

mentioned in the verse, "And Hajj is a duty that mankind owes to

Allah, those who can afford thv journey . " (3:97L
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733. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah $|
came across some riders at ar-Rauka (a place near Madinah). He
asked them, "Who are you?" They replied, 'Who are you?' He
replied, "I am the Messenger of Allah," A woman then lifted up
a boy, and asked the Prophet, 'Will this boy be rewarded for UfljjT

The Messenger of Allah ^| replied, "Yes, and you too will be

rewarded*" sig Related by Muslim.

^! ~
c/-
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734. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that 'Al-Fadi Ibn 'Abbas was

riding behind the Messenger of Allah when a woman from the
tribe of K'hath 'am came along, and al-Fadl started looking at her

and she also started looking: at him. The Messenger of Allah M
kept on turning al-FadFs face to the other side. She said, *G Mes-
senger of Allah f Allah has prescribed Half for His servants, and it

has become due on my father who is an old man, who cannot sit

stable on his mount. Shall I perform Hajj on his behalf?* The Pro-

phet M replied, "Yes, you may." This incident took place during

216- The boy will be rewarded for his obedience, while the mother will be
rewarded for carrying and instructing him to perform Hajj* This hadith
is evidence that performing Hajj by someone before attaining puberty is

correct and acceptable, but once he attains the age of puberty, he is to
perform hajj once again, as Hajj is compulsory on adults only.
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the Farewell Pilgrimage of the Prophet Agreed upon, and the

wording is from Al-Bukhari\

735. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated,
£A woman from the tribe of

JuhainQ.h came to he Prophet and said, 'My mother had vowed

to perform Hajj, but she died before fulfilling her vow. Should I

perform Hajj on her behalf?' The Prophet $1 said, "Yes perform
Hajj on her behalf. Had there been a debt on your mother,
would you have paid it or not? So, pay off her debt to Allah,

for He is most deserving of settlement of His debt," Related

by Al-Bukhari.

:
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736. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allfth

*M said,"Any minor (child) who performs Hajj must perform
it again after coming of age; any slave who performs Hajj
and is then freed, must perform his Hajj again." Reported by

Ibn Shaibah and Al-Baihaql. Tts narrators are authoritative but

scholars say that it is Mawquf.
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737. Ibn Abb9s (BAA) narrated, *l heard the Messenger of

Allah 38 saying, "A man must never be alone with a woman unless

there is a Mahram 217 with her. A woman also may not travel with

anyone except with a Mahram (relative)." A man stood up and as-

ked, 'O Messenger of Allah! My wife has gone for Hajj while I am
enlisted for such and such a battle, what should I do?* The Mes-

senger of Allah ^ replied, "Go and join your wife in Hajj," Agreed
upon, and the wording is from Muslim.

* ^Jr^ J* ^C? : f&J ^l J^* M VTA

738. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah
heard a man saying, 'O Allah! Here I am in response to Your call

{saying Labbayk on behalf...) on behalf of Shubrumah.' The Mes-

senger of Allah 3j§ asked him, "Have you performed your own
Hajfi" He replied, 'No,' whereupon the Prophet % told him, "You
must perform Hajj on your own behalf first, and then per-
form it on behalf of Shubrumah." Related by Abu Dawud and
Ibn Majah. Ibn ijibban graded it as §ahlh.

S J*" ^ :
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739. Ibn 'Abbas {RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M once addressed us and said, "O People! Hajj has been presc-

217- A man from among her relatives to whom she is not permitted to marry.
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ribed for you." Al-Aqra' bin Habis stood up and asked, 'O Pro-

phet of Allah! Are we to perform Hajj every year?" The Messenger

of Allah ^ said, "Had I said *yes', it would have become a

(yearly) obligation. Hajj is obligatory only once in one's lif-

etime. Whatever one does over and above this is superer-

ogatory (a voluntary act) for him.** Related by the five Imams
except for at-TirmidhL
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740, A similar narration was also related by Muslim on the

authority ofAbu Hurairah,

Chapter II : Mawaqtt; Fixed Times and
Places For Ihram
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741 . lbn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

H specified for the people ofMadmah, DhulHulaifah (a place 540

km to the north of Makkah) as miqatP* For those coming from

ash-Sham (including Syria, Jordan and Palestine), he specified al-

Juhfak (a place 187 km to the north-west ofMakkah and close to

Rabigh, where they now perform their Ihram). For those coming

from Najd7 he specified Qran al-Manazil, (a mountain, 94 km to

the east of Makkah, overlooking 'Arafak. For those coming from

Yemen, he specified Yalamlam (a mountain 54 km to the south of

Makkah. These places are for the people (coming from the above

218- A place from where they must declare their intention for Hajj and enter

the state of Ihram.
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specified countries) as well as for others, who pass by them on
their way to perform Hajj or "Umrah. Those living within those
boundaries can assume Ihram from where they set out (for the

journey), and even the residents of Makkah, their Miqat would be

the place where they are staying in Makkah.' Agreed upon.

IzJj jX-j -till JLL? ^\ 4fa : - k££ Ai\ - iisii _ v i V

742. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger ofAllahM spe-

cified for those coming from Iraq, D/idi 7r<y (a place 94 km to the

north-cast ofMakkah) as their Miq&L* Related by Abu Dawud and
An-Nasa'L

nfj ^ VI t - ili ifr '^'
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743. Muslim related a similar narration on the authority of

Jabir, but it is most probably Mawq&f.

.«Sj* cSj t>t» : ^ _ v i i

744. Al-Bukhari reported that it was 'Umar, who specified

Dhdt Irq as the miqat (of those coming from Iraq).219

745. Ibn 'Abbas narrated that the Messenger ofAllah^ spe-

cified al-'Aqiq (a part ofDhat Irq) for those coming from the east.'

Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud and An-Nasal,

2 19- After al-Basrah and al-Kufah were conquered.
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Chapter III ; Kinds of Ihrdm
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746. 'Alshah (RAA) narrated, 'We left Madinah with the Mes-

senger of Allah to perform the Farewell Hajj. Some ofus decal-

red }I±rdm to perform 'Umrah, while others declared their inten-

tions to perform both Hajj and 'Umrah. Yet others declared their

Thram to perform Hajj only. The Prophet ^ declared Ihrdm for

ifey/ only. Those who intended 'Umrah terminated theirIhrdm as
soon as they finished the rituals of 'Umrah. Those who intended
to perform Hajj only or to combine Hajj with 'Umrah , did not ter-

minate their Ihrdm until the Day of Slaughtering (i.e. the day of

sacrifice or Idul Ad-ha).* Agreed upon.

s

d—> LJij Ul4

Chapter IV: The Etiquettes ofIhrdm

747. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah £g
used to start saying the Talbiyah (after entering the state of

Ihram) from the mosque of Dkul Hulaifah (i.e. from the Miq&t of

Madinah).* Agreed upon.

JijLj d\ - <B j - *J j*- sJi—Lli j
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748. Khallad bin as-Sa'ib narrated on the authority of his

father, "The Messenger of Allah jj§ said, "Jibril {peace be upon
him) came to me and told me: 'Command your Companions
to raise their voices when saying Tetlbiyah*" Related by the

five Imams and rendered authentic by At-Tirmidhf and Ibn Hib-
ban.

* * ' ' '

749. Zaid bin Thabit (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger of

Allah ifS intended to make Ihram for he would wash, and
take off his ordinary clothes (and put on his white Ihram)* Rela-
ted by At-Tirmidhi who declared it to be HadUkm Hasan,

750. Ibn OTmar CRAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

was asked about what the person who is in a state of Ihr&m
[Muhrim) should wear. He answered, "A person in the state of
Ihram is not allowed to wear a sewn shirt, a turban, trous-

ers, a hooded robe, shoes or sewn slippers iKhufpw), unless

one is unable to find unsown slippers, then he may wear
his Khuffor shoes provided one cuts them below the ank-
les, and you must not wear clothing that has been dyed
with sweet smelling fragrance (such as saffron)." Agreed
upon, and the wording is from Muslim.

220- Leather Toot-wear which covers the ankles
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he put on his Ihram (garments). And again when he ended his

state oilhf&m, but before he had made Xow&faround the Ka'bak/
321 Agreed upon.

752. Uthman bin Allan (EAA) narrated that the Messenger

of All^h M said, "A Muhrim (one in the state ofIhram) must not
contract marriage, nor help others contract marriage, nor
get engaged to marry,* Related by Muslim.

753. Abu Qatadah Al-Ansan (EAA) narrated concerning his

hunting a zebra while he is not in a state ofUjr&m,222 iliat 'Allah's

221- Perfume may be used on the body as well as on the Hajj garments, but
only before making the intention to enter the state of Ihr&m.

im~ Abu Qatadah reported that Allah' s Messenger M went out to perform
Hajj and they accompanied him, The Prophet^ dispatched a group, inc-
luding Abu Qatadah, and told them to follow the seashore until they
meet him again. All ofthem except for Abu Qatadah were in the state of
Ihram, On the way, they saw a herd of zebras. Abu Qatadah caught a
female zebra and they all ate from its meat, but they wondered if it was
permissible for them to eat of it as they were in the state of Ihrdm
{because it is not permissible for the one in the state of Ihrdm to engage
in hunting or eating land game). Then they carried the rest of the moat
to the Prophet $§, and told him the whole story. The Prophet ^ asked
them, "Did any of you ask Abu Qatadah to attack the herd "
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Messenger $j$ said to Abfi Qatadah's companions -who were in a

state of Ihr&m, "Did any one of you ask Abu Qatadah to

attack the herd, or point it out to him?" They said, *No,* The

Prophet M then said, 'Then, you may eat what is left of the

quarry," Agreed upon.
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754. As-Sa^ bin Jath-thamah al-Laithi (RAA) narrated, He
presented to the Prophet ;S the meat of a zebra while he was in

the area known as al-Abwa* or Waddan. The Prophet M declined

it, and said to him, "We declined your present only because

we are in the state ofIhr&m." 223 Agreed upon.

t L>'^ : r>J'i ^ yi' ' i^'> 14^ vO^ 1 ,> Ir*^» : r^*J

755. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

said, "Five kinds of animals are vicious and harmful, and
they may be killed outside or inside the sacred area of

Baram (Sanctuary). These are: the scorpion, the kite, the

crow, the mouse, and the rabid dog." Agreed upon.

(as in the hadith). Scholars deduced from this story that it is permissible

for the Mukrim to oat Jand game as long bh he did not ask tor it to be

hunted, pointed it out to the person who hunted it or helped in the hunt.

223- The Prophet ^ declined the present because the man caught it especial-

ly for the Prophet^ while he was in the state onhrdm. What is allowed

for the mukrim is to eat what was given as a present from land game
that was not caught for the mukrim but for the one who is not in the

state of Ikj&m, who caught it for himself and then decided to give some
of it to the mukrim as a present*
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756. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah M
had himself cupped while he was in the state of Ihrdm.' Agreed
upon.

' ' * ' * t

757. Kalj bin 'Ujrah (RAA) narrated, i was carried to the

ProphetM and the lice were falling over my face. He said, "I did
not know that your disease is hurting you as much as what
I see. Can you sacrifice a sheep?" I said, 'No.

1 He then said,

"Fast for three days or feed six poor people, half a Sd'

each." 234 Agreed upon.
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75S. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'When Allah, the Most

High granted His Messenger victory on the conquest of Mak-

kah, the Prophet ^ addressed the people, so he glorified Allah

and praised Htm, and said, "Allah withheld the elephant from

224- In another narration: of dates,
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Makkah225 and empowered His Messenger and the believ-

ers over it. It has not been made lawful (i.e. fighting in it) for

anyone before me, but it has been lawful for me only for a

few hours on that day (of the conquest), and it will not be

made lawful to anyone after me (to enter it fighting). Its wild

game must not be frightened, its thorns are not to be cut.

No one is allowed to pick up lost articles (Luqatak) unless

he announces it (what he has found) publicly fin order to re-

turn it to the owner). If anyone has someone murdered inside

its boundaries, then he has the choice of the best of two
options (i.e. either to accept compensation, i,e* blood money or to

retaliate). Al-'Abbas then said, 'Except for the Idhkhar (a kind of

nice smelling grass, which is used by goldsmiths and burnt in

households.) 226

•" * ' ' r <•

759, 'Abdullah bin Zaid bin 'Ashn (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah ^ said t "Ibrahim declared Makkah as a

Haram (Sanctuary) and made supplication for its people,

and I declare Madmah to be a Haram just as Ibrahim dec-

lared Makkah as a Haram, and I made supplication for its

Mudd and Sa (refer to hadith no. 650), just as Ibrahim made
supplication for the people of Makkah." Agreed upon.

JfLe *Ul J>"j J\i : Jli - i!i ilJl \^>'j - i_Jli Ji ^Ji jij VI

225- Referring to the Abyssinian expedition against Makkah, meaning to des-

troy the Ka'bak
t
but Allah, protected His Sacred House, and they went

back defeated after Allah sent Hocks of birds on them {Surah 105).

226- In another narration the Prophet ^ said to Al- 'Abbas, "Except for the

idhkhar." Which means that it is excluded from the prohibition of cut-

ting wild plants for the reasons that Al-'Abbas mentioned,
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760. Alt bin Abi T&lib (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $J said, "Madman is a Haram (Sanctuary) and its Sac-

red Precincts extend from Air to Thawr (the names of two
mountains)." Related by Muslim.

Jj— £.—kJl I—Lp Lj\ \

Chapter V : Description ofHqjj Rituals and
Entering Makkah
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761. Jabir bin 'Abdullah CRAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah ^ performed Hajj (on the 10ljl year of Hijrah)t and we set

out with him (to perform Hajj). When we reached Dhul-Hulaifah t

Asma bint Umais gave birth to Muhammad Ibn AM Bakr. She

sent a message to the ProphetM (asking him what she should do).

He said, 'Take a bath, bandage your private parts and make

the intention for Ihr&m" The Prophet jjjg then prayed in the

mosque and then mounted al-Qaswd' (his she-camel) and it stood

erect with him on its back at al-Baida* (the place where he started

his Ihr&mh He then started pronouncing the Talbiyah, saying:

"Labbaika Allahumma labbaik labbaiha la sharika laha
labbaik, innal hamda wan-nVmata laha wal mulkf la sha-
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rika lak (O Allah! I hasten to You. You have no partner. I hasten
to You, All praise and grace is Yours and all Sovereignty too; You
have no partner). When we came with him to the House (of Allah),

he placed his hands on the Black Stone (Hajar alAswad) and kis-

sed it. He then started to make seven circuits (round the Ka 'bah),

doing ratnal (trotting) in three of them and walking (at his normal
pace ) four other circuits. Then going to the place of Ibrahim (Maq-
am Ibrahim), there he prayed two rah 'at. He then returned to the
Black Stone {Hajar a.l Aswad) placed his hands on it and kissed it.

Then he went out of the gate to Safa, and as he approached it, he
recited: "Verily as-Safa and Marwah are among the signs
appointed byAllahf

>
'(2;158) i adding,"I begin with what Allah

began." He first mounted as-Safa until he saw the House, and
facing the Qiblah he declared the Oneness of Allah and glorified

Him and said: La ilaJia illa-llah wahdahu la sharika tahu,
lahul mulk uia lahul hamd, iva huiva }ala kulli shaVin qa-
deer, la ilaha illa-llahu wahdahu anjaza wa 'dahu, wa nas-
ara 'abdahu, wa hazamal ahzaba wahdah* (There is no God
but AMh, He is One, and has no partner. His is the dominion, and
His is the praise and He has Power over all things. There is no
God but Allah atone, Who fulfilled His promise, helped His ser-
vant and defeated the confederates alone/') He said these words
three times making supplications in between. He then descended
and walked towards Manvah, and when his feet touched the bot-

tom ofthe valley, he ran; and when he began to ascend, he walked
(at his normal pace) until he reached Marwah. There he did as he
had done at Safa

When it was the day of'Turwiyah (8 L|1 of D/uil-Hifjah) they went to

Mind and put on the Ihra-m for Hajj and the Messenger of Allah

H rode his mount, and there he led the Dhuhr (noon), 'Asr (after-

noon), Maghrib (sunset), Isha and Fajr (dawn) prayers. He then
waited a little until the sun had risen, and commanded that a tent
be pitched at Namirak (close to Arafat). The Messenger of Allah

continued on until he came to 'Arafah and he found that the
tent had been pitched for him at Namirah, There he got down un-
til the sun had passed its meridian; he commanded that al-Qa^iod*
be brought and saddled for him, then he came to the bottom of the
valley, and addressed the people with the well-known sermon
Khutbat al-Wada (the Farewell Sermon), Then the Adhati was

pronounced and later on the lqamak and the Prophet led the
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Dhuhr (noon) prayer. Then another Iqamak was pronounced and

the Prophet M led the Asr (afternoon) prayer and he observed no

other prayer in between the two.

The Messenger of Allah then mounted his camel and came to

the place where he was to stay. He made his she-camel, al-Qasw&',

turn towards the rocky side, with the pedestrian path lying in

front of him. He faced the Qiblak, and stood there until the sun

setT and the yellow light diminished somewhat, and the disc of the

sun totally disappeared. He pulled the nose string of al-Qaswa' so

forcefully that its head touched the saddle (in order to keep her

under perfect control), and pointing with his right hand, advised

the people to be moderate (in speed) saying: "O people? Calmn-
ess! Calmness!" Whenever he passed over an elevated tract of

land, he slightly loosened the nose-string of his camel until she

climbed up. This is how he reached al-Muzdalifah. There he led

the Maghrib (sunset) and Isha prayers with one Adhan and two

Iqamas, and did not pray any optional prayers in between them.

The Messenger of Allah 'M then lay down until dawn and then

offered the Fajr (dawn) prayer with an Adhan and an Iqamoh
when the morning light was clear. He again mounted al-Qaswa',

and when he came to Al-Mash'ar Al-Haram (The Sanctuary Land-

mark, which is a small mountain at al-Muzdalifah) he faced the

Qiblak, and supplicated to Allah, Glorified Him, and pronounced

His Uniqueness and Oneness, and kept standing until the dayli-

ght was very clear. Then he set off quickly before the sun rose,

until lie came to the bottom of the valley of Muhassir where he

urged her {al-Qaswa') a little. He followed the middle road, which

comes out at the greatest Jamarah (one of the three stoning sites

called Jamrat-ul 'Aqabah), he came to Jamarah which is near the

tree. At this he threw seven small pebbles, saying, 'Allahu Akbar*

while throwing each of them in a manner in which small pebbles

are thrown (holding them with his fingers) and this he did while

at the bottom of the valley.

He then went to the place of sacrifice > and sacrificed sixty-three

(camels) with his own hand (he brought 100 camels with him and

he asked 'Ali to sacrifice the rest). The Messenger of Allah ^
again rode and came to the House (of Allah), where he performed

TawafAl-Ifadak and offered the Dhuhr prayer at Makkah...' Mus-

lim transmitted this hadith through a very long narration descri-

bing the full details of the Httjj of the Prophet M>
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762. Khuzaimah bin Tiiabit (RAA) narrated, 'When the Mes-

senger of Allah |g finished his Talbiyah whether in Hajj or Urn-
rah, he would ask Allah for His good pleasure and acceptance and
ask Him for Paradise, and would seek refuge in Him from Hell,'

Related by Ash^Shafn with a weak chain of narrators.

4fe ft aii jti : je - & ft^ -^^ - vnr

763. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah $6
said, "I have offered my sacrifice here (at Mind) and all of
Mind is a place for slaughtering, so sacrifice where you are

staying (at Mind,}. And I have stopped here 427 (at 'Arafat) and

all of Arafat is a stopping place (for the Day of 'Arafak on the
9lJl of Dfwl-Hijjah). And I have stood here, and all of Jam'
(meaning al-Muzdalifak) is a place for standing," Related by
Muslim.

764. 'Alshah (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger of Allah

S came to Makkah, he entered from itB higher side (a place now
called al-Mu alia gate) and went out from its lower side (now cal-

led Kuda).' Agreed upon.

227- Tha pilgrim is not literary asked to stand at 'Arafak on that day,butjust
to be physically and mentally present there, whether he is asleep, awa-
ke, riding, lying down etc.
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765. Whenever Ibn Umar (RAA) came to Makkah he would
spend the night at Dki Tuwa valley {near Makkah), and in the

morning he would bathe, Ibn Umar used to say that this is what

the Messenger of Allah $t, used to do.' Agreed upon.

766. Ibn 'Abb^s (RAA) narrated that he used to kiss the Black
Stone and prostrate himself on it. Related by Al-Hakim and Al-

Baihaqi.228

767. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

commanded them to trot for three circuits and walk (with a

normal pace) for four circuits, between the two corners (The Black
Stone and the Yemeni corner). Agreed upon.

768. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that whenever he made Ta-
utground the Ka'bak, he would trot during the first three circuits

228- This hadith is reported to be weak, as it is reported with a weak chain of

narrators. It has only been confirmed that the Messenger of Allah M
placed his hands on the Black Stone and kissed it, not that he prost-

rated on it. The hadith 0f 'Umar (no. 770] proves this.
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and walk the remaining four.

In another version, 1 saw the Messenger of Allah M, when he

made TawafL whether on Hajj or 'Umrah, that he would trot for

the first three circuits (of Tawaf) and walk for the remaining four.'

Agreed upon,

pL} d& & *w Jy^j ") : J15 - il^ iiJi - k—s>\ _ vn n

769. Ibn Umar (RAA.) narrated,
l

I never saw the Prophet

touch (place his hands on) any other part of the Ka 'bah except the

two corners: The Black Stone and the Yemeni corner.
1

Related by

Muslim.

Jir Sfj t > V £i ilS j&i JU : Jlij^ j5 3f >i - vv-

770. 'Umar (RAA) narrated that he kissed the Black Stone

and said, 1 know that you are a stone and can neither benefit any-

one nor harm anyone. Had I not seen Allah's Messenger $1 kissing

you, I would not have kissed you.' Agreed upon.

LjJ^ jjL} 4* & A Jji/, cJf> : Jli jikh *j-J^j — YY 1
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771. Abu Afc-Xufail (RAA) naiTated, 'I saw Allah's Messenger

•si making: Tawaf round the Ka 'bah, and he was touching the

corner (of the Black Stone) with a stick that he had with him and

then kissing the stick.' Related by Muslim.

jjLj 4& Sill jk> J]1 Jj^-j : Jli j-J ^s—£u °j—

V
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772. Yali bin Umaiyah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allall made the Tawaf while wearing a green Yemeni mantle,

bringing it up from under his right armpit while covering the left

shoulder/ Related by the five Imams except for An-Nasa*!. At-

Tirmidhi graded it as S&ighf
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773, Anas (RAA) narrated, 'When we assumed Ihrdm (for

Hajj or 'Umrah) some of us raised their voices with Talbiyah and
nobody objected to that, and others raised their voices with Takbir
and no one objected lo thai (which means that saying Allahu
Akbar 'Allah is the Greatest', or reciting the Talbiyah are both

acceptable during Ihrdm).' Agreed upon.

774. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger ofAMh M
sent me at night from al-Miizdalifah (to Mina) with the weak

members of his family (women and children),'229 Agreed upon.

775. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'SaudahUhc wife of the Prophet

asked his permission, on the night of al'Muzdtriijhh, to leave

earlier (to Mina) as she was a heavy and slow woman.' The Pro-

phet M gave her permission.* Agreed upon.

776. Ibn Abbas (RAA} narrated, The Messenger of Allah g
said to us, "Do not throw the pebbles at Jamrah ah Aqabah

229- It is Sunnah to spend the night at Muzdalifah and stall going to Mind
after Fajr. This narration however, indicates that it is permissible for

the women and children (the weak members on the journey) to leave to

MinA at night.
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until sunrise." Related by the five Imams except An-Nasal, but

with a disconnected chain of narrators.

777. 'A'ishah <RAA) narrated, 'The Prophet ^ sent Umm Sal-

amah on the night of the 10th (before the day of the Sacrifice) and
she threw her pebbles before dawn, after which she returned to

Makkah to perform Tawaf.' Related by Abu Dawud.

778. 'Urwah bin Mudarras (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah said, "Anyone who offered this prayer -at al-

Muzdalifah- along with us, and waited with us until we ret-

urned to Mind, and he stayed at 'Arafat (on the 9 1- 1') before
that by night or day, he woidd have completed the pres-

cribed duties of Haft." Belated by the five Imams. At-Tirmidhi

and Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as Qahih,

779. 1Jmar (RAA) narrated, 'The pagans did not use to depart

from Muzdalifak until the sun had risen, and they would say, "Let

the sun shine on Thabir (the highest mountain in Makkah). The

Messenger of Allah M contradicted them and departed from Muz-

dalifah before sunrise,' Related by Al-Bukhari.
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780. Ibn Abbas and Usamah bin Zaid (RAA) narrated. The
Messenger of Allah ^ kept on reciting Taibiyah until he threw
the pebbles &t Jamrat-ul 'Aqabah..' Related by Al-BukharL

781. Abdullah bin Mas (RAA) narrated that he kept the

Ka'bah on his left and Mind on his right and threw the seven peb-

bles of Jamrat-ul 'Aqabah. He then said. This is the location

where the one on whom $&rah al-Baqarah (surah no. 2) was reve-

aled^ (i.e. the Messenger ofAllah jj)/ Agreed upon.

*Jsr dJJ^ a\3\ Jj^j Jtjyy : JlS - J£ 4U1 - ^.U- ^—£.j — VAT
"
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782. Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah <Jg threw Jamrat-ul 'Aqabah on the Day of Sacrifice (the 9th

of Dhul Hijjah) in the forenoon, On the following days he threw
them when the sun had passed its meridian.* Related by Muslim.

dui s^ii o^r 5S» ; -^ sii ^3 -^^ _ VAr
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230- He is referring to the place where the Messenger of Allah stood to

throw the pebbles.
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783. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that he used to throw the

pebbles of al-Jamrat ud-Dimiyd (the Jamrah near to the Khaif

mosque) with seven small pebbles, and would recite Takblr when

throwing each pebble. Then he would go ahead until he reached

the bottom of the valley > where he would stand for quite a long

time facing the direction of the Qiblah t and raising his hands
t

while supplicating Allah. Then he went and threw seven pebbles

at the second Jamrah- [al-Jamarah aiWosia) while saying Allahu

Akbar with each throw. He would then turn to the left of the bot-

tom of the valley, stand there facing the Qiblah and supplicating

to Allali with his hands raised. Then he went to Jamrat-ul 'Aqa-

hah, threw seven pebbles at it, uttering the Takbir with each

throw. After that he left and did not pause. He would then say, T

saw the ProphetM doing like this.' Related by Al-Bukhari.

: ju 4^ fil -ill JjLj 'J - i£ illi
'

—
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784. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

j| said, "May Allah bless those who shaved." The Companions

asked him, *0 Allah's Messenger, what about those who cut their

hair short?' They repeated their question twice (and each time he

repeated his saying, 'May Allah bless those who shaved.

'

23V)On the

third time, the Messenger of AllahM then said^And (may Allah

bless) those who cut their hair short-'* Agreed upon.

«W d\ - &fi> ilJl - Ji _>j^ J[ *U\ Xs- 'j—f-j — VA*

231- In one version of this hadilh, the Messenger of Allah
J^ made a supplica-

tion for those who shaved three times, and in the fourth he supplicated

Allah for those who cut their hair short. In another version he supplica-

ted for those who shaved twice, and the third time he supplicated Allah

fbr thDse who cut their hair short.
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785, Abdullah Ibn 'Amro bin al-'As (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah stood in jlfuia during the Farewell Hey/,

while the people asked him questions and he answered them. A
man asked, 'O Prophet of Allah! I was not alert and I shaved my

head before slaughtering my animal?' The ProphetM said,"There

is no harm, go and slaughter your animal." Another man as-

ked, 'I slaughtered the animal before I threw the pebbles?' Prophet

M said, "There is no harm, go and throw your pebbles." The

narrator said:"Whoever asked the ProphetM about anything done

before or after the other he told him t(No harm done. Go and do

(whatever you missed)." Agreed upon.

iiJi JL ill Jy, : - 4jb1 -
J> jj—^ J*'3_ VAn
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786, Al-Maisur bin Makhramah (RAA) narrated, The Mes-

senger of AllahM sacrificed his animal before he shaved and com-

manded his companions to do so* Related by Al-BukharT.

4% jCo A J^j Jti : 'cii '^j- - VAV
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787. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah M
said, "When one of you threw the pebbles and shaved his

hair, everything including perfume becomes lawful for him

except women (i.e. sexual intercourse)." Related by Ahmad and

Abu Dawud with a weak chain of narrators.

788. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah
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M said, "Women (pilgrims) so not have to shave (their heads);

they may only shorten their hair."Related byAbflDawud with
a good chain of narrators.

789. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that 'Al- Abbas bin 'Abdul

Muttalib asked permission from the Prophet §8 to stay at Makkah
during the nights ofMind in order to provide drinking water (from

Zamzam) to the pilgrims, and the ProphetM allowed him/ Agreed
upon.

790. 'Asim bin 'Adi (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $8 excused the herdsmen of camels from sleeping at Mind
and asked them to throw pebbles on the clay of sacrifice (i.e. throw
Jarnrat-ul 'Aqabah and they do not have to spend the night at
Mind), and then to throw the pebbles of the next day and the day
after (i.e. of the 11* and the 12thi combined (on the 12th

), and then
throw pebbles again on the 13th-' Related by the five Imams, At-
Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban graded it as §ahih.

<U) Jlp dli JyJj t£^» : Jli - & ills - i'j&> __ y\
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791. Abu Bakrah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

'M delivered a sermon to us on the Day ofNahr (sacrifice) (and the
narrator mentioned the sermon*)/ Agreed upon.
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792, Sarra' bint Nabhan232 (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah delivered a sermon to us on the second day of sacrifice,

Taum ar-Ru'us' oiDhul -Hijjah) and said, "Is this not the

middle of the days of Tashrlq?" Related by Abu Dawud.

793. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of AllahM said

to her, "Your Tawdfjby the Ka bah and your Sal between
Saffr and Marwah is sufficient for bath your Hajj and
'Umrah (i.e. one Tawafland one £a 1 are sufficient as she combi-

ned [£ajj and 'UmrahS Related by Muslim.

j iill Jc? ^Ii j!» :
- illi ^j?j - ^^j — v*\ i
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794. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

•H did not trot during the seven circuits made in the final Tawdf
when he returned to Makkah.' Related by the five Imams except

at-TircnidhL Al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.

232- She was mistress of a temple in pre-Islamic days.

233- The days of Tashrtq are II* I21h, and 13* otDhul Htjjak, but probably

the Prophet means that it is the best of its days t or maybe the middle



795, Anas (RAA)> narrated, The Messenger of AllahM rested

for a while at al-Muf±a$£ab (a valley opening at al-Abtah between
Makkah and Mina) prayed Df^uhr, Asr, Maghrib and 7sh&' pra-
yers after which he rode to the Ka 'bak and made Tawaf.' Related
byAl-Bukhart.

796. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that she did not use to do that -

i.e. rest at al-Mufiassab- and said, 'The Messenger of Allah M res-

ted at al-Muhassab, because it was easier to stop there and depart
from (i.e. it is not a Sunnah to rest there*). Related by Muslim,

>T lip. J ^| >f» ; JlJ _ ft _^ *l _ y V/

797. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, Teople were commanded to

make the Tawafround the Ka'bah their last rtte^Farewell Tawdf)
but the menstruating women were excused from it,' Agreed upon.

«J£ 4JJ1 4Ji J^j Jy : Ju - HJIp 4U1 v^j - Jf)\ ^i^.vu
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798. Ibn Az-Zubair (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah 00* said, ''Offering prayer in my mosque (in Madfnah) is

better than one thousand prayers elsewhere, save for those
offered prayer in al-Mattfid al-Haram (in Makkah), And pra-
yer offered in al-Maqjid al-Haram is better than prayer
offered in my mosque by one hundred prayers." Related by
Ahmad and Ibn Hibban graded it as §ahih.
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Chapter VI : Missing the Pilgrimage or being
detained (Ih-sar)

Jl* «AJi J>-»j : Jij - il^p *JJ* - j^i ^ _

799. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, men the Prophet M was
prevented from performing 'Umrah (by Quraish) he shaved his

head, had intercourse with his wives and slaughtered his animal.

The next year he performed 'Umrah to make up for the year that

he had missed/ Related by Al-BukMri.

^X-} aJW Ju? ^Jl J>S : I^Jli - L$1a <Ul - ^pj — A '
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800. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah $g
went to visit Duba'ah bint Az-Zubair bin Abdul MuttaKb. She

said to him, 'O Messenger of Allah I have made the intention to

perforin Hfljj but I am suffering from an illness.* He said to her,

"Perform Hajj but set a condition that you shall be relieved

of the Ihram whenever you are prevented (due to illness,

etc.) J*254 Agreed upon.

234- This indicates that a muhrim can preset a condition that if he is preven-

ted from performing Hajj or 'Umrah then he is relieved from his Ih}-am.

whenever he is prevented.
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801. Ikrimah narrated on the authority ofAl-Hajjaj bin 'Amro

al-Ansari (EAA), that the Messenger ofAllahM said, "If anyone
breaks (a leg) or becomes lame (while he was performing Hajj
or 'Umrah) he is released from him Ikram and must perform
Hajj the next year/ Ikrimah said, 'I asked Ibn Abbas and Abu
Hurairah about tins statement of Al-Hajjaj, and they said that he
had spoken the truth. Related by the five Imams. At-Tirmidhi
graded it as Hasan
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Book VII: Business Transactions

^

—
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Chapter I: Conditions ofBusiness Transactions

and Those which are Forbidden

802. Rim'ah bin Ran' (EAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllSh was asked* 'Which type of earning is the best? He said,

"A man's earning through working with his own hands,

and every business transaction which is approved (which is

Halal and free of cheating etc., J/ Related by Al-Bazzar and ab

Hakim graded it as §ahih

^Ca JjLj £jJL> iff - tl^Ip ilft \^-> ~ *^ **** — A * Y*

803. Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated, 'He heard the Mes-

senger of Allah $| say in the year of the Conquest (of Makkah)

while he was in Makkah, "Allah has prohibited the sale of alc-

ohol, dead animals, pigs, and idols." People asked, 'O Messen-

ger of Allah! What about the fat of dead animals, it is used for
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greasing boats and skins and people use it for making oil for

lamps.' He said, 'No, it is Hat-am * The Messenger of Allah M
then added, "May Allah curse the Jews, for Allah made the
fat {of animals) Haram (unlawful) for them, yet they melted
the fat, sold it and ate its price," Agreed upon.

804. Ibn Mas'ud (RAA) narrated, 'I heard the Messenger of

Allah say, "When two business dealers dispute (over a bus-

iness dealing) and none of them has evidence to prove his
case, the final word is left to the seller or they may both
abandon the deal." Related by the five Imams and al-Hakim
graded \tasSahih

805. Abu Mas ud al-Ansari (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger

of Allah 28 prohibited taking the price of a clog, the earnings of a

prostitute and the fees taken by a soothsayer.' Agreed upon,

. jcLji iJuj i tit « «iu

806. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated, 'That he was once

traveling on his camel which had become so slow that he intended

to get rid of it. The Prophet passed by {after Jabir told him the
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story), and poked the camel with his stick, and asked Jabir to ride

it again. The camel was much faster than it had ever been before.

The Messenger of Allah then said to J&bir, "Sell it to me for

one Uqiyahiountx) of gold." J&bir said, 'No.' He again said, "Sell

it to me for one Uqiyah of gold"* Jabir says, 1 sold it for one

Uqiyah and stipulated that I should ride it to my house,' When we

reached(Madfoah) I took that camel to the ProphetS and he gave

me its price. I returned home but he sent for me (and when I went

to him) he said, "Do you think that I asked you to reduce the

price to take your uamel? Take your camel and your money
it is all yours," Agreed upon and this is Muslim's version.

807. J&bir (RAA) narrated, *A man decided that a slave of his

would be free after his death, but the man had no other property.

The Messenger of Allah took the slave and called (the people)

for one to buy him (from the Prophet and he sold him.1235

Agreed upon.

TTjj j^^y* — A A

SOS. Maimunah (the wife of the Prophet £|) (RAA) narrated

that the Messenger of Alldh was asked about a mouse that fell

into a pot of clarified butter, and died inside it. He said,'Take out

(the mouse) and what is around it, and throw it away. Then
eat (the rest of) your clarified butter." Related by Al-Bukh-

iri. Ahmad and an-Nasa'i added the following, 'in solid clarified

235- In the narration of Al-Bukh&rT, Nu'aim bin 'Abdullah bought him and

paid 800 Dirhams. Scholars say that this Hadith is evidence that the

ruler can sell the property of a man who is bankrupt and divide the

money among his debtors or give it to him to spend (as in this JJadith).

butter*.
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809. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAl-

lah M said, *Tf a mouse fell into a pot of clarified butter, and
the butter is solid, take it (the mouse) and what is around it

out and throw it away* But if the butter was melted (i.e. in a
liquid state) do not touch it (i.e. throw it all away)." Related by
Ahmad and Abu Dawud. Al-Bukhari and Abu Hatim ruled it to be
weak.

Ur% : so} < ^n&j

810. AbH Az-Zubair (RAA) narrated, 'I asked Jabir about the
price of cats and dogs.* He answered me, The Messenger ofAllah

rebuked that/ Related by Muslim. In a version by An-Nasal, he

added, "Except that of a hunting dog,**236

^_-s-\ oi
: cMs c ^-v^ 11 Vj' f
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236- There is a consensus among the scholars about the price of the dog exc-
ept the one used for hunting or guarding. They differed over the price of
a cat, hut they agreed tu selling it if it is used for a certain benefit,
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811. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'Barirah came to me and said,

*I have made an agreement with my masters to pay them nine

Uqiyas (ounces, of gold) (in installments) one Uqiyah per year, so

please help me (to pay the money).' 'A'ishah replied, *I am ready to

pay the whole amount now provided your masters agree that your

Wala1237 will be for me.* Barirah went back to her masters and told

them about that offer but they refused to accept it. She returned,

and at that time, the Messenger of Allah was present (at

A'ishah's house), Barirah said to 'A'ishah, "I told them about the

offer but they did not accept it and insisted on having the Wala'

for themselves.' The ProphetM heard that, and 'A'ishah narrated

the whole story to him. He then said to her, "Buy her and stip-

ulate that the Wala* should be yours, as Wala' is (legally)

for the manumiUcr." 'A'ishah (RAA) did so and the Messenger

of Allah M stood up in front of the people, and after glorifying and
praising Allah, he said, "What about the people who impose
conditions which are not in Allah's Book (i.e. contradictory to

Islamic ShaH'ak)? "Every condition that is not found in the
Book of Allah is invalid, even if its number is one hundred.
Allah's decisions are the right ones and His conditions are
the firmer ones, and the Wala' is for the manumitter." Agre-
ed upon and the wording is from Al-Bukhari.

In Muslim's version, "Buy her and manumit her, and stip-

ulate that her Wala* loyalty is yours,"

237- Wa!&' refers to the right of inheriting the property of a manumitted slave

after his death. The one who has the most right to inherit from him is

the one who manumitted him.
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812. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, **Umar (RAA) prohibited sel-

ling the mothers of children233 and said,
4She is not to be sold,

given as a gift, or inherited, but her owner is to enjoy her (in sexu-

al intercourse) as long as he lives. When he dies she becomes free/

Related by Malik and Al-Baihaqi.

i yff$\ oL^f £/J~* ^» : J*i - i» A '^'j - _ a. 1 r

813. Jabir {RAA) narrated, *We used to sell our slave women

who are mothers of children, during the lifetime of the Prophet $ht,

and he did not object to it/239 Related by An-Nasa'i, Ibn Majah ad-

Daraqutni and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

^ j^lj 4* *ill «M J : (ji y.^ u—*j — A U

814. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah sfe

prohibited the sale of excess water,'21* Related by Muslim. In ano-

238- The mother of a child is the female slave who gave birth to a child, wh-

ose Father is her Muster. The child is consequently free, and she is not to

be sold after that.

239- Im&m atSfin'&ni in 'Subul as-Saiam' says, that it is only 'Umar who
prohibited her being sold, and it is not a consensus ainong the compa-

nions that she is not to be sold-

240- This narration refers to any water in excess of one's needs whether fou-

nd in land which is not owned by anybody, or in someone's land ( whe-

ther in a well or otherwise, as no one should prohibit others from using

water which is in excess of his own need, as the Prophet $g said that

people arc partners in water, grass and fire.
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ther narration, 'and hiring a camel to copulate with a she-camel

(i,e, no money should be paid for copulation).

*W JIa Alii Jj^j ^Jfr : JU - ^4^- ^ 1 [s^j ~
'J** 0—*J — A \ o

815. Ibn 'Uinar narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah 3§ prohi-

bited taking fees for the copulation of an animal.' Related by Al-

BukharL

t AJCkJi J^giJ* ^» : jU^j <-l* <M^ -till J j oi aLJ^j _ a \ n

816. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated 'The Messenger of Allah g§
prohibited the sale called 'Habcd al-Habalah/ which was a kind of

dealing practice in Pre-Islamic timesiJahiliyah). A man would pay

the price of a she-camel which was not yet born, but would be born

by the immediate offspring of an existing she-camel. (i.e. would be

the offspring of a she-camel which was still in her mother's womb)1

Agreed upon
t
and the wording is from Al-BukharL

y> ji»j aIk
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817. rbn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah $g
prohibited selling or donating the Wala' of a freed slave.' Agreed
upon.

Alii- ^jL? aUI J^ j |
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818. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

^prohibited Bai'u al-Hasah241 (trading of a pebble), and Bail*

241- A type of sale practiced in pre-Jslamic periods, by which the seller thr-

ows a pebble, and sells the goods or the piece of land etc.. on which the

pebble falls with a certain price agreed upon previously.
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al-gharar,"542 Related by Muslim.

819. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $1 saidt "If anyone buys food (grain or otherwise) he

should not resell it, until he receives it (i.e. in his hand )"

Related by Muslim,

. JL>- 4 i^JUjXll A^u^j 4 c -U^l aJjj

820. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of Allah

M prohibited the double sale24

a

(two transactions combined in one)'

Related by Ahmad and An-Nasa'i. At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban

graded it as Sahil±,

.<<\fj\ jf c tlJLs^i & J££ £C : SjG ^#Vj — AY \

821. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said t "Whoever sells a double sale in one, will have

the worst of them or (it is as if he involved himself in) Riba

(usury)." Related by Abu Dawud.

242- Sale involving risk or chance, i.e the sale of what is not present at the

moment.
243- Scholars disagreed on what is meant by a double sale in this hadfth.

Some say that it is selling commodities with two prices, one immediate

and another higher, which is deferred to a later time, the second inclu-

ded an increase for the delayed selling of a commodity over its immed-

iate price. But most scholars refuted this opinion claiming that it is a

legitimate form of sale that existed in authentic texts (selling by instal-

lment), The second form is selling with two prices, one immediate and

another higher, deferred and uncertain. The seller tells him, 'It is for

such and such amount of cash and for such and such amount of delayed

payment and the„v depart while being uncertain without having deter-

mined anything. This form is prohibited. Some scholars say that one of

its forms is to make a double deal, one says I sell you my horse on the

condition that you sell me your slave.
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822, 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on his father's authority who
reported from his grandfather {RAA) that the Messenger of Allah

% said,
H
It is prohibited to have a loan combined with a sale

(in one deal),2^"1 or having two conditions in a sale, or claimi-

ng a profit on something which is not in your possession.215

There is no selling what is not in your possession/ Related

by the five Imams. At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Khuz&imah and al-Hakim
graded it as Sakih.

"Jf- 4^ «M J^3 ^ J&n : - <dii - 4i*j— AT V"

823, 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on his father's authority who
reported from his grandfather (RAA) that The Messenger of Allah

:£f prohibited Rai 'u al- 'Urban (paying nonrefundable deposits}. -^

Related by Malik,

244- The seller stipulates that the buyer gives him a loan to sell him the go-

ods, or thai, the buyer borrows the money from the seller as a condition

to buy his commodity.
345- As long as the goods are still in the possession of the seller, the profit

belongs to him until the transaction is complete. So he is the one who
gains any profit or bears any loss. The buyer cannot claim any profit

until he possesses the goods,

246- It is a form of prohibited sales in which a nonrefundable deposit is paid

towards the price of an item. If the buyer decides to keep it, the deposit

is part of the price, but ifhe does not, then the seller keeps the deposit.
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824. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, 'I bought some oil from the

market and when I came to take it, I met a man who offered me a

good profit (i.e. wanted to buy it from me). When I was about to

accept the deal, a man caught hold of my arm from behind, I tur-

ned around to find that the man was Zaid bin TMbit,/ He said to

me, £Do not sell it where you have bought it from, (but wait) till it

is in your possession, as the Messenger of Allah $g prohibited that

goods are sold, until the trader takes possession of them.' 2Al Rela-

ted by Ahmad and Abu Dawud and the wording is his. Ibn Hibban
and al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.

825. Ibn 'Umar narrated, *I said to the Messenger ofAllah -Jeg,

1 sell camels at the market of BaqV. So, I would sell for gold (i.e.

make the deal with the price set in gold or Dinars), and take silver

(Dirhams) for them, or sell for silver (Dirhams) and take gold for

them. I would take these for these and give these for these.' The

Prophet <§| told me, "There is no objection if the price you
use is tbe current price (the day of making the deal) and as

•241- The expression that Zaid used is until the traders take it back to their

residence, but what he really means is until they have it in their posses-

sion whether it has to be transported or taken in hand etc.
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long as you part having settled all the deal." Related by the

five Imams. Al-Hakim graded it as Sa&ih,

826, Ibn 'Umar narrated, The Messenger of Allah 36 prohi-

bited 'Najsh*2** (Bidding up merchandise).' Agreed upon.

827, Jabir bin Abdullah narrated, The Messenger of Allah

$S prohibited Muhaqalah2*9
, Mitzabaiiah2™ Mukhabarah251

, Tku-

nia2r,2
t unless it is explicit.' Related by the five Imams except for

Ibn Majah. At-TirmidhS graded it asSahih.

828, Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allfih

24B- It is prohibited to bid up the price of a piece of merchandise that one is

not interested in buying but he is only doing so to deceive another bid-

der, who would behove that it is worth that price.

24&- It means selling grain while they ore still in their husk. But Jibir (the

narrator) explained it as selling a sown field for a hundred Firq (16 pou-

nds or 12 Mudd) of wheat.

250- There are various forms of this sale such as selling grapes for raisins by

measure or selling dates while they are still on the palm trees, for dried

dates and so on.

251- Renting land for some of its crops-.

252- To sell something while excluding part of it, unless the exception is exp-

licit, such as selling a number of trees and excluding one. If this particu-

lar tree is identified, then it is permissible or else it is prohibited.
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prohibited Muh&qalak, Mukhadarah 2̂ , Muldmasah^4
, Munaba-

dkak2^, and Muzabanak. Related by AI-Bukhari.

Jit Jii : Jvi — 0J£ ill! [^j -
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829. Tawus narrated on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas, that the

Messenger of Allah ^ said, "Do not go out to meet caravans
(on the way to make deals with them) and no townsman is per-

mitted to sell things on behalf of a man from the desert."25"

I asked Ibn 'Abbas, *What did he mean by saying 'no townsman is

permitted to sell on behalf of a Bedouin.?' He replied, He should

not be a broker for him.* Agreed upon and the wording is from Al-

Bukharf.

a,."*- if.:.: *. , - * , u ?. , *{. r.

830, Abu Hurairah narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said, "Do not go out to meet what is being brought (for the

market by the riders). Ifone (of the traders) is met, and some of

his goods are sold, then when the owner arrives at the

253- The sale of fruit or grain before they are ripe and in good condition.

254- A man selling his garment for another's man garment merely by tou-

ching it, and none of them looks at the other man's garment.

255- It means that two men cast their garments to the other to buy but with-

out careful examination.

256- According to the majority of scholars the reason for the prohibition is the

harm that affects the city dwellers from this practice, as when the

Bedouin is left to sell his commodity, people will buy it at a lower price.

If the city dweller sells it for him, he can only sell it at the going market
rate.
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market, he has the choice (whether to cancel the deal or accept

it)."2*7 Related by Muslim.

i 4#- j£ ^ tifcj L^f 3^ Sfpl jfcj ^ * v^' V-^*

831. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

<$£ prohibited that a city dweller sells on behalf of a man from the

desert, and ordered not to bid against one another, no man should

outbid the selling of his brother (Muslim brother), nor propose to

marry a woman whom his brother has proposed to, and no woman
should ask for the divorce of her sister (in Islam) to take advant-

age of what is in her potfto replace her in her lifeX'^Agreed upon.

In another version by Muslim, "A Muslim should mot offer a

price above that offered by another Muslim."

A j;; cJ^ : Jii - iS* & >i - U/A ^fi J >j - Art
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832. Abu Aiyub Al-Angari (RAA) narrated, *I heard the Mes-

senger of AllahM say* "If anyone separates a mother and her

child, Allah will separate him from his beloved ones on the

Day of Resurrection/' Related by Ahmad. At-Tirmidhi and al-

Jlakim graded it as &a/uA, but there is a weakness in its chain of

narrators..

257- The seller may find that the price lie was (iffored outside the town is less

than the real price, then he has the choice to accept or cancel the deal.

258- A Muslim woman should not ask a man to divorce his wifc t so that she

a]one would have all the privileges that the other wife had, of having a

husband, being provided with all her life expenses etc.
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833, 'AH bin AM Talib (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Al-

lah H commanded me to sell two (slaves) young brothers, so I did

but I separated them (i.e. sold each to a different person). When I

mentioned this to the Prophet M he said, 'Search for them and
bring them back, and do not sell them except to the same person
(do not separate them)/ Related by Ahmad with a reliable chain of
narrators. Ibn Khuzaimah, Ibn al-Garud, Ibn Hibban, al-H&kimt

at-Tabarani and Ibn al-Qattan graded itasSahiL

t Jau-Ul l ^Uil t y^UJl y> iui J)» ; ^JLL-j 4U1 J 4 lit Jj
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834. Anas bin Malik (RAA) narrated. The prices went up in

Madmah during the time of the Prophet jfe. People asked him' O
Messenger of Allah! The prices went up, so please fix the prices for

us/ The messenger of Allah M replied, "Allah is The One Who
Fixes the prices, He is The Restrained He is the one Who
Gives generously, The Sublime Sustainer, and I wish to me-
et Allah, the Almighty with none of you having any claim

on me for any injustice regarding blood or property.?2B9

2SO- This JSadith is evidence that fixing prices by authorities i& an act of
injustice, unless there is a clear imbalance in the market, in which case
authorities should interfere by applying fair measures especially when it

is relevant to the essential provisions. Some scholars such as Malik said
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Related by the five Imams except for An-Nasa'i, Ibn Hibban gra-

ded it as Sahth

835. Ma mar bin 'Abdullah (BAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah ^ said, "No one monopolizes2"0 except that he is

a sinner.'* Related by Muslim.

836. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah 'M said, *Do not tie up the udders of camels and sheep

(and leave them uu-milked for a long time}. Whoever buys

such an animal (unaware ofwhat you did) has the option after

milking them, either to keep it or to return it to the owner
along with one Sd of dates." Agreed upon.

In Muslim's version, "He has the choice for three days (to keep

them or not."

In another version by Al-Bukhari, (Hadith Mu 'a!laq261 ),"fle must

return it along with one Sa' of any grain but wheat." Al-

that prices should be fixed for essential provisions, while other scholars

said that it is permissible to fix the prices if this is for the welfare of the

people and to save tlrem from the greed of merchants.

260- Monopolizing here refers to withholding some goods until its price goes

up and then pulling it out for sale.

261- That in which the reporter omits the whole Isnad and quotes the Pro-

phot *g directly.
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Bukhari commented, 'But the narrations which say "with one S&'
of dates," are more (than the other one)

"
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837. Ibn Mas 'lid (RAA) narrated, ^Whoever buys a sheep who-
se udder had been tied up, and he decides to return it, then he
should give it back with one £d'.* Related by AI-Bukharl Al-Isma-
ili said, 'ofdates/

jX»j *J* dll 4JJI JyJj CA - '^bj - *£jk J, j — ATA

838. AbO Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

All£h $ happened to pass by a pile of food (grain), and when he
inserted his hand into that pile, his fingers were moistened. He
said (to the seller), "What is thisr The man replied, 'O Messen-
ger of Allah! These have been drenched by the rain/ The Messen-

ger of AllahM said, '*Why didn't you place this (the damp part

of the pile) at the top of the pile, so that people could see
it? He who deceives is not (one) of (my followers)." Related by
Muslim.

ilfc A J^j ^ : *J& ikj o-i ^'-C^ 0 - AT"^
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839. Abdullah bin Buraidah narrated on the authority ofhis

father, that the Messenger ofAllah j§ said, "Whoever stores up
grapes in their vintage season until he sells them to a wine
maker, he would be putting himself into the Hellfire, while
knowing the reason for being there (i.e. he knows why he is in

the Hellftre)." Related by At-Tabaram in 'al-AwsaV* with a good
chain of narrators.
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840. A'ishah (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger 3§ said,

"ahKharaj; Tjenefit or profit' (profit of the bought item, or befi-

tting through using it) belongs to the buyer (the one who pos-

sesses the sold item and ho holds responsibility for it)."5*8

Related by the five Imams, but Al-BukMri and Abu Dawud gra-

ded it as weak. At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Khuzaimah, Ibn al-Garud, Ibn

Hibb&n, al-Hakim and Ibn al-Qa£tan graded it as

4* A ^ oi» ;
- & «h^ - *Jp iyj> '^j — M\
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841, 'Urwah al-Bariqi (RAA) narrated, 'Allah's MessengerM
gave him a Din&r to buy a sacrificial animal or a sheep. He bought

two sheep, and sold one of them for a Dinar > (When he returned)

262- The story of this hadtth is that two men came to the Prophet $g dispu-

ting over a matter. One of them had bought a slave boy from the other -

The boy stayed with the buyer for sometime, then the buyer found a

fault with the slave. He wanted to return him to the original owner, who

refused to take him back claiming that the buyer had employed the

slave and made use of his service, The Prophet M judged that the boy

should be returned to his original owner and said the above hadlth Vii-

Khardj bid-Daman.' Meaning that the benefit the buyer got from the

slave was in return for the expenses, which the buyer would have to pay

if the sold item was damaged -after the buyer decides to cancel the deal

and before he gives it back to the original owner- then it is the buyer

who is responsible for its price, as it was in his possession , The hadith

then means that the benefit or profit goes to the one who holds the resp-

onsibility of the item, i.e. profit and loss goes to the buyer as it is actual-

ly in his possession.
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the Prophet ^ invoked Allah to bless his dealings of buying and
selling. It was such that if had bought (even) dust, he would have
made a profit from it.' Related by the five Imams except for An-
Nasai. Al-Bukhari reported it within another Hadith.

§42, At-Tirmidhi related a similar hadith on the authority of

Hakim bin Hizam.

843. Abu Sa'id al-Khudri (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah Si prohibited buying what is still in the womb of the cattle

until they give birth, or selling what is in their udders (until they

are milked). The Prophet also prohibited buying a runaway
slave(as he is not present), and prohibited buying war booty before
it is divided, or buying Zakat property before it is received(by their

recipients) and prohibited buying the lucky stroke ofa diver (with-

out knowing what he will come out with)/ Related by Ibn Majah,
AUBazzar and Ad-Daraqutni with a weak chain ofnarrators.
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844. Ibn Mas ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

said, 'Do not buy fish before they are caught, as it invol-

ves Gharar (sale involving risk or a chance),'* Related by Ahmad,
who said that it is most probably Hadith Mawq&f.



845. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

38 prohibited the sale of fruit until it is ripe, or to sell fur (of cam-

els and goats) which have not yet been shorn, or milk which is still

in the udder/ Related by Aj-Tabarani in 'Al-Awsat and by ad-

Daraqutm.

846. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah #: prohibited selling the womb of female cattle and the sperm

in the backs of male camels/ Related by Al-Bazzar with a weak

chain of narrators.

847. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllahM said, "Whoever helps in the revocation of a contract

{between two Muslims to settle their disputes), Allah, the Almi-

ghty will save him from slipping on the Day of Resurrec-

tion/ Related by Abu Dawud.

Chapter II: Options (al-Khiyar) in Business

Dealings
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848. Ibn 'Ulnar (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

•H said/The seller and the buyer have the right to go ahead
(with the deal) or cancel it so long as they have not parted -

physically- (and are still at the place transaction), or until
one of them gives the other the choice {to think over the deal
for a few days even if they parted physically, or to go ahead with
the deal before they part). If one of them gives the other this
option and the deal is made on this condition, then it beco-
mes binding (even before they part, according to the set condi

tion). And if they part after they have made the bargain and
none of them decided to abandon it, the agreement is also
binding/ Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim.

J^l 01 - & ^joTj - c^r 'j? <J Ifi J fj£ "a—^s — A 1 <\
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849, 'Amro bin Shu aib narrated on his father's authority who
reported from his grandfather (RAA), that the Messenger ofAllah

M said, "The seller and the buyer have the right to go ahead
(with the deal) or cancel it as long as they have not parted -

physically- (and are still at the place of transaction), unless
it is a deal of choice, whereby one of them gives the choice
to the other to go ahead with the deal or to cancel it before
they actually part (i.e. on the spot). And it is not permissible
for one ofthem to part from his companion(before they make

the final agreement) for be may want to cancel the deaL"***

263- This means that if he suddenly leaves the place of the deal, then this

would make the deal final, while his companion might still want to
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Related by the five Imams except for Ibn Majah. Ad-Daraqutni.

In another version, "Until they part from their place (of mak-

ing the deal)."

J^s ^ Jji^J ji-j ^i ; Jti - ilil ^0 _ j** J? J—*0 - A°'
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S5Q. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that, 'A man told the Messen-

ger of Allah that people deceive him in his deals, so the Prophet

of Allah $S told him, "When you conduct a deal, say no chea-

ting or deceiving (in this deal) "Agreed upon.

Chapter III: Riba (Usury)

851, Jabir (RAA) narrated, The Messenger ofAllah ijif cursed

the person who accepts usury, its payer, the one who recorded it,

and the two witnesses, and he said, aSt "They are all equal (in

sin) " Related by Muslim.

852. Al-Bukhari reported a similar Hadtth on the authority of

Abu Juhaifah.

4ll* Jil J^? ^31 ^ - «1p - iyL^* <dJl j— — A^r
- •/ ' o V ^ ^

think it over, and may wish to cancel it. So it is disliked to leave the

place of the bargain until it is finalized.
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853. 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud narrated that the Messenger of

Allah jj§ said, "There are seventy three types of Ribci. The
one least in sin, is that equal to the sin of a man who mar-
ries his mother, and one of the worst kinds of Riba is to

violate the honor of a Muslim." 2m Related by Ibn Majah in a

short form and al-Hakim in a complete one. The latter graded it as

Sahth..

aJJi ^^LU *uJl J jl - ili *]Jl - jJbJl JL*1* ^jl — A o 1

" * * * * * *

*
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"Jj t ^air J* L£*taj
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1jiiJ "j/j t Ji^ ^i* ^ Jj^lU tij^il 1^ c

* - «i y j# H1 H1 y » f* ^

854. Abu Said Al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah
XM said, "Do not sell (exchange) gold for gold, unless

they are equivalent in amount, and do not sell (exchange) a
lesser amount for a greater amount (or vice versa), and do
not sell silver for silver unless they are equivalent in amo-
unt, and do not sell a lesser amount for a greater amount
(or vice versa). Also do not sell silver or gold that is not
available at the moment of exchange, for gold or silver that

is present at the time." Agreed upon.

J f 0 * * '
it It

* o * a C B
f

V Q

. lil^ ^jj IjJ li] 1st* lii"

855. Ubadah bin Ag-gamit (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

254- No doubt the first type is worse, but the Prophet % means to show how
evil it is to defame another Muslim.
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ger of Allah m said, "Whenever gold is exchanged for gold,
silver for silver, wheat for wheat, barley for barley, dates
for dates, salt for salt unless they are exactly equivalent in
amount and quality, and exchanged -delivered- on the spot
(i.e. the exchanged goods will be in the respective possession of
both the buyer and the seller before they part, each delivering the
goods to the other). If these types differ {when making the deal,

such as exchanging gold for silver) then sell -and buy- as you
wish (in different amounts) if payment is made on the spot*"
Related by Muslim.

^* ^'jy- ^jj ^kiJb iiJi^ t ji^ iljj LiJJi» : U *J%

* (X** .«t^ ^jii y Sij c jLj
* * ' t H H

856. Abu Hurairah (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah % said, "Whenever gold is exchanged for gold, it should
be equivalent in amount and quality, and whenever silver
is exchanged for silver it should be equivalent in amount
and quality. Whoever gives more or asks for more, this is

considered Ribd (usury)." Related by Muslim.

'i * r *} \* **- *fci
-

.
- f- * » J u - ( •

*. * " * '
.

*

k t N : jUi i «? \j£jt, jji jTb> : 4& «W JlU 4JJ1 J^L-j

857. Abu Sa'id al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah *jH appointed a man as a governor of Khaibar, and the
man brought him dates of an excellent quality. The Messenger of

Allah 38 asked him, "Are all the dates in Khaibar of the same
quality?" The man replied, *I swear by Allah O Messenger of
Allah! that they certainly are not. We take one £a * of these dates
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for two or three (of our lesser quality dates),' The Messenger

of Allah said thereupon, "Do not do that (as this would be

Ribd), Sell the lesser quality dates for Dirhams (money) and
then buy the good quality dates with the Dirhams you rece-

ived." He also said that the same applies when things are sold by
weight. Agreed upon.

858. Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

ofAllah ^ prohibited selling a quantity of dates ofunknown mea-

sure, for a specific amount ofdates (of known weight)/ Related by

Muslim,

J £J cJs" J\ : Jli - «!* - *llbl* J> J*** lr*j — Ao ^

i^y u>^> t «j^ ^ fUyv ftikii» ; j^jj ^ ij*? <u*

659. Ma mar bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated >

£

I used to hear

the Messenger of Allah $S say, "Food is to be exchanged for

food in equivalent amounts." The narrator added, "Our food at

that time was barley.' Related by Muslim.

860, Fajialah bin TJbaid (RAA) narrated, 'I bought a necklace

on the day of Khaibar for 12 Dinars (of gold). It contained gold and

gems, but when 1 distinguished each separately, I found that it

contained more than 12 Dinars worth (of gold). I mentioned this to

the Prophet he said, "Do not sell it until its contents (gold
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and gems)are distinguished(and the weight of each is known)

"

Related by Muslim.

Lr* (J* ^ ^ u£* ^ : V^*- ^ —^ l>—*3 — A*n

861. Samurah bin Jundub (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah M prohibited selling animals for animals on delayed paym-

ents.' Related by the five Imams. At-Tirmidhi and Ibn al-Garud

graded it as §a[uh.

862. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, *I heard the Messenger of Al-

lah 3§ say, "When you practice £al-inah sale,*365 getting hold

of the tails of the cows (i.e. getting busy with plowing and lea-

ving Jihdd)\ feeling content with agriculture and neglecting

Jihad, Allah will bring upon you humiliation and disgrace,

which He will not lift until you revert to your religion.**

Related by Abu Dawud with a weak chain of narrators. Ahmad
related a similar narration on the authority of 'Ata' with a reliable

chain of narrators. Ibn al-Qattan graded it as Sahih.

: <Jl3 jJJ-^j aILp- «dft ^Ji* ^\ - 4ip 4U1 - *>l-*i Jz-j — Air

£ j f F * *
*fl , * * £ a

i_jHj)) L*_JiC- lib -Lai s V^_Li» c 4j JjS. <J Jjsli t A^lfl-i 4*s-*^ ^yt))

863. Abu Urnamah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

265- The aeller sells the goods to the buyer with a delayed payment, and then

repurchases it for a lower price. This is considered as a prohibited sale

by the Hanafi, Maliki and Hanbali schools due to this evidence.
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Allah $S said, "If anyone intercedes for his brother(in Islam)
and he is given a present tin return for his favor) and he acce-

pts it, he is guilty of practicing a great type of Riba" Rela-

ted by Ahmad and Abu Dawud with a weak chain ofnarrators.

"
I- K t* S * J- f

a , - S . 'ft,'

864. Abdullah bin Amro bin Al-'As (BAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah ^ cursed the one who bribes and the one who
accepts the bribe.' Related by Abu Dawud and rendered authentic

by At-Tirmidhi.

> -» i- * -- "

865. 'Abdullah bin Amro bin Al-'As. (RAA) narrated, The

Messenger of Allah ^ commanded him to prepare an army, but

the camels he had were insufficient (some people remained with-

out camels to ride). So the Messenger of Allah $Jg ordered him to

buy camels in exchange for the young camels ofZakah (which they

did not have at that time), Abdullah says, *1 used to exchange two

of the young camels of Zakah for one older camel. (When they

received the young camels of Zakah266 they gave them to the

people who sold them the camels),* Related by Al-H^kim and Al~

Baihaqi with a reliable chain of narrators,

ais* ojj 4 yCs" :a>J ais' 01 4a>i*- 3^^ 01 : i&jJi ^ jUC*j *J &

266- One of the channels for spendingZaMh money is in the way of ADAh,
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866. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah jg

prohibited Muzdbanah^7
, which means that a man sells the fruit

of his garden in any of the following forms: to sell dates that have
not yet been harvested and are still on the palm trees, for fresh (or

dried) dates of measured weight, to sell grapes that have not yet

been harvested, for measured amounts of raisins, or standing cro-

ps for a measured quantity of grain. He prohibited all such barg-

ains.* Agreed upon.

867. Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas (RAA) narrated, 1 heard the Mes-

senger being asked about selling fresh dates for dried dates. He
replied, "When fresh dates are dried, do they lose weight?"
They replied, Tes.' So he prohibited such a deal.' Related by the

five Im&ms. Ibn al-Madini, at-Tirmidhf, Ibn Hibban and al-Hakim
graded it as SahZh.

f-tj&b
ff. 'J* ^J 4& J^>y 1 ato : j—c-j _ A 1A

868. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of AllSh M
prohibited selling postponed credit for another postponed credit

(i.e. a debt for a debt).* Related by Ishaq and Al-Bazzar with a
weak chain of narrators.

267^ Refer to hadith no. 827.
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Chapter TV; Concession concerning 'Araya

(Lending something for use)

and the sale ofTrees and fruit

869. Zaid bin Thabit (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of Allah

$i permitted selling the dates of 'Ardya268 (the palm tree lent for

use) if their dates are sold for measured amounts of dried dates.'

Agreed upon.

In the version of Muslim, lHe gave the license regarding the fruit

of the 'Ariya for its sale to the original owner.

&\ Jl* '^jLj J» : - & Jih - J\ j—e-'j — AV *

£rf us* r^J *^
*T" * *' > » f . ' * "

870. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

gave permission for the selling of the dates of 'Araya* by estim-

ating the amount of dates on the palm trees (unharvestod) on the

condition that their amount is less than five Awsuq269 or five Aws-

t^' Agreed upon.

288- During times of droughts, the Arabs had the habit of lending some of

their palm trees to those who had none so as to cat the fruit of those tre-

es for a certain period of time. Sometimes the owner of the palm trees

would be bothered by the frequent coming into his garden of the one the

tree is lent to. So, the Prophet gave them the permission {to the len-

der) to buy the dates while still unharvested (even though this is prohi-

bited ntherwise)from the man he lent it to, for an amount ofweighed dri-

ed or fresh dates. So they would estimate the weight of the dates while

stil! on the palm trees and buy them from the needy, for dried dates.

269- A Wasaq is equivalent to sixty sa 'as (a cubic measure of varying magni-

tudeJ . Five Awsuq is equivalent to GO Egyptian kaylak (one Kaylah is a
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871. Ibn TJmar (KAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah M
prohibited the sale of fruit until it is ripe. He prohibited the seller

and the buyer.' Agreed upon. In another version, 'When he was
asked about what is meant by being ripe, he would say "Till they
are safe from being affected by blight."

<fc ft *JSi 01 - ^ JUf &^ - diiCi J ^r j t-ji AYY
* - * * / r r

jllki)) : Jli V Lij*j : '

fr-* J
—* t*—^ f-

1—

872. Anas bin MSlik (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

M prohibited selling fruit until they had bloomed. When he was

asked about the sign of this he said, "Till they become red and
yellow (i,e, fit for eating)/ Agreed upon and the wording is from

Al-Bukharf,

' f^i' tt* * ' *i
' x ^ ^ *

873. Anas bin Malik (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

SI prohibited selling grapes until they become black, and the sale

of grain until they become hard (i.e. till they both ripen).' Related

by the five Imams exeept for An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibban and al-Hakim
graded it as Sahih.

-till J Jli : Jli - J£j <Ul - *dilju^ j>\^
*

0 pj AVi
- , ..

dry measure for grain, 50 Kuylnh is equivalent to 653 gm of wheat
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874. J&bir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

ofAllah H said, *1fyou sell your brother dates (or fruit), and

they are stricken with Jd*ihah (Calamity),270 it is not perm-

issible for you to take any money from him.21 Why should

you take the wealth of your brother unjustly?" Related by
Muslim.

In another version, The Messenger of Allah M commanded that

the price of the fruit stricken with a Calamity, is to bo remitted/

*ji iil ^jC? j^Jh - lljli- Jlw iUl - j— j—!l j

—

e-j — AVO

of vj jjii y ^; ^» : jii iJf

875. 'Abdullah Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah ^ said, "If someone buys pollinated date palms,
their fruit belong to the seller unless the buyer stipulates

that they will be for himself (and the seller agrees)." Agreed
upon.

270- Jti'i&ah or Calamity could be any of the diseases or infestations which
affect plants and may totally or partially destroy them. It could also be
any unfortunate condition which was not caused by man, such as wind,

snow, cold, lack of water etc.

271- There is a difference of opinion among the scholars over the Ja'ikah.

Sh&fil and Abb Hantfah are of the opinion that tf the fruit was soid

before being ripe, while it was still on the tree, then the seller is not to

take any money as it is prohibited to sell fruit before it is ripe (%vhile on

the tree), but if they are sold after becoming ripe, then the seller is not

to repay the buyer any of the price. Ibn Hanbal is of the opinion that the

price of any damaged fruit is not to be claimed by the seller, and the

buyer has the right to ask for a reduction in this case. Stilt many scho-

lars believe that it is recommended as a moral obligation that the seller

does not claim the full price, as compensation to his Muslim brother for

his loss, and that is actually the implicit recommendation in this hadith.
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Chapter V: Payment in Advance (or Salam272
),

Loan and Rahn373 (putting up Collateral)

'
'

' ' ' ' * ^ #

876. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger of Al-

lah M fame to Madinah they were paying one and two years in

advance for Fruit, so he said, "Whoever pays money in advance
for dates or fruit (to be delivered later) should pay for it

with a known specified weight and measure (of dates or fruit

to be delivered)." Agreed upon.

1 1 ' l 1 1
*" .

-" • & f ? » i I. »* r *f * /I 7 r . 4 y f > ^

Jl* dll - ^jl ^1 ji WXfj tSJji jf j*^U^ ^^-Pj — AVY

877. 'Abdul Rahman bin Abzfi and 'Abdullah bin Abi Aufa
(RAA) narrated, We used to get war booty while we were with Al-

lah's Messenger M and when the Nabat?7-1 ofSham came to us (to

make deals)we used to pay them in advance for wheat, barley, and

272- Buying in advance, refers U) the sale of described goods or items to be
delivered by the seller to the buyer at a certain time.

273- The word "Rahn" in Isl&mic Short 'ah means 'items of possessions offer-

ed as security for a debt so thai; the debt will be taken from these posses-
sions in case the debtor failed to pay bade the; due money.

274- Arabs who mixed with the Romans so that theft1 lineage became mixed
tnot pure Arabs anymore) and their Arab tongue was spoiled.
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raisins {or oil in another version) to be delivered within a fixed

period of time.* They were asked (by other companions), Did the
Nabat own standing crops or not (at the time of the deal)?* They
replied, We never asked them about that/ Related by Al-Bukharl

jX-j 4^ & ^jSt c£ - i£ Jlif All - ^ — AVA

878, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'Whoever takes people's
money (as a loan) with the intention of repaying it, All&h will

repay it on his behalf, and whoever takes it in order to squander

it then Allah will punish him.^6 Related by Al-Bukhart

l&i jl t <IH JjLj C : : cJli - lul - _ A V*l

. Oli SJUrjJ t JyH^O 4 ^tiJl t 4j[

879, 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, *I said : 'O Messenger of Allah

fM so and so has been brought material from Syria, will you send
him someone to buy two garments on credit until it is easy for you

to repay? So, the Messenger of AllahH sent someone to him but
he refused/ Related Al-Hdkim and Al-Baihaqi with a trustworthy
chain of narrators.

880, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lahM said, "A mortgaged animal may be ridden by the mor-
tgagee, in return for its expenses and one can drink the

275- Which means that he did not take the money out of need but he took it

just to spend it, having no intention to pay it back.

276- Allah will punish him for his evil intentiona in this world and in the
Hereafter.
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milk of a milch-animal in return for its expenses, if it is

mortgaged. He, who rides the animal or drinks its milk has

to pay the expenses," Related by Al-Bukhari,

* r f * ' ' * * f * j'
. ijll"

j|
fl,j2*J ^ t^f' _^»Jl ^ V) t oUj

88 1. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah 588 said, "The mortgaged item does not become the prop-

erty of the mortgagee -it remains the property of the owner

who mortgaged it- he (i.e. the mortgagor) is entitled to its bene-

fits (or increase in value) and he is liable for its expenses (or

loss)."Related by Ad-Daraqutni and Al-Hakim with a trustworthy

chain of narrators.

^-dSi o^ t «|J
4kpi» : Jiii t ifs-lT, fyjt W V : Ji—** t »3—

^

882. Abu Rati' (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah M
borrowed a young camel (less than six years) from a man, and
when the camels ofZakdh were brought to him, he ordered Raff
to return the young camel to its owner. Abu Rati' returned to the

Prophet $=t and said,
l

l could only find an excellent camel above

the age of six.
T The Messenger of Allah <H said to him, "Give it to

him, for the best men are those who are best in paying off

their debts." Related by Muslim.

277- In Jahiliyah -before Islam' Arabs were in the habit that the mortgagee
would claim the ownership of the mortgaged item if the mortgagor failed

to pay the due money, so the Prophet %S prohibited this practice,
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883, 'Alt (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah said,

"Every loan which leads to an extra interestwhen repaid), is

considered Ribd (Usury)*" Related by Al-Harith bin Abi UsSm-
ah, but there are omissions in its chain of narrators,.

884. Al Baihaqi related a similar weak narration on the auth
ority of Fadalah bin 'Ubaid,

885. Al-Baihaqf also narrated a similar narration on the au-

thority of 'Abdullah bin Salam, but it was not traced back to the

886. Abu Bakr bin Abdur Rahman narrated on the authority

ofAbu Hurairah (RAA), 'We heard the Messenger of Allah ^ say,

"If a creditor finds the very piece of goods (which he sold)

with a man who went bankrupt* he is more entitled to take
them back than anybody else." Agreed upon.

: Jaib jA jAjr-'jiXf- jj ^il 4j1^j ^ iiil^ji i jjl al_jjj — AAV

Up. °j> *s>C ifJ& t 4&\$ i^-lil
(

\rJili t \j J >r'j \

27a- Suspension of dealings for the insane and children.

.

Prophet j!!.

j—Tp^Jlj ^—JLttlt Li\—

j

Chapter VI: Bankruptcy and Hajr27S
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887. Abu Dawud and Malik transmitted on the authority Abu
Bakr bin Abdur Rahman in a Hadttk Mursal, "If anyone sells

goods on credit to a man who went bankrupt, and has not

paid him any of the price of the goods, then if the very

piece of goods (which he sold) are with that man, he is more
entitled to take them back (than anybody else). And if the

buyer dies, the owner of the goods is then equivalent to the

other creditors (i.e. he is no more entitled than them in taking

his goods back)

"

S^ys Lit u3 : Jli ojd*- J[ '^J* aj'Kj *y* 'jA) t ±jh ^jjj — AAA

Jj^^j f.\J*Ai ^SLs J^ay^i '> JU* i ^f-i*\ A* t3 - «dJl ~

j^-i 4^ ji
: jU^-j 4^ ^ J-**

4—
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888. Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah related the same HadUh on

the authority of Umar bin Khaladah, *Wc went to Abu Hurairah

(RAA) to tell him about one of our friends who had gone bankrupt.

He said,
u
l shall certainly judge among you with the same judg-

ment of the Prophet "M, "If anyone becomes bankrupt or dies

and the owner of the goods finds the very piece of goods

which he sold, he is more entitled to take them back (than

anybody else)." It was rendered as weak by Abu Dawud, but al-

Hakim graded it as $fil±V±-

dil J_j^3 Jti : JlS - il* JlJl
ljj>j

- *g\ *j& J>i _^J1 -j. jjS — AA^

t J>jb y_\ ,«A^>jA^J jfi- Jfixj Jtflrl jj\ ^Jft : J A- LP 4 Ul

889. 'Amro bin ash-Sharid narrated on the authority of his

father (RAA) that the Messenger of Allah $1 said, "Lingering in

paying back a due debt{by one who can afford to pay), justifies
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his defamation and punishment." Related by Abu Dawud and
An-Nasal, Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahth.

890. Abu Said al-Khudri (RAA) narrated/A man suffered loss

in fruit that he had bought, and owed the seller a large amount of

money so that he became bankrupt. The Messenger of Allah <S|

said, "Give him Sadaqah (charity)J* People paid him charity,

but that was not enough to pay his debt. The Messenger of Allah

j& said to his creditors, "Take what you find, and that is all

you may have." Related by Muslim,

* * * f fir* f it, a a* a

' ' ' >• ' i» » H H

,«<u!i£' 015" jjjj ^ a*Uj * jliL*
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-
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891. Ka'b bin Malik narrated on the authority of his father

(RAA), The Messenger of AllahM suspended the property ofMu-
adh (prohibiting him from making any deals) and sold it to repay

a debt that was due on him.
1

Related by Ad-Daraqutni and was
graded as Sahth by Al-Hakini.

<uJl ^Jl\ ^li' : JU — Ll^i** ^ — JaJi j?(
(
jij A^T

y J / ,
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£jj a_J^. sJl,^ 4 — *jT-Ui ^jl ljlj t -l>^ jtjt |»-U*J <Ul£

892. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, *I was presented to the Pro-

phet on the Day of Uhud when I was fourteen years of age (to
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ask him for permission to fight with the men), but he did not allow
me (to take part in the battle). I was again called on the Battle of
al-Khandaq (the Trench) when I was fifteen years old, and he allo-

wed me (to take part, in the battle)."^ Agreed upon.

Al-Baihaqi's version has, 'He did not allow me as he did not see
that I have attained puberty/ Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as Sahih.

y i J* C*J»> : Jii - i£ JtJ - ^-JS\ JJ^ __ Alr

t *W»^ ju ^} i oj! °p ( iiaj^i ^.y jjt-j -uLt- ilji JiIt*

893. Atiyah al-Quradhi (RAA) narrated, 'We were brought to

the Prophet •£§ on the Day of Quraidhah. Those who had begun to
grow (pubic) hair were killed, and those who had not grown hair,

were set free. I was among those who had not grown any (pubic)
hair, so I was set free.' Related by the four Imams and rendered as
Sahih by Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim.

ok VJ Sji if^^ Sfo : Jli ^L) 4^ tih A J

^

* + + * # d
^

894. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority ofhis father
on the authority of his grandfather (RAA) that the Messenger of

Allah ;SS said, "It is not permissible for a woman to give (any
part of her possessions) except with the permission of her
husband."

In another version, "It is not permissible for a woman to be
in charge of any ofher property if her husband has the full

279- Scholars deduced from this hadith that fifteen is the age limit between
childhood and manhood, find that anyone who has not attained the age
of fifteen, is not allowed to be in charge of his money or make any busi-
ness dealings,
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right to divorce her.230" Related by Ahmad and the authors of

the Sunan except for At-Tirmidhi, Al-Hakim graded it as Sahih,

895. Qabisah bin Mukhariq (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger ofAllah M said, "Asking for (the money of) Zakah, is justi-

fied only for the following three: first, a man who is in

debt, it is then permissible for him to receive [Zakah] until

his difficulty is resolved; second, a man who was struck by

calamity which destroyed his holdings, which also makes it

permissible for him to receive [Zak&h] until he is in a posi-

tion to earn his own sustenance; and third, a man who has

been reduced to poverty and three persons of caliber from
among his people testify to his desperate situation, will re-

ceive until he finds for himself a means of support." Related

by Muslim,

280- Imam al-Khatt&bi said that this is not an obligation on the woman, rath-

er it is just preferable due to the joint life between them to take his

permission, or that this is only relevant to a woman who has not reach-

ed puberty. This is supported by the Hadith t which relates that the Pro-

phet M said to the women (on the Day of al-Ad-hd), "Give Charity",

and the women straight away started to throw their jewelry to the Pro-

phet sS, whether ear-rings, rings etc and Bilal was collecting them in his

garment, and this is considered as giving of their property without the

permission of the husband, find this is the opinion of the scholars.
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Chapter VII: Reconciliation
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896. 'Amro bin 'Auf ai-Muzanf (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah ^ said, "Reconciliation is permissible betw-

een Muslims, except one which makes something that is

lawful (Haldl) as unlawful, or makes something which is

unlawful (Hardm) as lawful. Muslims are to adhere to their

terms (conditions) save a term that permits something
which is unlawful (Hardm) or prohibits something which is

lawful {Haldl).n Related by At-Tirmidhi who graded it as Sahik,

but scholars disagreed with him because the narration of Kathir

bin "Abdullah bin 'Amro bin 'Auf is weak. Perhaps a1>Tirmidrii

considered it. reliable as it was narrated through many chains of

narrators,

897. Ibn Hibb&n rendered it as a Hadith Sahih on the autho-

rity ofAbu Hurairah.

jjj^j <0}s- «dli
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898. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lahM said, "No one should prevent his neighbor from fixing

a wooden peg in his wall." Abu Hurairah then said (to his com-

panions), 'Why do T find you averse to it? By Allah, I will always
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keep narrating it to you (to remind you of this hadith).' Agreed
upon.

*

tJ
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899. Aba Hamicl as*S& id! (RAA) narrated that the Messenger
of Allah said, "No Muslim has the right to take his (Muslim)

brother's stick except with his willing permission/' Related

by Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim,

Chapter VIII: Hiwdlah (Transferring the Right
to Collect a Debt) andDaman

(Guaranteeing Payment)

4)s <Ui Jy*j Jii : J 13 - «p JU; «Ui - S^* ^ — ^ * .

-* # '

900, AbO Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

All&h 38 said, "Lingering in repaying due debts by a wealthy
person is an act of injustice. And if one of you is referred to

a wealthy person (i.e. his debt is transferred to that person to

pay it on his behalf)* he should accept it" Agreed upon.

t aU,.,..«ft 4 b-* Jprj i<3y : ,Jlj — <Uf- ^Liu *iJl
l_J*i>j

—
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901. Jabir (RAA) narrated, 4A man from among us died, so we
made Ghusl for him and shrouded him, and we brought him to the

Prophet ijSg t and said, 'Shall we offer the funeral prayer (Jctnozah)

for him?* Allah's Messenger jS made a few steps forward and then

said, "Is he in debt?*' We replied, "Yes, two Dinars (that he owes

to somebody)/ The Messenger of Allah Jjfe then turned away, but

Abu Qatadah took upon himselfthe responsibility to pay the debt.

We then went back to the Prophet jf$ and Abu Qatadah said, *I sh-

all pay the two Dinars.' The Messenger ofAllah ^§§ thereupon said,

"Are you taking the responsibility of paying the creditor

his rights? In that case the dead will be free from this obli*

gation* Abu Qatadah said, 'Yes,' The Messenger of Allah M then

offered the funeral prayer for the deceased. Related by Ahmad,
Abu Dawud and An-Nas&L Ibn Hibban and al-Hakim graded it as

Sakih.
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902. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, Whenever a man, who

had died while being in debt was brought to Allah's Messenger
he would ask, 'Has he left anything to repay his debt?' If he
was told that he had left something to repay his debts, he would
lead the funeral prayer for him, otherwise he would say, "Offer
the funeral prayer for your brother." When Allah guaranteed

His MessengerM wealth through conquests, he said "I am closer

to the believers than themselves, so if a Muslim dies while
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in debt, I am responsible for the repayment of his debt"
Agreed upon.

In a version by Al-Bukhari, "Whoever dies without leaving
anything to pay his debt, I am responsible ..."

. .Jlj*^* ^tC-^ J^^P 1 .«a>- ^ aJUT N» : jij -uIp- iUi

903. Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his father

on the authority of his grand father, that the Messenger of Allah

Wj said, "No guarantee (i.e. guaranteeing another's appearance)

is accepted in prescribed punishments*" Related by Al-Baih-

aqi with a weak chain of narrators.

5 siryij yj\ Ol_\

Chapter IX: Partnership and Agency

vL* ^ J^> J ji-j Jti : Jli - iih '^s>j - a'^J* J j—* ^ t

904. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $g said, "Allah, the Most High says, 1 am the third

(partner) of two partners as long as one of them does not
betray the other; if they betray (each other), I shall depart
from themu'*Re!ated by Abu Dawud, Al-Halrim graded it as Sakih

^iii did 015* - ili iiji " _>>— ^ l j *j i * *
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905. As-Sa'ib Al-MakhKumi (RAA) narrated that he was the

partner of the Prophet before the Message, On the Day of the

Conquest of Makkah, the Prophet said (to him), "Welcome my
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brother and my partner." Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud and

Ibn Majah.

906. Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud (BAA) narrated, 'Ammar, Sa'd and

I agreed to become partners in whatever we obtained from the war
booties on the Day ofBadr." Related by An-Nasa'i.

t ^Ik? ^Lfj ^ls
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907. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated, 1 intended to go to

Khaibar, so I went to the Prophet ^ (to tell him) and he said to

me, "If you meet my agent (who collects the Zakdh property ) at

Khaibar, take fifteen Awsuq from him." Related by Abu Daw-
ud who graded it as Sahih. .

Jl : - frt - jdi »yj^ j— _ <\ > a

908. Urwah al-Bariqi (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah gave him a Dinar to buy him a sacrificial animal or sheep

(refer to hadith no. 839.) Related by Al-Bukhart.

909. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah ijj^fj sent 'Umar to collect the Zakdh property Agreed upon.
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910. Jabir bin 'Abdullah {RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah SI sacrificed sixty-three (camels) and ordered 'All to slaugh-

ter the rest (refer to hadith 760)/ Belated by Muslim.

911. Abu Kurairah (RAA) narrated with relevance to the sto-

ry of the hired slave (who committed adultery with the wife of his

master), "Go Unais to the wife of this (man, i.e. the master)
and if she confesses (that she has committed adultery),

then stone her to death/ Agreed upon.

Chapter X: Confession

&\ [Jl\ J : Jli - Jill - ji ^-J *jS _ ^ \ v

912, AbO Dharr (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

$t said to me, "Say the truth no much how bitter it is." Rela-

ted by Ibn Hibban as a part of a long Hadith and graded it as

Sakih.

Chapter XI: Al- 'Ariya (Lending something For use)

913, Samurah bin Jundub (RAA) narrated that the Messen-
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ger of Allah 58 said, "The hand (the person) which borrowed

bears responsibility for the taken item, until it is retur-

ned," Related by Ahmad and the four Imams, Al-H&kwi graded it

as Sahih.

i
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914. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah Si said, "Render back the trusts to those who trusted

you, and do not betray those who betrayed you." Related by

At-Tirmidhi and AbO Dawud who graded it as Hasan..

«fr J/-j J Jii : J^5 - & JUj Sift [ftj - a> ^ J« ^—*j — ^°

915. Ya'li bin Umaiyah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah IS said to me, "When my messengers come to you, give

them thirty coats of mail-" I asked, 'O Messenger of Allah! Is it

a lent item with a guarantee of its return {Madm(mah),28S or just

a lent item that will be returned (Mu'adddh) (in this case he is not

financially liable for its loss or destruction/ The Messenger of Al-

lah M said, **No, it is a lent item that will be returned."

231- For which hetthe person lent to) is financially liable ir it is destroyed due

to negligence or being used for other than what the lender permitted.

282- Some scholars take this hadith as evidence that the person who borrows

an item for a certain period of time is not financially liable for its destr-

uction but is only responsible to give it back as long as it is safe. But

most scholars are of the opinion that if a lent item is lost or destroyed

due to misuse then the person who borrowed it must pay its price which

is the "Ariya Ma&n&nah.
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Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud and An-Nasal. Ibn Hibban graded
it as Sahih.

& Sji JL y i <)\ : - & to ^3 - cf ui^g :^ ^r-^i — ^ vn

916. Safwan bin Umaiyah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah If borrowed coats of mail from him on the Day of Uunain,
Safwan asked him, 'Are you taking them by force 0 Muhammad?'

The Messenger ofAllahM replied, **No> it is a loan with a guar-

antee of its return (M€idmunah},n Related by Abu Dawud,
Ahmad and An-NasaT. Al-Hakim graded it as Sahih,

917. Al-iiakim narrated a similar hadith on the authority of

Ibn 'Abbas (RAA),

i. tfi S tl L»LJ
r •

Chapter XII: Ghasb (The return ofwrongfully
taken property)

918. Sa id bin Zaid (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

All&h <f0$ said, "Whoever usurps even one span of anyone's
landt his neck will be encircled with it down the seven ear*

ths on the Day of Judgment." Agreed upon.

its- jij 4^ & y
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919. Anas (RAA) narrated, 1While The Messenger of Allah %
was with one of his wives, one of the mothers of the believers (i.e.

one of his wives) sent a bowl containing some food with a servant

of hers. The wife (in whose house the Messenger of Allah <jS§ was

sitting) struck the bowl with her hand and broke it. The Prophet

collected the shattered pieces and put the food back in it and said

to them, **Eat." The Messenger of Allah then gave another unbro-

ken bowl to the servant and kept the broken one.' Related by Al-

Bukhari and At-Tirmidhi, who mentioned that the one who broke

the bowl was 'A'ishah(RAA). He also added in his version, 'and the

Messenger of Allah SI said, "Food for food and a bowl for a

bowl."

ifo Jt* «& j^O jlS : Jli - SSl
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920, RafT bin Khady (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $S| said, "If anyone sows in other people's land without

their permission, he has no right to any of the crop, but he

may get back what it cost him," Related by Ahmad, and the

fom Imams except for An-Nasa'i. At-Tirmidhi graded it as Hasan.

t^&Lj *^ J^j J 13 : - Ll4^ ^l
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921. Urwah bin Az-Zubair (RAA) narrated, 'A man from the

Companions ofthe Prophet M said, Two men came to the Prophet
disputing over a piece of land, in which one of them had planted

palm-trees and the land belonged to the other,
1 The Prophet

judged that the land belonged to its original owner and comman-
ded the other to take out his palm-trees (which he planted unju-
stly), and said, "No right pertains to the one who plants the

land of others wrongfully*"*^ Related by Abu Dawud with a

good chain of narrators.

922. The quoted part of the aforementioned Hadith, is also
related by the authors of the Sunan on the authority of 'Urwah
bin Sa id bin Zaid.

c lift j*SU°^ ^ j^Cfc. ji^f} jl£V&» oi» : JU. jk3i *uL^

923. Abu Bakrah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said in the Sermon of the Farewell Pilgrimage at Mina, "O
people! Surely, your blood and property are inviolable un-
til you meet your Lord, as the inviolability of this day and
this month in this land." Agreed upon.

233- He either takes out what he cultivated or takes the amount that he
spent on it,
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Chapter XIII: Ash-Shufah (Preempting
the sale ofa co-owner's Share to another)

4JLI1 JjJ'j : - tl^* ^ ~ "^-V- Ji j— j— — 1 1

1

924. Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah $S decreed the right of preemption (to the partner) in every

joint property (i.e. which is not clearly divided between partners),

but if the boundaries of the property were demarcated or the ways
and roads were fixed , then there is no preemption,* Agreed upon
and the wording is from Al-Bukhart*,

<^ » i it •* r -r *

925. In Muslim's version,. 'Preemption is applicable in every

joint property, whether land, a dwelling or a garden. It is not valid

-in another version 'it is not lawful- for the partner to sell his

share before informing his partner/

926. Anas bin Malik narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said,
wThe neighbor of the house is the one who has the most

right to buy it." Related by AivNasa'i, Ibn Hibban graded it as

Sahtk, but it has a defected chain of narrators.
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927. Abu Ran' (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah $t
said, "The neighbor has more right than any one else beca-
use of his nearness." Related by Al-Bukhari arid al-Hakim,

•di .dJi J* 4S1I J^j jli : Jli - 4!* 4JJ1 - ^l^ _ \ xk
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928. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "The neighbor has the most right to the preemption of
his neighbor's property. He should be waited for (before sel-

ling it)even if he was absent, when the two properties share
the same road.*' Related by Ahmad and the four Imams with a

reliable chain of narrators.

Jks jli2Ji» : Jli^j -*JL5i Jl^ ^l c ^ y ^
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929. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

$1 said, *The right of the neighbor for preemption is similar

to loosening a strap."*** Related by Ibn Majah and Al-Bazzar

who added, "There is no preemption for one who is absent*"
But it is narrated through a weak chain of narrators.

The Prophet $£ is drawing a parallel between the two cases. When the
strap of the camel is loosened it Flees immediately, the same applies if

the neighbor does not hurry to buy the property which is on sale, then
his right to buy it will be lost just as fast as the running of the camel.
But this Hadith is
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ChapterXIV: Al-Qirad (Financing a
Profit -sharing venture)
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930. Suhaib (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah $|

said."There are three things which are blessed, selling with

a postponed credit,289 Miiqaradah,2m and mixing wheat and

barley for one's household and not for sale." Related by Ibn

Majah with a weak chain of narrators.

J^> Jt ±££ JIT tf» : - i£ ill^ - jf> J ra^ _ in
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931, Hakim bin Hizam (RAA) narrated that he used to say

tliat if he gives money to someone by way of Muqdradak; 'You

should not trade with my money in living beings, do not transport

it by sea, and do not come down with it into the bottom of a river

bed. Ifyou do any of these acts, you should guarantee to return me
my money/ Related by Ad-Daraqutm. Malik said in al-Muwatta"

on the authority of al-'Ala' bin 'Abdur-Raiiman bin Ya'qub on the

authority of his father on the authority of his grandfather that he

285- Which will be paid for at a later specified time. It is blessed as it gives

the buyer a chance to pay for his goodstwhich he already received), when

his money is available.

286- Giving someone money with which to do business* on the basis that the

provider takes a percentage of the profit.
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traded with some property belonging to Uthman on the condition
that the profit would be divided in halves between both of them.
This is Hadith Sahifi and Mawqtif

ChapterXV; Musaqah (Watering grapes or dates
forpart ofthe crop) and Ijarah
(A Contract for Hire or Lease )

& &\ <Ll J^j y» : - ill^ - ^ ^Jl^ _
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932. Ibn TJmar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M made a deal with the people of Khaibar (the Jews) that they
would have half the fruit and vegetation of the land they cultiva-
ted (in return for their work on it).' Agreed upon.

In another version by Al-Bukhad and MuslinVThey requested the

Messenger of AllahM to let them stay there on the condition that
they would cultivate it and take half of the fruit. The Messenger of

Allah ^ told them, "We will let you stay on this condition, as
long as we wish/* They stayed there until Umar (RAA) deported
them.

In a version by Muslim, 'The Messenger of Allah handed over
to the Jews of Khaibar the palm-trees and its land on the condi-
tion that they should cultivate it with their own wealth (providing
seeds etc. .) and take halfof its frui t

.

5
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933. Hanzalah bin Qais (RAA) narrated, 'I asked Efifi' bin
Khudaij about letting out land for gold and silver/ Rfifi* replied,
There is no harm in doing that, people used to rent land during

the lifetime of the Prophet ^ for what grew by the streamlets or

by the beginning or end ofwater canals, or for something from the
crops. But sometimes, one portion of the product would be destro-
yed while the other would be saved, whereas {on other occasions)

this portion was saved and the other was destroyed and thus no
rent was payable to the people (who let out the lands) but for this

one (which was saved). It was due to this that he (the Holy Pro-

phet j|) prohibited it, unless the land was let out for something,

which is well known and reliable to be paid(such as money or som-
ething of known value) there is no harm in it.' Related by Muslim,

S& ill of» :
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934. ThSbit bin ad-Dahhak(RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M prohibited Muzara'aht*7 and commanded that people

should be employed for a known wage. Related by Muslim.

287- Sharecropping, which means to farm someone's land for a share of the
harvest.
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935. Ibn 'Abbas (BAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

had himself cupped and gave the one who cupped him his wages,

and if" this pay was prohibited he would not have given it to him.'

Related by Al-Bukhari.

936. Rftfi* bin Khadij (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllahS said, 'The earnings of the cupper are impure*but not

prohibited)," Related by Muslim.

4* & h J_^3 Jti : J\i - 5£ Sift ^3 - ^1 ^} _ nrv
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937, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAl-

lah H said, 'Allah, Glorified be He said, "Three persons are

My adversary on the Day of Resurrection: a man who gave

a promise in My Name then did not carry it out; a person

who sold a free man and took the price; and a man who
hired a servant and after using his services, did not give

him his wages/' Related by Muslim.

^> <W Jj^j 0? ! - LLJIp ilft - j_Jl Ij—fi-j — ^VA

938, Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said,"The thing which is most worthy for taking payment

is the Book of Allah."2*8 Related by Al-Bukhari.

Taking payment for teaching others (children or otherwise) how to recite

it, help in memorizing etc.
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939, Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "Give a hired person his fees before his sweat dries

up*" Related by Ibn Majah.

940, 94L Abu Uala and al-Baihaqi transmitted something to

the same effect as the above on the authority ofAbu Hurairah and
Ai-Jabaran! on the authority of Jabir but they are all weak.

942. AbCi Sa id al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah $S said, "He who hires a person should inform him
of his pay." Related by 'Abdur-R&ziq but with a disconnected

chain of narrators.

a
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Chapter XVI: Cultivation ofa Barren Land
(making it fertile)

-- * ' '

943, 'Urwah narrated on the authority of 'A'ishah (RAA) that

'Allah's Messenger $8 said, "He who cultivates land that does
not belong to anybody has more right to it than anybody
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else (i.e. to own it) " 'Urwah said, "Umar gave the same verdict

during his Caliphate, Related by Al-Bukharl

sJjj ' J^j * c^A*jKM { ^>il1 .<«!^ Lb^i L>-t j-» :
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944. Sa id bin Zaid (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "He who cultivates a barren laud (makes it

fertile), it belongs to him/' Related by the three Imams. At-

Tirmidhi graded it as Hasan

4li£- Ai][
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945, Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that as.-£a'b bin Jath-thamah

al-Laithi told him that the Prophet M said, "No Himd2^ except

for Allah and His MessengerM" Related by Al-Bukharl

,
jjij jv^*

946 Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

289- A Hima is an area in 'which grazing is only restricted —unjustly- to a

certain person who prohibited others from entering it or letting their

Animals graze in it. They used to practice this in Jakiliyah by letting a

dog bark on a high land, and as far as his barking is heard, is considered

a Mima for this person. The Messenger of Allah ^ prohibited this and
only allowed it for the Imam or the ruler of the Muslims, who can make
an area of land as Qfm& for a purpose, which he considers to be benefi-

cent for the Muslims such as making it a Hima for the grazing of the

camels of Zakak. This fladith prohibits taking a U.im.& by anybody exce-

pt as that which the Messenger of Allah took as ffimd i,e, it is only

the right of the Imam or ruler of the Muslims, Umar bin al-Khalfcjlb

(RAA) made places called ar-Rabadha and ash-Sharaf Hima for grazing

the animals of Zakah.
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M said "(One may) neither initiate harmito himself or towards

others) nor reciprocate (their actions) by harming (them)*"
Related by Ahmad and Ibn Majah,
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947. Malik transmitted a similar tradition on the authority of
Abu Said,
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948. Samurah bin Jundub{RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah are said, "Whoever surrounds a barren land with a
wall, it belongs to him.** Related by Abu Dawud. Ibn al-Garud
graded it as Sahlh,

949. 'Abdullah bin Mughaffal (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah M said, "Whoever digs a well (in a barren land
which does not belong to anybody) he is entitled to get forty
cubits (a cubit is 0.58 m in Egypt) of this land as a resting
place for his cattle near the water." Related by Ibn Majah
with a weak chain of narrators.

950. Alqamah bin Wa'il narrated on the authority ofhis fath-

er that the Messenger of Allah assigned him a piece of land in

iiadramut. Related by Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhf.
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951. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

H assigned Az-Zubair the size of land his horse could cover at a
run. So he made his horse run and when it stopped he threw down

his whip. The Messenger of AllahM said, "Give him a piece of

land up to the point where his whip has reached," Related
by Abu Dawfid but he rated it as weak.

' "•'ft
111/, 4IU 4_Jjl
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952. A man from the Companions of the Prophet M said, *I

went on an expedition with the Prophet and I heard him say,

"People are partners in three (things): herbage, water and
fire*" Related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud with a reliable chain of

narrators.

<ji—Sj—Si ij\ t

Chapter XVII: Waqf(Endowment)

, jjl^j «JCd -Oj y t JLt

953. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah SI said, "When a person dies, (the reward of) his deeds
stops except for three: **A perpetual Sadaqah (Sadaqah
Jariyah), knowledge from which benefit is (continuously)

gained, or a pious child who is invoking Allah for him."
Related by Muslim.
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954. Ibn TJmar (RAA) narrated, "Umar got some land in Kh-

aibar and he went to the ProphetM to consult with him about it.

He said, *0 Messenger of Allah! I got some land in Khaibar more
valuable and precious to me than any other property I ever had.'

The Messenger of Allah ^ said to him t "If you wish you can
give the land as endowment (waqf) and give its fruit in

charity** So, 'Uraar gave it in charity as an endowment (waqf) on

the condition that the land would not be sold, inherited or given

away as a gift. Its yield would be given in charity to the poor, rela-

tives, for the emancipation of slaves, for the Cause of Allah (i.e.

Jihad), to travelers and guests; and that there would be no harm
if the guardian of the endowment ate from it according to his need

but with moderation, and to give a friend food to eat provided he is

not storing it (the fruit) for the future {i.e. he should not own any
of its benefits).' Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim,

A version by al-Bukhari has:
!He gave it as Qadaqak that must

not be sold {as it is not permitted to sell the waqf) or gifted but its

yield must be spent (as Qadaqah)

955. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of AIl£h
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M sent Umar (RAA) to collect Zahah . , . "As for Khalid he has

retained his coats of mail and weapons (as endowment) to

use them in Allah's Cause." Agreed Upon.

Chapter XVIII: Gifts, Vmrd^ (Life Tenancy)

and Ruqbd

pi*j 0* -jji 4JJ1 J 4j ^1 *u jyjJ ^ uCJJLJ J
'> _ ^ O n
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956. An-Nu'man bin Al-Bashir narrated tliat his father took

him to the Prophet ^ and said, 'I have given this son of mine a

slave who belonged to me.' The Messenger of Allah ^ asked him,

"Have you given all your sons the same (gift)?" He replied,

'No/ The Prophet^ said, "Then take back your gift."

In another version, 'My father hurried to the Prophet ^ to ask

him to be witness on my gift. The Prophet asked him, "Have

280- 'Umm means that a man gives another man a house and says to him, 4
I

give it to you to live in as long as you live/ and is considered a gift,

.

Ruqbd literally means watching for, it means that a man gives a house

to another man and says to him. 'Iff die first, then it is yours, and ifyou

die first it i& mine.' So it is called Ruqbd because each of them is

watching for the death of the other. Therefore it is disliked as each of

the two men hope lor the death of the other, but Islam stopped this

practice as it considers Ruqbd a permanent gift that wit! be inherited by

the heirs of the one it is given to,
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you done the same with all your children (i.e. have you given

each ofthem the same gift?) He replied, 'No.' The Prophet jjef said,

"Fear Allah and be just with your children.' My father then

returned and took back his gift/ Agreed upon.

In a narration by Muslim, the Messenger of Allah <H said, "Let

someone else be witness to this (gift)." He then said to him,

"Would you like them to treat you well equally?* Nu'man

said, Tcs.' The ProphetM then said, "Don't do it then."

957. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "The one who seeks to take hack his gift (which he

has already given) is like a dog which swallows its vomit."301

Agreed upon.

In a version by Al-Bukhari, "A bad example is not considered
one of us. He who takes back his gift is like a dog that swal-

lows its vomit/

: "ill! 'jX»j iiN ^Jh 1 /fJlj Jjf- j—*\
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958. Ibn Umar and Ibn Abbas narrated that the Messenger

ofAllahM said, "It is not lawful for a Muslim to give a gift to

someone and then take it back, except for a father concer-
ning what he gives his son (he can then take it back)." Related

by the four Imams and Ahmad. At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Uibban and al-

Hakim graded it as SahXh.

291- This hadfth is proor that taking back a gift, which has already boon
givon is absolutely prohibited except for the gift which is given by the

parent to his i her child.
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959. A'ishah <RAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger % used to

accept presents and used to also give presents in return.' Related
byAl-Bukhart.

960. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, *A man gave a she-camel as

a present to the Messenger of Allah j^f, so he gave him sometiling
in return for it and asked him, "Are you satisfied?" The man

replied > 'No/ The Prophet $| then gave him more and asked again,

"Are you satisfied?" The man replied, 'No.' Again the ProphetM
gave him more and asked him, "Are you satisfied?" The man
replied, *Yes/ Related by Ahmad. Ibn Hibban graded it as Qahth-

A J* <I» Jjlj Jli : jli - i£ A -^
» « * ^ » j-

,«1^C* J[ l^fo !l^J> ^ ill ^* : Jli Is] iSS c iLiiiJ} iJJ ^*

961. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said, 'a/- 'United belongs to the one to whom it is given/' Agre-
ed upon.
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Muslim transmitted, "Keep your property for yourselves and

do not waste them away, for whoever gives 'Umrd (life-

tenancy)to anyone, it belongs to the one to whom it is given
both during his life, after his death and then to his descen-
dants:'

In another version, "The 'Utnrd t which the Messenger of AllAh <S§

allowed (to be given to his descendants after his death) is the one

in which the one (who is giving away the property) says: 'It is for

you and for your descendants.* But if he says, 'It is for you as long

as you live/ It is returned to its original owner.

In a version by Abu Dawud and An-Nasa%'Do not give property

to others by way of Ruqbd and 'Umrd, for if anyone is given
either of them, the property goes to his heirs.'

962. Umar (RAA) narrated, 'I gave a horse -in charity- to a

man to use in Jihad in the Cause of Allah, The man did not look

after it properly, and I thought he would sell it for a cheap price. I

asked the Messenger of AllahM about this (i.e. buying it myself)/

The Prophet -jM said to him, "You should not buy it, even if he

gave it to you for a Dirham (he should not take it back as he

gave it in charity and it is considered as a gift)." Agreed upon.

,<&j£J y/i^fyy : Jli & JL* ^ji t V^j _

963. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lahM said, "Exchange presents between yourselves as this

creates love between you." Related by Al-Bukhari in his book

'al-Adab al-Mufrad. 'Abu Ya'la with a good chain of narrators.

4& 4jl J^> *AJl Jj^'j JU : Jli - «u£ <dil
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964. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah *|| said
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"Exchange presents between yourselves as this extra-fits

grudge gently(from your hearts) " Related by Al-Bazzar with a

weak chain of narrators,

clLj L«s> : lit-j *^
tmJ^ dll J Jli : Jll ^ ^lo

965. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah $| said, **0 Muslim women! None of you should look
down upon the present sent by her (female) neighbor even
if it were the trotters of a sheep." Agreed upon.

• J** r^O 9* ^^ ^l^ " **** ^ ^*'J ~ ^ y*
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966. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

$f said, "If anyone gives away a gift he is the one who has
most right to it as long as he was not given anything in

return." Related by al-Hakim who graded it as SahXh.

,

Chapter XIX: Luqaiah (Lost and found items)

967. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

passed by a fallen date in the street and said, "Were it not for

ray doubt that this might have been given in charity, I

would have eaten it."293 Agreed upon.

292- It is welt known that the Messenger of Attah 1£ does not eat out of cha-

rity but would only eat what is given to him as a present.
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968. Zaid bin Khalid al-Juhani narrated, 'A man came to the

Prophet $8 and asked him about al-Luqatah (lost items found on

the ground and picked up by someone). The Prophet Si said, "det-

ermine its container, and the string with which it is tied,

and then announce publicly for a year that it has been
found. If the owner shows up, give it to him, otherwise use

it as you like (as it has entered his possession). The man again

asked, 'What about a lost sheep?' The Messenger of Allah 38 said,

"It is for you, your brother or a wolf," The man again said,

*What about a lost camel?" The Messenger of Allah said, **Why

should you take it as it has got its water container (its stom-

ach),and its hooves and it can reach the places ofwater and

can eat from the trees until its owner finds it?" Agreed upon.

: 'pLj 4l> & Jk> «M J^-j : J13 - i£ & - — 111
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969. Zaid narrated that the Messenger of Allah M said, "He

who keeps a stray property (luqatak), he himself has gone
astray, unless he announces that he found it." Related by

Muslim.

J£ Vlj t J**! }4* ^ ^ 4 Yi I ^ p 4 *—**-^JJ
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970. lyad bin Himar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said,"He who finds a luqatah should call two trusty

witnesses {to show them what he found) determine its contai-

ner, and the string with which it is tied, and he should not
conceal it or cover it up. If its owner shows up he is the one
who is entitled to take it back, otherwise it is the property
of Allah, which He gives to whom He wishes/' Related by Ah-

mad and the four Imams except for At-TirmidhL Ibn Khuzaimah,
Ibn al-Garud and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih^

971. Abdur Rahman bin 'Uthman At-Taimi narrated that the

Messenger of Allah iKSjj prohibited picking up the luqatah of the

pilgrims.' Related by Muslim.

972. Al-Miqdmn bin Ma'diakrib (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah ijfe said, "It is not lawful to eat predatory wild

animals that prey with fangs, or a domestic ass, and it is

not lawful to keep the luqatah ofone who has been given a

covenant <by Muslims) unless he disposes of it*" Related by

Abu Dawud.

-

«

Chapter XX: Inheritance

973 Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah
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said, "Give the shares ordained (by Allah) to their rightful

heirs. Whatever is left after that goes to the nearest male
heir (to the deceased) " Agreed upon.

974. Usamah bin Zaid (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah -M said, "A Muslim is not to inherit a disbeliever and a

disbeliever is not to inherit a Muslim," Agreed upon.

^ *-*".
• --J- L5 ' -• -' '.-

975. Ibn Mas'ud (RAA) narrated concerning the inheritance

of a daughter, a son's daughter (granddaughter) and a sister, sur-

viving the deceased. The Prophet 3§| ordained that the daughter's

share is one half, the son's daughter is one-sixth and whatever

remains is the sister's," Related by Al-Bukhart

. iiii^ IJl^. d-jJb- f^tLJ& 1

976, 'Abdullah Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of AllahM said,"The followers of two different religions may
not inherit from each other." Related by Ahmad, the four Ima-

ms and At-TirmidhL

: JliS ¥ ^. J Hi t Cyli ^ J[ : JUi j*Lj <& iill ^Ji
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977, Imran bin Husain (RAA) narrated, *A man came to the

Prophet S| and said, 'My son's son has died. What is my share

from his inheritance?' The Messenger of Allah M said, "You get

one sixth." When the man turned away, the Messenger of Allah

called him and said, "You are entitled to another sixth."303

When the man turned away, the Messenger of Allah $!§ called him
and said, "The other sixth is an extra allowance (to what is

ordained for you)." Related by Ahmad and the four .Imams. At-

Tirmidhi graded it as Sahth.
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978. Ihn Buraidah (RAA) narrated on the authority of his

father (RAA) that the Messenger of Allah ^ appointed a sixth to

the grandmother if no mother was left to inherit with her "Related

by Abu Dawud and An-Nasal Ihn Khuzaimah and Ibn al-Garud

graded it as Sahih

293- The deceased in this case loft two daughters and his father surviving

him. The two daughters are entitled to 2/3 of the estate. The remaining
third will be given to the grandfather, but his prescribed share is only
one sixth and the other sixth will be given back to him as there are no
other heirs. Tn this case the grandfather is considered to be Asabah,
which refers to the relatives of the deceased on his father's side. They
are entitled to take the rest of the estate after the fixed (prescribed)

shares are dislribu-ted, which applies to this case. Thr; Messenger of

Allah ^ wanted to teach the man that his prescribed share is only one

sixth and not one third. That is why he gave him one sixth when he
asked about his inheritance, and then called him again and told him
that this other sixth is an extra amount to his share as it is given back
to him for being'Asabah in the absence ofany other heirs,
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979. Al-Miqdam bin Ma'diakrib (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah M said, "The maternal uncle is the inheritor

of those who have no (standard) heirs,"2£M Related by Ahmad

and the four Imams except for At-Tirmidhi. Abu Zar'ah ar-Razi

graded it as Hasan, but al-Hakim and Ibn Hibban graded it as

gahth.
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980. Abu Umamah bin Sahl (RAA) narrated, ' Uraar wrote to

Abu 'Ubaidah (RAA) that the Messenger of Allah M said, "Allah

and His Messenger are the guardians of the one who does
not have a guardian; and a maternal uncle inherits from
the one who does not have any (standard) heirs.** Related by
Ahmad and the four Imams except for Abu Dawud. At-Tirmidhi

graded it as Hasan and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sakih.

981 . Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah m
said, "A* soon as the infant cries295 (at the moment of birth) it

is entitled to inherit." Related by Abu Dawud. Ibn Hibban gra-

ded it as &ahlh<

294- In this case the deceased has no 'Asabah (relatives on his father's side)

and no other heirs who are entitled to obligatory shares.

295' When the heir ofsomeone who died is expecting a child, the estate is not

to be divided until the child is born.
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982, 'Amro bin Sliu'aib narrated on the authority of his father

on the authority of his grandfather that the Messenger of Allah §g

said, "A killer does not receive (a share of the) inheritance

(ofthe one he killed)." Related by An-Nasa'i and Ad-Daraqutni.

983. Umar bin al~Khattab (BAA) narrated, 'I heard the Mes-

senger ofAllah M say, "Whatever rights gained by the father

or child (meaning at-Wala 2^6
) are to be transferred to his

abah (relatives on his father's side) regardless of their degree

of kinship297 (meaning that loyalty is not inherited and does not

follow the rules of inheritance).*'Related by Abu DawM, An-Nasa'i

and Ibn Majah, Ibn a I-Mad mi and Ibn Abdul Barr graded it as

Sahik.

A 'S^j Jli : JL* - ll4^ iiV - 'jli Jl aILvI* ^— — \Ai

2S6- Wald* refers to the right of inheriting the property of a manumitted sla-

ve after his death, The one who has the right to inherit him is the one
who manumitted him. In Jahiliyah; before Islam, they used to sell this

Wal&'ar give it as a gift but Islam prohibited this.

2E>7- Most scholars are of the opinion that Wata' is not part of the inheritance

of the deceased, For exam pi « if a man manumitted a slave, and he has

two sens, and one of his sons had a child and then died. If the manumit-

ter dies, the Waiu of the manumitted slave (his inheritance) goes to his

son alone and is not to be shared between the son and the grandson as

would be in the case of inheritance. This means that Wal&* is the right of

the closest 'Asabah of the deceased and not to be distributed as part of

his inheritance.

.kLj>J % v 1 wiSi aikir Lki iv> : 'ft*j 4-i J-Jh J-^
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984. Abdullah Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Alldh said, "The W<tl&* {of a manumitted slave) is consi-

dered as one's lineage, not to be sold or donated396 (refer to

hadith no. S16).
w Related by al-Hakim through Ash-Shanl on the

authority of Muhammad bin Al-Hasan, on the authority of AM
Yusuf. Ibn Hibban graded it as gatdh.

<fr M : Jti - i£ tm j - ^^ i 'Jy* _J _ ^ a©
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985. Abu Qalabah narrated on the authority of Anas (BAA)

that the Messenger ofAllah said, "The one who is most kno-

wledgeable of the laws of inheritance is Zaid bin Thabit,"

Related by Ahmad and the four Imams except Abu Dawud, At-

Tirmidhi, Ibn Hibban and al-Hakim graded it as Sahtk.

ChapterXXI: Wills (Bequests)

aJJi JIfl 4JJ1 J Jti : Jli - lljl* till - ^1* Je> — «\A1
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986. 'Abdullah Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

ofAll&h J$f said,"It is not rightful for a Muslim, if he has any-

thing to bequeath, that he sleeps two consecutive nights

without having with him his written will.*' Agreed upon.

208- This hacttth again assures the fact that Wal&' is like the Jincage of a

person. The inheritance still goes to the one who paid the money to the

sieve and is not U> be sold or donated as soon as the slave dies, as the

link to the manumitter still holds.
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987. Sa d bin Abi Waqqa§ (RAA) narrated, 1 said, 'O Messen-
ger of Allah! I have a lot of money, and no heirs but my daughter.

Shall I give (bequeath) two thirds ofmy wealth as charity?' HeM
said, "No." I said, Then half of it?' He M replied, "No." I said,

Then one third ofmy wealth?7 HeM replied,"Yes one third; and
oven one third is too much. Indeed, to leave your inheri-
tors rich (after your death) is better than leaving them as a
burden begging from people," Agreed upon,

988. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, "A man came to the Messenger

of Allah $8 and said, 'O Messenger of Allah! My mother died sud-
denly and did not write a will, and I believe that if she had been
able to speak (now), she would have given it in charity. Would she
be rewarded if I pay the charity on her behalf?* The Messenger of

AllahM said^Yes^Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim.

tZfj i ^ j^- jr JM 45 Ufi oj» : Jji 4* ^-^ JL.u

989. Abu Um&mah al-B§nili (RAA) narrated, I heard the

Messenger of Allah M say, "Allah has given every one who is
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entitled to a right (in inheritance) what is due to him, no will

may be made to a (standard) heir." Related by Ahmad and the

four Imams except for An-Nasal Ahmad and at-Tirmidh! graded

it as Hasan. Ibn Khuzaimah and Tbn al-Garud graded it as a
strong Haditk.

- * ' -

' -•

'

990, Ad-Daraqutni transmitted a similar narration on the

authority of Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) and added the following, "Unless
the heirs agree to it (i.e. making a will for an heir)." Its chain of

narrators is Hasan,

991. Muadh bin Jabal (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "Allah gave you as a charitya" a third of your

property when you are ahout to die, as an addition to your
good deeds.'* Related by Ad-Daraqutni.

* - ' ' '

992. Ahmad and al*Bazzar transmitted it on the authority of

AbllAd-Darda*.

993, Ibn Majah transmitted the same narration on the auth-
ority ofAbu Hurairah (RAA) and they are all weak traditions but
may support each other, and Allah knows best.

299- He gave you permission to make a will within the third of your property

as charity, when you arc about to die.
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Chapter XXH: WadVah (Trusts Deposited for
Safekeeping)
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994, 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his father

on the authority of his grandfather (RAA) that the Messenger of

Allah % said, "If anyone is given an article as a trust, he
does not have to pay for its loss or destruction (unless he
misuses it).»Related by Ibn Majah with a weak chain of narrators.
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Book VIII: Marriage

Chapter I

4j^s t jj£U **13 jiSl* ^IkC-i { i__>LZ±J\ ^iJii L'» : [Ul-j *^

*\* * 'if

995. Ibn Mas ud (RAAJ narrated that the Messenger of Allfih

said to us, "O Young people! Whoever can marry among
you, should marry, for that will help him lower his gaze

and protect his chastity. Whoever is not able to marry is

recommended to fast and that will be his shield (as it dimi-

nishes his sexual energy)." Agreed upon.

Jj-^-* • ^|^~" ^t-^A3 l?***
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996. Anas Ibn Malik (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah praised and exalted Allah and said, *„Yet I pray (night

prayer) and sleep, fast and break my fast, and I (also) marry
women. Whoever does not follow my Sunnah is not from

me (nor one of ray followers)."300 Agreed upon.

30O- The Messenger of All/lh Ife said this to the three men who asked about
how he worshipped Allah, and when they were tolda they thought their

own worship was insufficient and one of them decided to offer prayer

throughout the night forever, the .second said that he win fast through-

out the year, and the third said he will never get married. The Messen-
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997. Anas bin Malik (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah Jig used to command (urge) us to get married and would very

strictly prohibit us from remaining in celibacy and say, "Marry
the woman who is child hearing and loving, for I shall boa-
st over all the nations by your number on the Day of Resur-
rection." Related by Ahmad. Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahth.

998. Abu Dawud and An-Nasa'i and Ibn Hibban related a

similar Hadith on the authority of Ma'qil bin Yasar.

, ftfu aJi .«JjlJU Cj^ ^jjjjl ^iJb

999. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah said, "A woman is married for four reasons; her pro-
perty, lineage, beauty and her religion (meaning her piety),

So, marry the religious one otherwise you will be a loser."

Agreed upon along with the rest of the seven Imams.

1000. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger of

Allah M congratulated a man on his marriage, he would say,

p?er of Allah $ thereupon said r.r> them, "By Allah, I am the most tearful

of Allah of you find yet I pray
"
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"May Allah bless (both of you), and may He bestow His ble-

ssings upon you, and unite you together in goodness." Rela-

ted by Ahmad and the four Imams, At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Khuzaimah
and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sflhlh.

1001. Abdullah Ibn Mas ud (EAA) narrated/The Messenger of

Allah taught us to say for fulfillment of a need, "All praise if

for Allah. We praise Him, we seek His aid and we ask for

His forgiveness. We seek Allah's refuge from the evil of our-

selves. Whomsoever Allah guides, there is no one who can
lead him astray, and whomsoever Allah misguides, there is

no one to guide him. I testify that none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah alone, and I testify that Muhammad

$H is His slave and Messenger." And recited three verses. Rela-

ted by Ahmad and the four Imams. At-Tirmidhi and al-Hakim

graded it as Hasan.

1002. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah $|

said, "If one of you proposes to a woman, and he can see

from her what may entice him to marry her, he should do
so." Related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud with a reliable chain of

narrators. Al-Hakim graded it as SaMh,

1003. At-Tirmidhi and An-Nasa'i transmitted a similar narra-

tion on the authority of Al-Mughirah.
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1004, Ibn Majah and Ibn Hibban transmitted a similar narra-

tion on the authority of Muhammad bin Mas1amah,

,«Li!i Lills : Jii . V : Jii 0\ '^j&\y> ;

1005, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah Jsl said to a man who told him that he had got engaged, "Have
you looked at her?" The man replied, *No,' He said to him, "Go
and look at her for it is more likely to create affection bet-

ween the two of you," Related by Muslim.

jl t ijti LJjUUI B^j -u^ ilL^ J*1 LJaki ^» : li^M-j; *I &
^ y y ^ *

1006, Ibn 'Uinar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "It is not allowed for a man to propose to a woman
whom his brother (in Islam) has already proposed to, until

the first suitor gives her up, or allows him to propose to

her." Agreed upon and the wording is from Al-Bukhad,

V : JLU t P ^ Jl v **** :
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1007, Sahl bin Sa'cl As-Sa'idi (RAA) narrated, ''Once a woman

came to the Prophet §s and said, 'I dedicate myself to you (for

marriage}/ The Messenger of Allah -M looked at her up and down
and then lowered his head. When the woman saw that he had
made no decision she sat down. One of the companions of the Pro-

phet Hi got up and said/O Messenger of Allah! Ifyou have no need

of her, marry her to me.' The Prophet *^ asked him T "Do you
have anything to give her as a dowry?** The man replied, 'No,

I swear by Allah, O Messenger of Allah/ The Prophet $8 said to

him, "Go to your family and seek something (to offer her)."

The man went and then returned saying, 'No, I swear by Allah I

found nothing/ The Messenger of All&h M said to him, "Seek
(something) even if it is an iron ring*" The man went and then

returned saying,
4

No, I swear by All all 0 Messenger of Allah, not

even an iron ring, but I have this Izar (waist sheet)- Sahl said, 'He

had no upper garment'- and 1 shall give her half of it.' The Mes-

senger of Allah M said,
<eWhat would she do with your Izdr?

If you wear it, there would be nothing of it for her, and if

she wears it, there would be nothing of it for you*" The man
sat down, and when he had sat for a long time he got up. When

Allah's Messenger -$| saw him turning away, he commanded peo-
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pie to call him back. When he came the Prophet H said to him,

"Have you memorized something of the Qur'an?" The man
said, *Yes, I have memorized such and such Sdrafts* and named

some of them. The Prophet -It then asked him, "Can you recite

them by heart?" He replied, 'Yes,' The ProphetM then said, "Go
for I have married her to you for what you have memorized
of the Qur'an." Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim.

In another version he said, "Go for I have married her to you,
and teach her some of the Qur'an (that you know)."

In another version by Al-Bukhari, "I have married her to you
for what you have of the Qur'an."

«V Jiik; &» : Jli : -& ilft [^j - I'}'/* J> 'Je- SjlS (j—iVj — ^ * * A

1008. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'The Prophet M asked

him, "What have you memorized (of the Qur'an)?" He said,

'Surah al-Baqarah (the Cow, No-2) and the one next to it (Surah

No. $).' The Prophet $| then said "Get up and teach her twenty
verses." Related by Abu Dawud.

j( :
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1009. 'Amir bin 'Abdullah bin Az-Zubair narrated on the au-

thority of his father (RAA) that the Messenger of Allah said,

"Announce the wedding."Rclatcd by Ahmad and al-H&kim gra-

ded it as Sahih.

1010. Abu Burdah bin Abi Musa narrated on the authority of
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his father (RAA) that the Messenger of Allah^ said, "No marri-

age is to be conducted except with a wait (a woman's guar-

dian)." Related by Ahmad and the four Imams. Ibn al-Madini, at-

Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

1011. ImAm Ahmad transmitted on the authority of al-Hasan

on the authority of Imran bin al-Uu^ain, that the Prophet jjSj said

"There is no marriage (to be conducted) save with a guardian
and two just witnesses."

1012. A'ishah (RAA) narrated that 'Allah's MessengerM said,

**If any woman marries herself without the permission of
her ivali, then her marriage is void. If the groom copulates

with her, she deserves the dowry because of(the enjoyment
of) her private parts he has made lawful to himself* If they
dispute then (they can resort to) the ruler (as he} is the guar-

dian of those who do not have a guardian." Related by the

four Imams except for An-Nasa'i. Abu 'Uwanah, Ibn Hibban and
al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.
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1013. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah $g said, "A non-virgin woman (divorced or widowed) is not

to be married except after consulting her nor can a virgin

be married except with her consent." The people asked, *0
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Messenger of Allah! How is her consen t(to be known)?' He said, "If

she remains silent," Agreed upon.

- - .- - 0 ^ -

1014, Ibn 'Abbas (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

^ said, "A non-virgin woman is worthier to organize her af-

fairs than her guardian* As for the virgin she must be ask-

ed for her permission. Her silence is a sign of her consent
(to be married) " Related by Muslim.

In another version, "A guardian has no authority over a non-
virgin woman and an orphan girl(i.e. virgin) must be asked
for her permission (in marriage)." Related by Abu Dawud. An-
Nasa'I and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahik.

«dtt J J£ : Jtt" - JUf -dJ) -
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1015, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "Let no woman be the guardian of another wo-
man in marriage, and let no woman marry herself (by her-

selfwithout a guardian)."Related by Ibn Majah and Ad-Daraqutni
•with a trustworthy chain of narrators.

*W J J£» : Jtf - £4* - ^^ ^ gtf j— — \ \ 1
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1016, NafV narrated on the authority of Ibn 'Umar(RAA), 'The

Messenger of Allah prohibited Shighar. It is the marriage in
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which a man marries his daughter to another man, and the latter

in return marries his daughter to the former, on condition that no
dowry is to be paid by either.' Agreed upon,

^ **J^ ^ ' ~ -
|J*J — ^ ' 1 V
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1017. Ibn 'Abbas (RAAJ narrated that a young woman came to

the Prophet jSf and stated that her father had married her against

her will. The ProphetM gave her the option to annul the marriage

or to accept it/ Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah,

1018. Al-Hasan bin Samurah{RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah said,
wWhenever two guardians marry off a

woman (to two men), the first husband is worthier of her."

Related by Ahmad and the four Imams. At-TirmidhT graded it as

Hasan.

dJi JL* J^j • J^* ( - ^l - j*j — V* V ^

1019. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah 'M said, "Any slave who marries without the permis-

sion of his master, he is like a fornicator." Related by Ahmad
Abu Dawud and At-Tinnidht The latter and Ibn Hibban graded it

as Sahik^
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1020. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H said, "A woman is not to be married along with her
pateraal or her maternal aunts." Agreed upon.

& jLfi *JJl JJJj Jti : Jli - 4Ip j&S & ^j - Olii 'j—*j — \ • Y \

1021. Uthman {RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah $S
said, "A pilgrim while in a state of Ikram may not contract

marriage (himself), nor contract the marriage of someone
else." Related by Muslim.

In a version by Muslim, "He may neither propose to a woman
(either For himself or for someone else)," Ibn Hibban added the fol-

lowing in his version, "Nor be asked for the hand of a woman
(he is the guardian ofV'

1022. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of Allah %
married Maimunah while he was in the state ofIhram.301" Agreed

upon.

iiSl ^JL^ jl» : - \^ iiil ^j - \^J^ k,^* ^ jj

—
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1023. Muslim transmitted on the authority ofMaimunah(RAA)

that the Messenger of Allah married her while he was not in

the state ofIhrdm.

301- Many of the companions are of the opinion that the Prophet m married

Maimunah before he puts on his fhtYtm but the news of his marriage

became known while he was in the state t>nhrfim, and then ho consum-

mated his marriage in Makkah. This opinion goe9 in accordance with

the prohibition mentioned in this hadith.
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1024. Uqbah bin Amir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah <§$ said, "The most deserving conditions to be fulfilled,

are those that make the private parts lawful (Halal) for you

{i.e. in marriage)." Agreed upon.

1025 . Salamah bin al-Akwa narrated ,'The Messenger ofAllah

M permitted Mut'ah Marriage,302 for three days in the year of

Autas,308 but then he prohibited it." Related by Muslim.

1026. 'All bin AM Talib narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

prohibited the Mut'ah marriage on the battle otKhaibar" Agreed

upon,

1027. 'Al! bin Abi Talib narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah M
prohibited the Mut'ah Marriage on the battle of Khaibar as well

as the flesh ofdomestic donkeys."Transmitted by the seven Imams

except Abu Dawud.

302- This is a kind of temporary marriage, the duration of which is predeter-

mined through an agreement between the man and the woman. The

purpose of this marriage is to have sexual intercourse for that period of

time, by the end of which the woman is automatically divorced. It is

unanimously termed invalid by all Muslim scholars.

U03- A battle which took place after the Conquest ofMakkah.
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1028, Rahf bin Sabrah narrated on the authority of his father

( RAA.) that, the Messenger of Allah M said^I had permitted you

to contract Mut'ah Marriage,301 but Allah has surely prohi-

bited it until the Day of Resurrection, So, if any of you has
a woman that he married through Mitt ah, he should let

her go, and do uot take back any of the dower he gave her."
Related by Muslim, Abu Dawud, An-Nasfl'f, Ibn Majah, Ahmad
and Ibn Hibban.

1029, Ibn Mas'ud (RAA) narrated, «The Messenger ofAllahM
cursed the muhallilm and the one (the first husband) for whom

the woman was made lawful (through this marriage).' Related by
Ahmad, An-Nasat and At-Tirmidhi who rendered it to be auth-
entic.

1030, The four Imams except Art-Nasa'i transmitted a similar

tradition on the authority of 'All.

304- This marriage was permitted for sometime at the rise of Islam, but then
it was finally prohibited in the year of Khaibar.

305- Al-Mu&allil. is the man who temporarily marries a woman, who has been
divorced three times and thus she is not lawful anymore for her first

husband. The mukallil marries her temporarily, ma3' have sexual
intercourse with her or not. He then divorces her to go back to her first

husband, to whom she is now lawful (Halal) to remarry except through a
new marriage contract. This is alsn prohibited as it is another form of
temporary marriage that stipulates separation due to a previously made
agreement between the first husband and the muhftUit,
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1031. Abu Hurairah(RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger M
said, "A man guilty of adultery, who has been flogged, sho-

uld not marry but one who is as guilty as he is" Related by

Ahmad and Abu Dawud with a trustworthy chain of narrators.

< & 'Sis j^j jjk : - & '^j - _ \ rr
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1032. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated,
4A man divorced his wife three

times, then she married another man who also divorced her before

having sexual contact with her. The first husband wanted to rem-

arry herf after her divorce from the second man). The Messenger of

Allah If was asked about this, but he replied, "No, she cannot

marry the first husband until the second husband consum-
mates his marriage with her, just as the first husband had
done.'* Agreed upon, and the wording is from Muslim.

I1" t* »*

Chapter II: Compatibility 306 in Marriage

and the Right to Choose
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306- Scholars have differed over the definition of compatibility, and most of

them are of the opinion that the most important aspect is that of in reli-

giousness.
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1033. Ibn 'Umar (KAA) narrated that the Messenger of M
said, "Arabs are equivalent to one another (in marriage) and
clients (slaves) are equivalent to one another, save a weav-
er or a cupper." Related by Al-Hakim but all its chains of narra-
tors are extremely weak, and most scholars considered it to be a
false tradition.

1034. Al-Bazzar transmitted a similar narration on the autho-
rity of Mu'adh bin Jabal, but with a disconnected chain of nar-
rators.

1035. F&timah the daughter of Qais (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah M said to her, "Marry Usamah." 807 Related

by Muslim.

1036. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

M said, "Q sons of Bayadah (Banu Bayadah) marry Abu
Hind308 to (someone of) your women, and marry his women
(his daughters)," and he was a cupper/ Related by Abu Dawud
and Al-Hakim with a good chain of narrators.

307- Fa£imah bint Qais was from the tribe of Quraish, i.e. of a noble lineage,
while Usamah was his slave and the son of his client ZaicL

308- Abfi Hind or Yasar, cupped the Prophet& this hadMi and the previous
one, are proof that it is not only the lineage which counts in equivalence.
It was also reported that Bilal (RAA), who was a slave before he was
manumitted by AbO Bakr (RAA) T married Ha Iah the sister of Abdur
Rafcman bin Auf, and 'Umar (RAA), offered his daughter Hafsah in
marriage to Salman al-Farusf fa Persian slave) before she married the
Prophet St,
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1037. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'When Barirah was manumit-

ted, she was given the choice to remain with her husband iMugh-

ith) who was a slave at that time, or to leave him/ (part of a long

tradition) Agreed upon.

In a version by Muslim: 'Her husband was a slave.* He also rela-

ted on the authority of 'A'ishah (RAA): 'He was a free man/ But

the first narration (that he was a slave) is stronger.

Al-Bukhari also related on the authority ofIbn 'Abb£s that he was

a salve.

1038, Ai-Dahhak bin Fairuz Ad-Dailarm narrated on the au-

thority ofhis father (RAA)/0 Messenger ofAMh! I have embraced

Islam and I am married to two sisters/309 The Messenger of Allah

H said to him, "Divorce whichever of them you wish to lea-

ve*" Related by Ahmad and the four Imams except for An-Nasa'i.

Ibn Hibban, ad-Daraqutm and al-Baihaqi graded it as Sat±iti.

309- It is prohibited in Islam to marry two sisters together at the same time.
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1039. SSlim narrated on the authority of his father (RAA),

'Ghailan bin Salamah who embraced Islam and he had ten wives

{at the time) who all accepted Islam with him. The Messenger of

Allah M commanded him to choose only four of them.* Related by
Ahmad and At-Tirmidhi. Ibn Hibban and a 1 Hakim graded it as

SaMhj but al-Bukhari, Abu Zur'ali and Abu Hatim graded it as a

defected Hadith..
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1040. Tbn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger ofAllah $|

restored his daughter Zainab to Abu Al-'As bin ar-Rabi'310 after

six years(of separation) according to (the contract of the) first mar-
riage and did not make a new one.'Related by Ahmad and the four

Imams save An-NasaT. Ahmad and at-Hakim graded it as Sahih.

<*L~jjS- ; <^x*^Ji Jti «jjj^r ^ jjIp C_~£3 1*

1041. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his

310- Abu Al-'As bin ar Rabi was the husband of the Prophet's daughter (Zai-

nab). She embraced Islam with the family of the Prophet yfe while he
remained a polytheist and was taken as a prisoner of war in the Battle

oFBadr. Zainab sent her necklace (which was given to her by her mother

Khadfiah) to the Prophet $g as a ransom to set him free, the Prophet &
accepted it and stipulated that Al-'As lets her migrate to the Prophet
in Madtnah. She migrated and in the year G of al-Hijrah of the Prophet

the verse which prohibits the marriage of a Muslim woman to a disbe-

liever was revealed- She remained for two years and her marriage was
suspended until Abfi Al-'Ag embraced Islam (during the 8111 year of ai-

rlyrah) and the Prophet restored her to him.
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father on the authority of his grandfather that the Messenger of

Allah M restored his daughter Zainab to Abu AI-'As with a new

marriage contract.'311 Imam At-Tirmidhi said that the hadith of

Ibn 'Abbas is related with a stronger chain ofnarrators.

i ^^C^ oli^i cJT t -OJi J_^3 V' : J 1^* i 1—i**!?J —

1042. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'A woman embraced Islam

then got married. Her (first) husband came and said, '0 Messen-

ger of Allah, 1 have accepted Islam and she knew that (before she

got married),' The Messenger of Allah 28 then took her away from

the second husband and gave her back to the first one.* Related by

Ahmad, Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah. Ibn Hibban and al-Hakim

graded it as gakih

1043. Zaid bin Ka'b bin Ujrah narrated on the authority of

his father, The messenger of Allah M married al-'Aliyah from

311- Ahmad and Ad-Darquini said that this is a weak hadith. The stronger

narration is the one that says that the Prophet consented to the first

marriage after Abu AK'As embraced Islam, Imam Ibnul Qaiyim said

that the hadith related by Ibn 'Abbas indicates that the marriage was
suspended. If the husband embraces Isl&m before her 'Iddtth is over,

then she is still his wife and there is no need to renew the marriage. If

the husband embraced Islam after the 'Iddah of his wife is over, then

they must be separated at the leimination of 'Mdah and remarry with a

new contract.
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Bani Ghifar. When she had entered his presence and doffed her

clothes, the Prophet saw whiteness on her flanks. Thereupon,
he said to her, "Put on your clothes and go back to your
family," and he gave her the dower. Related by Al-Hakim, but
there is Jamil bin Zaid in the chain of narrators who is not trust-
worthy.

1044. Sa'id bin al-Musaiyab narrated that "Uraar bin al-

Khaitab (RAA) said, *If a man married a woman and when he has
had sexual intercourse with her, he discovered that she is leprous
or insane, she is entitled to get her dower for having had interco-
urse with her and he is to get. back what he paid from the one who
deceived him by marrying him to her (and he knew of her defects).'

Eelated by Said bin Mansur and Malik bin Abi Shaibah with a
trustworthy chain of narrators,
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1045. Sa'id bin al-Musaiyab narrated a similar narration on
the authority of All and added, 'or had a defect in her vagina (like

a protrusion that impedes having normal sexual relation with
her), her husband then has the choice to keep her or divorce her.
If he had intercourse with her, then she gets her dower for him
having enjoyed her private parts.

1046. Said bin al-Musaiyab also narrated."Umar (RAA) orda-
ined that an impotent husband must be given a chance for a year
before divorcing him from his wife.' It is transmitted with a trust-
worthy chain of narrators.
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Chapter III: Treatmentofwives
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1047, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah 2§" said, 'He who has intercourse with his wife through

her anus,312 is cursed/ Related by Abu Dawud and An-Nasa'I

and the wording is his.
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1048. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said
t
"Allah does not look at a man who had intercourse

with another man or with a woman in her anus." Related by
At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Hibban.
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3t2- This is absolutely prohibited through the rulings of the Qur'an and
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1049. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $8 said, "Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day,

should not hurtfcause problems to}his neighbor. And I advise

you to treat women kindly, for they are created from a rib,

and the most crooked part of the rib is the upper part.* 1* If

you then try to straighten it, you will break it off, and if

you leave it as it is, it will remain crooked. So, I advise you
to treat women well." Agreed upon and the wording is from AI-

BukhM.
In another version by Muslim, "So, ifyou enjoy her (company)
then enjoy her while she is still crooked, and if you try to

straighten this nature of hers, you will break her, and bre-

aking her means divorcing her."
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1050. Jabir (RAA) narrated, 'We were on an expedition with

the Prophet then when we approached Madmah and we were

about to enter the city, he said to us, "Wait until you enter it at

night -at the time of 'Ishd- so that the lady with unkempt
hair may comb her hair, and the one whose husband has

been absent (for along time) may shave her pubic area."

Agreed upon.

In another version by Al-Bukhari, <*When anyone of you has
been away from home for a long time he must not return to

his family during the night (i.e. surprise them while they are

asleep)

"

313- This hadith refers to the woman's affectionate nature, which makes her

fit For being a wife and a mother, and this is what the Prophet 5^' means
by saying that she was created from a crooked rib.
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1051, Abu Said al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah ^ said, "Among the worst people in Allah's sight, on
the Day of Resurrection, is the man who copulates with his

wife and she with him, and then spreads her secret." Rela-

ted by Muslim,
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1052, Hakim bin Mu'awiyah narrated on the authority of his

father (RAA), *I asked, 'O Messenger of Allah! What are the rights

of one's wife upon her husband?' He answered <M, "To feed her
when you eat, clothe her when you clothe yourself, not to

slap her face or insult her, and not to abandon her except

inside the house." Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud, An-Nasal
and Ibn Majah. Ibn Hibban and al-Hakim graded it as Sahih,

1053. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated, The Jews used to

say, 'When a man has intercourse with his wife through the vag-

ina but being on her back, the child will have a squint. So, the

verse was revealed, "Your wives are a tilth for you so go to

your tilth when or how you wish*" (2:223). Agreed upon and the
wording is from Muslim.
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1054. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

H said, "If any of you wants to have sexual intercourse
with his wife, he should say, 'In the name ofAllah, O Allah!
Protect us from the devil and keep the devil away from
what You grant us (i.e, offspring).' If it is predestined for
them to have a child, the devil will never be able to harm
him." Agreed upon.

1055. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allan SI said, "Whenever a man calls his wife to his bed (for

intercourse) hut she refuses to come, the angels curse her
until the morning." Agreed upon and the wording is from Al-

Bukhfirt.

Another version by Muslim says, "and He Who is in heaven
(i-e. Allah) remains displeased with her, until her husband
has reconciled with her/'

1056, Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah $f
cursed the Wdsilah (the lady who adds artificial hair to hers or to

someone else's) and al-Mustaw$ilah (the one who asks for it) and
also the lady, who tattoos {herself or someone else) or gets herself

tattooed (i.e. asks for it).' Agreed upon.
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1057. Judhamah bint Wahb (RAA) said, *I was with Allah's

Messenger -HI along with some people when he said, "I intended

to prohibit GHtlah314 but I considered the Romans and the

Persians and found that they do it without any harm being
caused to their chiIdren.MThen he was asked about 'Azl (Coitus

interruptus), he replied
4This is secret (way of) burying

alive." Related by Muslim.

b' : Ji* yUj of : - *Ll '^'j - U —'** <j—>} — \ * o a
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1058. Abu Sa'id al-Khudri (RAA) narrated, *A man said, 'Al-

lah's Messenger! I have a slave girl and I practice "Azl with her. I

do not want her to conceive, but I have desire in what men (usua-

lly) have (i.e. intercourse). But the Jews say, that Azl is the minor

—type -of burying alive.' The Messenger of Allah said, "The

Jews told a lie, for if Allah wishes to create it (an offspring)

you would not be able to stop it.
w Related by Ahmad and Abu

Dawud and the wording is his. It was also narrated by an-Nas&'i

and at-Tah6wS and its narrators are trustworthy.

314- Ghilah means either suckling during pregnancy, or intercourse with the

wife while she is breast feeding a child.
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1059. Jabir (RAA) narrated, 'We used to practice 'AzL during

the lifetime of tlie Prophet H while the Qur'an was being revea-

led, and if it was prohibited, the Qur'an would have prohibited us

From doing it.* Agreed upon.

And in a version related by Muslim, 'The Messenger of Allah 3$|

heard about it but did not prohibit us from doing so/

& Jb» f^l af» : - ils- SiH ~^ J o ^0-*J — V * n
-* ' p - »* k

1060. Anas Ibn Malik (RAA.) narrated, 'The Messenger of Al-

lah $t used to have intercourse with all of his wives, with only one

single GhusL' Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim.

Chapter IV: The Dowry

1061. Anas Ibn Malik (RAA) narrated/The Messenger ofAllah

freed Safiyah and made her freedom as her dowry/ Agreed

upon.

^ ^li \U jjjf : ttili t lJaTj 4ijf a'p^i [Jli a^^jS' isiJUfl : citf
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1062. Abfl Salamah bin Abdur Rahman (RAA) narrated, 'I

asked A'ishah (RAA), 'How much was the dowry given by the Me-

ssenger of Allah *j| (to his wives)?' She replied, 'The dowry which

the Prophet gave to his wives was only twelve Uqiyahs and a

Nash.' She asked, 'Do you know what a Nash is?* I replied, *No.'

She said, 'half an Uqiyah. This would make 500 Dirhams (because

the amount of one Uqiyah equals forty Dirhams and the Nash
equals twenty).

1

Related by Muslim.

t iUsii ^Li ^ jjj lib : - ililp A - tj-i* jji o—*j — n *

1063. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'When 'AH married Fati-

mah
t
the Messenger of Allah % said to him, 'Give her something

(as dowry),' 'Alt replied, 'I have nothing (to give her),' The Messen-

ger of All&h said to him/Where is your Hutamiyah mantle?'

Related by Abfl Dawfid and An-Nasa'i. Al-Hakim graded it as

Sakik.

: - L^Ia *Ui - ^ y ^ ^ iI;
_p,_ \ .m

1064. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fath-

er on the authority of his grandfather (RAA), that the Messenger

ofAllah ^| said, "When a woman gets married for a specified

dowry, a gift {extra to her dowry) or a promise (to give her

something) before contracting the marriage, it is hers, and
what is (promised) after contracting the marriage, belongs
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to whoever the promise was given to (whether to the woman
or her guardian).The most honorable property a man is given
is that which he gets on account of his daughter or sister's

marriage." Related by Ahmad and the four Imams except At
Tirmidhi,

Oil, ^ fUi t OjI^JI Ljfj c SJUJl lj>> ( it* ^3 ^ c l^L-J

1065. 'Alqamah narrated on tlie authority of Ibn Mas'ud, 'He
was asked about a man who had married a woman but had not
specified his wife's amount of dowry until he died before the con-
summation. Ibn Mas'ud said, 'She deserves the usual amount of
marriage dowry given to similar brides (of the same standard of

living), no more and no less. She must also observe Iddah315 (for

four months and ten days, as it is the Iddah observed after the
death ofthe husband), before marrying again and she is also entit-
led to inheritance. Thereupon Ma'qal bin Sinan al-Ashja'I got up

and said, 'This is the judgment of the Prophet in the case of a
woman called Barwa' bint Washiq -a woman of my people- as
what you judged.' Ibn Mas ud was very happy about what he
heard/ Related by Ahmad and the four Imams, At-Tirmidht gra-
ded it as Sahih.

& Sk ^i y : - A -
j;^ ^5 _ v . ^

315- A woman's post marital waiting period whether after divorce fto verify
that she is not pregnant) or out of mourning (after the husband's death),
before she can remarry.
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1066, Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah H said, "If anyone gives a dower to a woman in the

form of some flour or dates, he has made her lawful for

him." Related by Abu Dawud,

f^JmJ^ ,
i
yltu ^jU- *1 ^t^i 'u—Ip a—lil 3

1067. 'Abdullah bin 'Amir bin Kabi'ah narrated on the autho-

rity of his father (RAA) that the Messenger of Allah $t gave his

approval to the marriage of a woman for two sandals as dowry/

Related by At-Tirmidhi and graded it as Sahih. Some scholars

disagreed with him.

4* & JL*^ £j> - - J Ji^ — \ ' 1A

1068. Sahl bin Sa'd (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of Allah

31 married a man to a woman for a dower of an iron ring.' Related

by Al-Hakim (part of the long hadith presented earlier, 1007).

t Jul! aJlII. t Ljjj^i ^jajjCiJi or^-i

1069. 'All (RAA) narrated 'The dower should not be less than
ten Dirkarns * Related by Ad-Daraqutni with a defected chain of

narrators.

1070. Uqbah bin 'Amir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "The best dower is the easiest one." Related by

Abu Dawud, Al-Hakim graded it asSohth.
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1071. A'ishah {RAA) narrated that 'Amrah bint al-Jawn sou-

ght refuge in Allah from Allah's Messenger $8 when she entered

his presence -i.e. when he married her- and he ^ said to her,

"You have sought refuge in The One in Whom men seek ref-

uge," So he divorced herj and commanded Usamah to give her

three garments as a gift (i.e. her amenity payment). Related by

Ibn Majah but there is an unreliable narrator in its chain.

'XJ\— \ • YY

1072. There is a similar narration in Sahiil al-Bukhart on the

authority ofAbu Usaid as-Sa'idi.

Chapter V: The WeddingBanquet (Walimah)

* * * * ' ' '
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1073. Anas bin Malik (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

All&h ^ saw 'Abdur RahmSn bin 'Auf with traces of saffron on

his clothes. He thereupon asked him, "What is that?" 'Abdur

Rahman answered ,

£

I married an Ansan woman for a Nctw&t (five

Dirhctms) of gold.' The Messenger of Allah said to him, "May
Allah bless you. Make a Walimuh (wedding banquet) even
with only one sheep." Agreed upon and the wording is from

Muslim.
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1074. Ibn Umar (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "When one ofyou is invited to a Walunak, he should

accept the invitation." Agreed upon.

In a version by Muslim, "When one of yon is invited by his

brother, he must accept the invitation, whether it be a

wedding banquet or something similar/'

,»
, » J

f
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1075. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H said, "The worst food is that of a Walimak from
which is turned away whoever comes to it (i.e. the poor), and
to which is invited whoever refuses (to come, i.e. the rich). He
who does not accept the invitation has disobeyed Allah and
His Messenger." Related by Muslim.

- «^AkJl* 1jjax* 015" djj * J-^k UiCf? 0^5" O^s t V^Ls ^—so

* ^ ,» t > , si, i

1076. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "If anyone is invited (to a Walimak) he must
accept the invitation. If he is fasting, he should invoke Al-

lah (i.e. making invocation for the one who invited him), and if

he is not fasting, he should eat." Related by Muslim.

Ojj t l*Jfl :
jlij &jJ»J jii* C^Jj>- j \ . VY

1077. Muslim has also transmitted on the authority ofJabir a

similar tradition that goes, "If he wishes to eat he could do so,

and if he does not he may abstain from eating,"
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1078. Ibn Mas'ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofADah

38 said, "The food of a Walimah offered on the first day (of

marriage) is a duty, and that offered on the second day is

Sunnah (i.e. just preferable) and the food of the third day is a

sign of showing off (and hypocrisy } t if anyone does some-

thing just to show off, Allah will slander him310 (publicly in

this life or in the Hereafter}.'* Related by At-Tirmidhi.

<* * * *

1079. A similar tradition is related by Ibn Majah on the

authority of Anas.

iili ^J)i ^Jjf» : oJli - Lgl* hi\ — — \ 1 A

'

1080. Safiyah bint Shaibah (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah jjg gave a banquet with two Mudda of barley when he

married some of his wives.' Related by al-Bukharl

jjl^j hIIia wiiii
<jrC? ^.Ji : — *cs* *iSS ^>j - ^Ja q—p-j — S + k\

310- Iitt&m Al-Bukhfiri said that the Messenger of AH§h did not specify a

day for the Walimah, and for those who could not come the first day cou-

ld come later, unless what he means in this Hadfth is those who doe it

lor the sake of showing off and out of hypocrisy and not to follow the

Sunnah.
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1081. Anas (BAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah ^ sta-

yed for three nights at a place between Khaibar and Madinah, and
there he consummated his marriage with Safiyah. I invited the

Muslims to his Waltmak that included neither meat nor bread. It

was only that the Prophet ordered that some dining sheets be
spread, and dates, dried cheese and clarified butter were provided
on it.* Agreed upon and the wording is from al-Bukhart.

: Jli ^3 i
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1082. A Companion narrated that the Prophet ^ said, "If

two people invite you at the same time to a Wallnuth, ac-

cept the invitation of the one whose door is closer to you
{i.e. the closest neighbor). But ifone of them conies before the
other, accept the invitation of the one who came first.*'

Related by Abu Dawfid with a weak chain of narrators.

aUi J^> «JJl Jj^j Jii : Jii - aI^ 4Ji - ii^i ^i
m
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1083. Abii Juhaifah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H said, "I do not eat while I am reclining." Related by
Al-Bukhari.

1084. Uinar bin AbG. Salamah narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $t said to me, "Young man, say Rismill&h (mention the
Name of Allah) before you eat, eat with your right hand
and cat from what is next to you/* Agreed upon.

f£-J 4* ^ <J^> of :
- HJIp ill - j—i>j — \ * Ao
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10S5. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah H
was brought a bowl of Tharid (crumbled bread, soup and meat), so

he said, "Eat from the sides and not from the middle (of the

dish) for the blessing descends in the middle of it," Related
by the four Imams with a sound chain of narrators. The wording is

from an-Nasal

1086. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

never showed a sign of dissatisfaction towards any food (pres-

ented to him). When he liked something he would eat it, but if he

disliked it he did not touch it." Agreed upon.

> .- , ,

1087. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said, "Do not eat with your left hand, for the devil eats with
his left hand," Related by Muslim,

1088. Abu Qatadah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah 3§ said, "When anyone of you drinks, he should not

breathe into the vessel (he is drinking from)." Agreed upon.

: SOS 4^ ~ ^
IffJ
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1089. Abu Dawud related a similar narration on the authority

of Ibn 'Abbas but with the addition, *'or blows in it." At-Tirmidh!

graded it as Sahlh.
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Chapter VI: Sharing the Time
(between two wives or more)

1090. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger 3§ used to

divide the nights between his wives equally, and would say, wO
A113h! This is my division in what I can control (i.e. the

time). So, do not blame me in what You have control over
but I don't (i.e. love and feelings)." Related by the four Imams.
Ibn Hibban and al-Hakim graded it as Sahifj, but at-Tirmidhi said

that it is most probably Hadith Mursal,

, ft *s s \, i f h ^ o f V '

1091. Abu Hurairah {RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M. said, "Whoever has two wives and inclines to one of

them, will come on the Day of Judgment with one of his

sides paralyzed." Related by Ahmad and the four Imams with a

sound chain of narrators

j^1 J*^1 rxf li
!
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1092. Anas (RAA) narrated, "It is part of the Sunnah of the

Prophet. that if someone marries a virgin and he has already a

matron, then he should stay with the virgin for seven days; and if
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someone marries a matron, then he should stay with her for three

days, and then he starts to take turns between them (equally),'

Agreed upon and the wording is from Al-Bukharl.
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1093. Umm Salamah (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger of

Allah sSS married her, he stayed with her for three nights and then

said, "You will get all your rights fully with me. If you wish
I shall spend seven nights with you, but if 1 spend seven
nights with you, I have to spend the same time with all the
other wives (i.e. anyone he marries who is a matron, he will spe-

nd seven nights with her. But the rule that was set by the Prophet

I! is that the virgin is entitled to seven nights and the matron to

three}." Related by Muslim.

f-^jj
i^y CiJlij <Lf J^5 ys-^ 0l—S*} i a_JiiUJ

1094. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that Saudah the wife of Allah's

Messenger gave up her turn to 'A'ishah (RAA). So the Prophet

$1 used to stay with 'A'ishah on her night, and the night that was
originally given to Saudah.' Agreed upon.

iili '^'j - i^JLi cJli : Jli - ii* illl ^—*3 - ^ J—*J — \ ^©
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1095. Urwah (RAA) narrated that 'A'ishah (RAA) said, *My
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sister's son, the Messenger of Allah H would not give preference

to one of his wives over the others as to the division of the nights

he spends (with each of us) and he was just. It was very rare that

a day would pass without him visiting each one of us. He would

come close to each one he is visiting(cuddling or kissing) but would

not have intercourse with her, until he is in the house of the wife

whose turn is that night, then he would spend the night there,'

Related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud and the wording is his. Al-

iia kirn graded it as Sahik.

J^^\JjLj otT» : cJ£ - ill* - Sbu& If (XJLlj _ \ . <\ 1

1096. Muslim transmitted on the authority of A'ishah (RAA)

that she said, When The Messenger of Allah 3l prayed 'Asr, he

would visit all of his wives, coming close to each of them but,..(as

the hadith above).'

iL} 4^ & A J^j if : - li^ &\ - ijJb ^j—\.\V
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1097. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'During the fatal illness of the

Messenger of Allah §t he used to ask his wives, "Where shall I

stay tomorrow? (meaning with which wife) He meant to ask

about 'A'ishah's turn. His wives therefore permitted him to go

where he wished, so he stayed in 'A'ishah's house (until he died

there).Agreed upon.

1098. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger ofAllah

^ intended to go on a journey, he would draw lots. The one whose

lot came out, would go with him on the journey.' Agreed upon.
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1099. Abdullah bin Zarn'ah (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger ofAllah H$$ said, "None ofyou should ever beat his wife as

he would whip his slave,..,"31
"

7 Related by Al-BukhsrL

- Li Si Llj

Chapter VII: Khul'a?™ (Divorce at the Wife's

instance By giving a payment to the husband)

^Jl lZLjI C^JLi &\ jA\ <j\ 1 — 1 A jLC- -liJI
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1100. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, The wife ofThabit bin Qais

came to the Prophet and said, 'O Messenger of Allah! I have no

complaint against Thabit in terms of his religion or morals, but

what I fear is falling into disbelief after coming to Tslam (what she

means is being ungrateful to her husband as she is not satisfied).

317. The rest of the hjadfth says, "and then has sexual intercourse with
her at the end of the day.H {such behavior contradicts human nature,

us this is an intimate relationship that requires love and affection bet-

ween the spouses. )

318- Takes place when the woman is unhappy in her marriage, due to the

husband's bad appearance or manners etc, and wishes to be separated

from him. So, separation between them takes place in return for remun-
eration Riven to the husband, She gives this amount of money upon wh-

ich they agree for gives him back his dower, or gives up all her financial

rights, etc.. depending on the kind of agreement they make to let him
release or divorce her.
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The Messenger of Allah 'M said to her, "Will you give him back

his garden?" She said, Tes.' The Messenger of Allih SI said to

him (the husband), *Take back the garden and make a single

pronouncement of divorce (i.e. divorce her once)/* Related by

Al-Bukhari. In another version by Al-Bukhari, *and he comman-

ded him to divorce her.*

1101. Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi transmitted that the wife

of Thabit bin Qais asked for Khul'a from her husband and the

Messenger of Allah told her to wait for a single menstruation

(as her 'Iddah).

1102. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fa-

ther on the authority of his grandfather that Thabit bin Qais

looked very ugly and his wife said,
£

If it was not for the fear of

Allah, I would have spat on his face when he entered my place.*319

Related by Ibn Majah.

1103. Ahmad transmitted on the authority of Sahl bin Abi

Hathmah, 'It was the first Khul'a in Islam,'

319- She said in another narration, that she saw him walking among his

companions, and found that he had the darkest skin, he was the short-

est and the most ugly, so she feared Allah in treating him badly or not

giving him his rights and that is why she asked for Khul 'a.
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Chapter VIII: Divorce

ii5l JL Jft J^* Jtt : JU - ft^ - 'jLk ^ _ ^ i

1104. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "There is no lawful matter which is more detested
by Allah than divorce." Related by Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah.
Al-Hakim graded it as Sakifj^,

^ o*^*- jB» itf : - ^4^- ^
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1105. Ibn Uinar narrated that he divorced his wife while she

was menstruating during the lifetime of the Prophet <H*. 'Umar

asked the Prophet 3§ about that and he said, "Let your son
take her back and keep her in wedlock until her menstrual
period ends and then wait until she has the next period
and when it (the period) ends, if he wishes to keep her, he
can do so and if he wishes to divorce her, he can do so be-
fore having sexual intercourse with her. This is the presc-
ribed period that Allah has fixed for the woman to be divo-
rced." Agreed upon.

1106. In a narration by Muslim, "Order him to take her
back and then divorce her when she is (after the time of her
period) either pure from menstruation or pregnant."
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1107. In another version by Al-Bukhari, 'It was counted as one

declaration of divorce (i.e. divorcing her while she is menstrual-

ting),'

* i i * { * i f p ,
i
. * '* j , * *
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1108. In a narration hy Muslim, Ibn Umar said (when he was

asked him about the one who divorced his wife while she was

having her menses), 'If you have made one or two declarations of

divorce, Allah's Messenger M commanded me to take her hack

and then wait until she has her next menses, and then wait until

her period ends, and then divorce her before touching her (having

sexual intercourse with her). But ifyou have pronounced the word
of divorce three times (at the same time), then you have disobeyed

Allah and His Messenger # in His command about divorcing your

wife.'

t * -

1109. In another version, "Abdullah Ibn 'Umar said, *So he

made her return to me and did not count this divorce (the one

pronounced during her menses) and said, **When she is purified,

he may divorce her or keep her/'

(. ' -
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1110. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, Threefold divorce (If one
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states three pronouncements of divorce at the same time) was cou-

nted as only one divorce during the lifetime of the Prophet <H, Abu
Bakr and two years of the Caliphate of Uraar, Then TJmar said,

'People have become hasty in a matter in which they used to take
their time (i.e. divorce) before deciding on it- So, I wish ifwe impl-
ement it on them (count them as three divorces if they say at one

time): go -Tjmar implemented it. Related by Muslim.

Jufi M '^jLj 'jA : Jtf - ^ - jj J ijL^S "o—*} — WW
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1111, Mahmud bin Labid (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah 3S was told about a man who divorced his wife by making
three pronouncements of divorce at the same time (threefold divo-

rce). The Prophet got up very angrily and said, "Are you pla-

ying games with Allah's Book while I am among you?* A
man got up and said, 'O Messenger of Allah, shall I kill him?*
Narrated by An-Nasal with a sound chain of narrators.

ff jjI jUb : Jts - JUtf ill - ^iJp — WW

1112. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, *Abu Rukanah divorced his

wife (irrevocably). The Messenger of Allah St thereupon said to

him, *Take your wife back." Abu Rukanah then said, '1 have
divorced her three times.' The Messenger of Allah again said to

him, "I know that. Take her back." Related by Abu Dawud.

320- He means it as a punishment to let them think it over first, before pron-
ouncing divorce three times at the same time.
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1113. In a narration by Ahmad, "Abu Rukanah divorced his

wife irrevocably (by making three pronouncements of divorce) in

one sitting. He then became very sad. The Messenger of Allah $jjg

said to him, "It is considered as one(divorce)." There is a weak
narrator in its chain.

Jjf^l jflt tflTj : *1# y^i ^» ij'i —0 — ^ ^

1114. Abu Dawud narrated with a stronger chain of narrators,

^Rukanah divorced his wife Suhaymali irrevocably. (When he went

to the Messenger of Allah he said, *By All all, I only intended it

to be one time (as one divorce) " The Messenger of Allah *H retur-

ned her to him.

Jfc* Jji J jLi'j Jli : Jli - il* iBl ^Jjj - o^j^a ^—
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1115. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H said, "(There are) three things when they are taken

seriously they are considered as serious and when taken in

jest, they are still taken seriously. (They are) marriage, div-

orce and revocation (of divorce)." Related by the four Imams
except for an-Nasa'i. Al*Hakim graded it as Sahih.,

1116. In a narration by Ibn 'Adi with a weak chain of narra-

tors, "(They are) divorce, manumitting and marriage."
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1117. Al-H&rith bin Abf Usaniah narrated on the authority of

'Ubadah bin Ag-gamit (RAA) that the Messenger ofAllah $| said,

"It is not permissible to jest in three things: divorce, mar-
riage and manumitting. Whoever mentioned them, they are
binding/' It is related with a weak chain of narrators.

pLj 4j£. ilit Jl* ^lll J* i - iiil '^'j - — \ \\ K

1118, Abu Hurairah, narrated that the Messenger ofAllah S
said, "Allah, the Almighty has forgiven for my Ummah (nat-

ion) the thoughts that occur to their minds (what they speak
within themselves), as long as they do not put them into ac-

tion or express them verbally (utter them)." Agreed upon.

1119. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "Allah has forgiven my Ummah their (wrong actions),

which are due to error or oblivion, and for what they do
under coercion." Related by Ibn Majah and al-Hakim.

1120. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'Ifa man takes an oath that
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his wife is prohibitedCunlawful) to him,321 it is not to be considered

as anything (i.e, not considered as a divorce). Verily you have a go-

od example in the Messenger of Allah Related by Al-Bukhari.

112L Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated t 'If a man takes an oath that

his wife is prohibited (unlawful) to him, he should offer an expia-

tion for his oath.
1

Related by Muslim.

1122, Wishah fRAA) narrated, 'When the daughter ofAWawn

entered the presence of the Messenger of Allah ft, and he went

near her, she said*
£

I seek refuge in Allah from you.* He replied,

Toil have sought refuge in the One Who is Great, Rejoin

your kin.32* Related by Al-Bukhari

1123. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah iSf

said, "No divorce is to be considered except after marriage

(has taken place),323 and no emancipation is considered exce-

321- Meaning he would not touch her or have any sexual relationship with

her.

322- She was divorced in this case, as the Messenger of Allah $g meant to

divorce her.

323- Such as a man saying that any woman I marry from that family or tribe

will be divorced, even before he marries any of them. This is not conside-

red as a divorce as marriage has not yet taken place.

nn
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pt after the actual ownixigfof the slave)." Related by Abfi Ya la,
and al-Hakim graded it as Sahth, but the Hadith is defective.

* * * "i** i* *? - ' "* I ******** , t,

, ,/•« *Bj.

1124 + Ibn Majah related the same narration on the authority
of Al-Miswar bin Makhramah, with a reasonable chain of narra-
tors, but it is also defective,
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1125. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fa-

ther on the authority of his grandfather that the Messenger of

AllahM said,"No human being may make a vow about some-
thing which he does not possess, or emancipate someone
who he does not possess, or divorce someone who is not his
(wife)," Related by Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi who graded it as
Sahth, al-Bukhari commented that it is the most sound Hadith on
this subject.

1126. 'A'ishah (BAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger said,

"There are three (people) who are not blamed for their ac-
tions: the sleeping person until he wakes up, the child until
he becomes mature, and the insane person until he comes
back to sanity or becomes conscious." Related by Ahmad and
the four Imams except for At-Tirmidht Al-Hakim graded it as
Sahib,.
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Chapter IX; Raj ah (Taking Back A
Divorced Wife)

1127. Imran bin Hugain (RAA) narrated that he was asked

about the ruling of a man who divorces his wife and then takes

her back -without the attestation ofwitnesses. He said, 'Get witn-

esses for both her divorce and her raj ah ' Related by Abu Dawud

with a sound chain of narrators.

1128. It was also related by Al-Baihaqi with the wording,

"Imran bin Hugain (RAA) was asked about a man who took back

his divorced wife without, the attestation of witnesses. He replied,

He did that without following the Sunnah (of the Prophet ®, let

him get the witnesses now,' Imam At-Tabarani had the addition,

'And ask for the forgiveness of Allah.*

1129. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that when he divorced his

wife, the Messenger of Allah M said to 'Umar (RAA), "Command
him to take her back." Agreed upon
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ChapterX; Ila™, Dhihar32* and Kaffdrah
(Expiation)

,«cSjiIr Ji^i c fi>JH j^J ( ^3 jJL_^3 4_i
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1 130. 'A'ishah (BAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger jig took an
oath not to approach his wives (made IW) and prohibited (some-
thing which is not unlawful in itself).Then he went back and made
this thing lawful (as it was originally) and offered an expiation for
his oath.' Related by At-Tirmidhi, with a trustworthy chain of
narrators.

. „«ji; & * ^ ^jii Li}

1131. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'When the period of four
months has expired (as stated in the Qur'an), the husband either
returns to his wife (has a normal relationship with her) or divorces
her. And the divorce is not valid until the husband declares it him-
self/ Related by Al-Bukharl.

.J^iln .«j^J>\ oy*£ j^S" ji^ 4^ iiii ^ ^
1132. Sulaiman bin Yasar (RAA) narrated, *I met over ten

324- This is where the husband takes an oath that he will not approach his
wife, i.e. not to have sexual intercourse with her, as a kind of discipline.
The maximum period for the ltd' as sot by the Qur'an i6 four months
(Surah al-Baqarah, 2;22GX

325- A practice that goes back to pre-Islamic times. !t is when the husband
makes a statement to his wife like, 'You are to ine like the back of my
mother,' meaning never to approach her. For the Muslims Allah proscri-
bed an expiation to be offered by anyone who says such a thing, and it is

not regarded as divorce.
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Companions of the Prophet gj§ who gave the husband a maximum
of four months for the lid' (after which he should either divorce

her or resume his relationship with her)'. Related by Ash-ShifiT

j£ji £fl ais» : jii - nil*. Jjji ^3 - J\ — \\ rr

^-II* ^r* J» jtf" <j£ t ^ ^ I jjt^i—-J'j

1133. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated,
l

Ila' at the time ofJ&hiliyah

(pre-Isl&mic period), used to continue for one or two years. Allah

revealed that it is not to exceed four months. If it continues for

less than four months, then it is not considered Ila'.' Related by

Al-Baihaqi.
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1134, Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated,
lA man practiced Dhihar

with his wife and then he had intercourse with her. He went to

the Prophet S| and said, 'I had intercourse with her before making

the prescribed expiation/ The Messenger of Allah $f said to him,

"Do not approach her until you do what Allah ordered you
to do." Related by the four Imams and rendered as Sahih by At-

Tirmidhi. The narration of Al-Bazzar is as follows, "Offer the

prescribed expiation and do not do it again.
4'
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1135. Salamah Ibn Sakhr (RAA) narrated, 'When the month
ofJftxmadzn.came, I feared lest I should have intercourse with my
wife (while fasting), so I made Dhihdr with her and told her that
she is like the hack of my mother. One night (in Ramadan) I saw-
something of her (body) so I had intercourse with her. The Mes-

senger ofAllahM said to me, "Free a slave.n I said, 1 do not pos-

ses any but myself.
1 He again said, Then fast for two consecu-

tive months/ I said, 'Whatever I suffered was due to my fasting.'

He said, "Feed sixty poor people one Faraq (a measure that
equals 15 Sd 1 of dates." Related by Ahmad and the four Imams
except for An-Nasaf, Ibn Khuzaimah and Ibn al-GSrud graded it

as Sfrtiih,

01—^—I3l uU
ChapterXL Wan™

32G- The word is derived from the Arabic word La'n which means cursing.
This takes place when a man accuses his wife of committing adultery
without having four witnesses to support his claim. Ifhe speaks publicly
about it he wi]] be considered as an accuser and will be given eighty la-

shes, which is the punishment For accusation of adultery. When this inc-

ident took place during the lifetime of the Prophet 3fe the verse of Li on
was revealed (24: 6-9 ) t which states that a husband should swear four
times (in front of the magistrate and in the presence of his wife) that he
is telling the troth and the fifth time he says that may the curse ofAllah
be upon him if be is lying. And then she swears four times that he is

lying about what he has charged her with and the fifth time she says
that may the wrath of Allah be upon her if he is telling the truth. In this
way he is no longer liable to be punished for false accusation and she is

no longer liable to be punishment for adultery. By this, she is eternally
prohibited for him and the child she is expecting {if any) is not his.
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1136. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, *A man asked,
l0 Messenger

of Allah? What do you see if someone from amongst us happened

to find his wife committing adultery. What should he do? If he ta-

lks, he is talking of a grievous matter, and if remains silent, he is

also keeping silent over a grievous matter. The Messenger of Allah

§| did not answer him. Afterwards the man came again and said

to Allah's Messenger "What I have asked you about is now my
affliction (i.e. it actually happened to me; that he saw his wife

committing adultery). Then Allah, the Almighty revealed the ver-

ses of Surak an-Nur^ and the Messenger of Allah recited them

for him, exhorted him and reminded him of Allah, and told him

that the torture of this present life is much less than the torture of

the Hereafter. He (the man) said, 'No, by Him Who sent you with

the truth! I did not tell a lie about her.' Then the Prophet j| called

her (the wife of that man) and exhorted her as well. She said, *No,

by Him Who sent you with the truth! He is a liar/ The ProphetM
began with the man who made four testimonies by Allah, and then

the woman did the same, and then he separated them both (for-

ever).' Related by Muslim.

jii 4* & <ih J^j of :
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1 137. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

$1 said to the couple involved in the case of LV&n, "Your accou-

nts will be with Allah. One of you two is a liar. You have no
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authority over her." The man said, 'O Messenger of Allah! My
property!'The Messenger ofAllah M replied t"Ifyou were telling

the truth concerning her, that would be in return for what
you have enjoyed of her, and ifyou were lying, that would
be more remote to yon than her returning to you (i.e. if he
was lying about her, how would he take what he had given to

her),** Agreed upon,

1138, Anas (RAA) narrated that tlie Messenger of Allah M
said, "Watchifor the baby that she will give birth to), if she gives
birth to a child which is white with lank hair, then it is her
husband's child, but if she gives birth to a child which is

brown with curly hair then it is the child of the man her
husband accused her of committing adultery with." Agreed
upon.

4^ <Ui <w id : - Mil* iui ^y, - ^ti Jl\ jS\ _ nrn
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1139, Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah
ordered a man to put his hand on his hand on the fifth testimony
and said to him, "It would be the decisive one (which will bring
Allah's punishment and curse, and will separate them for ever).

1*

Related by Abu Dawud and An-Nasal with a trustworthy chain of
narrators.

1 140, Sahl bin Sa d (RAA) narrated concerning the case of the
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couple involved in the L/" 'drc/When they had finished making their

testimony, the man said, *0 Messenger of Allah! If I keep her now
as a wife with me, then I have told a He about her.' The man then

divorced thrice before Allah's Messenger H ordered him to do

so.'327 Agreed upon.

I t * ' n£' * ' Sis' ifO* ******* f*

1141. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'A man came to the Prophet

<S§ and said, *I have a wife who does not keep the hand of the tou-

cher (anyone who touches her) from her. The Prophet sSI said to

him, "Divorce her." The man replied, 'But 1 am afraid, 1 won't be

able to keep away from her.' The Messenger of Allah 31 then said

to him, "Then enjoy her (with that deficiency)," Related by Abu
Dawud, At-Tirmidhi and Al-Bazzar with a trustworthy chain of

narrators.

An-Nasa'i related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas with a different

chain of narrators, 'The Messenger of Ailah H said to him, "Divo-

rce her." He replied* T can not endure my desire for her.' The

Messenger of Allah then sad, "Then keep her."

*jl
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327- The majority of scholars are of the opinion that separation takes place

anyway by the end of the process of Li'&n. As for what this man did, he

was not ordered by the Prophet to do so. His divorce only assured him
ofwhat had already taken place, which is their separation for ever.
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1142. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that he heard the Mes-

senger ofAllah say when the verse ofLi 'an was revealed."Any-
one who falsely claims a child to her family, while he does
not belong to them, Allah will have nothing to do with her
(not to expect His Mercy) and will not let her enter His Para-
dise, And any man who denies paternity of his own child -
while looking at him(i.e. he is certain that he is his child) Allah
will not let him look at Him (at Allah) and shall disgrace
him in the presence of all creation the first and the last (on
the Day of Resurrection)*" Related by Abu Dawud and An-Nas-
a'f and Ibn Majah. Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

Ir4* t J£ ^» : Jli - & ilii - J£ 'J*j — Mir

1143. Umar (RAA) narrated,'Whoever acknowledges his pat-

ernity to his child, even for a second, he is not to deny him.' Rela-

ted by Al-Baihaql

1144. Abil Hurairah (RAA) narrated, *A man came to the Pro-

phetS and said/My wife gave birth to a black child.' The Prophet

asked him, "Do you have camels?" The man replied,
£

Ycs.'
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The Messenger of Allah $| asked him, ''What color are they?"

The man replied, *Red/ The Messenger of Allah M asked him

again, "Is there a gray one among them?" The man answered,

Tcs.' The Messenger of AMh M then asked him. "Where has

that (gray) one come from?" The man said, 'Maybe it is due to

heredity.
1 The ProphetM said, "Maybe your latest son has this

(black) color due to heredity."

In a version by Muslim/The man was intending to deny him/ And

said at the end of the narrationT "Altah 's Messenger M did not

allow him to deny him,'

iUi *<r-^j cAli-J-VO c5J— L>U

Chapter XII: Iddah and lhd&d™8
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1145. A 1-Miswar bin Makhramah narrated that Subai'ah al-

Aslamiyah(RAA) gave birthCto a child) a few nights after the death

of her husband. She went to the Prophet M and asked his permis-

sion to get married, so he permitted her to do so and she did,'32&

Related by Al-Bukhari.

328- The woman whose husband has died refrains from adornments, perfu-

mes, going out (except for a necessity) etc.- for a period of four months

and ten days after the death of her husband which is her 'Iddah,

320- The 'Iddah of the pregnant woman ends when she gives birth whether

divorced or a widow.
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In another narration, 'She gave birth forty nights after the death
ofher husband.*

In Muslim's version, Az-Zuhari said, 'I see nothing wrong with her
getting married while she is still in her post birth bleeding hut on
condition that her husband does not touch her till she becomes
pure.'

1 146. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated , *I commanded Barirah to obse-

rve her Iddak for three menstrua] periods,' Related by Ibn Majah,
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1147. Ash-Shi 'bi: narrated on the authority of F£timah bint

Qais (RAA) that the Messenger of AUSh Si said regarding a wo-
man who is divorced three times (irrevocable divorce), "She has
no right for maintenance or housing/' Eclated by Muslim.

t r» >t ir/ Cj3 Jfe vi t $ > v» : JlJ

1148. Umm 'Atiyah {RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah 2§ said, "It is not lawful for a woman who believes in

Allah and the Hereafter to mourn for a dead person for
more than three days, except for her husband (she is to

mourn) for four months and ten days. She is not to wear a
dyed garment, except for a garment of Asb (special clothes

made in Yemen), She must not apply Kuhl nor perfume. But
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what is permissible is that when she is purified from her
menses, she may use a small amount ofKust (type of incense,

to get rid of the smell of the blood).** Agreed upon and the wording

is from Muslim.

Abu Dawud and an-Nasa1

i added the following,, 'She must not
apply Henna.' an-Nasa'i added, "or eomb her hair,"

lljj i^Zo
f
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1149. Umm Salamah (RAA) narrated, 'I applied aloe juice to

my eyes after the death of Abu Salamah/ The Messenger of Allah

*H said, "It gives the face a nice glow (makes it look fresh),

so use it only at night and remove it in the daytime, and do
not comb your hair with scent or henna as it is a type of

dye*" I then asked him, 'What should I use when I comb my hair?*

He said, "Use lote-tree leaves (Sufr).** Related by An-Nasa'i and
Abu Dawud with a good chain of narrators.

1150. Umm Salamah narrated, 'A woman came to the Messen-

ger of Allah M and said, 'O Messenger of Allah! My daughter's

husband died, and she is suffering from a disease in her eyes.

Shall we apply Kuhl to it?* He replied, 'No.' Agreed upon.

1151. Jabir (RAA) narrated,
£My maternal aunt was divorced

thrice, and she wanted to reap some dates ofhers, but a man saw
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her and blamed her for going out. She came to the Messenger of

Allah g| to complain, and he said to her/'Certainly, go and reap
your palms, so you may give in charity thereofor do a good
deed." Eelated by Muslim.
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1152. Furai'ah bint M&lik narrated, 'My husband went out in

search of some of his slaves, and they killed him. I asked the Mes-

senger ofAllah jjg to go back to my people, for my husband left me
without a house that belonged to him or maintenance.

1 He said to

me, "Yes (go to your family When I was in my room he called

me and said, "Stay at your place until you finish your presc-
ribed Iddah " She said, 'So I stayed there for four months and
ten days.' She added,"Uthman used to follow the same ruling later

on(i.e. for the Iddah of the woman whose husband died).* Related

by Ahmad and the four Imams, At-TirmidhI, adh-Dhuhali, Ibn

Hibban and ai-Hakim graded it as Sahih.
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1153. Faiimah bint Qais narrated, *l said: 0 Messenger of

All£h! My husband divorced me thrice and I am afraid that some-
one may attack me (as she was staying in a deserted place).* The
Messenger of Allah gave her permission to move to another house
(to spend her Iddah there.)' Related by Muslim,
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1154. 'Amro bin al-'As {RAA) narrated, 'Do not. confuse us ab-

out the Sunnah of our Prophet jft. The 'Iddah of the slave woman,

who is the mother of a child (bom free), and her master died, is

four months and ten days.* Related by Ahmad, Abu Dawud and

Ibn Majah. AI-Hakim graded it as Sahih.

. If-j,i Aft- ^-'J t ^JaJjlJJi ' «U^" I^jJJ^j

1155. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, The slave woman has only

two pronouncements of divorce (unlike the free woman who has

three), and her 'Iddah is only for two menstrual cycles/ Related by

Ad-Daraqutni.

, ^uIwj1
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1156. Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah related the

same Hadith on the authority of 'A'ishah (RAA). Al-Hakim graded

it as Sahih but some scholars rendered it weak.
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1 157. Ruwaifi' bin Thibit (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of AllSh jsiS said, "It is not lawful for a man who believes in

Allah and the Day of Resurrection to have intercourse with

a slave woman (newly bought) who is already pregnant*"38*

330- If a man buys o slave woman and discovers that she is already pregnant

he is not allowed to have intercourse with her until she delivers the
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Related by Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi. Ibn Hibban graded it as

Sahih.

1158. Ibn IJmar narrated concerning the wife of a lost man
(who is absent and his news ceases to reach her), that she must
wait for four years and then have an 'Iddak for four months and
ten days (assuming that he died}. Related by Malik and Ash-

1159. Al-Mughirah bin Shu 'bah narrated that the Messenger

of Allah ^ said, "The wife of a lost man remains his wife,

until she gets certain news about his fate." Related by Ad-
Daraqutni with a weak chain of narrators.

1160. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah $t said, "No man is allowed to spend the night in the
house of another woman unless he is married to her, or of
her Mahrams (who are not allowed to marry her.)" Related

by Muslim,

1161. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "No man should be alone with a woman unless it is

child. Jf he is not sure that she is pregnant, then she must have 'Iddak

for one menstrual period before he can have intercourse with her.

ShaftX
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ill the presence of one of her Mahrams (male relatives that

she cannot marry)," Related by Al-Bukhari.

(A up-^ 1 cr^ J*- J* 1*- ^» : u-^V^ ts-*

1162. Abu Said Al-Khudri(RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M said regarding the captive women taken in Autasjthe

location of a battle), "You should not have intercourse with a

pregnant woman until she gives birth, nor with a non-preg-
nant woman until she has one menstrual cycle." Related by
Abu Dawud. Al-Hakim graded it as Sal]X[i,.

. y*#jiJiH
fj-

- nil*- iui - $ ju& _ m nr

1163. There is a similar hadith transmitted by Ad-Daraqutnl
on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas

^3 <Ul J^? J* t - «p iift - i^ij* J— — M *U

1164, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah S said, "The child is to be attributed to the one on
whose bed he is born, and as for a woman adulterer she is

to be stoned." Agreed upon,

JLS- JiS J*j c CaJ ^* Siflp vUu£- ^y=3 — \ \ 1V t Mil 4 \ 11

0

tji' ^ l>1*^ £j*J t £jil*3i

1165, 1166, 1167. An-Nasal transmitted the same hadith on
the authority of 'A'iahah and Ibn Mas'ud (RAA). Abu Dawud rela-

ted it on the authority of 'Uthman,
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Chapter XIII; Rida (Becoming Unmarriageable
Kin By Suckling)

si JDi j^: ji
: ciii - 1# ft^ - xm. _n ™

1 168. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAMh $j$

said, "One or two sucklings would not make marriage unla-
wfuL"Related by Muslim

1169. A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah %
said, "Be sure as to who your foster brothers are, for the
foster (suckling) relationship is confirmed when milk is st-

ill the essential food for the child (the only food that satisfies

his hungerJ." Agreed upon.

, ,*J~-» ai .««uU- ^ j\» : JLi*

1170. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that Sahlah bint Suhail came

and said, 'O Messenger of Allah Ml Saiim the client ofAbu Hudh-
aifah lives with us in the same house, and he has now reached

puberty/ The Messenger of Allah M said to her, "Suckle him so
that he may become unlawful (in regard to marriage) for

you/™ Related by Muslim.

331- Scholars are of the opinion that this hadith is not a common ruling, as it

is only infants who are normally breastfed. In this case, the messenger
of Allah ^ mennt that she may give him some of her milk {in a cup) and
thus she woukl foster him, and not actually suckle him as he is a grown
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1171. A'ishah (EAA) narrated that Aflah the brother of Abu
al-Qu ais (Aflah is her foster uncle) came and asked for permission

to enter upon her after the verse of the Hij&b (the veiling of wo-

men) was revealed. A'ishah added, 'But I refused to let him in.

When the Messenger of Allah $k came, I told him what happened,

so he commanded me to give him permission to come into my pres-

ence and said, "He is your uncle." Agreed upon

s, *" J , * *„, a , , s * , 1 a), j * ,

~~
.H " * ,: f f

. slj^ yJl i'jAj LLi j*^J ^
1172. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'It had been revealed in the

Holy Qur'&n that ten (definitely) known suck lings make the mar-

riage unlawful, but that was abrogated (and substituted) by five

known sucklings. When the Messenger of Allah died, they were

still read (their recitation was finally abrogated from the Qur*an

before his death, but the ruling still applies)." Related by Muslim,

^ <3p ill Jt#^ if : - &
l^'j

- j& J\ j-J>'} —wvr

H 1* H »*

1173. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of AllahM
was asked to marry the daughter ofHamzah (his cousin and Foster

brother), lie said, "She is unlawful for me as she is the daugh-
ter of my foster brother. What is unlawful due to blood rel-

ations, is also unlawful due to Rida'ah (suckling)." Agreed

upon.

man and she cannot uncover in front of him. But the majority of scho-

lars arc of the opinion that fosterage only applies to infants within the

first two years.
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1174. Umm Salamah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "The only suckling which makes marriage
unlawful is that which is absorbed in the bowels and was
before the time of weaning." Related by At-Tirmidhi. He and
al-Hakiin graded it as Sahik.

1175. Urn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'RitfA' (suckling) only appl-
ies to infants during the first two years of age.

1

Related by Ad-
DaraqutnT and Ibn 'Adi.

117$. Ibn Mas ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

$i said, "The only suckling which makes marriage unlawful
is that which strengthens the bones and lets the flesh
grow/' Related by Abu Dawud,

: j£ ji-j «X ft jtJ . U&L-ijI^ : ^_Ji t !

. i^jlkjl . 6^ c-kil* t ilit l4ijli* .«? J-*
Oij Lils"»

1177. Uqbah bint Al-Harith narrated that he married Umm
Yehia bint Abi Ih£b. A woman came along and said/I suckled both

of you/ Uqbah then asked the Messenger of Allah who said to

him, "How can you hesitate (about separating from her), after
you have been told (that you were suckled from the same wo-
man)?" Uqbah then separated from her and she married another
man. Related by AI-BukharL
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1178, Ziad As-Sahmi (BAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

*H prohibited that a foolish woman be asked to suckle an infant.-'*32

Related by Abu Dawud. It is a Hadlth Mursal and Ziad is not a

Companion.

Chapter XIV: Maintenance

flljA — *ufs- JLjb cJbo : t^Jw — aAJi ^&j — <LjoU-
t
j c- l i¥l

^ <- ^ .-

1179. Alshab (RAA) narrated that Hind bint 'Utbah -the wife

of Abi Sufian- came to the Messenger of Allah ^ and said, '0

Messenger of Allah! Abu Sufian is a miser and he does not give

enough maintenance for me and my children except what I used to

take from him without his knowledge. Am I to be blamed for that?'

The Prophet $S said to her, "Take what is sufficient for you
and your children but in moderation (take only in reasonable

amounts)." Agreed upon,

t 3jjjJJi lC»Ji ; JU — -up 4JJI l^'j
- ^jtk^M JjQs ^ c-j \ ^ A >

332- Scholars say that the wisdom behind this prohibition could be that bad
character may be inherited, so it is better to choose one with fine qua-

tities.
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1180. Tariq AI-Muharibi (RAA) narrated, *We arrived in Madf-

nah when the Messenger of Allah was on the pulpit addressing
the people and saying, *The hand which gives (charity) is the
upper hand. And spend first (before giving charity) on the
ones who are dependent on you: your mother and father,

your sister and brother, then your closer relatives and so
on." Related by An-Nasal, Ibn Hibban and ad-Daraqutni graded
it as §_ahth.

****** * rf H -F

1181. Abu Hurairah narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said,

HA slave is entitled to his food and clothing (spent by his
master), and he is not to be given tasks that are beyond his
ability." Related by Muslim.

£ i S\ JjijC: cJS: jli <J^ sffjUi J> 'J*,_ H at

.«c.. t ...,y i \J>1 U i IS* l^jtW jE» : Jli •? LlwXS-f 4*jj

1182. Hakim bin Mu'awiyah Al-Qushairi narrated on the au-
thority of his father, 'I asked: 'O Messenger of Allah! What are the

rights of one's wife upon her husband?* The Prophet $8 said, "To
feed her when you eat, and clothe her when you clothe
yourself." (see hadith no. 1052).

4p iUl ^ t - J£ jffi ilft ^* -
J** — WAT

y^'JLSj 'Jgfyj jJCii : " j^i ^ Jli *J_?L J^Jt ^
' J— , f . .'t-i,

I*

1183. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated, In the Farewell
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Sermon, the Messenger of Allah jB said regarding women, "You

are responsible for their maintenance and clothing in a

fair manner." Related by Muslim,

1184. 'Abdullah Ibn TJmar (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger ofAllah M said, "It is a grave sin for someone to destroy

those for whom he is responsible for their maintenance

(leave them without paying their necessary provisions)." Related

by Art-Nasal

In the version of Muslim, w
..*to withhold his provisions from

those he possesses (his slaves)."

1185. Jabir (RAA) narrated concerning the pregnant woman

whose husband died, that the Messenger of Allah ^ said, "She

has no right to maintenance." Related by Al-Baihaqi with a

reliable chain of narrators, but he regarded it txsMawqdf,

1186. It was mentioned earlier that the one who was divorced

thrice is not entitled to maintenance {see hadith no. 1147). Related

by Muslim.

1187, AbuHurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of
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Allah Si said/The upper hand is better than the lower hand
(i.e, he who gives in charity is better than he who takes it). And
spend first on the ones who are dependent on you. A
woman would say: 'Feed me or divorce me.m Related by Ad-
Daraqutni with a good chain of narrators,

j5 tpj^ - : Ju» ? : i_jLL\\ J, a*1J cJi ; Jli

1188. Sa'Td bin al-Musaiyab narrated regarding a man who
finds nothing to spend on his wife, They should be separated.' Rel-
ated by Sa'id bin Mansfiron the authority of Suflan on the autho-
rity ofAbu az-Zinad who said,

£

I asked Sa'id bin al-Musaiyab: Does

this relate to the Sunnah of the Prophet He replied: "Yes it

does." This fiadWi is a Mursal.

1J.89. 'Umar (RAA) narrated that he wrote to the commanders
of the armies regarding some men (soldiers) who had been absent
from their wives for long periods of time, telling them to send ma-
intenance or divorce them. If they divorce, they should send them
maintenance for the period that they had stopped paying it. Rela-
ted by ash-ShafTi and akBaihaqi with a good chain of narrators.

*Jb J\ J^j :
- & jtf ilH '^'j -

J[ 'j^Sj —\\*\.

? >i ^jIp : Jii : Jli ¥ ^.T^ : JlJ i

: Jl* : Jli f £l (fjZ* : JlS .«iU^I J* JiA : Ju

t Jiihj c SjlS 4 ^ilill £>1 .«!&f ci» : JU ? rjtf ^aL^
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1190, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that a man came to the

Messenger of Allah M and said, 'Allah's Messenger, I have a Din-

ar?' He then said to him, "Spend it on yourself." The man again

said/I have another one/ The Messenger of AllahM said, "Spend
it on your children." He said* 'I have another one/ He said*

"Spend it on your wife." The man again said, 'I have another

one.' The Messenger of Allah ^ said, "Spend it on your serv-

ant/' He said, T have another one/ The Messenger of Allah H
said, "You know better to whom you should give it." Related

by Ash-Shafn and Abu Dawud and the wording is his, An-Nasa'i

and al-Hakim also transmitted it, but mentioned the wife before

the children.

: Jtf - '^J*j - *1>- 'j* *J *jf-
<_7
_J y-^j j—i/g _ > \ °l \

L^l p t SK& : J** T^i ^ : iJi : Jli T ^-J- jLJ :
L-il

. 4J^^j ^X* 3jb y jss-l /^l*

1191, Bahz bin Hakim narrated on the authority of his father

on the authority of his grandfather (RAA), that I said: 'O Messen-

ger of Allah! Who deserves my best treatment?' The Messenger of

Allah said, Your mother/' I said again, Then who?' He said,

'Tour mother/' I said, 'Then who?' He said, "Your mother," I

said, 'Then who?' He said, 'Tour father, and then your closer

relatives and so on/ Related by Abu Daw(id and At-Tirmidhi,

who rendered it Hasan.

Chapter XV: Child Care and Custody

t fills'
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1192, 'Abdullah bin Umar (EAA) narrated, 'A woman said, 'O

Messenger of Allah! This is my son; for him my womb was a ves-

sel, my breast was like a water skin, and my lap was his bedding,
yet his father divorced me and wants to take him away from me/

The Messenger of Allah ^8 said to her, "You have more right to

keep him unless you get married." Related by Ahmad and Abu
Dawild. Al-Hakim graded it as Sahik.

V • -~ f
a
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1193. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that a woman said:
fO

Messenger of Allah! My husband wants to take away my son, and
he is helping me and draws water for me from the well of Abu
Tnabah (i.e. her son). Her husband came and the Messenger of

Allah $| said, "0 boy! This is your father and this is your

mother, take the hand ofwhoever you wish of them.333** The

boy then took his mother's hand and she went away with him/
Related by Ahmad and the four Imams, At-Tirmidhi graded it as

333- This is a proof that when the child starts to be independent he ts given
the choice between staying with the mother or the father.
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1194. Rafi bin Sinan (RAA) narrated that he embraced Islam

but his wife refused to do so. The Messenger of Allah £| made the

mother sit on one side and the father sit on the other side and

seated the boy between them. The boy then inclined to his mother.

The Messenger of Allah M said, "O Allfih! Guide him/ The boy

then inclined to his father's side, and he took him and went away.*

Related by Abu Dawud and An-Nasat. Al-Hakim graded it as

Sahih,

1 195. Al-Bara* Ibn Azib narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

% ordained that the daughter of gamzah should stay with her

maternal aunt, and said, ''The maternal aunt has the same

status as the mother." Related by Al-Bukharf.

1>J|> : JIS - 1* - Ir*
^f ^> !J - ^^

1 196. Ahmad transmitted the same hadith on the authority of

'All (RAA) and said, 'The little girl must be given to the care of her

aunt for the maternal aunt is like a mother/

Llf d .d£ < ^ 5UW p ^^^^( J* : r^J ^ ^l

1197. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllahM said, "When the servant ofone of you brings him his food,

if he does not let him sit with him (to eat) he should give him one

or two mouthfuls." Agreed upon and the wording is from Al-

Bukharf.
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1198. Ibn 'Umar narrated that the Messenger ofAllahH said,
'A woman was punished on account of a cat. She kept it
locked in until it died. So, she was put in the Hell Fire bec-
ause of what she did. She neither fed it or gave it water; as
she locked her in, nor left her to eat from the creatures of
the earth," Agreed upon.
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Book IX: Crimes (Qisas or Retaliation)

Chapter I

Jul J^lj Jii : Jii - JI* jtf SiH^ - ijiU Ji _ \m

1199. Ibn Mas'ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

$| said, "The blood of a Muslim who testifies that none has
the right to be worshipped but Allah and that I am His
Messenger, cannot be shed lawfully, except in three cases:

a married person who committed adultery, in Qisas (reta-

liation) for murder(life for life)and the apostate from Islam
who abandons the Muslim Jama'ah (community)." Agreed

upon.

#* X K I* X
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1200. 'A*ishah (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger $g said,

"The blood of a Muslim is not to be shed except for three

reasons: a married man who committed adultery, a man
who kills another Muslim intentionally for which he must
be killed (in Qisas or retaliation), and a man who abandons
Islam and fights against Allah and His Messenger, in which
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ease he should be either killed, crucified, or exiled." Related
by AbO Dawud and An-Nasa i. Al Hakim graded it as Sahih.

1201. Abdullah Ibn Masud (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah $g said, "The first issues to be judged among
people on the Day of Resurrection, are those of unlawful
blood-shed," Agreed upon.

& illi J^> AjUj J« ' - jtf A - — vv . x

. <U* 4£-llIw

1202. Samurah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

S said, "Whoever kills his slave we shall kill him, and who-
ever cuts the nose of his slave we shall cut ofif his nose."
Related by Ahmad and the four Imams. At-Tirmidhi graded it as
Hasan.

Abu Dawud and An-Nasal added the following, "and whoever
castrates his slave we shall castrate him." Al-Hakim graded
this addition as Sahib

isi S^'j LkJ, : Jii - & A >: - j ^ _ s y r

1203. Umar bin al-Khattab (RAA) narrated, *I heard the Mes-

senger ofAllah jjfi say, "A father is not to be killed for his off-

spring." Related by Ahmad, At-Tirmidhi and Ibn M&jah. Ibn al-

Garud and al-Baihaqi graded it as Sahih,
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1204. Abu Juhaifah (RAA) narrated 'I asked AH: 'Do you have

any other Divine Revelation besides what is in the Qur'an? 'All

said,
£Na By Him Who made the grain split (germinate) and crea-

ted the soul, we have nothing besides the Qur'an except the gift of

understanding the Qur'an, which Allah gives a man, besides what

is written in this manuscript, I said, 'What is in this manuscript?*

'Ali said, 'The regulations ofDlyah (Blood money), the ransom for

captives and the ruling that no Muslim should be killed in Qisas

for killing a disbeliever/ Related by Al-Bukhari.

'iffJ
-
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1205. The previous tradition was also transmitted by Ahmad,

An-Nasal and Abu Daw(id on the authority of 'Ali with a different

chain of narrators where he said, The blood of one Muslim (his

life) is equivalent to the blood of another Muslim (i.e. equal in

Qis&s and blood money), the protection of Allah is one (and is equ-

ally) extended to the most humble ofthe believers (i.e. ifa Muslim

gives protection to a man or to a group of men, they should all

help him even is he was the most humble of them). Believers are

all like one hand against their enemies. No believer is to be killed

for a disbeliever (i.e. in Qisas), nor should one who has a covenant

with the Muslims be killed while his covenant holds.
1

Al-flakim

graded it as Sahik,
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1206. Anas bin Malik (RAA) narrated that a girl was found

with her head crushed between two stones. They asked her, 'Who
did that to you? Is it so and so , or so and so? They mentioned some
names to her until they mentioned the name of a Jew, whereupon
she nodded her head. The Jew was captured and he confessed. The

Messenger of Allah ;*§ ordered that his head be crushed between
two stones.* Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim,

L*^U- 61» :
- -oil - J> jl^lp — i 1 * V

1207, Tmran bin Al-Husain (RAA) narrated that a slave of

some poor people cut off the ear of another slave belonging to some

rich people. They came to the Messenger ofAllah g?i but he appoi-

nted no compensation for them,33** Related by Ahmad and the thr-

ee Imams with a sound chain of narrators.
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334- Scholars have different opinions as to the reason for giving no compen-
sation. Some say that it happened by accident, some say that maybe it

was because his masters were poor so the Messenger of Allfih gave
him the compensation himself, some say that the boy was still immature
and Allah knows best.
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1208, 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his

father, on the authority of his grandfather (RAA)T that a man

stabbed another man in his knee with a horn. So he came to the

Messenger ofAMh $t and said, 'Retaliate on my behalf.* The Mes-

senger of Allah JjSS said to him, "Wait until your wound has

healed." The man caxne again and said, *0 Messenger of Allah

t

Retaliate on my behalf.' So, he allowed him to retaliate against the

one who attacked him (by stabbing him the same way). Then he

came again to the Messenger of Allah and said, 'O Messenger of

AMhH have become lame.' The Messenger ofAllah said to him,

"I forbade you (to take retaliation until your wound was healed)

hut you disobeyed me, may Allah keep you away from His

mercy (for your disobedience), and as for your lameness you

are not entitled to any compensation (as he retaliated before

he discovered the lameness otherwise he would have been entitled

half the Dtyah).* Then Allah's Messenger prohibited the following,

*No retaliation is to be made for a wound before the victim is tota-

lly recovered/ Related by Ahmad and Ad-Daraqutm.

1209. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'Two woman of the tribe

otHudhail fought with each other and one of them threw a stone

at the other. In this way she killed the woman and what was in

her womb (as she was pregnant). Their dispute was presented to
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the Prophet & who ordained that the Diyak (blood money) of the
unborn child, is a male or a female siave of the best quality. He
also decided that the Diyah of the woman is to be paid by her rela-

tives (the one who killed) on her father's side.ass The Messenger of

Allah M also ordained that her inheritance (of the woman who kil-
led as she died later) be for her sons and husband (and not for her
relatives who had to pay the Diyah). Hamal bin An~Nabighah Al-
HudhaiU then said, 'O Messenger of Allah' Why should I pay the
Diyah for one who neither drank nor ate nor spoke, nor cried (i.e.
the dead fetus), such a creature is not entitled to blood money/
The Messenger of Allah M then said, "This man is one of the
brothers of the soothsayers," on account of the rhymed speech
which he used, concerning the dead fetus.

? o±J\
J*^ jtAj^i j^ ;cj^ - . jl _ <ji

1210. Abu Dawud and An-Nasal narrated on the authority of
Ibn 'Abbas that Uraar (RAA) asked about the judgment of the
ProphetM concerning the Diyah ofthe dead fetus. Hamal bin An-
Nabighah AI-Hudhaili then got up and said, "I was between the
two women. One ofthem struck the other with a stone, killing her
and what was in her womb. So the Messenger ofAllahM ordained
... " (as above). Ibn Hibban and al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.

335- There was no QisSg in this case, as the woman did not intend to kill hor
She only used a small stone or the like,
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1211. Anas narrated that Ar-Rubai' bint An-Nadr (his aunt)

broke the incisor teeth of a girl. The family of Ar-Rubai' asked the

family of the girl to pardon her, but they refused. They then offe-

red them Arsk3™, (as compensation) but they also refused. They

came to the Messenger of Allah ^ asking for Qisa& and he gave

orders that they should take their Qisds from Ar-Rubai '. Anas bin

An-Nadr then came to the Messenger ofAllahM and said t 'O Mes-

senger of Allah! Will the incisor tooth of Ar-Rubai' be broken? No,

by Him Who sent you with the truth, her incisor tooth will not be

broken. The Messenger of Allah M then said to Him, "Anas! Al-

lah's decree is equal retaliation/' But the family of the girl

agreed to pardon Ar-Rubai'. The Messenger of Allah% then said,

"Among Allah's servants are those who if they swear by Al-

lah(for something), Allah will consent to their oath." Agreed

upon, and the wording is from Al-Bukharl.

Jill Jjl JjLj Jli : JlS - & yrK, -^ Jl - * T \ Y
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1212. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

H said, "If anyone is killed and his killer is not known337
, or

3W- Term used for blood money owed for injuries.

337- Such as the one killed in a fight between two families or two tribes and

it is not definitely known who killed him or how he was killed. In this

case the other family must take an oath that they did not kill the victim,

and if it is known who killed him (which group of people or which fam-

ily) they would share his Diyah (for a death caused by mistake) Other-
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was killed with a stone, a whip or with a stick (i.e. killed by
mistake but with a deliberate injury) his Diyak will be that
of killing by mistake (manslaughter). As for whoever killed
deliberately, retaliation is due (from the one who killed him).
Anyone who tries to prevent taking Qisds (from the killer)
may Allah curse him." Related by Abu Dawud, An-Nasal and
Ibn Majah with a strong chain of narrators.

^ji c js (jii j4' >^ j^^ji ^ - jlJ

1213. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

m ssid,"Ifa man holds another man so that a third man can
kill the seized one, then the one who killed is to be killed
(in Qis&s) and the one who seized the killed one is to be im-
prisoned." Related by Ad-Daraqutni. Ibn al-Qa£t£n graded it as
Sah?.h and its narrators arc trustworthy.

1214, 'Abdur Rahman bin Al-Bailamam narrated that the

Messenger of Allah $| killed a Muslim who killed a Mit'Shid™

who had made a covenant with the Muslims, and said, "I am clos-
est to the ones who keep their covenants of protection."
Related by Abdur Razzaq.

wise, if it is difficult to identify the group of people who killed him, his
Diyak is to be paid from the Muslim Treasury.

338- A Mu'&kid is a non Muslim who is residing in an Islamic State with
whom there is a covenant of peace and protection. The killing of such a
person is murder.
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1215* Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, *A young boy was murdered

deceitfully. 'Umar (RAA) thereupon said,'If all the people ofSan

(in Yemen) participated in killing him, I would kill them all.'339

Related by al-Bukhari.

1216. Abu Shuraih Al-Khaza'I (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah ^ said, wIf the relative of one of you is killed

after my speech, his family has one of two choices; 'Either

they take his Diyah or kill the killer." Related by Abu Dawud
and An-Nasa'i.

1217. A similar narration is transmitted by Al-Bukhari and

Muslim on the authority of Abu Hurairah.
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Chapter U: Types ofDiyah (Blood money)
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339- The incident happened when a man traveled and left his wife with their

child. The woman and her lover killed the child for fear that he may tell

the husband about it when he returned. Those involved were the woman,
her lover, her servant and another man, When Umar knew about it from

Yala bin Umaiyyah, his ruler in Yemen, he issued a decree that all of

them must be killed as they killed him collectively.
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1218. Abu Bakr bin Muhammad bin Amro bin Hazm narra-
ted on the authority of his father on the authority of his grand-

father (RAA) that The Messenger of Allah M wrote to the people

ofYemen (mentioning the hadith which included), 'Whoever kills a
believer deliberately for no reason or a crime that he committed,
he should be killed (in retaliation), unless the family of the murde-
red person agrees to take Diyah {blood money). The Diyah for a
life is a hundred camels. Full blood money (i.e. total Diyah of 100
camels) is paid for the total cut off of each of the following; the

nose, the eyes, the tongue, the lips, the penis, the testicles and the

backbone. 310 For the cutting off ofone leg; half a Diyah is paid (i.e.

50 camels). For a head injury a third of the Diyah is paid, for a
stab which penetrates the body, one third of the Diyah, for a blow
which breaks a bones or dislocates it, 15 camels. For each finger

or toe, 10 camels are paid. For each tooth five camels are paid.

For a wound which exposes a bone five camels are paid. A man is

killed in Qis&s for killing a woman. For those who possess gold,

they should pay the equivalent of the 100 camels which is fixed as
one thousand Dinars/ Related by Abu Dawud in his book *al-

Marastl", an-Nasa'l, Ibn Khuzaimah, Ibn al-Garud, Ibn Hibban
and Ahmad, but they disagreed regarding its authenticity.

340- A full Diyah is duo in this case, as each of these organs are either impai-
red {i.e. cannot be compensated), or the full pair is cut off (such as the
ears, the lips etc..)
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1219. Ibn Mas 'fid CRAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

said, "The Diyah for accidental killing is paid in five typ-

es of camel indemnity3,11
: 20 she-camels 'hiqqah* (in their fou-

rth year), 20 she-camels ^Jaz'ak' (in their fifth year), 20 she-

camels 'bint makkdd' (in their second year), 20 she-camels

'bint lahun' (in their third year) and 20 he-camels Hbn lab&n 1

(in their third year)."Related by Ad-Daraqutni with a strong chain

of narrators. The four Imams reported it with this version, "twe-

nty 'ibn makh&d' (twenty male camels which had entered their

second year)," instead of "ibn lab&n."

1220. Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi transmitted on the autho-

rity of Amro bin Shu'aib on his father's authority, who reported

from his grandfather (RAA), who reported that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "The Diyah (of intentional homicide) is paid in

three different types of camels342: 30 she-camels 'kiqqah' (in

their fourth year), 30 she-camels 'Jaz'ah' (in their fifth year),

and 40 pregnant she-camels."

341- This Diyah is less severe in that its payment is deferred, and paid in five

different types of camels. Some scholars say that it could be paid over a

period of three years.

34S- This Diyah is severe in that it is to be paid immediately and paid in

three different good types of camels.
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1221. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, 'Three types of people are most hated by Allah, the
Almighty; whoever kills another in the Sacred area ofHar-
am (Sanctuary), whoever kills anyone other than the one
who killed him or whoever kills anyone in revenge as in
times ofJdAe/iyaA(pre-Islamic times)." Related by Ibn Hibban.

^isr ci - aIJi ij^Ji I'j \!» : ju jx.} 4^ ^ In Jl_^

1222. Abdullah Ibn Amro ibn al-As (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah said, 'The Diyah for accidental and
quasi-deliberate homicide -such as that inflicted with a
whip or a stick- Is a hundred camels, forty of which are
pregnant she-camels/' Related by Abu- Dawud, An-Nasal and
Ibn Mdjah, Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahlh.

^3 Jlft J. - LL^ A^ -^ J|^ _ mr

1223. Ibn 'Abbds (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, *This and that are equal -meaning the little finger
and the thumb." Related by Al-Bukharl Abu Dawud and At-Tir-

midhi transmitted, "The Diyah for the fingers and toes is the
same, and that for the teeth is the same; the incisor and the
molar tooth are the same." Ibn Hibban narrated, "The Diyah
for the fingers and toes is the same; 10 camels for each,"
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1224, Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fath-

er, on the authority of his grandfather (RAA) that the Messenger

of Allah M said, "Anyone who practices medicine bnt is not
known as a practitioner, and kills a human being or inflicts

harm on him, will be held responsible.** Related by Ad-Daraq-

utnf, AI-Hakim graded it as Sakih. Abu Dawud, an-Nasa'i and
others also narrated it, but its Mursal form is stronger than the

connected one.
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1225. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fath-

er, on the authority of his grandfather (RAA) that the Messenger

of Allah «si said, "For a wound which exposes a bone five

camels are paid (in compensation)*** Related by Ahmad and
the four Imams. Ahmad added the following statement, "And the

fingers and toes are all equal- in Diyah* ten camels.** Ibn

Khuzaimah and Ibn al-Garud graded it as Sahih.
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1226. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fath-

er, on the authority of his grandfather (RAA) that the Messenger
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of Allah <0$ said, "The Diyah of the Dhimmt™ is half that of a

Muslim." Related by Ahmad and the four Imams, The narration
ofAbu Dawud, "The Diyah of the Mu'ahid (non Muslim with a
covenant of protection) is half the Diyah of a free Muslim." In
the narration ofAn-Nasa1,*The Diyah of a woman is the same
as the Diyah of a man up to the third of the value (if the due
value exceeds the third then her Diyah is half that of the man)."
Ibn Khuzaimah graded it as Sahih.

1227. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fath-
er, on the authority of his grandfather (KAA) that the Messenger

of Allah M said, "The Diyah of the quasi-deliberate homicide
is as severe as deliberate murder (in its being given in three
types of camels), and the offender is not to be killed. This
happens when the devil excites enmity between people
causing them to shed blood but not due to hatred or car-
rying weapons in fighting." Related by Ad-Daraqutni and gra-
ded it as weak Hadith,

1228. Ibn 'Abbas <RAA) narrated that, *A man killed another

man during the lifetime of the Prophet M, so the decided that his

Diyah would be 12 thousand {Dirhams)' Related by the four

Imams.

343- A non-Muslim; Christian or Jew, living under the protection of an Isla-

mic government
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1229. Abu Rimthah narrated, 'I came to the Prophet 'M with

my son and he asked meT "Who is this?" I answered, This is my

son, and I swear on it.™* The Messenger of AllahM said/He will

not carry your burdens345 (sins) and you will not carry his

burdens/' Related by An-Nasa'i and Abu Dawud. Ibn Khuzaimah

and Ibn al-Garud graded it as Sahih.

Chapter III: Claiming the Right to Qisas and
Qasamah (taking an oath)
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344- In another narration, the Messenger of AllSh ^ asked him again, 'Is it

true that he is your somV The man then said I bear witness to it. The

Messenger of Allah ^ smiled because of the resemblance between the

father and son and for the fact that the father took an oath on this

matter.

346- Any action which entails Qi^ds or punishment.
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1230, Sahl bin Abi Khaithamah (RAA) narrated on the autho-
rity of some honored men from his people that 'Abdullah bin Sahl
and Muhaiysah bin Mas'ud, went out to Khaibar because of a har-

dship they were undergoing, Muhaiysah came and told them that

Abdullah bin Sahl had been killed and thrown into a well. He
came to the Jews and said to them, 'I swear by Allah that you
have killed him.' They replied, 'We swear by Allah that wc have
not killed him.' Then Muhaiysah came along with his brother

Huwaiysah and 'Abdur Rahman bin Sahl to the Prophet <j| and

Muhaiysah started to talk. The Messenger ofAllah said to him,
"Let an older one speak (take charge of this matter)," So Huw-
aiysah narrated what happened and then Muhaiysah spoke. The

Messenger of Allah jK said "Either they pay the Diyah of your

companion or be ready for war/' The Messenger of Allah %
wrote to them about this and they wrote back saying, 'By Allah,

wc have not killed him.1 The Messenger of Allah then said to

Huwaiysah, Muhaiysah and Abdur Rahman bin Sahl, "Would
you take an oath (that they killed him) and then you will be
entitled to the Diyah of your companion/* They answered,

'No (as they did not witness the crime)/ The Messenger ofAllah sSt

then said, "Then the Jews should take an oath (that they are

innocent)/' They said, 'They are not Muslims.' The Messenger of

Allah ^ thereupon paid the Diyah of the victim himself and sent

them 100 camels. Sahl commented, 4Ared she-camel (of these 100
camels) kicked me.' Agreed upon.
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1231. A man from the Ansar narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H consented to the Qasdnuih (taking an oath that they did

not kill the victim), which was practiced during the time ofJdhili-

yah (pre-Islam) and the Messenger of Allah %k made a judgment

between some men from the Arisar concerning a man who was

killed and they claimed that the Jews had killed him: Related by

Muslim.

Chapter TV: Fighting Transgressors

(who rebel against the ruler unjustly)
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1232. Ibn Umar <RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

H said, "Whoever carries arms against us, is not one of us."

Agreed upon.
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1233. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, "He who rebels agai-

nst obedience to the ruler, abandons the Muslim commun-
ity and then dies, his death will be as if he died at the time

ofJ&hiliyah," Related by Muslim,
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1234. Umm Salamah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said t 'The transgressing party will kill Ammar
CAmmar bin Yasir) * Related by Muslim.
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1235, Ibn TJmar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

j6 said "Do you realize Ibn Umm 'Abd3 '1* what the ruling of

Allah is concerning those who rebel against the ruler in

this Ummah?' I said, 'Allah and His Messenger know best.
1 He

said, "A wounded man among them is not to be given the

last stroke (that kills him), their captive is not killed, the
one who runs away is not followed and their booties are
not divided (among other Muslims) " Related by Al-Bazz&r and
al-|J<!kim, The latter graded it as Sakih but he was mistaken as

Kawthar bin Hakim (one of the narrators) is a rejected narrator.
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1236. Arfagah bin Shuraih (RAA) narrated, 'I heard the Mes-

senger of Allah 'M say, "He who comes to you when you are
united and wants to disunite your community, kill him."
Related by Muslim.

3-46- The one who is known as Ibn Umm 'Abd' is "Abdullah bin Mas'Gd, and
may be Ibn Tlmar is narrating the hudith on his authority.
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Chapter V: Fighting The Offender and
Killing the Apostate
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1237, 'Abdullah bin Umar narrated that the Messenger of

Allah S said, "He who is killed while defending Lis property

is considered a martyr." Related by Abu Dawud An-Nasa'i and

At-Tirmidhi who graded it as Sahth..
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1238. lmran bin fiusain (RAA) narrated, Ya'la bin Umaiyah

fought with another man. One of them bit the other man's finger

and the latter (whose finger was bit) pulled bis hand out of the

first man's mouth (who was biting) by force, causing his incisors

teeth to be pulled out. They presented their dispute to the Prophet

M who said, "One of you bit his brother as a male camel

bites? Go and there is not Diyah for him (as a punishment for

their foolishness)." Agreed upon and the wording is from Muslim.

1239. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of
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Allah said, "If anyone spies on you (tries to look at you)

without your permission, and you thereupon throw a stone
at him and because of it he lost his eye, you are not to be
blamed." Agreed upon. In another version by Ahmad and an-

Nasal and graded as §fihth by Ibn Hibban, "He has no right for
Diyah or Qisds.

"

1240. Al-Bara* bin 'Azib {RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah ordained that the guarding of a garden is the responsi-

bility of its owners during the day and the guarding of animals is

the responsibility of their owners at night. However, the owners of

the animals are responsible for any damage caused by their anim-
als during the night (i.e, pay compensation for what they damaged
of others property).' Related by Ahmad and the four Imams except

At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahtk,
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1241. Mu'Mh bin Jabal (RAA) narrated - concerning a man
who embraced Islam and then turned to Judaism (i,e, apostated),

'I shall not sit down until he is killed. That is the Command of

Allah and His Messenger, and he gave an order that he must be
killed and so he was.' Agreed upon.

In a version by Abu Dawud, lie was given a chance to repent and
return to Islam but he refused,
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1242. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah
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SI said, "He who changes his religion (i.e. apostates) kill

him." Related by Al-Bukhari.
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1243. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated* *A blind man had a pregn-

ant slave, who used to abuse the Messenger of Allah and def-

ame him. The blind man forbade her but she did not stop. One

night she began to slander the Prophet ^ so he took a n axe,

placed it on her belly, pressed it and killed her. The Messenger of

Allah H was told about it, and thereupon he said,"Oh people! Be

witnesses that no Diyah is to be paid for her blood."347 Rela-

ted by Abu Dawud with a trustworthy chain of narrators.

347- Because she was slandering the Prophet so she is considered as a*
disbeliever and an apostate.
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Book X: Hudud or Prescribed Penalties in

Islamic Shari'ah

Chapter I: The Prescribed Penalty (punishment)

for Fornication
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1244, Abu Hurairah and Zaid bin Khalid al-Juhani (BAA)

narrated that a Bedouin came to the ProphetM and said, 'O Mes-

senger of Allah! I beseech you by Allah, that you judge between us

according to Allah's Laws.' The mail's opponent who was wiser

than him got up and said, *Yes, judge between us according to

Allah's Law and kindly allow me {to speak).' The Prophet $Sg said,

"Speak." He said,'My son was a laborer working for that man (the

Bedouin) and he committed illegal sexual intercourse with his

wife, and I was informed that my son deserved to be stoned to

death (as punishment for this offence), I ransomed him with one
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hundred sheep and a slave girl But when I asked the knowledge-
able people they told me that my son should receive a hundred
lashes and be exiled for a year, and the man's wife should be sto-

ned to death. The Messenger of Allah 31 replied, "By Him in

Whose Hands my soul ist I shall judge between you accor-
ding to the Law of Allah (i.e. His Book). The slave girl and
the sheep are to be returned to you. As for your son, he has
to receive one hundred lashes and be exiled for a year. O
Unais! Go to this man's wife, and if she confesses, then
stone her to death," Agreed upon, and this is Muslim's version.

1245, 'Ubadah bin As-Samit (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah SI said, "Receive from me (this revelation), receive
from me (this revelation). Allah has ordained a way for those

women3** (unmarried females who committed adultery). When
an unmarried man, commits adultery with an unmarried
woman, they should receive one hundred lashes and he exi-

led for a year3'19
. If they (fornicate while they) were married,

they shall receive hundred lashes and be stoned to death**

Reported by Muslim,

348- The Messenger of Allah "M is referring to the verse (4:15) an-Nisa't

u..,and if they testify, confine them (those women) to their houses
until death, or (until) Allah ordains for them some other way***

349- Imiim Malik is of the opinion that ii woman is not to be exiled us this

will expose her to hardship, and she is not allowed to travel on her own
anyway. She should only be flogged a hundred lashes, and the male is to
be flogged and exiled. Other scholars say that if she is exiled she must
be with a mahram. .

350- Most scholars are of the opinion that there is no need for flogging and
that stoning is sufficient for the (married) adulterer and the adulteress.

Their evidence is that the Prophet did not combine flogging and ston-

ing in the punishment of Maiz and only stoned him to death. This is also

evident in this hadith as the Prophet % did not order Unais to flog her

^1} art- J^Jl £i t y^L, *j£ £b J^, !ui J± Ijlt t ijJL_*»
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1246. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'A Muslim man351 came

to the ProphetM while he was in the mosque, and called him say-

ing, '0 Messenger of Allall! I have committed adultery.' The Mes-

senger of Allah turned his face away from him, so the man
came round (from the other side) towards his face and said,

£0
Messenger of Allah! I have committed adultery.' The Messenger of

Allah $8 again turned his face away from him, but the man repe-

ated his statement four times. When he testified four times that

he did it, the Messenger of Allah $ef called him saying, "Are you

insane?" The man said, 'No/ The Messenger of Allah $g then

asked him, "Are you married?* The man answered, Yes,' The

Messenger of Allah «$g "Take him away and stone him (to

death)." Agreed upon.
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1247. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'When MaIz came to the

Prophet j| (admitting that he had committed adultery), he said to

first, but just to stone her. Some scholars are also of the opinion that

this hadfth is abrogated as it was the first to be revealed, concerning the

punishment of the married adulterer and adulteress while the story of

Mo'iz occurred at a later time,

351- He is M&lx al-Aslami as evidenced by the following hadith.
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him, "Perhaps you have just kissed, or touched or looked
Cat the woman) " Ma'iz said* 'No, O Messenger of Allali.' Related
by Al-Bukhari
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1248. 'Umar bin al-Khattab (RAA) narrated that he addressed

the people and said, 'Verily Allah has sent Muhammad with the

Truth and sent down the Book to htm, and the verse of stoning

was included in what Allah sent down. We recited, memorized and

comprehended it. The Messenger of Allah^ accordingty (to what
was in the verse) stoned to death (whoever committed adultery

while being married), and we stoned after his death. But I am afr-

aid that after a long time passes, someone may say, 'We do not

find the Verses of stoning in Allah's Book,352 and thus they may go

astray by abandoning an obligation that Allah has sent down. Ver-
ily, stoning is an obligation in the Book of Allah to be inflicted on
married men and women who commit adultery, when their crime

is proven,353 evident by pregnancy, or through the confession (of

the adulterer)/ Agreed upon.

352- A Qur'anic verse was revealed prescribing the punishment of stoning,

but according to the opinion of the majority of the companions and schol-

ars, it was later abrogated, regarding its recitation in the Qur'an, but its

verdict still applies as proven by the Sunnah. The Prophet M and the

companions after his death continued to apply this punishment for the
married culprit.

353- The evidence required in this crime is: cither four witnesses, confession

by the one who committed it, or pregnancy which applies only to women.
The majority of scholars are of the opinion that pregnancy by itself is

not a sufficient sign to inflict the punishment unless it is accompanied
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1249, Abti Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'I heard the Messenger

of Allah say,
14When the slave-woman of one of yon com-

mits adultery and she is proven guilty (through witnesses
or confession), he should flog her as prescribed (for the sl-

ave woman),354 but he should not admonish her. If she does

this again, then she should be flogged again but he should
not admonish her. If she commits it for the third time, and
she is proven guilty, then he must sell her even if it was for

a rope of hair." Agreed upon, and the wording is from Muslim.

1250. 'All (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah H said,

inflict the prescribed punishment on those whom you pos-
sess (i.e. your slaves)." Related by Abu Dawtid and Muslim (but

only traced to the Companion).

with confession or witnesses. Malik on the other hand believes that the

pregnancy of an unmarried woman who was not forced to commit forni-

cation, is sufficient to inflict punishment taking this hadith as evidence.

354- The Messenger of Allah is referring to the vei-se, "And after they

have been taken in wedlock, if they commit illegal sexual interc-

ourse, theirpunishment is half that for free (unmarried) women."
(4:25), The punishment referrod la in this verse is f>0 lashes.
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1251. Imran bin Husain (RAA) narrated, 'A woman from Juh-

ainah came to the Prophet while she was pregnant due to com-

mitting adultery, and said, "0 Messenger of Allah! I have done

something for which a prescribed punishment is to be inflicted, so

please inflict it on me. The Messenger of Allah $8 called her guar-

dian and said, "Be good to her, and when she delivers bring
her back to rae.

H Her guardian brought her back when she had

delivered and the Messenger of Allah gave his commands and

her clothes were tied around her and then the Prophet 3s gave his

commands and she was stoned to death. The Messenger of Allah

•jS offered funeral prayer for her, and thereupon Umar said, '0

Messenger of Allah! You offer funeral prayer for her even though

she committed adultery?' The Messenger of AllahM replied, "She
has offered such a repentance (for her sin) that if it was divi-

ded between seventy of the inhabitants of Madinah, it wou-
ld be sufficient for them. Have you found such repentance
better than sacrificing her life for the sake of Allah, the

Almighty?"3155 Related by Muslim.

1252, Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah |j§ stoned a man from Aslam356 to death, a Jewish man and

355- No punishment is to be inflicted on the pregnant woman until she gives

birth even if she was unmarried. In another narration concerning the

same woman it was explained that she was not stoned until she weaned
her child.

356- He is Ma'z whose story was related earlier,
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a woman..'a57 Related by Muslim

1253. The story of stoning the two Jews358 is mentioned in Al-

BukharT and Muslim on the authority of Ibn TTmar.

1254. Said bin Sa'd bin 'Ubadah (RAA) narrated, *A small
weak man was staying in our tribe, and he committed adultery
with one of their slave-wornen, Sa'd mentioned this to the Messen-

ger of Allah 381, and thereupon he said, "Flog him {according to)

the prescribed penalty." The people then said, 'O Messenger of

Allah! He is too weak to bear it.' The Messenger of AllahH then
said, "Get a stalk of the raceme of a palm tree with a hun-

dred twigs and strike him just once.a59" So, they did. Related

357- The woman from Juhainah whose story was told in the previous hadfth.

358- Two Jewish people (a man and a woman) were brought to the ProphetH
as they committed adultery and they were both married, The Messenger

of Allah jfe asked them about the legal penalty for such a crime in their

Book (the Torah). They told him that their Rabbis have innovated a
punishment of blackening the faces with charcoal, 'Abdullah bin SaJam
said, X) Messenger of Allah! Tell them to bring the Torah-' When they
brought the Torah, one ofthem found the verse of stoning to death with
his hand and starting reading the preceding verse and what followed,

Ibn Salam then said to the Jews, 'Lift up your hand.' The verse was
there under his hand and thereupon the Messenger of Allah *i? ordered
that the two sinners be stoned to death.

359- People were afraid that he may die if he receives the full 100 lashes, so
the Prophet out of mercy for him, ordered them to get this Stalk, but still

with 100 twigs (to fulfill the number of lashes), to flog him with.
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by Ahmad, An-Nasal and Ibn Majah with a good chain of nar-

rators.

1255- Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

<H said, "Whoever you find doing as the people of Lot did

(i.e. homosexuality), kill the one who does it and the one to

whom it is done, and if you find anyone having sexual int-

ercourse with an animal, kill him and kill the animal.'360

Related by Ahmad and the four Imflma with a trustworthy chain

of narrators.

1256. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated. The Messenger of Allah M
applied the punishment of flogging and also that of exile,Abu Bakr

(RAA) applied the punishments of flogging and exile and also

Umar applied them." Related by At-Tirmidhi with a trustworthy

chain ofnarrators, but scholars differed over its being traced back

to the Prophet or only to the companion.

1257. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

360- As for killing the animal, some scholars say that the Fitrah (nature) of

this animal has been spoiled, as it is not created for this. Others say

that it is disliked to eat it or use it after such a disgraceful action.
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cursed men who are hermaphrodites and women who take the

similitude of men, and said, "Get them out of your homes."
Related by Al-Bukharf.

1258. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $t said, "Avert the infliction of the prescribed punish-
ments as long as you find a way out (i.e. to avoid their infli-

ction ),
n Related by Ibn Majah with a weak chain ofnarrators.

. C!d^ Litjui? 'jAj <<<lJjiktL>\ U ^ SjO>J\ : Jail

1259. At-TirmidhT and Al-Hakim transmitted on the authority

of 'A'ishah (RAA) with the wording, *Allah
t

s Messenger SI said,

"Avert the infliction of the prescribed punishment on Mus-
lims as much as you can." It is also a weak fradith.

1260. Al-Baihaq! transmitted on the authority of 'All (RAA)
that he said, 'Avert the prescribed punishments by rejecting dou-

btful evidence/

: jX-j *i & *fo J^ij Ji_J : JlJ ^ _ \m \
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1261. Ibn TJmar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "Avoid these filthy practices which Allah, the Almi-
ghty has prohibited. He who commits any of these, should
conceal with Allah's Most High Veil (i.e. should not speak
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about it), and should turn to Allah, the Most High in repent-

ance, for if anyone uncovers his hidden sins (to us), we shall

inflict on him the punishment prescribed by Allah, the Al-

mighty.*' Related by Al-Hakim and in Al-Muwatta1 but traced to

its narrator Zaid bin Aslam as Hadtth Mursat.

Chapter II: Penalty for Qadhf(Accusing a Person

ofAdultery without Proof)
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1262. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'When my vindication was rev-

ealed^i the Prophet M mounted the pulpit and mentioned what

happened and recited the verses of the Qur'an (which had been
revealed).When he came down from the pulpit he ordered that two

men and a woman362 should be given the prescribed flogging (for

this false accusation of 'A'ishah (RAA) which is eighty lashes).*

Related by Ahmad and the four Imams. Al-Bukhari referred to it.

^ iL> y pCy ^ 'jir M Jjf : Jii^ J, 0—i ^_*j — \ yvt

1263. Anas bin Malik (RAA) narrated, "The first Li an that

took place in Islam was when Hilal bin Umaiyah accused his wife

of having committed adultery with Shuraik bin SahmfL' There-

upon the Messenger of Allah said to him, "Either you prod-

uce evidence (for your claim) or yoti will receive punishment

361- Sural an-Nur (24:11).

362- The two men are Mis£ah. bin Atlulthah and £Iassan bin Thahit and the

woman is Hamnah bint Jahsh.
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on your back (i.e. flogged for your accusation if it is false."(refer

to hadith no. 1138). Related by Abu Ya'la with a trustworthy chain

of narrators.

1264. Al-Bukhari related a similar hadith on the authority of

Ibn 'Abbas CRAA).
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1265. 'Abdullah bin 'Amir bin Rabi'ah narrated, 'I witnessed

the time of Abu Bakr, 'Umar and Uthman {RAA) t and those who
came after them. I never saw them flogging a slave for Qadhf{f&\se

accusation of adultery) except forty lashes/363 Related by Malik,

and Ath-Thawii in his book al-Jami'.

1266. AbO Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $B said, "He who accuses his slave ofcommitting adul-

tery (without proof) will be punished with the prescribed
penalty 011 the Day of Resurrection unless it is (true) as he
said." Agreed upon.

Chapter III: Penalty for Theft

j£ £jai; V» : j ill Jfc* Alii Jjlj Ju : LJU SlL'Ip jy* _ \ \ nv

363' This is evidence that the punishment ofa male or a female slave for this

crime is half of that prescribed for a free person, which would ho SO
lashes.
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1267. 'A*ishah (RAA) narrated that Allah's MessengerM said,

"A thief's hand should not be cut off except for a quarter of

a Dinar364 or more." Agreed upon and the wording is from Mu-

slim.

The version of Al-Bukhari reads, "The hand of a thief is to be
cut off for a quarter of a Dinar or more."

In a version by Ahmad, "Cut off a thief's hand for a quarter of
a Dinar, and do not cut it off for what is less than that,"

1268. Ibn Umax (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

1269, Abe Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $f said* **May Allah curse the thief who steals an egg

for which his hand is cut off, or steals a rope for which his

hand is to be cut off.* Agreed upon.365

364- A theifs right hand is to be cut off ifhe is caught stealing a quarter of a

Dm&r (almost 1,5 gm of gold) or goods worth that much at the time of

the theft,

365- The consensus of the scholars is that stealing an egg or a rope does not

call for someone's hand to be cut off. The exaggeration in the hadfth is

meant to be a factor that urges anyone who thinks of stealing, to think

twice, and see how mean this act is, as he would loose his precious right

hand for something as worthless as an egg.

iH cut off the hand of a thief for stealing a shield that was worth

three Dirhams. Agreed upon.
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1270. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger || said (to

Usamah bin Zaid), "Are you interceding with regards to one

of Allah's prescribed penalties?3*3" Then he got up and addres-

sed the people saying, "O people! What destroyed the nations
before you s was that when a noble person committed theft,

they used to leave him (without punishment), but if a weak
person among them committed theft, they would inflict the
legal punishment on him." Agreed upon and the wording is

from Muslim,

Muslim has another version on the authority of 'A'ishah (RAA)
who said, 'A woman used to borrow (people's) belongings and deny

having taken them, so the Prophet M ordered that her hand be
cut off.'

, .4 * t,,, J * A *r f , +

36G- A lady known as Fatimah bint Aswad al-Makhzfimiyah who came from a

prominent family committed an act of theft. When the Messenger of

Allah 3*$ commanded that her hand was to be cut off, people started to
intercede to exempt her from punishment, and among them was Usa-
mah bin Zaid, the son of his former servant Zaid bin Thabit. The Mes-
senger of Allah H became very angry and said the statement mentioned
in the hadith. The owner of the stolen goods however can intercede for

the thief, for his hand not to be cut off as long as the case has not yet
been taken to the judge. Once it has boon brought to court, no one can
seek pardon for the thief,
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1271. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said, "There is no cutting of the hand for the treacherous,

for snatching (like the one who snatches and runs away), or for

forcible seizure (looting or robbery)." Related by Ahmad and

the four Imams. At-Tirmidhf and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahth,

an j^j^ : jii - & Sw^ - pj^ J £0 _ uvt
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1272. Rafi' bin Khudaij (RAA) narrated, 1 heard the Messen-

ger ofAllahM say, "There is no cutting off of a hand for tak-

ing fruit or the pith of a palm tree." Related by Ahmad and

the four Imams. At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban graded it as Saktfa,
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1273. Abu Umaiyah al-Makhzumi (RAA) narrated,
£A thief

who has made a confession was brought to the Messenger ofAllah

SI, but no goods were found with him, Allah's Messenger Si said

to him, "I do not think you have stolen!" The man replied, *Yes

I have*
1 The Prophet repeated it to him twice or thrice, so he

gave his commands concerning him, and his hand was cut off. He

was then brought to the Messenger of Allah |§ who said to him,

"Ask for the forgiveness of Allah and turn to Him in repen-

tance." The man then said, 1 ask Allah's forgiveness and turn to

Him in repentance/ The Messenger of Allah then said three

times, "O Allah! forgive him." Related by Abu Dawud, Ahmad
and An-Nas&l with a trustworthy chain ofnarrators, and it is Abu
Dawud's version.
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1274. Al-Hakim transmitted the same hadith on the authority

ofAbu Hurairah (RAA) giving similar meaning. The Messenger of

Allah said, "Take him away and cut off his hand and caut-

erize him." Al-Bazzfir transmitted the same hadith but commen-
ted that its chain of narrators is not sound.
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1275, 'Abdur Rahman bin Auf (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah said, "A thief is not to be fined if the presc-

ribed punishment has been inflicted on him.'* Related by An-
Nasal who said that its chain of narrators is disconnected.

1276. Abdullah bin Amro bin al-'As (RAA) narrated, 'The

Messenger of Allah $| was asked about dates which are still hang-

ing on the palm tree T he then said "If a needy person eats some
dates, but without taking a supply away in his garment, he
is not to be blamed, but if anyone takes away any of it, he
is to be fined and punished. And if anyone takes away any
of it (the dates) after it has been put in the place where it is

going to be dried, and it amounts to the price of a shield,
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he must have his hand cut off." Related by Abu Dawfid and

An-Nasa*i. Al-Hakim graded it as Sahtk.
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1277, gafwan bin Umaiyah (RAA) narrated, 'When the Mes-

senger of Allah M commanded that the thief who had stolen his

cloak (i.e. Safwan's) should have his hand cut off, Safwan wanted

to intercede, for the thiefs hand not to be removed. Thereupon the

Messenger of AllahM said to him,"Why didn't you do so before

bringing him to meT> Related by Ahmad, the four Imams, and

Al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.
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1278. Jibir {RAA) narrated, 'A thief was brought to the Pro-

phet and he said to them, "Kill him." The people said, 'He has

just, stolen O Messenger of Allah!' He then said, "Cut off his

hand,'* He was brought to him the second time and the Messenger

of AllahM also said^Kill him** They said the same and the Mes-

senger of Allah M said to them, 'Cut off his hand." The same

man was brought a third and a fourth time and same was said.^7

When they brought him for the fifth time, the Messenger of Allah

Hi said, "Kill him." Related by Abu Dawud and An-Nasa*! who

regarded it as Munkar (a type of a weak hadith).

367- The first time a thief steals, his right hand is cut off- The second time

his left foot is to be cut off, the third time his If: ft hand and the fourth

time his right foot.
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1279. An-Nasa'i also reported a similar hadith on the autho-
rity of Al-Harith bin Hatib. Ash-Shan i mentioned that the killing
in the fifth time (of stealing) is abrogated.

Chapter IV: Penalty for Drinking and
the Nature ofIntoxicants
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1280, Anas bin Malik (RAA) narrated, 'A man who had drunk
wine was brought to the Prophet 3§ and he commanded that the
man should be beaten (lashed). The man was given about forty-

lashes with two palm branches. Anas added, Abu Bakr (RAA) did
the same, but when 'Umar (RAA) became the Caliph, he consulted
the people and Abrtur Rahman bin Auf said, The mildest puni-
shment for drinking is eighty (lashes).' So, Umar (RAA) gave his
commands accordingly. Agreed upon.
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1281. Muslim transmitted on the authority of Ali (RAA) con-

cerning the story of al-Walid bin Tlqbah^ that the Messenger of

369- He was the brother of 'Uthman bin Aflan and he became a Muslim on
the day of the Conquest of Makkah. He was appointed by 'Uthman to
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Allah inflicted forty lashes, Abu Bakr (RAA) forty lashes and

Umar (RAA) eighty. All of them are in accordance with the Sun-

nah of the ProphetM but this one (the eighty lashes) is preferable

to me'3ffi> In this hadith also a man witnessed that he had seen him

vomiting wine, Uthman (RAA) said, 'He would not have vomited

it, unless that he had drunk it,
?
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1282. Mu'awiyah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

36 said regarding the one who drinks alcohol, 'If he drinks (for

the first time) flog him, then if he drinks for the second time

flog Mm, then if he drinks for the third time flog him then

if he drinks for the fourth time you should kill him."

Related by Ahmad and the wording is his. It is also transmitted

by the four Imams; At-Tirmidhf mentioned what indicates that it

is abrogated, but Abu Dawud reported it clearly on the authority

of Az-Zuhart
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1283. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $g said, "When one of you is flogging (while inflicting a

prescribed punishment)he should avoid the face." Agreed upon.

govern al-Kufah and was later ordered to retire by him for drinking alc-

ohol.

369- It is preferable for him due to the daring attitude of the drunkards and

not that what 'Umar (RAA) did was dearer to him than what the Mes-

senger ofAllahigdid.
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1284, Ibn Abb^s (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "Prescribed punishments are not to be inflicted in
mosques." Related by At-Tirmidhi and Al-ilakim.

- JX^ i «j*J^ Vj Z^l^s

1285, Anas (RAA) narrated, 'Allah sent down the verses sta-
ting the prohibition of alcohol when there was no other beverage
to drink in Madinah except that prepared from dates (wine of
dates).' Related by Muslim.
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1286, Umar (RAA) narrated, 'When the prohibition otKhamr
(alcoholic drinks) was revealed, it used to be made from; grapes,
dates, honey, wheat and barley. Khamr is what shields one's mind"
Agreed upon.
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1287, Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "Every intoxicant is Khamr, and every intoxicant is

prohibited. 91 Related by Muslim,

. 0^ ik^i t i^G <^ .«?r> iLu

1288, Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah $j
said, "If a large quantity ofany beverage intoxicates, then a
small amount of it is prohibited," Related by Ahmad and the
four Imams. Ibn Hibban graded it as Sa!±ili.
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1289. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'Raisins used to be soaked

for the Messenger of Allah 36 in a water skin, and he would drink

it that day, the next day and the following day. When it was the

evening of the third day, he would drink it and give some to

others. If anything was left from it, he would spill it,' Related by

Muslim,
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1290. Umra Salamah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "Allah did not make your cure in what He
made Hardm (unlawful) to you," Related by Al-Baihaqi and

graded as Saklh by Ibn gibban.
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1291. Wa'il Al-Hadrami narrated that Tariq bin Suwaid asked

the Messenger of Allah % about Khamr which he made only to be

used as a medicine. The Prophet M replied, "It is not a medi-

cine, it is a disease." Related by Muslim and Abu Dawud.

Chapter V: Ta zlr Discretionary punishment

And Ordinances RegardingAn Assailant
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1292. Abu Burdah Al-Ansari (RAA) narrated that he heard

the Messenger of Allah S say, "No more than ten lashes are to
be given except when inflicting one of the UudUd (presc-
ribed punishments) ofAllah." Agreed upon.

4^ & J^> J^Si J - ^ iln ^—^ _ Ljy£ _ mr

1293. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that Allah's MessengerM said,
"Forgive the people with high moral values when they slip
but not what calls for the infliction of Hudud" Related by
Ahmad, Abu Dawiid, An-Nasal and Al-Baihaqi.
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1294. 'AIT (RAA) narrated, 'I would not blame myself for the
death of a man when I inflicted prescribed punishment on him,
with the exception of one who drunk Khamr, for if he were to die,
I would pay Diyah for him.'
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1295. Said bin Zaid (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "Whoever is killed while protecting his prope-

rty, he is a martyr."*™ Related by the four Imams and At-Tirmi-

dhl graded it as

370- Imam Muslim transmitted a hadith on the authority of Abu Hurairah
that a man came to the Prophet M asking about a man who is trying to

take away his money, the Prophet *k said to him, "Do not give it to

him." He then asked again, 'What if he fights me?1 The Prophet jg said
to him, "Fight him." The man asked again, 'What if he kills me?' The
Prophet said to him, "You are then (considered) a martyr/' The
man asked, 'What if I kill hum?' The Prophet& said to him, "He is then
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1296. Abdullah bin Khabbab (RAA) narrated,
£
I heard my

father say: 'I heard the Messenger ofAllah* say, "There will be

times of Fitan,373 so O slave of Allah be in it the one who is

killed and do not be the killer*" Belated by Abu Khaithamah

and Ad-Daraqutni.

1297. Ahmad transmitted a similar hadith on the authority of

Khalid bin 'Urfutah.

in the Hell Fire." And in that case there is no Qisa& as the man was

defending himself.

371- Plural ofFitnah which means affliction, hardship trials etc.
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Book XI: Jihad

Chapter I
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1298. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "He who dies without having gone or thought
of going out for Jikdd in the Cause of Allah, will die while
being guilty of having one of the qualities of hypocrisy,"
Related by Muslim.

a
* ~* *

1299. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah |g
said, "Fight the disbelievers (polytheists) with your prope-
rty, yourselves and your tongues." Related by Ahmad, An-
Nasa'i and Al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.

1300. A'ishah (RAA) narrated, *I said:
fO Messenger of Allah!

Is Jihad prescribed (also) for women?' Allah's Messenger M said,

"Yes, a Jih&d which is without fighting, it is Hajj and Um-
rah? Related by Ibn Majah.
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1301. 'Abdullah bin 'Umar (RAA) narrated *A man came to

the Messenger of Allah <j£g asking his permission to go out for

Jihad. The Messenger ofAllahM asked him, "Are your parents

alive?" He replied, *Yes.' The Messenger of Allah M then said to

him, "Then your Jihad would he with them (i.e. in looking

after them and being at their service.)*" Agreed upon,

, tfli^i VJj t dJJ l& l)U c ll$Jil£U*

1302. Ahmad and Abu Dawud transmitted a similar hadith on

the authority of Abu Bald, and they added the extra statement,

"Go back and ask for their permission. If they permit you
to go, then go for Jihad otherwise, be good to them (look

after them)."3™

1303. Jarir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said, "Any Muslim who stays among the polytheists, does

not belong to me." Related by the three Imams with a sound

chain of narrators. Imam Al Bukhari considered it as Mursai (i.e.

the companion is absent from the chain of narrators,)

/•
" > * #

1304. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

372- Scholars say that this hadilh is evidence that asking the parent's permi-

ssion before going for Jihad is necessary. Also that Jih&d is not compul-

sory when both parents or one of them is still alive {especially if they are

elderlyV
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m said, 'There is no emigration (from Makkah to al Madfnah)
after the conquest of Makkah, but only Jihad (in the Cause
ofAllah} and a good intention."*7*

1305. Abu Musa Al-Ash'arf (RAA) narrated that the Messen-
ger of Allah M said, "The one who fights for Allah's word to
become Superior, is striving in Allah's Cause," Agreed upon,

1306. Abdullah bin As-Sa'di narrated that the Messenger of

Allah S said, "Emigration (to fight the enemy) will continue
as long as an enemy is fought." Related by An-Nasa% and Ibn
Hibban graded it as §cthth.

J* '
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1307. Nan' (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah g made
an attack on Bani al-nlu&Taliq when they were unaware.*7* He
killed the men who were fighting and took the women and chil-
dren as captives.' Abdullah bin Umar told me about it. Agreed
upon.

373- The specific Hijmh (migration) from Makkah to Madinah is not compu-
Isory anymore after the conquest of Makkah, but still JihM remains
and one could emigrate from his home for its sake. Also emigration with
a good intention sueh as escaping from the land of the disbelievers,
travelling to gain knowledge, escaping from Fitnuh etc..m As they were preparing to fight the Prophet%
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1308. Sulaiman bin Buraidah narrated on the authority ofhis

father on the authority of 'A'ishah (RAA), 'Whenever Allah's Mes-

senger M appointed a commander over an army or a Sariyaht
37S

he would instruct him to fear Allah in his own behavior and consi-

der the welfare of the Muslims who were with him. He then used

to say H "Go out for Jihad in Allah's name, in the Cause of

Allah, and fight those who disbelieve in Allah. Go out for

Jihad and do not indulge in Ghululm, or be treacherous or

mutilate (dead bodies) or kill a child. When you meet your

375- A small army unit which is sen t out by the Prophet £g for Jih&d, but

without his participation in it,

376- Stealing the war booty before it is distributed according to the laws of

Short ah. According to the consensus of the scholars it is one of the

major sins,
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enemy, or the polytheists, invite them to three courses of
action, and accept whichever of them they are willing to
agree to, and withhold from doing anything else: Call them
to Islam, and if they agree accept it from them. Then invite
them to migrate from their land to the land of the Emigr-

ants (i.e. al-Madinah),*" if they refuse, then tell them they

will be like the Muslim desert Arabs, 378 thus they will have

no right in the Ghanimah*™ or Fai^so unless they partici-

pate in Jihad with the Muslims. If they refuse (to accept Isl-

am) order them to pay the Jizyak381 and if they agree, accept

it from them. If they refuse,seek Allah, the Most High's help
against them and fight them. When you besiege a fortress,
and its people wish you to grant them the protection of Al-

lah and His Prophet grant them neither but grant them
your protection, for it is less serious (a lesser guilt) to break
your guarantee of protection than to break that of Allah's.
And if they offer to capitulate under the condition that
they are subjected to the judgment of Allah, do not grant
them this, but judge according to your own command, for
you do not know whether or not you will be able to carry
out Allah, the Most High's Judgment regarding them." Rela-
ted by Muslim.

377- Migration from Makkah to Madinah used to be compulsory before the

conquest of Makkah, as it was the land of Jstam up until that time.
378- They are subjected to all the other commands of Allah like other Mus-

lims, i.e. performing prayer, paying Zakctk, paying Diyah etc, except
that they do not get a share in war booty.

379- Ghanimah refers to the spoils of war that Muslims gain after fighting

the disbelievers and defeating them. One filth of the war booty is taken
away and the rest is distributed among the ones who fought. This fifth

is spent on the orphans, poor, needy, in the cause ofAMh etc..

330- This term refers to the war-booty which is acquired from the disbelievers

without fighting them. No fifth is to be taken away and it is spent on the
poor, the orphans etc,,..

331- Poll tax money paid by non-Muslim citizens who are staying in a Mus-
lim land, in return for their protection, services provided etc..
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1309. Ka'b bin Malik (RAA) narrated that whenever the Mes-

senger ofAllah $S intended to go out on a battle, be would pretend

to head in a different destination, Agreed upon.
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1310. Ma'qil bin An-Nu'man bin Muqarrin (RAA) narrated, 1

witnessed (battles with) Allah's Messenger M and if he did not

start fighting at the beginning of the day, he delayed the fighting

till the sun had passed the meridian, and the wind blew*83 and

victory descended from Allah." Related by Ahmad and the three

Imams. Al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.
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1311. As-Sa'b bin Jath-thamah (RAA) narrated, The Messen-

ger of Allah M was asked about the polytheists whose land was

attacked at night with the probability that some of their women

382- If the Messenger of Allah 3? did not start the fighting at the break of

day, he would defer it to the Dhuhr prayer time to meet the blessing of

Allah which descended on the believers during the prayer time. As for

the wind, scholars say that Muslims were granted victory at the battle

of the Trench (al-Ahz&bi) by the blowing of the wind, by the will of Al-

lah. Therefore, it is believed to be one of the factors which brings about

victory, and the wind usually blows after the sun had passed the meri-

dian ,
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and offspring were killed or hurt.' He said 4tThey are from

among them."383 Agreed upon

1312. 'Alshah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah $|
said to a man who followed him on the day of the Battle of Badr,
"Go back I will not seek help from a Mushrik (polythe-

ist),"»*4 Reported by Muslim.

1313. Ibn l/mar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

jS| saw a woman who was killed in one of his expeditions, so he
disapproved the killing ofwomen and children. Agreed upon.

383- It is not meant that women and children arc killed intentionally, but if

they were killed by accident then the Messenger of Allah $g means they
are nob to be blamed.

384- This man who followed the Prophet Jjfe was a brave and strong man, but
the Messenger of Allah wanted him to embrace Islam first as he could
see that the man had a strong desire to become a Muslim. In another
version of the hadith it says that when he became a Muslim the Messen-

ger of Allah M gave him permission to fight with them. Some scholars
say that this hadTLh \n evidence that asking <-he Eissistance of a non-Mus-
lim is not allowed in war, but other narrations prove that the Prophet
sought the help of&afwSn bin Umaiyah on the Day of Hunain when he
was still a polytheist, and he also asked the assistance of some ether
polytheists at the same battle hoping to bring their hearts closer to Isl-

am , as he gave them a share of the war booty, That is why some scholars
adopt the opinion that it was first prohibited to seek the help of polyth-

eists during a war, but later on it was allowed (when the power of Islam
became stronger). Ash-Shafi'f is of the opinion that if the polytheist has
a good opinion concerning the tactics of war etc, it is allowed to seek his

assistance, otherwise it is disliked.
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1314. Samurah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

3! said, "Kill the mature men*** of the polytheists but spare

their children-" Related by Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi graded

it as Sahih.

1315, 'AIT (RAA) narrated that they (the Muslims and the

polytheists)engaged in duel combat on the Day of Badr. Related by

Al-Bukhari and Abu Dawud reported it as part of a long hadith.

1316. Abu Aiyiib (RAA) narrated that this verse was revealed

concerning us {al-An§ar).' He was referring to the verse, "And do

not throw yourselves into destruction,* (2:195). Abu Aiyub

said that to answer those who disapproved of the action of those

who attacked the Romans till they were amidst their army.'386

Related by the three Imams. At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Hibban and Al-

Hakim graded it as

385- He means the grown up and strong men who are able to fight.

386- When the Muslims confronted the Romans at Constantinople, a Muslim

fighter attacked the lines of the Romans until he was in their midst, and

then returned. People then cried, *He is throwing himself into destruc-

tion.' Abfi Ayub then told them that they are misinterpreting the verse

which was revealed concerning the Ansar, when Allah granted them vic-

tory they said to themselves secretly our property was lost, so why don*t

we stay here to take: care of our propert y and regain what we have lost

(and leave Jih&d in the Cause ofAllah). Allah, the Almighty then revea-

led this verse to show them that the real destruction occurs by staying

back in their dwellings and not spending their wealth in the Cause of

Allah.
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1317. Ibn TJmar narrated that the Messenger of Allah M bur-

nt the palm trees of Banu aii-Naslir387 and cut them down. Agreed

upon,

1318. Ubadah bin as-Samit (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah $S said, "Do not be dishonest (and treacherous)
about the war booty (i.e, steal from it before it is divided leg-

ally), as Ghulul will be like fire (for the ones who got involved
in it) and a cause of disgrace to those who are guilty of it in
this world and in the Hereafter." Related by Ahmad, and An-
Nasa 1

!, and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sphik.

13 19. Aufbin Malik (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

^judged that the belongings taken from the (non-Muslim enemy)
killed soldier in a war, are to be given to the one who killed him.*
Related by Abii Dawud. Muslim reported it as part of a long
hadith.
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867- This incident took place during; the siege of Band an-Nadir in Madinah.
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1320. 'Abdur Rahm&n bin 'Auf (RAA) narrated regarding the

story of the killing ofAbu JalnV,,they both*88 hastened to him with

their swords till they killed him. Afterwards, they went to the Pro-

phet IH and informed him (ofwhat they had done). The Messenger

of AU3h ^ asked them, "Which of you killed him? Have you

wiped your swords?" They said: 'No.' The Prophet M, then lo-

oked at the swords and said, "Both of you killed him,'* He then

ordained that the belongings (weapons, shields etc..) of Abu Jahl

should go to Mu'&dh bin 'Amro bin al-Jamuh.' 389 Agreed upon.

1321, MakhCil (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah set

up the ballista while attacking the people of at-T&'if/ Related by

Abu Dawud with a trustworthy chain of narrators, but it is hadith

Mursal.

1322. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah 3gg

entered Makkah with a helmet on his head, and when he took it

off, a man came to him and said, Ibn Khattal is hanging on to the

388- The two sons ofal-'AfTa', who were teenajjers at the time.

389- The Messenger of Allah j5§ commanded that the booty be given to Mu'S-

dh —as scholars say- because he found that it was him who cut off Abu
Jahl

h

s leg with a fatal blow, which eventually killed him.
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curtains of the Ka'bah,' The Prophet H thereupon said, "Kill

him."39° Agreed upon.
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1323. Sa id bin Jubair (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

AUih M killed three men^" on the day of Badr while they were in

bonds (by throwing arrows at them until they died)/ Related by
Abu Dawud.
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1324. Imrgn bin Husain {RAA} narrated that the Prophet
exchanged two Muslim men from captivity for one polytheist * Rel-
ated by At-Tirmidhi.

. 5^ iiUjj t sjs J £>f .^i- h^ ijjjj t^f
1325. Sakhr bin Al-'Ailah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah $t said, "If the people (polytheists) accept Islam
they will protect their blood and property." Related by Abu
Dawud,

390- Ibn Khattal accepted Islam at first and then the Messenger of AIMh $£
sent him along with a man from the Anstir to collect Za/iAh. Ibn Khattal
then apostici?,ed find murdered his Ans&rl companion and fled to
Makkah with the Zak&k money. He also had two slavo women who used
to sing slanderous songs about the Prophet After the conquest of
Makkah Ibn Khattal tried to take refuge in the premises of the Ka'bah
by hanging onto its curtains, but the Prophet H ordered his companions
to kill him along with his slave women.

391- The three men were Tu'aimah bin Acfc\ An-Nadj bin aI-H8rith and
'Uqbah bin Abf Mu'ait who threw the entrails ofa she-came] on his back
while he was performing his prayer by the Ka'bah and they all used to

harm the Prophet 'M badly when he was still in Makkah.
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1326, Jubair bin Mut'ira (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allfth said concerning the prisoners of war taken at Badr, *1t

al-Mut'am bin 'AdS had been alive and spoken to me about

those filthy ones(as they were polytheists), I would have freed

them for him,"*92 Related by Al-Bukhari.

1327, Abu Said al-Khudri (RAA) narrated, 'On the Day (the

battle) of Autas, we took women captives who had husbands. The

Companions felt uneasy to have any sexual relation with them.

Then Allah, the Most High revealed the verse, "And women alre-

ady married (are prohibited fbr you) except for those whom

you possess.'393 (4:24).

. 4ji ^11. ^ 'j^J 1 y?1

1328, Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah $S

382- When the Messenger of Allah 3& returned from at-Ta'if, Mut'im bin 'Adi

and his sons gave him their protection to enter Makkah safely and

announced in Makkah that he will enter Makkah under his protection

and that he may pray as he wishes by the Ka'bah.

393- When a polytheist woman is taken as a captive her previous marriage is

immediately annulled. If this woman is pregnant, it is not allowed to

have intercourse with her until she delivers her child. If she is not pre-

gnant, then she must wait for one menstrual cycle before her master can

have sexual intercourse with her.
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sent a Sariyah m to Najd, and I was among them. They got many

camels as spoils and each one's share was twelve camels, and they

were given an additional camel each.
1 Agreed upon.

1329. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated,
£On the Day of Khaibar, the

Messenger of AU£h ^ allotted two shares for a horse, and one

share (from the war booty) for the fighter."395 Agreed upon and the

wording is from Al-Bukhari'.
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1330. AbO Dawud also reported, 'He allotted three shares for

a man and his horse, two for his horse and one for him,'

1331. Ma n bin Yazid narrated, 'I heard the Messenger of

Allah §f say, "Additional booties (extra to the allotted share)

are to be distributed only after the fifth™1 has been kept

aside," Related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud. At-Tahawi graded it

as Sahih.
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394- A small army unit sent by the Prophet -IS for Jihad.

395- Which means that the rider gets one sham, plus two shares which are

allotted for his horse as evidenced by the following hadflh. As for the

fighter who is not riding, he gets one share.

396- The fiflh which is taken away is to be spent on the poor, the orphans etc.
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1332. Habib bin Maslamah (RAA) narrated, *I witnessed the

Messenger of Allah HI give a quarter (of the war spoils) as an ad-

ditional booty (to a Sariyah) when they gained booty on their way
out to the fight. He also gave a third (of the war spoils) as an ad-

ditional booty when they gained it on their way back.'397 Related

by Abu Dawud, Ibn al-Garud, Ibn Hibban and Al-Ijakim graded it

as Sahih.
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1333. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah ^
used to give some (members) of the Sariyah he sent out (i.e, some

of the soldiers), additional booties especially for themes apart

from the shares which are given to the whole army.' Agreed upon.

1 , tf r t. /s t * *

1334, Ibn TJmar (RAA) narrated, "On our expeditions, we used

to get honey and grapes (as spoils)399 and eat them while on our

military expeditions, without bringing them to the Prophet $6 (or

whoever is in charge of distributing the spoils).
1
Related by Al-

Bukhari. Abu Dawud narrated, 'The fifth was not taken from
them.' Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

397- The Messenger of Allah $k gave them moro if the booty is gained on the
way back, as the enemy is more on the alert and the fight would be more
fierce,

398- This was given as an additional reward for something special they did.

390- He means that they did not need to take the permission of those who are
in charge of distributing the war booty as they are allowed to take the
food which is usually ealen either for themselves or for their animals
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1335. Abdullah bin Abi Aufa (RAA) narrated, *0n the Day of

Khaibar, we got some food (as spoils). The man would come and
take as much as he needed and then go away.' Related by Abu
Dawud. Ibn al-Garud and Al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.

* * • * *
.
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1336. RuanV bin Thabit (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah |§ said, "He who believes in Allah and the Hereafter
must not ride on an animal belonging to the booty of the
Muslims and put it back when he has emaciated it, or wear
a garment belonging to the booty of the Muslims and put it

back when it is worn," Related by Abu Dawud and Ad-Darimi.
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1337. Abu 'Ubaidah al-Jarrah (RAA) narrated, 'I heard the

Messenger of Allah $| say, "Muslims must respect the protec-

tion granted (to a non-Muslim) by other Muslims "wo Related

by Ibn Abi Shaibah and Ahmad with a weakness in its chain of

narrators.

400- This hadith {and Ihe following ones) provide evidence that a Muslim
may give a covenant of protection to a non-Muslim {give him asylum)
whether this Muslim is a man or a woman, old or young, rich or poor
and it becomes an obligation on all Muslims to respect it.
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1338, A£-Xaialisi transmitted on the authority of Amro bin al-

As_(RAA), 'The right of giving protection, to non-Muslims is exten-

ded to the most humble of the believers (and all Muslims must

respect it and give him support)/

*Jb4j ji*il*Jl &»> : - iii- iil - *Jp
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1339, Al-Bukhari and Muslim transmitted on the authority of

Alt (RAAVThe protection granted by one Muslim is like one given

by them all, and this right is extended to the most humble of

them.' Ibn Majah narrated with a different chain of narrators/And

the most eminent gives protection on their behalf/
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1340. Al-Bukhar! and Muslim transmitted in the ijadith of

Umm Hani', "We have given protection to whom you have

granted (protection).*'401

1341. Umar (RAA) narrated, '1 heard the Messenger ofAllah

jjii say, "I will certainly expel the Jews and the Christians

from the Arabian Peninsula so as to leave only Muslims in

it."403 Reported by Muslim.

401- Umm Hani' was the daughter of Abu Talib and the sister of 'All bin Abi

JJ&Iib (RAA), She became a Muslim on the conquest ofMakkah. The fea-

dith refers to two men of her family to whom she gave protection on the

con-quest of Makkah and her brother 'All did not want to accept it, but

the Messanger of Allah ^ accepted her protection.

402- Scholars say that polytheists and those adopting other religions can

travel by this area to pass through, except for Makkah and Madinah

and the sanctuary around each of them. What is really meant here is

that they should not get the nationality of this land, in modern standa-

rds, rather they may stay temporarily for work or trade. In another had'
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1342, Uinar (RAA) narrated, The wealth of Banu an-Nadir
{one of the Jewish tribes) was part ofwhat Allah bestowed on His

Messenger jjf, and which the Muslims had not ridden on horses or

camels to get (i.e. they did not have to fight); so they belonged spe-

cially to the Prophet who would give his family their susten-

ance for a year, then applied what remained for horses and weap-
ons and equipment in the Path of Allah, Who is Great and Glori-

ous." Agreed upon,
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1343, Mu'adh bin Jabal (RAA) narrated, 'Wo went on an exp-

edition to Khaibar along with the Prophet and we got some she-

ep {as spoils). Then Allah's Messenger M divided some of them
among us and divided the rest with the other war booty " Related
by Abu Dawud on the authority of reasonably reliable men.
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1344, Abu Ran' (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

^ said, "1 do not break a covenant or imprison messen-
gers," Related by Abu Dawud and An-Nasat. Ibn Hibbfin graded
it as Sahlh.

tth the Messenger of Allah ^ said that no two beliefs can consist in the
Arabian Peninsula, meaning that no other religions should be establi-

shed there or have places of worship for this land to remain pure with
the call to the Unity of Allah, the Almighty.
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1345. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllahM said, "Whichever town you take peacefully (they sur-

rendered without fighting), and stay therein, yon have a share

in it (in whatever is obtained from it); and whichever town dis-

obeys Allah and His Messenger M, a fifth of (its booty) goes

to Allah and His Messenger and what remains is yours."

Related by Muslim,

Chapter II: Jizyah403 and Truces
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1346. 'Abdur Rahman bin Auf (RAA) narrated, The Messen-

ger of Allah M took the Jizyah from the Magians of Hajari Rela-

ted by Al-Bukhari.
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1347. Asim bin Umar narrated on the authority of Anas and

Uthman bin Abi Sulaiman (RAA),The Messenger of AllahH sent

403- Poll tax money paid by non-Muslims citizens who are staying in a Mus-

lim landT in return for their protection t
services provided etc..
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Khalid bin al-Walid to Ukaidir of Dawmat al-Jandar*o+ and they

seized him and brought him to the Prophet 3|. The Messenger of

Allah spared his life and made peace with him on the condition

that he should pay Jizyah.'405 Related by Abu Dawud,
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1348. Mu'adh bin Jabal (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah M sent me to Yemen and he commanded me to take the

Jizyah from everyone who has reached the age of puberty — one
Dinar- or its equivalent in Ma'afiri (garments of Yemeni origin)/

Related by the three Imams. Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it

as Sahik.
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1349. 'A'idh bin 'Amro al-Muzani (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah $0$ said, "Islam is always superior and sho-

uld never be surpassed*" Related by Ad-Daraqutnf.

1350. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllahM said, "Do not start by saluting the Jews and the Ch-

404- Dawmat al-Jandal is a fortress near Tabiik held by Ukaidir who was an
Arab Chrisilan and this incident took place during the expedition of

Tabuk in the 9lh year of Hijrah.

405- Khalid bin al-Walid {RAA) called Ukaidar to Islam but he refused so

they made a peace agreement with him on the condition that he should
pay them Jizyah.
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ristians (when you meet them), and if you meet any of them
on the road, force him to go to the narrowest part of the
road (i,e. do not give them positions of authority among you,)"

Related by Muslim.
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1351. AI-Miswar bin Makhramah and Marwan narrated, The
Messenger of Allan went out in the year of al-Hudaibiyak (recon-

ciliation) — the narrator narrated a long |iadi!th which contained,

'this is what Muhammad bin Abdullah has reconciled with Suhail

bin 'Amro, to stop fighting for 10 years during which time people

will live safely, and refrain from fighting one another tJ Related by
Abu Dawud, It is part of a long hadith narrated by Al-Bukhart

: v_J s — 4i* 41* j - ^juJ,} hJujAj- j> <Qz*j pi-\j N To Y

1352. Muslim transmitted part of this hadith on the authority

ofAnas bin Malik (RAA) which says, 'In case any of you comes to

us we shall not send him back to you (i.e. one of the Muslims who
goes back to Quraysh), and in case any of us came to you, you sho-

uld send him back to us (any of the people of Quraysh who goes to

the Prophet *H they will send him back to Makkah),' The Compa-

nions asked the Prophet M,
10 Messenger of Allah! Will you write

this down?*He replied, "Yes. May Allah send out of His Mercy
any of the Muslims who goes back to them* But Allah will

grant a way out for anyone who comes to us from them."
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1353. 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger ofAllahM said t"Whoever kills a Mu dhid** will not smell

the fragrance of Paradise, even though its fragrance could
be smelt at a distance of forty years.'* Related by Al-Btikh&rf,

1354, Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah $1
held a horse race, with horses that had been made lean by trai-

ning, from al-Hafiyd' to Tkanyat al-Wada' (names of two places)

and he held a race from Thanyat- alWadd' to the mosque ofBand
Zuraiq between the horses which had not undergone such train-

ing.' Ibn XTmar was among those who took part in that race.

Agreed upon.

Al-Bukhari added: Sufian said, 'From al-Hafiya' to Thanyat al-

Wadd' is a distance of five or six miles and from Thanyat- al-

Wadd' to the mosque ofBand. Zuraiq is a distance of one mile.'

Chapter III: Racing and Marksmanship

406- A Mu'ahid is a nan Muslim who is staying in an Islamic State and with

whom there is a covenant of peace and protect ion.
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1355. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah $g

held a horse race and made the destination from the fully grown

ones at a longer distance.* Related by Ahmad and Abu Dawud. Ibn

Hibban graded it as Sahik.
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1356. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah S| said "Prize money is allowed only for racing camels,

shooting arrows or racing horses." Related by Ahmad and the

three Imams. Ibn Hibban graded it as SahU±-
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1357. Abu HuTairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah iSs said, "If anyone introduces a horse in a race with

two other horses, when he is not certain that it cannot be

beaten, there is no harm in it, but when he is certain (it

cannot be beaten) it is then considered as gambling." Rela-

ted by Ahmad and Abu Dawud with a weak chain of narrators,

JL Jji Jj^j '^JuJ^ : Jis - iili - jl ^ — \r*A
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1358. TJqbah bin Amir (RAA) narrated, 1 heard the Messen-

ger of Allah M recite when he was on the pulpit, "And make re-

ady against them all you can ofpower, including steeds of

war(tank$f planes etc.)"(8:60) r surely strength is in shooting

(arrows); surely strength is in shooting, surely strength is

in shooting." Related by Muslim.
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Book XII: Food

Chapter I

1359. Abu Hurairah <RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah ^ said, "Eating any predatory beast that has fangs, is

prohibited." Related by Muslim.

- - - '

1360. Muslim transmitted the same hadith on the authority of

Ibn 'Abbas (RAA),
£He (The Messenger of Allah M) prohibited. ..*

and had the additional phrase, 'and every bird with talons.'

4*- -B JO <Jii J j : Jii - 4=i aJJi - y£r — \ Ti i

1361. Jabir (RAA), narrated, 'On the Day of Khaibar, the Mes-

senger of Allah M prohibited eating the flesh of domestic asses,

but permitted horse flesh,' Agreed upon.

1362. Ibn AbS Aufa (RAAJ narrated, 'We went on seven expedi-

tions with the Messenger of Allah and we ate locusts.* Agreed
upon.
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1363, Anas (.RAA) narrated regarding the story of the rab-

bit,407 'He (Abu Talha) slaughtered it and sent its leg to the Mes-

senger ofAllah s8 and he accepted it.' Agreed upon.

1364. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA)/The Messenger of Allah $g prohibited

killing four creatures: ants, bees, hoopoes and shrikes/ Related by

Ahmad and Abu Dawud. Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahlh.

1365. Ibn Abi Ammar narrated, 'I said to Jabir (RAA), 'Is

hyena a kind of game?*408 He replied, Tes,' I asked, T)id Allah's

Messenger^ say that?' He replied. Tes.' Related by Ahmad and

the four Imams. Al-Bukhari and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

407- Anas and some other companions chased a rabbit at Marr adhDhahran.

and his companions got tired of chasing it
t
but Anas kept on till he cau-

ght it and brought it to Abu Xalb.ab who sent its leg to the Prophet

403- According to this hadith, eating hyena is permissible, but some scholars

say that it is prohibited to eat it as it digs into graves to get human
flesh.
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1366. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that he was asked about a

hedgehog and he then recited, "Say (O Muhammad *jH$) I find
not in that which has been inspired to me anything forbid*
den.." (6:145)* An old man who was present said, *I heard Abu

Hurairah say, 'It was mentioned in the presence of the ProphetH
and he said, "It is an abomination from those things which
are abonunable*"Ibn Umar then said, 'If the Messenger of Allah

M had said that, then it is as he said/ Related by Ahmad and Abu
Dawud with a weak chain of narrators.

ill! j-^ iil JjLj J$iy> : Jtf - ll^ &l - J\ ^} \ mv
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1367. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah M
prohibited eating the animal which feeds on filth or drinks its

milk/Related by the four Imams except for An-Nasal. At-Tirmidhi

graded it as Hasan.
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1368. Abu Qatadah narrated concerning the story of the zebra

'The Messenger ofAllah $|ate from it.' Agreed upon, (refer to had-

Sth no. 753).
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1369. Asma' bint Abi Bakr (RAA) narrated, 'During the life-

time of the Prophet we slaughtered a horse and ate it.' Agreed
upon,
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1370. Ibn Abb^s {RAA) narrated, 'The sand lizard** was ser-

ved as food on the table of the ProphetM ' Agreed upon.

Cllki-^&r^- *jrj& Dili J o-^ -

1371. Abdur Rahman bin Uthman al-Qurashi (RAA) narra-

ted, 'A doctor consulted the Prophet SI about extracting medicine

from a frog but he prohibited killing it.
1 Related by Ahmad, Abu

Dawud and An-Nasa'i. Al-Hakim graded it as SaklL

jLJjlSIj j L>\—

*

Chapter II: Hunting and Slaughtering

1372. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H said, If anyone owns a dog except a sheepdog, a

hunting dog, or a farm dog, a carat of his reward will be

deducted daily " Agreed upon.

A «w JjLj Jis : j£ - i» ft^ - pjU- J^ -ft- \rvr

409- The Messenger of Allah & did not prohibit them from eating it, but he

did not likes it himself
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1373, Adl bin Hatim CRAA) narrated/ The Messenger of Allah %
said to me, "When you set off your dog, mention Allah's
Name (say Bismilldh), and if it catches anything for you
and you come up to it while it is still alive slaughter it; if
you come up to it when the dog has killed it but not eaten
any of it, eat it. If you find another dog with yours and the
game has been killed, do not eat, for you do not know wh-
ich of them killed the animaL When you shoot your arrow,
mentions Allah's Name and if the game goes out of sight for
a day and you find it without any marks except for that of
your arrow, eat if you wish, but if you find it drowned in
water do not eat it/' Agreed upon, and the wording is from
Muslim.

1374, 'Adi (RAA) narrated, 1 asked the Messenger of Allah £g
about hunting using a featherless arrow (al-Mi'rdd^l He replied,

"If the game is killed with its sharp edge (the iron piece) eat
it; but if it strikes with the middle part of the shaft (i,e. it is
not penetrated with the sharp part) and the game is killed (due

to being hit with it), it is considered a Mauq&dhah4!i
, so do

not cat it." Related by Al-Bufchari.

410- It is a featherless arrow without a sharp edge, but it hits the game with
its broad side. Some say that the Mimd is a thick bar of wood with a
piece of iron fixed to its edge and it could be without this piece of iron
which is closer to its description.

411- The Mauqudhak is the animal killed by a violent blow with a stone or a
stick and it ia prohibited to eat it. This hadfth clearly specifies that if
the game is wounded with a sharp object and bleeds to death, then it is
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1375. Abn Thalabah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said,"When you shoot your arrow and the game has

gone out of sight, eat it when you come upon it, provided it

has not become rotten."412 Related by Muslim.

4* & Jt* \ji y :
- ^ & t^fj
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1376. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'Some people said to Allah's

Messenger Mr 'There are people who bring us meat and we do not

know whether or not they have mentioned Allah's name over hV

He replied, "Mention Allah's name yourselves and eat it."

EelatedbyAl-Bukharl
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1377. 'Abdullah bin Mughaffal al-Muzan! (RAA) narrated/The

Messenger of Allah $$ prohibited throwing pebbles (on animals)

and said, 'Such means do not hunt a game, nor do they inj-

ure an enemy, but they only may break a tooth or gouge

out an eye." Agreed upon, and it is Muslim's version.

permissible to eat it but if it dies out of being hit by an object it is not

lawful to eat in this case, as the body is not penetrated to bleed.

412- If the animal is found having drowned, it is forbidden to eat it, but if he

found it Still alive it must be slaughtered first. As stated previously, if

he found his game with no other injury except for that of the arrow, then

it is lawful to eat even if it is dead, as long as it is not rotten.
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1378, Ibn Abb^s (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

ft said,"Do not take any living creature as a target," Related
by Muslim.

1379, Kat> bin Malik (RAA) narrated, (A woman slaughtered a

sheep with a stone, so the Prophet M was asked about that and
he ordered it to be eaten.' Related by Muslim.

1380, Rafi' bin Khadij (RAA) narrated that the Prophet M
said, "You may eat an animal which is slaughtered by any
means which causes the blood to gush out as long as Al-
lah's Name is mentioned over it, except for the tooth and
the claw (not allowed to be used),41* The tooth is a bone and
the claw is the knife of the Abyssinians (Ethiopians)." Agre-
ed upon.

0 t

1381, Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah H prohibited beating a tied-animal to death.' Related by
Muslim.

413- Any sharp object, which makes the blood flow, could be used to slaugh-

ter an animal except for a tooth or a bone.
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1382. Shadd&d bin Aus (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllahM said,
<(Verily, Allah has prescribed proficiency in all

tbings.Thus, if you kill, kill in the least painful manner you

can;414 and when you slaughter an animal, do it in the best

possible way;415 and any of you should sharpen his blade so

that the animal may be spared from the suffering of the

slaughtering." Reported by Muslim.

jk &\ JjLj i Jts - & Ifj -
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1383 . Abu Said al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

ofAllah# said, 'The (legal) slaughtering of the fetus is inclu-

ded when its mother is slaughtered."41

6

Rclated by Ahmad and

Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih,

, iiisJl JjJW» ( OtL> ^
1384. Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

414- Ifsomeone is to be executed (foT any crime he committed), he should be

killed in such a manner that he faces the least possible suffering and

that he passes away as quickly as possible.

415' When someone is slaughtering an animal he should not move it around

violently, neither draw it with force* nor slaughter it in the presence of

another animal that may be watching it.

416- When the cow or the camel is slaughtered and a fetus is found inside,

the fetus is lawful to eat if one wishes. That only applies if it was found

dead, but ifit was still alive, it must be slaughtered.
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M said, "A Muslim's name is sufficient for him, so if he forg-
ets to mention Allah's Name when he slaughters an animal,
he should mention Allah's Name, then eat it" Related by Ad-
Daraqutni but there is a weak narrator in its chain. Also there is

Muhammad bin Yaztd bin Sinan in its chain who is truthful but
had a weak memory.

* * f 4 *

1385. 'Abdur Razzaq transmitted it with a sound chain of nar-
rators on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas but it is not connected up to

the Prophet

c J^U- p.L.^J l : JiiL <L-ly <j SjG ^1 J^Ci, ii \ ^ TAT

1386, Abu Dawud narrated a similar hadith that reads, The
slaughtering of any Muslim is Qal&l (lawful) whether or not he

mentioned Allah's name over it,"*" Its narrators are reliable.

Chapter III: Sacrifices on Idul Ad-hd

. tor, t in ^> : jJLfj t jiLiJ JiU - jjjlii ja; «4^Ji» -

1387. Anas bin Malik (BAA) narrated.The Messenger of Allah

H used to sacrifice two two-horned rams, mention Allah's name

417- Most scholars are of the opinion that pronouncing the Takbir and Bism-
iMh is a Sunnah except for Aba Hanifah. There is also a consensus
among the scholars that if a Muslim deliberately does not mention Al-
lah's name while slaughtering then the animal becomes unlawful to eat,
but if he forgets then it is permissible to eat it and it is enough in this
case to mention Allah's name before eating it
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and say the Takbtr (Allah Akbar or Allah is the Most Great), and

place his foot on their sides/ In another version, 'He slaughtered

them with his own hands.* Another version has, 'Two fat rams/

and another has, 'two precious rams.' Agreed upon. In a version by

Muslim, 'and would say Bismillak and Allah Akbar.*

j iL t yt j$* >f
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1388. Muslim has also reported on the authority of 'A'ishah

(RAA), "Allah's MessengerM ordered a homed ram with black

legs, a black belly and black around its eyes, and it was brought

for him to sacrifice and he said to A'ishah (RAA), "'A'ishah, get

the knife." Then he said, "Sharpen it with a stone;* When she

had done so he took it, then taking it (the ram) he placed it on the

ground and slaughtered it. He then said, "Bismilt&h (In the

name of Allah), O Allah, accept it from Muhammad, Muha-

mmad's family and from Muhammad's Ummah (followers)."

Then he sacrificed it*
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1389, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger

g said, «Hg who can afford it but did not offer a sacrifice

must not come near our place of prayer.""118 Related by Al>

mad and Ibn Majah, Al-Hakim graded it as Saktk. Other Imams

said that it is Mawquf (i.e. it is not connected to the Prophet jg.)

418- Offering a sacrifice is not obligatory, but it is a confirmed Sunnak which

was always practiced by the Prophet^
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1390. Jundub bin Sufian (RAA) narrated,1 witnessed (the pra-

yer of) idul Adrha with the Messenger of Allah M and when he
finished his prayer with the people, he looked at a sheep which
had been sacrificed, so he said, "Anyone who has sacrificed be-
fore the prayer must sacrifice another goat instead (of the
one which he slaughtered before the prayer)and if anyone has

not sacrificed he should do so in Allah's Agreed upon.

4U1 Jj-/j tL» f t* : Jt* - i!e 4JLH
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1 391. Al-Bara' bin Azib (RAA) narrated Allah's Messenger H
stood among us and said, "There are four types of sacrificial
animals, which are not permitted:A one-eyed animal which
has obviously lost the sight of one eye, a sick animal which
is obviously sick, a lame animal which obviously limps, and
an old animal which has no marrow.'* Related by Ahmad and
the four Imams. AWirmidhi and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahifj.,

y\ \J^jj V» : jXO «fc S& Jt. JjL'j Jls : Jti j\U _ \riv
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1392. Jabir (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger M said,

419- This hadith is evidence that if an animal is slaughtered before the 'etd

prayer, then it is not considered a sacrifice and will not get the reward
as such, it is rather considered as a charity to be given to the poor. The
proper sacrifice must be slaughtered after the prayer, which is why the
Messenger ofAllah told them to sacrifice another one.
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"Sacrifice only a full-grown animal unless it is difficult for

you, in which case you should sacrifice a (six to ten month
old) sheep." Reported by Muslim.

t ^jl-^Si ^^wsj t **5*0 t t t iiytX*
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1393. Ali (RAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger Si enjoined us

to pay great attention to the eye and the car, and not sacrifice a

one-eyed animal, or an animal with a slit which leaves something

hanging at the front or back ofthe ear, or with a perforation in the

ear, or an animal with broken front teeth.' Related by Ahmad and

the four Imams, At-Tirmidhi, Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it

as Sa&lh>

l^Wj lisy^j t^jiJ jiif if; ,^ fj3
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1394. 'All bin Abi Talib (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah M appointed me to be in charge of his sacrificial animals,

and commanded me to distribute all their meat, hides, and sad-

dlery to the poor, and not to give anything from them to the but-

cher.' 420 Agreed upon

1395. Jabir (RAA) narrated* 'In the year of Hudaibiyah fRec-

onciliation), we sacrificed a camel for each seven people along with

Allah's Messenger #: t and also a cow for seven/Related by Muslim.

42<h It is prohibited to give the butcher his wages in the form of some meat

of the sacrificed animal , unless he does not take it willingly.
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Chapter IV: Aqtqah*'^

1396. Ibn 'Abb^s (RAA) narrated. The messenger of Allah M
slaughtered a ram for both al-Hasan and al-Husain422 (at their

birth).' Related by Aba Dawud, Ibn Khuzaimah, Ibn al-Garud and
'Abdul Haqq graded it as Sahth, but Abu Hatim said that it is

most probably MursaL

1397, Ibn Hibban transmitted a similar hadlth on the autho-
rity of Anas.

4* &\ JjL'j jf» : - Sill - LJj^ lr— ^T^A

1398, 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger M com-
manded them to slaughter two sheep equal (in age) for a boy and
one for a girl at their birth ' Related by At-Tirmidhi and graded it

as Sahtk.

421- This term is used far the animal which is slaughtered Cor the sake of a

new-born baby whether male or female. The Sunnak is that the animal
is to be slaughtered on the 7U| day of tho baby's birth, and also it ts an

act of the Sunnah of the Prophet to slaughter one sheep for the
female and two for the male.

422- They are the grandsons of the Messenger of All all and the sons of nAIT

bin Abi TSlib and Fatimah the Prophet's daughter, Al-JJusain is one
year younger than al-Jiasan.
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1399. Ahmad and the four Imams transmitted a similar had-

ith on the authority ofUmm Kurz al-Ka'biyah«
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1400. Samurah (BAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger SI

said, "Every boy is pawned423 against his
J
Aqiqah, to be sla-

ughtered on his behalf on the seventh day of his birth, his

head is to be shaved, and he must be given a name." Related

by Ahmad and the four Imams. At-Tirmidhi graded it as Qahih.

423- The Messenger of AllSh f£ is drawing a similarity between an article,

which is pawned and a child who is lying in a state of being pledged, If

his parents do not do this 'Aqisjak for him, he will not be able to

intercede for them with Allah on the Day of Judgment, if he dies in his

childhood before reaching the age of puberty; i.e. they will not benefit

from his intercession to their welfare,
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Book XII: Oaths and Vows

Chapter I

air
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1401, Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah ft
caught up with 'Umar bin al-Khattab (RAA) when he was with a
group of camel-riders and Umar was swearing by his father, so

Allah's Messenger M called them and said, "Verily, Allah forb-
ids you to swear by your fathers, so whoever has to take an
oath, he must swear by Allah or keep silent." Agreed upon.

- fr Jill '^'j - ijjk J y> ^C^3 >fi^ — M >y

1402, Abu Dawud and An-Masai transmitted on the authority

ofAbu Hurairah (RAA) that the Messenger of Allah M said, "Do
not swear by your fathers or by your mothers, or by rivals
to Allah; and swear not by Allah except when you are spea-
king the truth."

1403, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, 'Tour oath should be about something regar-
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ding which your opponent shall believe you."424 Related by

Muslim

1404. Muslim transmitted, "An oath is to be interpreted

according to the intention of the claimant (whether the judge

or the defendant's rival demanding an oath concerning a partic-

ular matter)."
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1405. 'Abdur Rahman bin Samurah (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah M said, "If you take an oath to do some-

thing and later on find something else which is better than

that one, make an expiation for (the dissolution of) your

oath and then do what you find to be better." Agreed upon.

In the version of Al-Bukhari, "Do what you find to be better

and make expiation for your oath."
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1406. Ibn 'Uraar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "If anyone says: 'If Allah wills' when swearing an

424- This hadith is relevant to the intention of the claimant (whether he is a

judge or otherwise). The claimant asks the defendant to administer an

oath on a certain matter, which he claims tu be truthful about. So, in

this case the defendant makes an oath with his intention being related

to this particular matter, which his rival claimed that he is guilty of.

This is supported by the following hadith.
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oath, he is not held responsible if he breaks it {i.e. he does
not have to provide expiation for breaking it) " Related by Ahmad
and the four Imams, Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

1407, Ibn "Umar (RAA) narrated, 'When the Messenger of Al-

lah took an oath, he used to say, "No, by Him Who turns the
hearts," (i.e. who controls the states of one's heart).' Related by
Al-Bukhari.

H08. 'Abdullah Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'A desert Arab

came to the Messenger ofAllahM and said/O Messenger of Allahf

What arc the most serious sins (the major sins)?
1 The narrator

mentioned the hadith which says,"and the false oath.'42H I asked

(i.e. Ibn 'Umar), 'What is the false oath?' The Messenger of Allah

M replied, "It is that by which one takes the property of
another Muslim, and he is lying about it (intentionally)."

Related by Muslim.

ff^jl V} : - Jti - *Iy - l^Ie 4JJ1 - _ u . 1

1409. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated regarding the verse, "Allah

425- The False oath is called in Arabic, Al-Yamtn al-Gkamus (the engulfing
oath), which indicates that it overwhelms the one who took it in sin or in

the Hell Fire. It is one of the Major sins which includes disbelief in Allah,

killing, magic, adultery, treating parents badly and drinking alcoholic

drinks or narcotics.
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witt not punish you for what is unintentional in your oaths"

(5:89), 'It was revealed about such phrases as: 'No, by Allah,' and

Test by Allah.* Related by Al-Bukhari and Abu Dawud.

1410, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger

said, "Allah has ninety-nine names.*26 He who retains

them in his memory427 will enter Paradise." Agreed upon. At-

Tirmidlvi and Ibn Hibban mentioned the ninety nine names, but it

is the narrators who mentioned them and not the Prophet M-

aii Jji/i Jii : j i5 - & - J oc! _ u

n
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1411, Usamah bin Zaid (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messen-

ger M said, "If one is done a favor and he expresses (his grat-

itude) to his benefactor by saying, 'May Allah give you a

good reward' (Jazak Allah Khairan) he has fully expressed

his appreeiation.Helated by At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban graded

it as Sahik.

1412, Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah $|

426- There are also other names which arc attributed to Allah.

4S7- What is meant is not just memorizing them, but comprehending their

meanings and implications, observing them in one's behavior and acting

accordingly etc.,
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any good but it is only a means by which some of the wea-
lth of the miserly is taken out." Agreed upon.

as for an oath.*' Related by Muslim, At-Tirmidhi has in his ver-
sion, "If he did not specify it,"

1414. Abu Dawud transmitted on the authority of Ibn 'Abb£s

(RAA), 'Allah's Messenger M; said, "If anyone makes a vow but
does not fulfill it, its expiation is the same as that for an
oath j if anyone makes a vow to do an act of disobedience,
its expiation is the same as that of an oath, if anyone ma-
kes a vow which he is unable to fulfill, its expiation is the
same as that of an oath." Its chain of narrators is Saijxh, but
the scholars of hadith said that it is not connected to the Prophet

3g but it is only the narration of Ibn 'Abbas.

428- Making obligatory on oneself an act of worship which was not originally

made obligatory by Allah such as taking a vow to fast extra days or pray
extra supererogatory prayers or pay charity when so and so happens Qf
any sick person recovers, ifmy absent comes back etc.).
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1415. Al-Bukhari transmitted on the authority of 'A'ishah

(RAA), "If anyone vows to disobey Allah, let him not disobey Him/'

1416, Muslim transmitted on the authority of Trnran, that

'Allah's Messenger $8 said,"A vow to do an act of disobedience

must not be fulfilled."

i in J ^ilf of ^ji' : Jtl y& J i&j — u \v

jt* J^A 3^ i & ^ JJ"0 W «^^* ^

1417. Uqbah Ibn 'Amir (RAA) narrated, 'My sister made a

vow to walk to the Ka'bah for pilgrimage on foot, and she ordered

me to consult the Prophet jft, so he consulted him and the Mes-

senger of Allah *g said, "Let her walk and ride." Agreed upon,

and it is Muslim's version.

ikki^ £4 V - Jtf - iih : JUi : t X±-% _U\A

1418, Ahmad and the four Imams also reported that he said

IH, "Allah, the Most High will not do anything with the affl-

ictions your sister imposes on herself, command her to put

on her Hijab42* (scarf) and to ride, and to fast three days."

429- It is mentioned in another narration that she made a vow to walk to the

Ka'bah while taking her iujiib off, and that is why the Prophet £?; orde-

red her to wear her hjj&b and to make expiation as this is an act of dis-

obedience.
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1419. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, "Sa d bin TJbadah asked Al-

lah's Messenger ^ for a ruling regarding a vow made by his mo-

ther who had died before fulfilling it, and he replied $S, "Fulfill it

on her behalf." Agreed upon.

Jip ji^j jjsS : Jli - i!p ilJi - ilU^Jt u—rU j— _ \ i T *
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1420. Thabit bin ad-Dahhak (RAA) narrated, 'During the life-

time of the Prophet ^ a man made a vow to slaughter camels at

Bawanah and he came to Allah's Messenger M and asked him.

Allah's Messenger $6 asked "Were there any idols worshipped
at that place (in the time ofJdhiliyah)?* He said, 'No,' The Mes-

senger of Allah ^ asked again, "Was any Jahiliyak festival

celebrated there?" He replied, 'No/ The Messenger ofAllah then

said to the man, "Fulfill your vow, for there is no fulfillment

of a vow to do an act of disobedience to Allah, neither to

break the ties of kinship, nor to do something which a hu-

man being does not possess (or has no control over)." Related

by Abu Dawud and At-Tabaram and it is his version; it is narra-

ted with a sound chain of narrators.

1421. There is a similar narration on the authority ofKnrdam
transmitted by Ahmad.
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1422. Jabir (RAA) narrated,
lA man said on the Day of the

Conquest of Makkah, "O Messenger of Allah, I vowed that if Allah

opens Makkah for you, I shall pray in Jerusalem,* The Messenger

of Allah M replied, "Pray here." He asked him again and the

Prophet ^ again replied, "Pray here/* The man asked the third

time, and the Messenger of Allah then said to him, "It is up to

you then." Related by Ahmad and Abti Dawud and Al-H&kim
graded it as §aMh.

«h yii J> - JUj &\ >j - ^jJbJl ^L, J'j-J>j — \ t yt

1423. Abu Sa'id al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah said, "No (religious) journey is to be undertaken
except for prayer in one of the three mosques: AhMasjid
Al-Har&m (The Sacred Mosque in Makkah), the Aqga Mos-
que (in Jerusalem) , and this Mosque of mine (in al-Madi-

nah)." Agreed upon and it is Al-Bukharl's version.

1424. "Ulnar (RAA) narrated, 1 said: O Messenger of Allah! I

made a vow at the time of Jahiliyah to perform I'tik&f430 for one

430- I'lik&f means remaining in a mosque {preferably a congregational mos-

que) for a certain period of time with the intention of remaining in seclu-

sion from worldly matters, and keeping oneself busy with acts of wor-

ship such as praying, fasting, reciting Qur'an, dhihr etc,
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night at the Sacred Mosque (in Makkah)' The Messenger ofAllah

M said to him, "Fulfill your vow." Agreed upon. Al-Bukhari in
his version had the addition, 'He (TJmar) spent a night in Vtikhf
at the Sacred Mosque in Makkah.'
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Book XIV: Judgments

Chapter I
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1425. Buraidah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

^ said, "Judges are of three types: two of whom will go to

Hell and one to Paradise. The one who will go to Paradise

is the judge who knew what is right and gives judgment
accordingly; but a judge who knows what is right and does
not give judgment accordingly; and acts unjustly in his ju-

dgment will go to Hell, and a judge who does not know
what is right and judges people while ignorant (of the case)

will go to Hell."Related by the four Imams and Al-Hakim graded

it as Sakih.

t **r,tyji t xL^-l ofjj JJu lu*
IJ>* "J!*»
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1426, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said,
wHe who has been appointed a judge has been

slaughtered without a knife." Related by Ahmad and the four

Imams, Ibn Khusaimah and Ibn Jtjibban graded it as Sahlh.
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1427. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "You will be eager for the office of ruling, but
it will become a cause of regret on the Day of Judgment

It is a good suckler but an evil weaner." ^ Related by AI-

Bukhari.

an *w j
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1428. 'Amro bin al-'Ag (RAA) narrated that he heard the Mes-

senger of Allah jil say, "When a judge gives a ruling having
tried his best to decide correctly and his verdict is right, he
will have a double reward; and when he gives a ruling hav-
ing tried his best to decide correctly and his verdict is wr-
ong, he will have a single reward." Agreed upon.

iUl 4ft JjUj^ : Jll - S£ ft - Yfr \%\\

1429. Abi Bakrah (RAA) narrated, 1 heard the Messenger of

Allah say, "No judge may make a judgment between two
people when he is angry." Agreed upon.

«5* 411 j^j ja : JU - ^ 4JJI - _ur.

431- It will be a source of pleasure and power in this world, but as it is a

great responsibility, it will be a source of grief and regret on the Day of

Resurrection.
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1430. 'Alt (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllahm said,

"When two men present a case before you, do not decide in

favor of the first till you hear what the other has to say.

Then you will know how to judge.*' 'AH said, Thereafter, I

judged according to that.' Related by Ahmad* Abu Dawud and At-

Tirmidhi who graded it as Hasan. Ibn Hibban graded it as Saluh.

1431. Al-Hakim transmitted a similar hadtth on the authority

of Ibn 'Abbas.

1432. Umm Salamah narrated that the Messenger ofAllah <X

said, "You bring your disputes to me, and perhaps some of

you are more eloquent in their plea than others, in which

case I will give a judgment based on what 1 heard from

him. Therefore, whatever I rule for anyone, which by right

belongs to his brother, I am only giving him a portion of

Hell." Agreed upon.

1433. Jabir (RAA) narrated,
£

I heard the Messenger of Allah

Ijlf say, "How can an Ummahia nation) be purified(of its sins)

when the right of its weak is not taken from its strong (the

powerful)?" Related by Ibn Hibban,

.& c^Jb- ^* *s"£Ji IfcCt £T>_™ \tr\
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1434, 1435. Al-Bazzar narrated a similar hadith on the autho^
rity ofBuraidah > and Ibn Majah on the authority ofAbu Said.

fti h\ c^l. : Lju - - _ u rn

1436. A'ishah (RAA) narrated/I heard the Messenger ofAllah

$8 say, "On the Day of Resurrection the just judge will be
called (to be asked about his judgments). His questioning will

be so hard that he will wish he had never given judgment
even between two men throughout his life." Related by Ibn
Hibban and Al-Baihaqi, The version ofthe latter has, "...between
two men about a single event

. ^ aiy^ ^-*y> ( yCu y»

1437. Abu Bakrah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah 3§ said, "The nation that appoints a woman as their ru-

ler will never prosper."43* Related by Al-Bukhari.

&P yi £ - SS. A^ -^£^ 'o-?i-\i TK

432' The Messenger of Allah said these words when the Persians enthroned
Khosrau's daughter and made her their Empress. There is a difference

of opinion among the scholars whether a woman could be appointed as a
judge in court, but the majority are of the opinion that she is not to be
appointed a judge in criminal courts where murders and similar trials

are conducted.
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1438. Abu Mariam al-Azdi (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah SI said, "If anyone is appointed by Allah to be in a

position of authority over any of the matters concerning

the Muslims* but then turns away from attending to their

needs and poverty, Allah will turn away from dealing with

his needs." Related by Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi.

1439. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

$8 cursed the one who gives a bribe and the one who takes a bribe

to pass judgments,' Related by Ahmad and the four Imams. At-

Tirmidhi graded it as Hasan and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahlk.

1440. The four Imams except An-Nasa'i related a similar

hadith on the authority of Abdullah Ibn Amro.

1441. 'Abdullah bin Az-Zubair (RAA) narrated, The Messen-

ger of Allah *$$ ruled that the two adversaries should sit (equally)

in front of the judge,' Related by Abu Dawud and Al-Hakim gra-

ded it as Sakih.

C*fo\ £**Jt Lj\—{

Chapter II; Witnessing and Testimonies
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1442. Zaid bin Kh&iid AUJuhani (BAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah -M said, "Shall I tell you about the best witn-
ess? He is the one who comes forward to give testimony be-

fore he is asked for it."«3 Related by Muslim.

P 1 f+J*^ P ' 't+ji P ' J} ^> 0i» : 'fLj <l_t J_i.ll

1443. Imian bin Ifusain (BAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M said, "The best among you are my generation,
then their immediate followers, then their immediate follo-
wers. After them there will be people who will give (false)
testimony without being asked, who will be treacherous
and are not to be trusted, who will make vows which they
do not fulfill, among whom obesity will appear." Agreed
upon,

( v^f j& < Vj ( JjU V» : jLj <di i-Ji

. SjG , !r£ JiV £l2i SSI^ i^j V3

1444. 'Abdullah Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah said, "It is not allowable to accept the testim-
ony of a treacherous man or a woman, or of one who harb-
ors a grudge against his brother, or the servant of a family
(to testify) for members of this family," Belated by Ahmad
and Abu Dawud.

V» : Jli jjLj 4^ ill -A Jj^£~ ^ J— - Uto

c ajlJ y alj^, >_j-U> ^Ijp ail^i

433- They are the ones who say their testimony for the sake of Allah, so that
justice could be established.
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1445. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'He heard the Messenger

of Allah say, "The testimony of a desert man against the

dweller of a village (or a town) is not allowed."434 Related by

Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah.

. \fJ*A\ .«^jOf> HI ll* aft ft'isk

1446, Umax Ibn Al-Khattab (RAA) addressed the people say-

ing, 'People were sometimes judged by the revelation of a Divine

Inspiration during the lifetime of the Prophet but now there is

no longer any more (new revelations). Now you will be judged by

what appears to us ofyour deeds.' Related by Al-BukharL

ti» : fi-j 4^ J^l^l ^ ~ '^^Iffj ~ '^P. J eft - ^ tV

1447. Abu Bakrah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lahM said that bearing false testimony is among the most serious

of the major sins.' Agreed upon, (Part of a long Haditk).

& £n jfc* ysi y - 04^ ilft '^j -^ j—? 'a—*J — U tA
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1448, Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah%
said to a man, "Do you see the sun?*' He replied, Tfes.

1 The Pro-

phet said, "Bear your testimony in a ease as clear as the

434- The reason is that the nomads are not familiar with the circumstances of

the village and city dwellers, so they are not allowed to testify against

them. In this case the testimony of another city dweller is more accep-

table. Nevertheless if the nomad is more informed about the relevant

case, than anybody else, then his testimony is acceptable provided he is

just.
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sun (for you), or leave it."™ Related by Ibn Adi with a weak

chain of narrators.

1449. Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah

made a judgment on the basis of an oath and a single witness.*

Related by Muslim, Abu Dawud and An-Nasal.

t ijlS J\ '-Cxr'^S ,
- i& Jlif ill j - S^i ^ _ Mo .
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1450. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated a similar hadith which
was transmitted by Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi. Ibn Kibban gra-

ded it as Sahik.

cj\ iilij tli \\ Li\ \

Chapter III: Claims and Evidence

^X"j iiil jju* ^-ill - U4^- iW [fip'j
- ^Cf- j j\ j ^ \ t * \

1451. Ibn 'AbbSs (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, **If people were given what they asked for when
they brought a case forward, some would claim the lives

and property of others, but an oath must be taken by the
defendants." Agreed upon.

1452. Al-Baihaqi narrated with a sound chain of narrators,

435- This means that either the person giving his testimony is absolutely cer-

tain about the case or he should abstain from producing his testimony,
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"But the proof lies with the claimant and the oath must be

taken by him who denies the claim."

4p il» Jk>^ c!>f» : - ^ jtf ilil - *7)> J - u,>r

1453. Abu Hurairah {RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

H suggested to some people that they should swear an oath and

when they hastened to do so he ordered that lots should be cast

among them concerning the oath as to who should swear it.' Rela-

ted by Al-Bukhari.

JJ*j <J - jtif tfh j -
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1454. Abu Umamah Al-Harithi (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah M said, "If anyone through his oath, cuts do-

wn what rightly belongs to a Muslim, Allah has made Hell

compulsory for him and will deprive him of Paradise." A
man asked, "O Allah's Messenger, even if it is something smalir

And he replies, "Even If it were a stick from an Arak tree,"

Related by Muslim.

of - ii*. J& iiii ^3 -^ Ji ui-^Sn ^—^3 — \ i o o
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1455. Al-Ash'ath bin Qais(RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M said, "If anyone swears a firm oath, and takes

what is due to it; the property belonging to a Muslim, Allah

will be angry with him when he meets Him {on the Day of

Resurrection)," Agreed upon,
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1456. Aba Musa (RAA} narrated, 'Two men had a dispute over
an animal, but none of them had any proof. So Allah's Messenger

M gave a ruling that it be divided in halves between them.' Rela-
ted by Ahmad, Abu Dawud and An-Nasal and the version is his,

and he reported its chain of narrators to be good.

' ? -- i ' '
^

1457. Jabir (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah $|
said, "If any one swears a false oath on this pulpit of mine,
he would have prepared his seat in Hell," Related by Ahmad,
Abu Dawud and An-Nasa'i. Ibn Hibban graded tt as Sahlk.

'
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1458. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah HI said, "There are three to whom Allah will not speak
on the Day of Judgment, at whom He will not look, and
whom He will not purify, and they will have a painful puni-
shment: A man at a place with excess water in the desert
and he withholds it from travelers; a man who sold a com-
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modity to another person in the afternoon(or after the 'A&r

prayer) and swore to him by Allah that he had bought it at

such and such a price and he (the buyer) believed him yet

that was not the case, and a man who pledged allegiance to

the Imam but for the sake of worldly matters (i.e. not for

Allah's sake), if the Imam bestowed on him something out of

worldly riches he adheres to his allegiance, and if he did

not give him anything, he did not fulfill the allegiance.**

Agreed upon,

t atf ^ O^i JSLj of :
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1459. J&bir (RAA) narrated, 'Two men disputed about a she-

camel and each of them produced some proof that it was his ani-

mal, and that it was born at his place.' Allah's MessengerM ruled

it for the one who had it in his possession." Related by Ad-Daraq-

utni with a weak chain of narrators.
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1460. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah M
restored the oath to be sworn by the claimant (and not the defen-

dant).' Related by Ad-Daraqutni with a weak chain of narrators.

in *Jb^ J^S : cii - li^ ill^ - *-Jw1p -Uii
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1461 , 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated,'One day. Allah's Messenger 3g

came to me looking happy while his face was glistening and said.
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"Did you not see that Mujazziz Al-Mudliji (a physiognomist)
He looked at Zaid bin Harithah and Usamah bin Zatd, and

then said, "These feet are related to one anotherm
n4S6 Agreed

upon.

436- Zatd bin Harithah the freed slave of the Prophet M had a white comp-
lexion whereas Usamah his son was rather dark., Usdmah's mother
Uitim Aiman was also dark, but people started to talk about Usamah's
lineage because he was dark while his father was white, Mujazziz Al -

Mudliji saw them tying down with their faces covered with linen t while

their feet were bare. He then commented upon looking at their feet with

the words mentioned in the hadlth which pleased the Prophet M-
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Book XV: Emancipation

Chapter I

HIT

1462. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "Aay Muslim, who emancipates another Mus-
lim mau, Allah will set free from Hell Fire an organ of his

body, for every organ of the other's (i.e. from the body of the

emancipated person ).'* Agreed upon.

1463. At-TirmidhT transmitted on the authority of Abu Uma-

mah (RAA), 'The Messenger of AllahM said, "Any Muslim man,
who emancipates two Muslim women, they will be his rele-

ase from Hell Fire." At-Tirmidhi graded it as £a&£&.

1464, Abu Dawud transmitted on the authority of Ka'b bin

Murrah (RAA), The Messenger of Allah St said, "Any Muslim
woman, who emancipates another Muslim woman, she will

be her release from Hell Fire."
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1465. Aba Dharr (RAA) narrated, I asked the Messenger of

Allah M 'Which action is the most excellent?' He replied, "Faith
in Allah and Jihad in His Cause." I then asked, 'Which slaves
are the most excellent (for the purpose of emancipating them) and
he replied, "Those whose prices are the highest and are the
most valuable to their owners." Agreed upon.

<d)l Jl* aJJ\ J_^ Jli : Jli - 4JJ1 - ^ J\ [j-i-j _mi
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1466. Ibn Uraar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "Anyone who emancipates his share in a slave and
has enough money to pay the full price for him, a fair price
for the slave should be fixed* His partners should be given
their shares, and the slave should thus be emancipated.
Otherwise he is emancipated only to the extent of the first

man's share." Agreed upon.

1467. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Alla\h^ said, "Otherwise he will be required to work to pay
for his freedom, but he must not be overburdened," Agreed
upon.

1468. Abu Hurairah (RAA), narrated that the Messenger of
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Allah ^fi said, "A son cannot ever repay his parents what he

owes them,437 unless he finds them in slavery, then buys

them and emancipates them." Related by Muslim.

1469. Samurah bin Jundub (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah M said, **Whoever obtains possession of a rela-

tive, who is next of kin, that person becomes free." Related

by Ahmad and the four Imams. Some scholars are of the opinion

that it is Mawquf (not connected to the Prophet 38)

it* Jji-f of» : - ili 4U1 - ^j^as- # —^ j—f-j — vtv
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1470. 'Imran bin Husain (RAA) narrated, 'A man who had no

other property emancipated six of his slaves at the time of his dea-

th, Allah's Messenger ^ sent for them, and after dividing them

into three groups, he cast lots among them, set two of them free

and kept four in slavery, and spoke very harshly to the man (who

emancipated them)/438 Related by Muslim.

t tuL }h tfjfo iJS"» : JlS - & &\ ;>j - ^_2>j — \m

437- Meaning all that he did for him, bringing him up, keeping him, suppor-

ting him. caring for him etc.

438- This hadith is evidence that only one third of a dead man's property cou-

ld be given in his will, to tlwse who are not of his legal heirs,
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1471. Safinah (RAA) narrated, 'I was a slave of Umm Sala-
mah and she said, *I shall emancipate you, but on the condition

that you serve Allah's Messenger iH as long as you live/ Related
by Ahmad, Abu Dawud, An-Nasal and Al-Hakim,

1472. A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah $£

said, "Wald™9 is (legally) for the manumitter." Agreed upon.

It is part of a long gadith (refer to hadith no. 811).

& J^> Jd jii : jii - C++ iii - ^ j\ _ i ivr
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1473. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "The Wala' (of a manumitted slave) is considered as
one's lineage, not to be sold or donated (refer to hadith no.
984)." Related by Ash-Shafi t. Jbn Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it

as Sahih. It is also related by Al-Bukhari and Muslim with dif-

ferent wording

439- Wald' refers to the right of inheriting the property ofa manumitted slave
after his death. Refer to hadith no. S1L
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Chapter II: Issues related to al-Mudabbar440

al-Mukatib441 and Umm al-Walad442

; jUi jju-j & 4l)l Jt*» £Ui ^il* c a^j£ Jt* ^4 J^Jj t j
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1474. Jabir bin Abdullah (RAA) narrated that a man from the

An§ar declared that his slave lad would be free after his death

(would be Mudabbar), yet he had no other property. When the

ProphetM heard ofthat he said, "Who will buy him from me?"
And Nu'aim bin 'Abdul!ah bought him for eight hundred Dirh-

ams. Agreed upon.

In a narration by Al-Bukhari: The man became needy/ (so the

Prophet $1 took the slave and said...),'

A version by An-Nasa*i says. The man had a debt, so the Prophet

^ sold the slave for eight hundred Dirhams and gave him the

money and said, "Pay offyour debt."

>\Z*\> SjiS jjl ^* aS* rjj G JL* £_—jl£Lli» : Ji—

*
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1475. 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his fath-

440- A slave who is told by his master that he will be free after his (the

master's) death,

441. A slave, who makes an agreement with his master to pay him a certain

amount ofmoney in return for gaining his freedom.

442- This literary means the mother of a child. She is the slave woman, who
gives birth to hor master's children, who would be born free.
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er, on the authority of his grandfather (RAA}, that the Messenger

of Allah ^ said, "A slave who entered into an agreement to

buy his freedom is still a slave as long as a Dirham of the

agreed price remains to be paid*"443 Related by Abu Dawud

with a good chain of narrators. The full hadith is related by Ahi
mad and the three Imams. Al-Hakim graded it to be Sahih.

1476. Umm Salamah {RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah -M said, "When a slave of one of your women has made
an agreement to pay for his freedom (i.e. he is a Mukatih)
and can pay the full price, she must veil herselffrom him."
Related by Ahmad and the four Imams. At-Tirmidhi graded it as

Sfihik

Cit ill) tjl? J - LLjIi- JCj iih - ^i^p ^ [l j \ tvv

1477, Ibn 'Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

i§t said, "The Diyah (Blood money) of a slave who had made
an agreement to buy his freedom (Mukdtib) and had been
killed, is paid at the rate paid for a free man (as a Diyah) as

much as he has paid of the amount agreed upon, and at the

rate paid for a slave as the remainder is concerned*"444 Rel-

ated by Ahmad, Abu Dawud and An-Nasa'i.

443- This refers to al-Mukatib who remains under the same rulings, which
are applicable to a slave until he pays the full amount. Agreed upon.

444- This hadith seems to be contradictory to the hadith of "Amro bin Shu'aib
(1461) that a slave 'is still a slave as long as a Dirham of the agreed

price remains to be paid.' But most scholars are of the opinion that a
Mukdtib is still a slave regarding legal punishments and blood money as

long as he still owes his owner one Dirham. Somn scholars still believe
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1478, 'Amro bin al-Harith, the brother of Juwairiyali the

mother of Believers (the wife of the Prophet narrated, 'When

Allah's Messenger |j| died, he did not leave a Dinar or a Dirham, a
slave or a slave-woman, or anything but his white she-mule, his

weapons and a piece of land which he appointed as Sadaqah.'
Related by Al-Bukhari.

1479, Ibn Abbas (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger 8f
said, "When a man's slave-woman bears him a child she
becomes free at his death," Related by Ibn Majah and Al-

Hakim with a weak chain of narrators.

1480. Sahl bin Hunaif (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

All&h <if said, "He who assists a Muj&hid for Allah's sake, a

debtor who is in distress (being unable to pay his debt) or a
slave who had made an agreement to buy his freedom,
Allah will shade him, with His Shade, on the Day when
there will be no shade but His," Related by Ahmad and Al-

Hakim graded it as SahjJj,

that that this is not the case, taking this hadith as their evidence, but
some scholars said that it is abrogated and the first hadith is the more
established owe.
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Book XVI: The Comprehensive Book

Chapter I: Good Manners (Adab)

, —

.
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1481, Abu Hurairah (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah S§ said, "A Muslim has six duties towards other Mus-
lims: When you meet him* you should salute him; when he
invites you, accept his invitation; when he asks for your
advice, give it to him; when he sneezes and praises Allah,

say 'May Allah have mercy on youf when he is ill, visit him;
and when he dies follow his funeral." Related by Muslim.

4 r^y > J\ bJ6* % 1^ J^* 1 j* >>* J<^1}> : r
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1482. Abft Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah iS said, "Look at those who are lower than you (financ-

ially) but do not look at those who are higher than you, lest

you belittle the favors Allah conferred upon you."Agreed upon.

4IJ1 J cJll* : <JIS - -up till - 01*11* Jl (jJffl o— — 1 £ At

, iiy^l 4^ ^J^' til J* j < BjJUs ^
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1483. An-Nawwas bin Sam an (RAA) narrated, 'I asked the

Messenger of Allah M about virtue and sin and he replied, "The

essence of virtue is (manifested in) good morals (Ahhlaq)

whereas sinful conduct445 is that which turns in your heart

(making you feel uncomfortable) and you dislike that it would

be disclosed to other people." Related by Muslim.

ill Jji JjLj Jli : Jtf - i£ &i j - $ —MAI
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1484. Ibn Mas ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

•H said, "When three of you get together in company, two of

you must not talk privately while isolating the third, so as

not to make him feel sad (that he is left out) till you mingle

with other people (i.e. you are joined by others) * Agreed

upon and the wording is from Muslim.

J^> -OJl J^j Jl3 : Jli - JliS ilil - ^ j!i _ \ I Ao

1485. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

it said, "A man should not ask another man to get up from

his place in order to take his seat. But you should make
room for each other and spread out," Agreed upon.

445- A sin could be that action, which should a person commit it, he would be

subjected to punishment according to Islamic Shart'ah. A sin in this ha-

dith refers to that action, which a person does not Feel comfortable about

doing, even though it is net explicitly prohibited by the Shari'ah, it ia

not definitely lawful or acceptable and one fears that Allah will punish

him for doing it, even if people cannot see him. It is better in this case to

avoid it.
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1486. Ibn Abbas (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "When one of you eats, he must not wipe his hand
till he licks it, or gives it to someone else to lick (such as a

wife, husband, etc)***," Agreed upon,

4* til Jjt J/.* Jii : JU - & ii^ - ^3 _ > t av

1487. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "The young should salute the old, the one who
is passing by should salute the one who is sitting, and the
small group of people should salute the larger one" Agreed
upon.

In a version by Muslim, "And the one who is riding should
salute the one who is walking."

^ „-*-?,.- f V' ' ' - ? * *»

1488. All (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAMh 'M said,

"When a group of people passes by, it is sufficient if one of
them gives a salutation, and it is sufficient for those who
are sitting that one of them replies."*" Related by Ahmad and

AI-Baihaqi.

446- The reason for thifl is explained in another hjadlth as the Messenger of

Allah $X .said, "You never know which portion of your food is bl-

essed (has Barakah).** It is not meant to be obligatory as most scholars
say, rather it is just preferable or recommended for the intended good.

447- Greeting with Salhm or responding to Salum (the Muslim grouting), is a
collective duty, thus if one greets or answers the greeting then the obli-

gation or duty is met on behalf of the rest.
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1489. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah M said, "Do not initiate the saluting of Jews and Chris-

tians (when you meet them), and if you meet any of them on

the road, force him to go to the narrowest part of the road

(i.e. do not give way for them to pass, but keep going)."** Related

by Muslim,

« ^l>Jll Afr's^ X<jliOt; ^l^ij ( ^ f^d-^Si

1490. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah SI said, "When one ofyou sneezes, he should say, 'Alhr

amdu lill&hiPrwse is to Allah) and his(Muslim) brother sho-

uld say to him, *Yarhamuka Allah (May Allah have mercy

on you). When he says this to him (the last phrase), he should

reply, 'Yahdikum Allah (May Allah guide you) and grant

you well being." Related by Al-BukhM.

: j&, j <t llis Jlu. A Jj^O j£ : Jli - & & ;>j - -v M\
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1491. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah $| said, "None of you should drink while standing.449"

Rela-ted by Muslim.

448- When the Jews used to meet the Prophet & in Madinah, they used to

say to him 'as-SAm 'Alaykum
1
, instead of saying 'As-Salamu 'Alaykum'.

The word as-S&m means death in Arabic, so the Jews instead of answe-

ring back the salutation of the Muslims, which is peace be upon you,

they used to wish the Prophet death.

449- It is not meant to be prohibited to drink wateT while standing, rather it

is disliked as it is narrated by Ibn 'Abbas that the Prophet |g drank

from the well ofZamzam while he was standing.
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1492. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah 38 said, "When one of you puts on his shoes, he should
put on the right one first and when he takes them off, he
should take off the left one first, so that the right one sho-

uld be the first to be put on and the last to be taken off.**«»

Agreed upon.

:^^ 4JJ1 M Jli : Jn - ^ to^ - &j _ m\t

1493. Abil Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAl-

lahM said,wNone of you should walk with one shoe, but sho-
uld either wear them both or take them both off." Agreed
upon.

. 4jj, ^ ^ J\ 4Jl Jfa, V» I pX-j 4-U

1494, Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

it said, "Allah will not look on the Day of Judgment at him
who lets his garment drag on the ground out of pride and
arrogance." Agreed upon,

: Jtf ji j 4l£ ilft JLj <dJl J Wj of - ilp ^ ^j - Z

450- Any honorable act in Istarn is always done with the right hand or starts
with the right side, such as salutation, eating getting dressed, making
ghu&i, combing one's hair. On the other hand, acts like cleaning the priv-

ate parte after going to the toilet ts done with the left hand.
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1495, Ibn Umar narrated that the Messenger of Allah $g

said, "When one of you cats he should eat with his right

hand, and when he drinks he should drink with his right

hand, for the devil eats and drinks with his left hand,"
Related by Muslim.
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1496, 'Amro bin Shu'aib narrated on the authority of his

father, on the authority of his grandfather (EAA), that the Mes-

senger of Allah <Hj said, "Eat, drink, wear clothes and give

Sadaqah but with neither extravagance nor pride." Related

by AbG Daw(id and Ahmad.

* Ml *

a_J flSij ^__Ji L>\ j

Chapter II: Birr (Piety, righteousness, acts of
goodness) and keeping ties with one's kin

1497, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah j|f said, "He who wishes to have his earnings grow (and

be blessed) and his term of life prolonged,451 he should keep

ties with his kin." Related by Al-BukharT.

451- Not necessarily menning that lie will live extra years, but maybe a more
blessed Life with more good deeds, leaving behind pious children who
will make Du Ti for hi in etc.
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1498, Jubair bin Mut'am (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of AllahM said, *The one who severs the ties of kinship will
not enter Paradise," Agreed upon,

ii j[» :
jii jJL} 4* ^ -A Jj^-j If J ^}_ u <\ i

1499, Al-Mughirah bin ShuTjah (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah M said, "Allah has made it prohibited for you
to be disrespectful (showing undutiful behavior) to your
mothers, to bury your daughters alive, to refuse others
(their dues), and to demand things from others {which are
not worth demanding), and He hates that you engage in

gossip* asking many questions about people's affairs and
wasting wealth." Agreed upon.

Ja^C* J Si Jak^j c jJjJtyl J^j J : J IS pL} <L_i* 4 ill
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1500. Abdullah bin Amro bin al-'As (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah |j§ said, "Allah's pleasure results from the
parent's pleasure, and Allah's displeasure results from the
parent's displeasure." Related by At-Tirmidhi. Ibn Hibban and
al-Hakim graded it as Sahih.
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1501. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah i$t

said, "By Him in Whose Hand my soul is, a slave of Allah
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does not truly believe till he wishes for his neighbor what

he wishes for himself," Agreed upon.

y» : * y ^ jHi'y aaSj jO; y» :
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1502. Ibn Mas ud (RAA) narrated, 1 asked the Messenger of

Allah M- "Which sin is the most serious?" He replied, *To attri-

bute a partner to Allah, though He Alone has created you."

I asked, "What next?" He said, 'To kill your child, fearing that

he will share your food with you." I asked again, "What next?"

He said, "To commit adultery with you neighbor's wife*"

Agreed upon.
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1503. Abdullah bin 'Amro bin al-'As (RAA) narrated that the

Messenger of Allah M said, "For a man to insult his parents,

is one of the major sins." It was asked, 'Does a man insult his

parents?* He replied M* "Yes, he insults the father of a man
who in return insults his father, and he insults a man's

mother who in return insults his*" Agreed upon,

1504. Abu Aiyub (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "It is not permissible for a Muslim to shun his bro-

ther for more than three nights* When they meet, this one
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turns away (from that one) and that one turns away (from this
one) and the best of them is the one who greets his brother
first." Agreed upon.

1505. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of AllahM said, "Every act of goodness is (considered as) Sad-
aqah." Related by Al-Bukharl

.«JL^ JL= of y^ihaj^ili ^ v» ; jJLj

1506. Abu Dharr (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "Do not consider any act of goodness as being insi-
gnificant even if it is meeting your brother with a cheerful
face." Related by Muslim,

: ^} 4p & Jii J^ Jii : Ju - & & '^j - Z*j - \ o . v

1507. Abu Dharr (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

::M said/"When you make some soup, make a good amount by
adding plenty of liquid, and give some to your neighb-

ors,"^ Related by Muslim,
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452- This would be compulsory if the neighbors are poor, otherwise it is reco-
mmended to be given as a present
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1508. AbH Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllahM said, "If anyone relieves a Muslim believer from one
of the hardships of this worldly lite, Allah will relieve him
of one of the hardships of the Day of Resurrection* If any-
one makes it easy for the one who is indebted to him (while

finding it difficult to repay ),*53 Allah will make it easy for him

in this worldly life and in the Hereafter, and if anyone con-
ceals the faults of a Muslim, All&h will conceal his faults in
this world and in the Hereafter. Allah helps His slave as
long as he helps his brother*" Related by Muslim,
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1509. Ibn Mas 'ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "He who guides (others) to an act of goodness, will

have a reward similar to that of its doer." Related by Muslim.

j£"J& - iiil [^j ~ 3^ a-™?
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1510. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

28 said, "If anyone seeks refuge in Allah's name, grant him
protection; if anyone asks you for something in Allah's

name'15'* give him something; and if anyone does you a favor

recompense him, but if you do not have the means to do so,

make Du'd (supplication) for him." Related by Al-Baihaqi.

453- He could relieve him of part of the debt, the whole debt or give him more
time to repay it.

454- Especially those who ask out of dire necessity.
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Chapter HI: Zuhd (Abstinence) and Piety

1511. An-Nu'min bin Bashir (RAA) narrated, *I heard Allah's

Messenger $1 saying, (Nu'man pointed with his two fingers to his

ears) 'Both lawful (Ratal) and unlawful things (Haram) are

evident but in between them there are doubtful things455

and most people have no knowledge about them* So he,

who saves himself from these doubtful things, saves his

religion and his honor (i.e. keeps them blameless). And he
who indulges in these doubtful things is like a shepherd

who pastures (his animals) near the Hima (private pasture)

of someone else and at any moment he is liable to get in it.

(O people!) Beware! Every king has a Hima and the Hima
of Allah on the earth is what He declared unlawful

(Haram). Beware! In the body there is a piece of flesh if it

becomes sound and healthy, the whole body becomes sou-

nd and healthy but if it gets spoilt, the whole body gets sp-

oilt and that is the heart.'* Agreed upon,

ill! Jjl jJJj jli : Jli - & Sll l^fij - ^—jf ^— — \ 0 \ Y

455- DoubLful here means tliat it is not clear whether they are definitely

Halai oi' Haram.
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1512. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Aimh -J8 said, "Cursed is he, who is the slave of the Dinar,

the slave of the Dirham, and the slave of the cloak borde-

red with silk. If he is given anything he would be satisfied,

but if he is not given anything he is displeased." Related by

Al-Bukhari.

1513. Ibn Ulnar (RAA) narrated, 'All all's Messenger took

hold ofmy shoulders and said, "Be in this world as though you
were a stranger or a passerby * Ibn Umar used to say, "Ifyou
are alive in the evening, do not expect to be alive till the morning
and if you are alive in the morning do not expect to be alive till the

evening, and take from your health for your sickness, and from

your life for your death,
"',fte Related by Al-BukhM.
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1514. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

considered to be one of them."457 Related by Abu Dawud and

Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahth-

456- He means that you should make good use of the time when you are healthy

as there will be a time when you are sick and you will not be able to do much
and the same goes for the time when you are alive, to benefit you when you

are dead.

457- The hadith is referring to imitating the disbelievers and those, who are

disobedient in their actions, which go against the laws of Islim, and not

simply imitating them, but actually loving these acts.

•HI said, "He who imitates any people (in their actions) is
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1515. Ibn 'Abbas {RAA) narrated/One day I was riding behind

the Prophet ^ when he said, "O lad* be mindful of Allah and
He will protect you. Be mindful of Allah and you shall find

Him with you. When you ask (for anything), ask it from
Allah, and if you seek help, seek help from Allall," Related

by At-Tirmidhi who verified it as Hasan and Sahib,
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1516. SahJ bin Sad (RAA) narrated, 'A man came to the

Prophet $6 and said, "O Allah's Messenger, direct me to a deed

which if I do it, I shall be loved by Allah and by people."He replied,

"If you practice abstinence in this world, Allah will love

you, and if you abstain from (desiring) what people have,

they will love you." Related by Ibn Majah and others with a

good chain ofnarrators
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1517. Sa d bin Abi Waqqas (RAA) narrated, *I heard Allah's

Messenger saying, "Allah loves the pious rich man45S who is

inconspicuous (free from showing off or hypocrisy)." Related by
Muslim,

458- Scholars said that 'rich
1

here docs not necessarily mean material wealth,

but rich at heart.
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1518. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah ijjgg said, "A sign of man's good observance of Islam (his

piety) is to keep away from the that which does not conc-
ern him/Related by At-Tirmidhi who graded it as Hadith Hasan.

1519, Al-Miqdam bin Ma diakrib (RAA), narrated that Allah's

Messenger Hasan said, "A human being has never filled any
vessel which is worse than his own belly/ Related by At-
Tirmidhi, who graded it to be Hasan.

1520. Anas (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger Hasan
said, "All the sons of Adam are sinners, but the best of sin-

ners are those who repent often." Related by At-Tirmidhi and
Ibn Majah with a strong chain of narrators.

1521. Anas (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger M said,

"Keeping silent is considered as (an act of) wisdom, but very
few practice it" Related by Al^Baihaqi in his book 'Shu ab al-

Im&n' with a weak chain of narrators. The sound view is that it is

traced back to one of the companions who quoted it from Luqman
Al-Hakim.
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Chapter IV: Admonition Against

Mischievous Conduct

.v '

f

1522, AbO Hurairah (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger

iH said, "Avoid envy, for envy devours good deeds just as

fire devours firewood," Related by Abu Dawad,

1523, Ibn Majah related a similar hadith on the authority of

Anas.

1524, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that Allah's Messenger

$t said, **The strong man is not the good wrestler; but the

strong man is he who controls himself when he is angry."

Agreed upon,

& Jt* ill J^j Jtf : JLS - &\ - '^J^'^'j _\oy.

1525, Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

St said, "Oppression will turn into darkness on the Day of

Resurrection." Agreed upon,

4# A JL> -ill J is : JU - a lilt ^J/, - ^_pj _ \ o

iUAl <u£ t JJiJl IjSlj c otell
fjl

stills JJUaJt Jli c ji-Uih Ijfflfl » ; jU-'J
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1526. Jabir bin 'Abdullah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah $g said, "Beware of oppression, for oppression will

turn into excessive darkness on the Day of Resurrection;

and beware of niggardliness, for niggardliness destroyed

your predecessors." Related by Muslim.

1527. Mahmud bin Labid {RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M said, "The thing I fear most for you is the lesser

shirk (polytheism), showing-off (of good deeds}." Related by

Ahmad with a good chain of narrators.

1528. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "There are three signs of a hypocrite; when he

speaks, he tells lies; when he makes a promise, he breaks it;

and when he is entrusted, he betrays his trust."Agreed upon.

1529, Al-Bukhari and Muslim reported another hadith on the

authority of 'Abdullah bin Dinar (RAA) with the addition, "and

when he quarrels, he is abusive (behaves in a very impudent

and insulting manner)

"

1530. Ibn Mas'ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

J^Jjl iSjj i Likf j&j lift i ife- \l\ : jiOiii ^-J» : jj—ij
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M said, 'Insulting a Muslim is disobedience to Allah, and
fighting with him is Kufr (disbelief)," Agreed upon.

1531. Aba Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah said, "Avoid suspicion, for suspicion is the most false

form of talk," Agreed upon.

^ J„**-j : Jt* - il^ iui - jCJ j; ji^^ _ ^ £>rT

, ill* Jixi ,«4^Jl <!t iljl^ VI 4^p'^

1532. Ma'qil bin Yasar (RAA) narrated, 'I heard the Messen-

ger of Allah SI saying, "Any governor in charge of Muslim
subjects who dies while acting dishonestly towards them
will be excluded by Allah from Paradise*" Agreed upon.

*r* : p^j 4t & J^> <w J Jii
: LJti <zs& _ \ o rr

1533. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of AllahM
said, "O Allah, cause distress to him who has any charge ov-

er my people and causes them distress," Related by Muslim.

lit ilJl JL* <Ul t)jL>j Jli : JJ - ili- llii ^J>j - V£^> yjf ^ ori

. aILp j^il* wii=n4^ J*-S">^-i Jjt* :

1534. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H said, "When any of you fights* he must avoid (strik-

ing) the face." Agreed upon.
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1535. AbQ Hurairah (RAA) narrated, *A man said, "0 Messen-

ger ofAllah, advise me." The Messenger ofAllah M said, **Do not
get angry." The man repeated that several times and he replied,
"Do not get angry." Related by Al-Bukhari.

Jrfi J^S J* : t=Jti - lilt & - -4j£J$ aJ>>}_ ion

fj& ' j> ^ <i [ ^ <l> Y£-j o|» : jUI-j £ « Ui

1536. Khawlah al-Ansariyah (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah M said, "Seme men acquire Allah's Property
(such as the funds of the Muslim state treasury, Zakah etc) and
they will go to Hell on the Day of Resurrection." Related Al-
Bukhari.

1537. AbO Dharr (RAA) quoted the ProphetM saying among
what he narrated from Allah, the Most High that He has said, **0

My slaves, I have made oppression unlawful for Myself and
I have made it unlawful among you, so do not oppress one
another." Related by Muslim.

3ii( a^h» : ju . j&f if^ til : t^Jii .«? SbJs a : JlJ

aii JjJs' U v air oj» : ju ? J^if C ^ ^Ji>( : j,*

1538. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah

m asked, "Do you know what backbiting is?" They replied,

*Allah and His Messenger know best.' He said,**It is saying some-
thing about your brother which he dislikes." Someone asked,
'Supposing that what I said about my brother was true?' and the
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Messenger ofAllah g| said, "If what you say about him is true

you have backbitten him and if it is not true you have
slandered him." Related by Muslim.

4 ink; Yj * iilisJ Si : rlU.n ji^f fl'./Jt c 3i> ljfjT, i^
. |^JL—• ferj?M ,«<W>

1539. Abu Ilurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllSh $g said, "Avoid jealousy between yourselves, do not

outbid one another (with a view to raising the price), do not

harbor hatred against one another, do not bear enmity
against one another, one of you should not enter into a tra-

nsaction when the other has already entered into it: and be
fellow brothers and slaves of Allah* A Muslim is a Muslim's

brother* He does not wrong, desert or despise him. Piety is

found here (pointing three times to his chest), despising his

Muslim brother is enough evil for any man to do. Every
Muslim's blood, property and honor are unlawful to be vio-

lated by another Muslim." Related by Muslim.

At <d5t J_KJ OlT : Jli - ^ JiSl - dJJC j: oJ *>j — \ o t i

1540. Qutbah bin Malik (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of

Allah -it used to say, "O Allah, I seek refuge in You from evil

morals, deeds, passions and diseases."Related by At-TirmidhL

Al-JJakim graded it as Sakth and it is his version.
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1541. Ibn 'AbbSs (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

^ said!, "Don't dispute with your brother; don't make jokes

with him; and don't make him a promise which you would
break/* Belated by At-Tirmidhi with a weak chain of narrators.

1542. Abu Said al-Khudri (RAA), narrated that the Messen-

ger ofAllahM said, "There are two characteristics which are

not combined in a believer; miserliness and bad morals."

Related by At-Tirmidhi with a weakness in its chain of narrators.

*M JU <il J^} JU : Jl* - &&
*ffj

- ts-fj-*! — \»tr

1543. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah H said, "When two men insult one another, what they

say is mainly the fault of the one who began it, so long as

the one who is oppressed does not transgress" Related by

Muslim,

1544. Abu Sirmah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah M said, "He who causes harm to a Muslim will be har-
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med by Allah, and Eg who acts in a hostile manner against

& Muslim* will be punished in the same way by Allah." Rela-

ted by Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi who graded it to be Hasan
(good).

, i ^jl^sIi iv^-f *^w4; <ui
(>i»

: jX»3 ^
1545. Abu ad-Darda* (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah ijjljf said, "Allah hates the profligate and the obscene."

Related by At-Tirmidhi who graded it to be §ahth,

- > -

1546. At-Tirmidhi also related on the authority of Ibn Mas'ud

(RAA) that the Messenger of Allah M said, "The believer is not
a slanderer, nor does he curse others, and nor is he immo-
ral or shameless." Related by At-Tirmidhi who graded it to be

Hasan. AI-Hakim graded it as Saklh and Ad-Daraqutni said that

il is most probably Mawqtif {traced only to a Companion).

Ji iU Jlp A jjirj JIS : LJli -^ *JJ\ ~ — \ o tv

1547. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of All&hM
said, "Avoid reviling the dead, they have already seen the
result of {the deeds) that they forwarded before them."
Related by Al-Bukhari

jJLp <dJt
(J£& 4JJ1 J JlS : Jlj — -c* «d!l

_
(j *j \ 6 i A

. 0£ jiS ,«oi5 J^jJ V» : jjtj

1548. Hudhaifah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

"OH said, "A backbiter will not enter Paradise." Agreed upon.
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. Jal^jVl J ^C-^1 k^-f «M IAS" t-i£" ^»» : jiX-j

1549. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said, **If one restrained his anger, Allah will keep Hie puni-

shment from him (on the Day of Resurrection).** Eelated by At-

Tabaram in al-Awsat,

, L;aJ\ Jc& ja* ^jt\ o-jJls- a*Li Aij \ t>o i

1550. The aforementioned hadfth is supported by a narration

on the authority of Ibn Umar related by Ibn Abi Ad-Dunia.

1551. Abu Bakr as-Siddlq (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah said, "A crafty person, a miser and one who badly

treats those under his authority will not enter Paradise."

Related by At-Tirmtdhi in two separate traditions and there is a

weakness in its chain of narrators.

ill jt* Jlil jjij : JU - &!£Z> iiH - ^& J>\
*>-*j — 1 00 T

' -• * ' '

1552. Ibn ""Abbas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, **If anyone listened to the talk of some people, when
they do not like him to do that, then molten led will he
poured into his ears on the Day of Resurrection*" Related by

Al-Bukhari.

a a* y J J

- j'P* ^ tft/'Ul (j* ^ ^ : p-^J

1553. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah
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said, "Blessed is he who is preoccupied with his defects
rather than those of other people*9 Related by Al-Bazzar with
a good chain of narrators.

9
r * ******* r t

<Ui Ju* <bi JyJj Ju : Jii -
l^j

~ j** jS j *j Soot

1554. Ibn Umar (BAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "Whoever exalts himself and walks proudly; Allah

will he angry with him when he meets Him (on the Day of
Resurrection)/' Related AI-Hakim with a reliable chain of nar-

rators.

iiSl jfc* 4iSl J j Jli : Jli - XjJl ^j - ail. ^ J4L _ ^ 0 0 0

1555. Sahl bin Sa d (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAl~

lahM said, "Haste comes from Satan." Related by At-Tirmidhi

who graded is as Hasan.

1556. "A'ishah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah^
. said, "Pessimism is part of bad character." Related by Ahmad
with a weak chain of narrators.

: jjh-j 4^ Jjl J//, jti : Jl_J ^5uJl„:
f^_J^j _ \ **v

1557, AbQ ad-Darda' (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "Men accustomed to cursing will not be interc-

essors or witnesses on the Day of Resurrection*" Related by
Muslim.
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1558. Mu'adh bin Jabal (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah JjS said, "If anyone disgraces his brother for a sin, he
will not die before committing it himself." Related At-Tirmi-

dhi who graded it to be Hasan.

: ju - ilii - aJ 'jt, jj; -

. j t 4jS^ 4ft- yif Li ( *J
Jj'j

1559. Bahz bin Hakim narrated on the authority of his father,

on the authority of his grandfather (RAA) that the Messenger of

Allah i£§ said, "Woe to him who lies in his talk to make the

people laugh, Woe to him! Woe to him!," Related by the three

Imams with a strong chain of narrators.

. ^Jl^ Ujj .«*J yt*xU

1560. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah ^
said, "The atonement of backbiting a man is to ask Allah to

forgive him." Related by Al-Harith bin Abu Usamah with a weak
chain of narrators.

1561. 'A'ishah (RAA] narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
said, 'The most despicable amongst people in the sight of

Allah is the ruthless argumentative (person)," Related by Mu-
slim.
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Chapter V: Exhortation to have Good Morals

4Jt Jj*-j Jii : J l* - 4& Siji - ^jiUi ^ *1 j c- \ o i y

< j1^1 Ji < jj^Ji jj L-isJi oil i

. j& .ffltfrA :^ ^ vJ&i ^ak; j^^ji ji^^
1562, Ibn Mas'ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

M said, "Adhere (you people) to truth, for truth leads to good
deeds and good deeds lead to Paradise, and if a man conti-
nues to speak the truth and makes truth his object he will
be recorded as truthful before Allah. Avoid (you people) fals-

ehood, for falsehood leads to wickedness and wickedness
leads to Hell, and if a man continues to speak falsehood
and makes falsehood his object he will be recorded as a
liar before Allah/' Agreed upon.

1563, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "Beware of suspicion, for suspicion amounts
to the worst form of lying.** Agreed upon.

* , j '
'

, „ * „

j>^ \ji^i-G !ii : • t iU£J ^* 1/ U S
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1564, Abu Satd al-Khudri (RAA) narrated that the Messenger
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of Allah M said, "Avoid sitting by the road side." The people

then said, *0 Allah's Messenger, we cannot do without those meet-

ing places in which we converse." So he said, "Well, if you insist

ton that) give the road its due rights." They asked, 'What are

the road's due rights?
1 He replied, "Lowering your gaze, abstai-

ning from anything offensive, returning salutations, enjoi-

ning the right (Ma r&f) and forbidding from evil deeds (Mun-

bar)." Agreed upon.

- -

'

1 565. Mu awiyah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "When Allah wishes good for anyone, He bestows

upon him the Fiqh (comprehension) of the religion." Agreed

upon.

&\ <B J^j Jli : - & Iffj
- f*jJ& J 0—^3 — Vo*n

1566. Aba ad-Dard£' (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "The heaviest thing which will be put on the

believer's scale (on the Day of Resurrection) will be good mor-

als.
1' Related by Abu Dawud and At Tirmidhi who graded it as

Sahlh,

1567. Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said t
"gayd'(modesty, bashfulness etc.) is a part of Faith."

Agreed upon.
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1568, Ibn Mas'Qd (RAA) narrated that the Messenger ofAllah

H said, "One of the things people have learned from the
words of the earliest prophecies is, "If you don't feel any
shame, do whatever yon like." Related by Al-BukharL

4*& 4i JjLj JU
:

: Jii ~ J&^ - r# ^{^3 _ \ ft v<

< > jr ^3 4^^ ^ jj, J tjj> ^3 yfr : <X3

^ ^ 1 J** lu* jja : j* ( ur3 air ur iJuu Jf

1569, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Al-

lah M said, "A believer who is strong (and healthy) is better
and dearer to Allah than the weak believer, but there is
goodness in both of them. Be keen on what benefits you
and seek help from Allah, and do not give up. If anything
afflicts you do not say, Tf I had done such and such things,
such and such would have happened.' But say, 'Allah decr-
ees and what He wills He does,' for (the utterance) 'If I had"
provides an opening for the deeds of the devil." Related by
Muslim,

** J
' * - " ' ' ' to

^ l
tfjll V * tj&y o( ^3? - jtf - yji oi» : ji,3 4^ 5_Jii

^3 < Jb4 J*
1570, lyad bin Himar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah feaid, "Allah, the Most High has revealed to me that
you (people) should be humble, so that no one transgresses
another, or boasts to the other." Related by Muslim.
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1571. Abu ad-Darda* (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah |t said, "If a Muslim defends his brother's honor in his

absence, Allah will protect his face from the fire of Hell on

the Day of Resurrection." Related by At-Tirmidhi who graded

it to be Hasan.

1572. Ahmad related a similar hadith on the authority of

Asma' the daughter ofYazid.

** * • * ** i'' *
s

Cij t VI j*u Cue- atj £j t JC- ^- **^u? L~Uir 0» : 4^ *W
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1573. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "Sadaqah does not decrease property and

Allah increases the honor of him who forgives and no one

will humble himself for Allah's sake except that Allah rai-

ses his status." Related by Muslim.

: j£j 4p ill! *Ift Jli : Jli j^C J A jl* ^-K, - ^Vt

1574. Abdullah bin Salam (RAA) narrated that the Messenger

of Allah M said, "O people, extend greetings (saying Salam to

each other), keep relations with your kin, provide food (to

people) and pray at night when people are asleep and you
will enter Paradise in peace." Related by At-Tirmidhi who gra-

ded it as Sahih,
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1575. Tamim ad-Dan {RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M- said, "The religion is Nasikah. ni^ The people said, To
whom should it be directed?' He replied, "To Allah, His Book,
His Messenger, to the leaders of the Muslims and to the

common folk of the Muslims."*™ Related by Muslim,

£ £t» :'^j&&J^&\ J^* Jii : jj Js \fi _ >oV1

. ^uji ikt^ t ^'pi .«jtJi^3 jj,^^ j^^'

1576. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah $t said, "The fear of Allah and good morals iAkfdaq)
are the two major characteristics which lead to Paradise/'
Related by At-Tirmidhi and AI-Hakim graded it as £akih.

: ^Lj & ill Ju : Ju - i£ &^ - ^ _ v oVV

ilti ^1 fii^1y% , ^-L ^jji *

1577. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "You (people) cannot satisfy people with your
wealth, but satisfy them with your cheerful faces and good
morals." Related by Abu Ya'la and Al-Hakim graded it as ga£tt.

459- The word NatfhctJi refers lo sincerity, good advico
T well wishing, integ-

rity, doingjustice to a person or situation.

460- tfasifiah to 'Allah
1 means having faith in Allah, Millling all the obli-

gatory duties, abstaining from doing what is prohibited ete.., Naslkak to
His Book means believing in all His revelations and complying with all
that is in the Qur'an, Nashah to His Messenger means to believe in
him, in the Divine Revelation that was revealed to him, to follow his
Sunnah etc., to the leaders of the Muslims by obeying them, giving them
sincere advise, helping them etc. Naslhah to the Muslims means to pro-
vide them with good advice, not harming them, guiding them to what is

good,
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1578. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "Every believer is the mirror of his brother/*

Related by Abu Dawud with a good chain of narrators.

i f^~*- J? (_f
L*- ^-*a^ ^r^" *i

. ^j^JUtt jXi Jj
ifl ^1 tfJu'jh

1579. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

$t said, "A believer who mixes with people and endures th-

eir annoyance is better than the one who does not mix with
them and does not endure their annoyance*" Related by Ibn

Majah with a good chain of narrators. At-Tirmidhi reported the

hadith without mentioning the Companion.

£. jj fit ^ J- J- * >

jjji jJL3i J_^-j Jli : Jli - 3JUi - sytLS
J>\ j—*j — \oa«
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1580. Ibn Mas fid (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

^ said, "O Allah You have made my creation perfect, so

make my moral characteristics also be the best,"

Chapter VL Remembering Allah and Supplication

6^ iill Jfo Jj!/, Jli : Jli - i!i Jill^ - ^1 _ \ eA S

.«ai£ii ^ IlS
1

J*Sj £ iSJ^e til : - JUu - <W Jjij'» : J*Jl_L,}
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1581. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

M said, "Allah, the Most High says: 'I am with My slave
when he remembers Me and his lips move with My men-
tion," Related by Ibn Majah and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih.

&\ J± <h : ji5 - & ilsi^ - j _ \ eA <f

1582. Mu adh Ibn Jabal (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M said, "A man does nothing to rescue himself from
Allah's punishment better than remembering Allah.'* Rela-
ted by Ibn Abi Shaibah and At-Tabaram with a good chain of nar-
rators,

& J* Jjl Jli JU - & &\ - IjJ,^J"^ _ WAr

.^ &>f ^ iui ##3 ( ^3
1583. Abu Hurairah (RAA} narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "People will not sit in an assembly in which
they remember Allah without the angels surrounding them
,mercy covering them, and Allah mentioning them among
those who are with Him/' Related by Muslim,

: j£j 4* ii f JA; 3* : JB - ^ &^ -^ _ \ * A i

;&3 4^ jBi^ yi Jt^ p3 v si! ij^X' p iii # ^

1584. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

AllahM said, "If people sit in an assembly in which they do
not remember Allah or invoke blessings on the Prophet
it will be a cause of grief to them on the Day of Resurrec-
tion." Related by At-Tirmidhi who graded it as Hasan.
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1585. Abu Aiyub al-Ansari (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

Allah M said, "Whoever says ten times: 'None has the right

to foe worshipped except Allah alone, without partner, to

Him belongs all sovereignty and praise. He gives life and

causes death. He is over all things, Omnipotent,' will have a

reward equivalent to that of emancipating four of the des-

cendants of Ismail from slavery." Agreed upon.

j± & Jtt : JlS - & & tfj
- ^> J Cr-^J -^
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1586. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that tbe Messenger of

AllahS said, "Whoever says a hundred times, 'How perfect

Allah is and I praise Him/ his sins will be forgiven though

they may be as much as the foam of the sea." Agreed upon.

Jj^j J J" : tJu - l# - Ju£ _ \ o AY

k Jj'o, cJjj V oOS* £f dJU? cJi 4& : ^L'j &&J^<Jsi
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1587. Juairiyah bint al-Harith (RAA) narrated, 'The Messen-

ger of Allah % said to me, "Since leaving you 1 have said four

phrases which if weighed against all you have said today,

would prove to be heavier: *How perfect Allah is and I

praise Him by the amount of His creation and His pleasure,

and by the weight of His throne, and the ink of His words/ 1

Related by Muslim,
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1588. Abfl Said al-Khudrf (RAA) narrated that the Messenger
ofAlUh M said, "The lasting good deeds are: (the saying of)
*None has the right to be worshipped except Allah alone,
How perfect Allah is and Allah is great and all praise is for
Allah, There is no might nor power except with Allah." Rel-
ated by An-Nasa'T. Ibn Hibban and Al-Hakim graded it as Qahtk.

f ; ju - & ft^ _^ J \±\ _ ^M
OU- : ^ v * £ol 431 J| ^1 :^ i_Ui

1589. Samurah bin Jundub (RAA) narrated that the Messen-
ger of Allah % said, "The words dearer to Allah are four:
'How perfect Allah is and all praise is for Allah. None has
the right to be worshipped except Allah alone and Allah is
great,' It does not matter which you say first." Related by
Muslim.

& ft ft J ju : jti
— _ ^ t
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1590. Abu Musi al-Ash'arl (RAA) narrated that the Messen-

ger of Allah M said to me, "O Abdullah bin Qais, would you
like to be guided to one of the treasures ofParadise?tThere
is no might nor power except with Allah. 1 Agreed upon. An-
Nasfii added in his version, "There is no refuge from Allah
except by turning to Him.*
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1591. An-Nu'man bin al-Bashir (RAA) narrated that the Mes-

senger of Allah ^if said, **Verily supplication is worship." Rela-

ted by the four Imams and At-Tirmidhi graded it as&a&Z&.

1592. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah ji
said, "Supplication is the pith of worship," Related by At-Tir-

midlil with a full chain of narrators*

jU'U'Jl} t 0^ ^ A^rl/j J-
till ji

1593. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah said, "Nothing is more honorable before Allah than
supplication." Related by At-Tinnidlii with a full chain of narra-

tors. Ibn IJibban and Al-Hakim graded it as Sahik,

* * •* *

1594. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

said, "A supplication made between the Adhdn and Iqdmah
is never rejected" Related by An-Nasa'S and others. Ibn Hibban
and others graded it as gahih.

*** f* K 3
* t ' " ' * " *w* >" s " *
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1595. Salman (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah ?M

said, "Your Rabh (Lord of the Universe) is Modest and Gen-
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erous, and would never turn the hands of a slave without
gain when he raises them to Him (in supplication)." Related fay
the four rmams except Ail-Nasal Al-Hakim graded it as Sahik,

illl J* «W J^ ^» : Jli - & jtf Sill lfj-y±'jfij-\<><l*\

U^j j*. U^jA lil jj 1,^ / l>.

1596. TJmar (BAA) narrated, When the Messenger ofAllah
raised his hands in supplication, he did not lower them till he wip-
ed his face with them.* Related by At-Tirmidhi. There are other
traditions, which support this narration, of which are:

1597. the Hadith narrated by Ibn Abbas (RAA) related by
Abu Dawud and others.Put together, they confirm that it is Hasan

- - - ' „

1598. Ibn Mas'ud (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah

H said, 'Those who are nearest to me on the Day of Resur-
rection are those who invoke many blessings on me." Rela-
ted by At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahth.

cJf Vi ti\ V cJf ^Bl : 1?5 J^' y j^Lyi Z^y> : jJLl}

1599. Shaddad bin Aus (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of
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Allah H said, "The best manner of asking for forgiveness is

to say; **0 Allah! You are my Lord, None has the right to be

worshipped except You. You created me and I am Your ser-

vant and I abide by Your covenant and promise as best I

can. I seek refuge in You from the evil, which I have com-

mitted. I acknowledge Your favor upon me and I knowle-

dge my sins, so forgive me, for verily none can forgive sin

except You." Related by Al-Bukhari.

1600. Ibn Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah H
never failed to say these words in the morning and the evening:

"O Allah! I ask You for pardon and well-being in my religi-

ous and worldly affairs, and my family and my wealth. 0

Allah! Cover my weaknesses and set at ease my dismay, 0

Allah! Preserve me from the front and from behind and on

my right and on my left and from above, and I seek refuge

with You lest I be swallowed up by the earth." Eclated by

An-Nasa'i and Ibn Majah, Al Hakim graded it as §ahih.

£n jb Sis' : ju - & - ji\ ^—*3 — n ' v

1601, Ibn 'Umar (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of Allah M
used to supplicate saying, "O Allah! I seek refuge in You from

the withholding of Your favor, the decline of the good hea-

lth You have given, the suddenness of Your vengeance and
from all forms ofYour wrath." Related by Muslim,
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1602. Ibn Xfmar (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of Allah
used to say, "O Allah! I seek refuge in You from the burden
of debts and from being over-powered by men and from the
gloating of enemies (at an evil I am afflicted with)." Related by
An-Nasai and Al-Hakim graded it as Qahih^

^ *tf* "Mj ' c>^f *? »*! ^JJi 4*1-1 A jt* 'J&% : Xj ^ i_Jtt

1603. Buraidah (RAA) narrated, "The Messenger of Allah £|
heard a man saying:

£0 Allah! I ask You by virtue that I testify
that You are Allah; there is no God but You, the one - the Self
Sufficient Master, Who did not beget and was not begotten, and to

"Whom no one is equal.' Allah's Messenger then said, "He has ask*
ed Allah by His Name by which when asked, He gives, and
by which when supplicated, He answers." Related by the four
Imams and Ibn Hibban graded it as SaML

A f j^o ^ = Itf - & A - J^ _ n , t

Ml> : jVi iff Vt * CJJS jL Jti Jltf b£ t

1604, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger $|
would say in the morning, "O Allah! By Your leave we have
reached the morning and by Your leave we have reached
the evening. By Your leave we live and die. Unto You is our
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resurrection." In the evening, he would say the same except the

last phrase: "and to You do we return." Related by the four

Imams,

: pLj 4* A *h J^S ^ 3*"
: J» c

1605, Anas (RAA) narrated, The Messenger of Allah W- used

to supplicate frequently: "O our Lord, grant us the best in this life

and the best in the next life, and protect us from the punishment

ofthe Fire," Agreed upon.

6<T : JB - & Si
^fj
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1606. Abu Must al-Ash'arf (RAA) narrated, 'The Messenger of

AllahM used to supplicate, "O Allah, forgive me my faults, my
ignorance, my immoderation in my concern. And You are

better aware (of my affairs) than myself. O Allah, grant me
forgiveness (of the faults which I committed) seriously or

otherwise (and which I committed) inadvertently and deli-

berately. All these (failings) are in me. O Allah, grant me
forgiveness-from the faults, which I did in haste or defer-

red, which I committed in privacy or in public and You are

better aware {of them) than myself. You are the First and

the Last and over all things You are Omnipotent." Agreed

upon.

ill <d» itf* : Jl* - ^ & l^j - US* J} C/^J - ^ ' v
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1607, Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah M used to say, "O Allah! Set right for me my religion,
which is the safeguard of my affairs. And set right for me
the affairs of the world wherein is my living. Decree the
Hereafter to be good for me. And make this life, for me, (a
source) of abundance for every good and make my death (a
source) ofcomfort to me and protection against every evil."
Related by Muslim.

tfll & Jji} D1T : Jli - ^ &\ '^j - VI * A

1608. Anas (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah M
used to say, "O Allah! Grant me benefit in what You have
taught me, and teach me useful knowledge and provide me
with knowledge that will benefit me." Related by An-Nasal
and Al-Hakim.

oCjj .<<

1609. At-Tirmidhi reported a similar tradition on the autho-
rity ofAbu Hurairah(RAA), he said at its end, "And increase my
knowledge. Praise be to Allah in all circumstances. I seek
refuge in Allah from the state of those who will go to Hell."
Its chain ofnarrators is good.
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1610. 'A'ishah (RAA) narrated, 'Allah's Messenger H taught

her this supplication, "O Allah! I ask You of all good ofwhat I

have done and what I have not done in this world and in

the Hereafter. I seek refuge in You from the evil of what I

have done and what I have not done in this world and in

the Hereafter* O Allah! I ask of You all good that Your ser-

vant and Prophet Muhammad -8 used to ask of You. I seek

refuge in You from all evil that Your servant and Prophet

Muhammad used to seek refuge in You from. O Allah! I ask

You for Paradise and what brings me nearer to it of deeds

and sayings. I seek refuge in You from Hell-Fire and what

brings me near to it of deeds and sayings. I ask You for the

good consequences of Your Decree." Related by Ibn Majah

Ibn Hibban and Al-HSkim graded it as SakiL

jd :
- & "^j - r;> ^ oi^JJi ^S-^j -nn

- ****** « * *

1611. Abu Hurairah (RAA) narrated that the Messenger of

Allah S said, "Two phrases which are dear to the Compas-

sionate One and are light on the tongue but heavy in the

scale are; "How perfect Allah is and I praise Him? and How
perfect Allah is the Most Great." Agreed upon.
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